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Preface 

The comforting belief that democratic freedoms have history on their 

side and will eventually prevail everywhere has always been tinged with 

wishful thinking. World events of the past two or three decades have 

shown that we can no longer take these things for granted. Universal 

human rights, democratic practice and the rule of law have powerful 

enemies, and China under the Chinese Communist Party is arguably 

the most formidable. The Party’s program of influence and interference 

is well planned and bold, and backed by enormous economic resources 

and technological power. The wide-ranging campaign of subverting 

institutions in Western countries and winning over their elites has 

advanced much further than Party leaders might have hoped. 

Democratic institutions and the global order built after the Second 

World War have proven to be more fragile than imagined, and are vul¬ 

nerable to the new weapons of political warfare now deployed against 

them. The Chinese Communist Parry is exploiting the weaknesses of 

democratic systems in order to undermine them, and while many in the 

West remain reluctant to acknowledge this, democracies urgently need 

to become more resilient if they are to survive. 

The threat posed by the CCP affects the right of all to live without 

fear. Many Chinese people living in the West, along with Tibetans, 

U^'ghurs, Falun Gong practitioners and Hong Kong democracy activists, 
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arc at the forefront of the CCPs repression and live in a constant state 

of fear. Governments, academic institutions and business executives arc 

afraid of financial retaliation should they incur Beijing’s wrath. This fear 

is contagious and toxic. It must not be normalised as the price nations 

have to pay for prosperity. 

Every Western democracy is affected. As Beijing is emboldened by 

the feebleness of resistance, its tactics of coercion and intimidation are 

being used against an increasingly broad spectrum of people. Even for 

those who do not feel the heavy hand of the CCP directly, the world is 

changing, as Beijing’s authoritarian norms are exported around the globe. 

When publishers, filmmakers and theatre managers decide to censor 

opinions that might ‘hurt the feelings of the Chinese people , free speech 

is denied. A simple tweet that upsets Beijing can cost someone their job. 

When university leaders pressure academics to temper their criticisms 

of the CCP, or ban the Dalai Lama from their campuses, academic 

freedom is eroded. When Buddhist organisations pledge their loyalty 

to Xi Jinping, and spies are placed in church congregations, religious 

freedom is under threat. With Beijing’s growing system of surveillance, 

including cyber intrusions and filming citizens attending lawful protests, 

personal privacy is violated. Democracy itself is assailed when CCP 

linked organisations and Parry proxies corrupt political representatives, 

and when Beijing co-opts powerful business lobbies to do its work. 

The what, why and how of the CCPs influence, interference and 

subversion in North America and Western Europe (hereafter the West) 

is the subject of this book. The CCPs activities in Australia (detailed in 

Silent Invasion) and New Zealand receive occasional mention. But its 

important to keep in mind that the CCP’s enterprise is geared towards 

reordering the entire world, and that while the form varies, the experi¬ 

ence of the West is very similar to that of countries around the globe. Its 

hard to think of any nation that has not been extensively targeted, from 

Samoa to Ecuador, from the Maldives to Botswana. CCP influence in 

the global South is in urgent need of detailed study and exposure, but is 

outside the scope of this book. 

The CCP works hard to convince people in China and abroad that 

it speaks for all Chinese people. It yearns to be seen as the arbiter of all 

things Chinese, and insists that for Chinese people, w'herever they are. 
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to love the country means to love the Party, and only those who love the 

Party truly love the country. It claims that the Party is the people, and 

any criticism of the Party is therefore an attack on the Chinese people. 

It is disturbing to find so many people in the West falling for this ruse 

and labelling critics of CCP policies racist or Sinophobic. In so doing 

they are not defending Chinese people, but silencing or marginalising 

the voices of those Chinese opposed to the CCP, and the ethnic minori¬ 

ties who are persecuted by it. At worst, they are agents of influence for 

the Party. In this book, then, we draw a sharp distinction between the 

Chinese Communist Party and the Chinese people. When we use the 

word ‘China’ we do so as shorthand for the political entity ruled by the 

CCP, in the same way that one might say, for example, that ‘Canada’ 

voted in favour of a resolution at the United Nations. 

Conflating the Party, the nation and the people leads to all kinds 

of misunderstanding, which is just what the CCP wants. One conse¬ 

quence is that overseas Chinese communities have come to be regarded 

by some as the enemy, when in fact many are the foremost victims of 

the CCP, as we shall see. They are among the best informed about the 

Party’s activities abroad and some want to be engaged in dealing with 

the problem. 

The distinction between the Party and the people is also vital to 

understanding that the contest between China and the West is not a 

‘clash of civilisations’, as has been claimed. We face not some Confucian 

‘other’, but an authoritarian regime, a Leninist political party replete 

with a central committee, a politburo and a general secretary backed 

by enormous economic, technological and military resources. The real 

clash is between the CCP’s repressive values and practices, and the free¬ 

doms enshrined in the UN’s Universal Declaration of Human Rights: 

the freedom of speech, assembly, religion and belief; freedom from 

persecution; the right to personal privacy; and equal protection under 

the law. The CCP rejects each of these, in words or in deeds. 

People who live in close proximity to China understand this much 

better than do most in the West. It is this understanding that has fuelled 

the recent protests in Hong Kong, and led to the re-election in January 

2020 of Taiwan’s President Tsai Ing-wen. In a landslide vote, the people 

of Taiwan used the ballot box to say no to the CCP. 

XI 
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Some on the left, despite their history of defend’ 

find reasons to blind themselves to the nature of Chi^ 

under Xi Jinping. They have forgotten how totaIitarirnil,^°'^^*^^*^^»'t 

power human rights. Even so, anxiety about the CCP s • • 

political boundaries, not least within the US Congress wherTo^^ 

and Republicans have formed an alliance to challenge Beijing 

applies in Europe. Despite their other disagreements, people ft- ^ 

left and the right can agree that China under the CCP is a grav^^ 

not only to human rights, but to national sovereignty, 

The reasons why so many people in the West downplay or den 

the threat posed by the CCP is a theme of this book. Onp r^o 
r r * iCd-SOn is 

ot course financial interest. As Upton Sinclair put it, Tt is difficult 

get a man to understand something when his salary depends on his 

not understanding it.’ Another reason, especially in the case of some 

on the left, is whataboutism’. China may be doing some unpleasant 

things, goes this argument, but what about the United States^ The 

tactic IS more effective with Donald Trump in the White House but 

whatever criticisms one might have of the T ^ • r • 

both historically and today—and we are strong ’ 

any way diminish or excuse the extreme ’ I ^ 

suppression of liberties by the CCP regiinr rights and 

And for all its faults, the United'^aies U. l 

around the world, continues to have an effe ' ■ democracies 

that change the government; courts that LeT""'' “PPosition; elections 

state; a media that is diverse, unconstrained '"‘*'^P^"dent of the 

the government; and a thriving civil society "t critical of 

injustices. China under the CCP has none of k ^^'ganise a * 

dencies of some politicians in Western demo ^uto 

but they are restrained by the system in 

restrains Xi Jinping’s autocratic impulses__^ operate 

his allies have dismantled the political accord^ th 

prevent the rise of another supreme leader by i ^nd 

there’s much that is wrong in the West and de^ ^^do^ ^ ^^rty 

political model offered by the CCP is not the a ''^hile 

Ignorance explains some of the 

coming to grips with the threat of the CCP, as ^ ^'^st j 

" ' ' ■' ho. 
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iu>t previously had to contend with such an adversary. During the Cold 

War, no Western country had a deep economic relationship with the 

Soviet Union. Conscious of the economic and strategic importance of 

China, many nations are trying to get smarter about the country at the 

very time Beijing is pouring money into helping us ‘better understand 

China’. Receiving information straight from the horse’s mouth might 

seem a sensible route, but, as we will show, this is a bad mistake. 
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An overview of the 
CCP’s ambitions 

The Chinese Communist Party is determined to transform the interna¬ 

tional order, to shape the world in its own image, without a shot being 

fired. Rather than challenging from the outside, it has been eroding 

resistance to it from within, by winning supporters, silencing critics and 

subverting institutions. 

Whereas analysts on both sides of the Atlantic continue to agonise 

over whether to label China an opponent or even an enemy, the CCP 

decided this matter thirty years ago. In the post-Soviet world, it saw 

itself surrounded by enemies that it needed to defeat or neutralise. 

While the CCP and its supporters in the West like to speak of a ‘new 

Cold War’ being waged against China, the Party itself has all along been 

engaged in an ideological struggle against ‘hostile forces’. For the CCP, 

the Cold War never ended. 

The reshaping of alliances and the remoulding of the way the world 

thinks about it are essential to the Party securing continued rule at 

home, as well as to its reach and eventually making China the number 

one global power. The Party’s plans have been explained at length in 

speeches and documents. Its implementation strategy is to target elites 

in the West so that they either welcome China’s dominance or accede to 

its inevitability, rendering resistance futile. In some nations, mobilising 

1 
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the wealth and political influence of the Chinese diaspora, while at the 

same time silencing critics within it, is central to the strategy. 

Backed by its enormous economic clout, China engages in arm- 

twisting, diplomatic pressure, united front and ‘friendship’ work, and 

the manipulation of media, think tanks and universities—all these tac¬ 

tics overlap and reinforce each another. Some people claim that Beijing’s 

influence around the word is no different to that of any other country. 

While not everything the Party does in this respect is unique, the scope, 

degree of organisation, and eagerness to use coercion distinguish the 

CCP’ s actions from other nations’ diplomatic activities. 

As the world’s largest factory and second-biggest economy, China has 

been a magnet for Western businesses and many Western politicians. 

Some industries are heavily dependent on access to China’s huge market, 

and Beijing is willing to use this dependence as a political weapon. In 

the words of one close observer, ‘If you don’t do what Beijing’s political 

leaders want they will punish you economically. They put the economic 

vise on politicians around the world. They have been doing it for years 
and it works.’' 

At times, the vice has been tightened in conspicuous ways. After 

the attest of Huawei executive Meng Wanzhou in Canada in 2018, for 

example, imports of Canadian soybeans, canola and pork were blocked 

Keijmg reacted in a similar way in 2017 when South V 

to aggression from the North,Lgan installing!: tSrn’I" T 

missile system. Beijing took forty-three tetaliatory measures " 

banning Chinese tourist groups to South Korea, drivin ' 

conglomerate out of China, barring K-pop stars, and U ^ ^o^^an 

of electronics and cosmetics.^ Beijing was still punish 9 ‘"^Ports 

in October 2019 when it demanded that the prestigious Koreans 

of Music at the University of Rochester, in New Y^rk School 

three Korean students from its top orchestra if it wanted ^^^lude 

of China to go ahead.^ Citing the damage to Eastman’^ 

China if the tour were to be cancelled, the dean 

Koreans behind. Only after an outcry by students and thg 

school decide to cancel the tour.'' '^id th^ 

When Daryl Morey, general manager of the Houston Rock 

ball team, tweeted his support for Hong Kong protesters in I 

2 
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Bcijings buckiush was instantaneous.^ (1 he torrent of criticism on Twitter 

appears to have come from trolls and fake accounts in China.*^) The 

televising of Rockets games to its huge fan base in China was suspended. 

Sponsors withdrew. Beijing raged that Morey had ‘hurt the feelings of 

the Chinese people’. The state broadcaster, China Central Television, 

redefined freedom of speech to exclude challenging national sovereignty 

and social stability’.^ Desperate to protect its growing market in China, 

the US National Basketball Association issued a fawning apology that 

read as if written by the CCP’s Central Propaganda Department.® 

While only a few examples of extreme punishment are needed in 

order to sow fear in everyone, Beijing prefers to keep its threats vague 

and thus deniable, to keep the targets guessing. As Perry Link puts it, 

vagueness frightens more people because no-one can rule themselves 

out, and those in the frame therefore ‘curtail a wider range of activity’.^ 

Beijing has become the world’s master practitioner of the dark arts of 

economic statecraft, in part because in recent decades Western nations’ 

commitment to free-market policies makes them reluctant to manipu¬ 

late trade for political reasons. That’s why the world was shocked when 

Donald Trump launched a trade war against China in 2018. While 

he is wrong on many other things. Trump is right that Beijing has 

been systematically violating the principles of international economic 

engagement and getting away with it. 

Beijing’s vast program of infrastructure investment abroad, known 

as the Belt and Road Initiative, is the ultimate instrument of economic 

statecraft or, more accurately, economic blackmail. It provides an outlet 

for China’s construction industry and enormous capital reserves, while 

at the same time supplying the investment needs of other countries who 

are short of capital and excluded from mainstream sources of finance. 

The offer of low-interest loans is hard to resist, especially when they 

come without environmental or other conditions. 

However, the objectives of the BRI, also known as the New Silk Road 

(see the list of acronyms on page 277), go well beyond providing an 

oudet for surplus Chinese capital or helping poorer nations develop; the 

initiadve is Beijing’s primary mechanism for reordering the global geo¬ 

political system." Xi Jinping’s signature policy is now so closely integrated 

with almost all Chinese government activity abroad—commercial, 

3 
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technological, academic, cultural—that it cannot be separated from the 

PRC’s overall diplomatic engagement. 

Xi Jinping has repeatedly referred to the BRI as essential to his vision 

of constructing ‘a community of common destiny for humankind’.'^ 

While the idea might sound good to Western ears, its aim is a Sinocentric 

world; that is, the one envisaged by the hawks elevated by Xi to the top 

leadership positions. They view a China-led world order as an essential 

part of the ‘great rejuvenation of the Chinese people’.'^ 

So the BRI is the most powerful vehicle by which Beijing is chang¬ 

ing the postwar international order.''* In a revealing 2015 speech, 

defence strategist and retired PLA major-general Qiao Liang described 

the BRI purely as the vehicle for China to achieve dominance over the 

United States. It represents, he stated, China’s new and irresistible 

form of globalisation, the success of which will be measured by the 

renminbi displacing the dollar as the world currency, leaving the 

United States hollowed out While Qiao is a pusher of boundaries, 

the geostrategic rationale of the BRI is also made plain elsewhere, such 

as the leaked minutes of a 2019 Chinese-Malaysian meeting on a BRI 

project, which noted that despite the project’s ‘political nature’, the 

public had to see it as market-driven.'** 

The adjective most frequently attached to the BRI is ‘vast’, and 

when China’s top diplomat, Yang Jiechi, said in April 2019 that the BRI 

‘does not play little geopolitical games’, he was speaking the truth.'^ 

The former editor of the Far Eastern Economic Review, Nayan Chanda 

describes the BRI as ‘an overt expression of China’s power ambitions in 
the 21st century’,'® 

Like other so-called parallel institutions created by the Chin 

government, such as the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank the BR T 

pretends to pose no challenge to countries’ existing institutions h i 

incrementally realigning their interests and shifting the global h 1 * ^ 

of power. A key part of the CCP’s thinking on global and regional ^ 

dynamics is the identification of a ‘main contradiction’ and 

enemy’ to unite against. On a global scale, that enemy is the 

States, which needs to be split from its allies and isolated. ^ 

Brexit, dissension in the European Union and the election of D 

Trump have created a strategic opportunity for Beijing to weake""*^^**^ 
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transatlantic alliance and further erode European unity. Long seen by 

the CCP as the largely irrelevant junior partner of the United States, 

Europe is now viewed as the great prize. By winning over Europe, 

the CCP hopes to convince the world that China is the ‘champion of 

multilateralism’ and a much-needed counterweight to US hegemony 

and unilateralism.'^ Beijing wants to mobilise European support for 

its initiatives in the developing world. (Although we won’t be covering 

them in this book, similar strategies of breaking up existing alliances 

play out in other parts of the world.) 

Despite all the news stories about ‘debt diplomacy’, ‘global connec¬ 

tivity’ and ‘win-win cooperation’, it’s apparent that the BRI’s goal of 

strategic rebalancing is to be achieved not only by the political clout 

that goes with infrastructure investment, but also by a subtle and multi¬ 

pronged program of global thought management. The BRI is about 

the projection of power through controlling the terms of the debate. 

(We develop this argument in chapter six.) It no longer makes sense 

to confine discussion of the BRI to business and economics, because it 

sprouts everywhere, from the Silk Road network of think tanks, media 

agreements, and ties between cultural institutions, to the establishment 

of sister cities and ‘people-to-people exchanges’, all of which are incor¬ 

porated into BRI memoranda of understanding. 

Today, the CCP remains deeply anxious about ‘ideological infiltra¬ 

tion’ by hostile forces bent on regime change in China. As a manual 

published by the Central Propaganda Department in 2006 explained, 

‘when hostile forces want to bring disarray to a society and overthrow 

a political regime, they always start by opening a hole to creep through 

in the ideological field and by confusing people’s thought’.This Cold 

War mentality is vital to an understanding of the CCP’s international 

activities, which are first and foremost the global extension of the Party’s 

desire for regime security. 

In the face of this threat of ideological infiltration, the CCP decided 

that the best form of defence is attack. Thus when its leaders talk of 

making the international order more ‘democratic’, ‘open’ and ‘diverse’, 

this is code for an order in which ‘authoritarian systems and values have 

global status equal to liberal democratic ones’, as Melanie Hart and 

Blaine Johnson express it.“' 
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In April 2016 the Global Times, the Party’s pugnacious tabloid 

its readers a glimpse into the mindset of the CCP when it justifiJd^tr 

internet-censoring Great Firewall as a temporary defensive tool that 

quelled Western intentions to penetrate China ideologically’.22 

IS to say, once the CCP has reshaped global opinion, once its values 

political system and policies have gained worldwide acceptance, the 

threat to the CCP of Western ideas will be overcome and the Great 

Firewall may no longer be needed. The Party believes it is now powerful 

enough to transform the global conversation.^^ 

Beijing also seeks to ensure that the world community shuns 

Chinese dissidents and proponents of an independent Taiwan. It wants 

international support for the idea that the CCP is the sole party fit to 

rule China. It also craves recognition that its political and economic 

system is superior to Western democracy and the liberal-capitalist 

economic order, and that CCP-ruled China, in contrast to the United 

States, is a responsible global actor working for the greater good of 

humankind. 

Some have argued that this attempt to export the Party’s ideology 

is bound to fail, but it’s an argument that no longer holds, as we shall 

see. For others, Beijing’s claim to be a responsible world power, and its 

criticism of the United States as an ‘irresponsible global rogue’, have 

appeal m the light of evidence from the Snowden leaks, the calami¬ 

tous invasion of Iraq, and Donald Trump’s call for regime change in 

Venezuela, among other events. The irony of Trump is that he has been 

pus mg back hard against China’s economic power while at the same 

time playing into the CCP’s hands by isolating the US from its allies 

mak,ng them more vulnerable ro Party interference. Chinas rising 

in uence in Europe has been welcomed by those who distrust America 

as well as by some Eurosceptics who view China as a counterweight to 

the European Union or Europe’s larger, more powerful countries 

Beyond these camps, others are questioning the effectiveness of 

democracy and expressing admiration for China’s system of auth • ^ 

tartan government. Others still, including squads of Western journal"" 
on all-expenses-paid tours, are awed by China’s hiah j lo^^^aJists 

during their economic catch-up phases, and ignoring^the I'TLIu 
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was the CCP itself that prevented China from progressing at all for 

several decades. While many in the West repeat the CCP s claim to have 

lifted 700 million people out of poverty, it is more accurate to say that 

for three decades after the founding of the PRC in 1949 the CCP kept 

hundreds of millions in poverty, and it was only when it granted basic 

freedoms—to own property, to start a business, to change jobs, to move 

ones place of residence—that the Chinese people lifted themselves out 

of poverty. 
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A Leninist party 
goes out to the world 

The CCP’s Cold War mentality 

One of the Chinese Party-state’s favourite rhetorical tools to deflect 

crmcism is to accuse its opponents of‘McCarthyism’ or having a ‘Cold 

War mindset’. Hua Chunying, a foreign affairs spokesperson, frequently 

uses the latter term, along with another favourite, zero sum thinking’. > 

In 2019 the nationalistic Global Times proclaimed that the nation’s 

giant, Huawei, had become a victim of‘high-tech 

cCarthyism-.^ The Chinese ambassador to the United Kingdom, Liu 

l'whCh“ ‘‘'f f-dom of navigation exercises in 
South China Sea as gunboat diplomacy, motivated by a Cold War 

mentally. Even condemnations of China’s abysmal human rishts 

record are rejected as rooted in the same thinking ^ 

The charge of a Cold War mentality is often echoed in ,h w, 

SW k.*d^ Peking University's 
Shirk, deputy assistant secretary of state in the Clinton admi 

warned of a looming 'McCarthyite Red Scare’ directed ar ™ "' 

^he United States,’ According to Shirk, a 'herding instincfT 

Americans to China threats everywhere, with pLentiallv d’ 
consequences.*' ^ tiaiiy disastrous 

This is not only unfortunate for its casual dismissal of I ■ ■ 

concerns, bu, also ironic, because there are few people more bte"?'" 
y 3. 
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Cold War mentality than the leadership of the CCP itself, and under Xi 

Jinping this thinking has reached new heights. In December 2012, as the 

new general secretary of the Party, Xi gave a speech warning that China, 

despite its economic growth, should not forget the lessons learned from 

the fall of the Soviet Union. He identified three particular failures that 

had doomed the Soviet empire, allowing it to collapse overnight. First, 

the leaders of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union had failed to 

control the military. Second, they had failed to control corruption. 

Third, by abandoning its guiding ideology, especially under Mikhail 

Gorbachev, the CPSU had removed the barriers to ideological infiltra¬ 

tion by ‘Western hostile forces’. The CPSU had sealed its own fate.^ 

For astute observers, Xi’s speech was the first sign that the hope that 

he would be a liberal reformer—further opening up China and allowing 

it to integrate into the international order—would prove unjustified.® 

In March 2019 the CCP’s flagship theory journal Qiushi (‘Seeking 

Truth’) published an excerpt from another of Xi’s speeches, given in 

January 2013 to the 300 members of the Party’s Central Committee. 

Its theme was ‘upholding and developing socialism’, and he told cadres 

that even though the Chinese system would eventually triumph over 

the capitalist system, they must prepare for ‘long term cooperation and 

struggle between the two systems’. He repeated his warning that a major 

reason for the Soviet Union’s collapse was that ‘they had completely 

negated the history of the Soviet Union and the history of the CPSU; 

they negated Lenin and negated Stalin; they engaged in “historical 

nihilism” [i.e., were critical of the Party’s own past] and brought chaos 

to their ideology’.^ 

Xi’s words were not mere rhetoric; they were followed up with 

decisive actions. In April 2013 the Party’s Central Committee prepared 

a communique titled ‘Notice on the Current State ol the Ideological 

Sphere’, better known as Document No. 9. This notorious bulletin, 

distributed to leading cadres at or above the prcicctural level, outlined 

seven ‘false ideological trends’ they were no longer permitted to sup¬ 

port—Western constitutional democracy, ‘universal values’, civil society, 

neoliberalism. Western principles of journalism, historical nihilism, and 

doubting the socialist nature of socialism with Chinese characteristics. 

The Party was categorically rejecting democracy and universal human 
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rights, and the circulation of the notice was soon followed by a harsh 

crackdown on those promoting them in China. Document No. 9 was 

only the beginning of the CCPs renewed attempt to eradicate ideas it 

believed would threaten its grip on power." The CCP seemed to be 

following a dictum attributed to Stalin: ‘Ideas are more powerful than 

guns. We would not let our enemies have guns, why should we let them 

have ideas?’ 

In October 2013 an internal documentary, likely produced by the 

PLAs National Defense University and entitled Silent Contest, was 

leaked." This ninety-minute film repeated the charge that the United 

States was trying to bring about regime change through ‘ideological 

infiltration’ of China. It pointed the finger at foreign NGOs like the 

Ford Foundation, as well as turned Chinese academics who represented 

an ‘inside threat’. After the leak, the Global Times tried to present the 

documentary as the view of a few nationalistic military academics." Yet 

aggressive campaigns against ‘heterodox thinking’ at Chinese univer- 

siti^, the tightening of control over media, and new legislation, such 

as the foreign NGO law of 2018 that severely curbed the activities of 

Internationa NGOs, all echoed the warning made in Silent Contest, 

suggesting that the documentary presented the CCP’s take on ideologi¬ 
cal threats to the Party." ° 

However, most Western observers continued to ignore rhe deeply 

.deolog^al nature of the Xi regime, and this is only now slowly chang- 

dviser mfhTA ^ cortespondent and 

1 worn g ofT r ^ understanding of 

officials that laid ouSCn t 

While Xi Jinping has^rd^o^^t 
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THE CCP’S COLD WAR MENTALITY 

work.The primary emphasis was on political indoctrination at home, 

including ‘patriotic education’ in Chinese schools and the prevention 

of‘hostile ideas’ reaching China. 

In 1990 Joseph Nye introduced the concept of soft power.'® To Party 

leaders, his ideas were proof that America planned to undermine China 

ideologically. Excerpts from Nye’s book Bound to Lead were almost 

immediately translated into Chinese, and were published by the Military 

Affairs Translations Press in January 1992. In the preface, the military 

editors explained that they had ‘specially invited’ Beijing’s professional 

translators to render it into Chinese quickly to expose America’s plans. 

They informed readers that Nye was proposing to intensify cultural and 

ideological inflows to China, the former Soviet Union and the Third 

World in order to make these countries accept the American values 

system. America was planning to further its world domination not only 

politically, but also culturally and ideologically, and Chinese people 

needed to understand that the struggle against the American plot of 

peaceful evolution’ would be long-lasting, complex and intense.^" 

The idea that China was facing a life-or-death contest against hos¬ 

tile Western forces who were trying to cause chaos in China became 

entrenched within the CCP. In 2000 Sha Qiguang, an official from the 

Office of External Propaganda, which externally goes by the name of 

State Council Information Office, went so far as to argue that the West 

had been engaged in a ‘smokeless Third World War’ against China for 

the previous ten years.‘Ideological subversion’ is not seen as an abstract 

danger, in other words. The 2014 Sunflower Movement in Taiwan and 

Hong Kong’s Umbrella Movement in the same year were interpreted 

as Western plots to destabilise China.So, of course, were the Hong 

Kong protests that began in 2019, despite the vast crowds marching for 

democratic freedoms. 

Neither China’s admission to the World Trade Organization in 

late 2001 nor its growing interdependence with Western economies 

alleviated anxieties about ideological infiltration. If anything, the period 

between 2000 and 2004, which saw the first Colour revolutions in 

Eastern Europe, made the CCP more paranoid. It commissioned a 

series of studies on the fall of the Soviet Union.In 2004 the Party 

conceded for the first time that its continued grip on power was not 
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assured. It began to realise that it needed more reliable and 
ri • • 1 ^ P^^rnancnt 

sources ot legitimacy than economic performance, which could fail and 

nationalism, which could backfire if the Party could not deliver on the 

expectations ot hyper-nationalistic citizens.^'* 

Party leaders saw that, despite Chinas economic clout, it lacked the 

power to shape the international debate—that is, how other nations 

thought about China, its system and its role in the world. In the inter¬ 

national court of public opinion, the Party concluded, ‘the West was 

strong, and China was weak’.25 That had to change; it needed ‘discourse 

power’ {hmyuquan) and an image to match its status.^^ 

‘Big external propaganda’ 

In 1993 a young professor at Shanghai’s Fudan University, who had 

a number of American campuses a few years earlier, picked 

up on e concept of soft power, and in an article in Journal of Fudan 

mversity introduced the idea to a broader circle of Chinese scholars of 

nte,n tional re ations.- Initially seen as something to defend against, 

soft p wer was later redefined as something China could deploy itself 

L!iead T- by Xi Jinping into the 

Politburo W rfSl ' Standing Committee of 
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'BIG EXTERNAL PROPAGANDA' 

legitimacy, reshaping tlie global order and directing global conversa¬ 

tions doesnt make it any less consequential. On the contrary, the fact 

that its tied to regime security means the stakes for the Party could not 

be higher. 

If the concepts of ideological infiltration and a new Cold War of 

ideas have been a consistent theme since the 1990s, the ways in which 

the Party has tried to neutralise perceived threats have changed sub¬ 

stantially, and become much more aggressive. As early as 2005, in an 

article titled On external propaganda and building the ability of the 

Party to rule, a Party theorist explained how reshaping international 

public opinion could help avert the undermining of the CCP at home. 

It described the propaganda China was targeting at foreigners as ^the 

vanguard of the [struggle] against “peaceful evolution”’; it was helping 

to discredit the messages of hostile forces before they reached China.^^ 

The financial crisis of 2008—09 was viewed by Party leaders and 

Chinese scholars as an opportunity for China to become a globally 

influential voice, and to present the Chinese political-economic model 

as an alternative to the Western order. Party analysts highlighted how 

the crisis revealed the weaknesses of financial deregulation and lack of 

oversight. By comparison, they argued, China’s more careful reforms 

could prevent such a meltdown. This led to the first extensive discussion 

in Chinese academic circles of the ‘China model’ as a globally exportable 

alternative to Western models of governance.^'^ 

Under Xi Jinping, these efforts have taken on a new quality. While 

previous generations of leaders avoided using the term ‘China model’, 

the CCP is now openly promoting what it calls ‘the China case’ and 

‘Chinese wisdom’ to other countries.^’ During the 2019 National 

People’s Congress, Colin Linneweber, an American working for 

China’s official state news agency, Xinhua, proclaimed that ‘it is widely 

acknowledged that a key to China’s success is its system of democracy’. 

While on a visit to Paris in 2019, Xi Jinping offered ‘the China case’ 

and the Belt and Road Initiative as solutions to the erosion of trust and 

cooperation in the international community.^^ 

As the National Endowment for Democracy has argued, authoritar¬ 

ian powers like China do not rely on soft power but on sharp power, the 

exercising of coercive and manipulative influence.^® Indeed, this shows 
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up in Chinese debates on the subject, which are always more con 

with the power aspect than with the soft. 

It would be a mistake to be complacent about the CCPs efforts to 

promote democracy with Chinese characteristics’, and the various other 

concepts with Chinese characteristics (human rights, the legal system 

and so on), or to believe that these efforts are doomed to fail because 

that system lacks appeal. For one thing, large parts of the Party’s target 

audience in developing countries and in the West don’t know much 

about China other than its economic achievements. Some believe that 

Western governments and media ‘distort China’. Others, as recent sur¬ 

veys show, are attracted to more authoritarian government, and some 

of the CCPs talking points may actually resonate well with them, as 

the Party exploits crises in democracies to illustrate China’s strengths. 

exit and the election of Donald Trump in 2016 were both seized on 

^pport the claim that democracy inevitably results in chaos and 
inefficiency.^^ 

The Party rules 
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THE PARTY RULES 

Too many Westerners routinely speak of China as if the Party does 

not exist, but focusing on the Party is indispensable for any understand¬ 

ing of the political entity we are dealing with. China’s influence abroad 

is, as we’ve seen, an extension of the Party’s domestic goals, an adaptation 

ot its domestic strategies and agencies. These actions make sense only 

when viewed through the lens of the Party’s distinctiveness and history. 

There have been times since the creation of the People’s Republic of 

China when Chinese institutions and people interacted with foreigners 

more freely. Xi Jinping has reversed the trend of gradual loosening. At 

the 19th Party Congress in 2017 he famously used a quotation from 

Mao to explain the role of the Party in China; ‘Government, military, 

society and schools, north, south, east and west—the party rules 

everything’. These were not empty words. Half a year later, at its 2018 

annual meeting, the National People’s Congress announced a series 

of changes that saw several government organisations dissolved and 

merged into Party departments.'^' Every delegation permitted to leave 

China is accompanied by at least one Party official whose explicit job it 

is to keep an eye on everybody else.'^^ 

The CCP is a Leninist party founded with the specific purpose of 

becoming the ‘revolutionary vanguard’ of the Chinese people. As such it 

was set up as the central organisation, penetrating all sections of Chinese 

society and placed above all other institutions, including the military and 

state agencies. The most important and powerful organisations involved 

in influence work have always been part of the Party bureaucracy, not the 

Chinese government, which acts more as an extended arm of the CCP. 

The Propaganda Department, the International Liaison Department, 

and the United Front Work Department are all Party organisations. 

The task of the United Front Work Department (considered in the 

next section) is to liaise with all forces outside the CCP, such as recog¬ 

nised religious organisations and other interest groups. Its also tasked 

with guiding the 50-60 million people of Chinese heritage abroad. 

The line between its domestic and overseas work is blurred because 

of the diaspora’s family and business links to China. 

By comparison, the International Liaison Department (see chapter 

four) is in charge of liaising with political parties abroad.It serves as a 

kind of “radar” for identifying up-and-coming foreign politicians before 
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they attain national prominence and office’.'’'* In May 2018 X' 

speech emphasising Party leadership over China’s foreign affairs' ^ 

As Anne-Marie Brady points out: ‘This change reveals how the'ccp 

revolutionary and transformative foreign policy agenda and method! 

are now being fused with the Chinese state’s more mainstream forei 

policy activities such as trade, investment and top-level diplomatic 

meetings. The last time that these two aspects were joined was in the 

1940s before the CCP came to power. 

Of course, state organs continue to be involved in influence work 

but they are under tight Party control, serving the Party’s interests and 

carrying out its orders. While some previous leaders tried to separate 

Party and state and gradually reduce the role of the CCP to a few core 

nctions, Xi Jinping has decisively reversed the trend. 

e same is true for the economy. Private businesses have long 

liged to establish Party cells, but it is only under Xi that this 

t has been widely enforced again. All large and medium-sized 

Q . . ^oreign-owned enterprises, are required to set up Party 

internatT'll 'Tl'’' While corporations operating 

owned businesses in China is steadily narrowing. 

The united front 

An understanding of CCP infl 
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THE UNITED FRONT 

coalition of interests so as to undermine the “chief enemy’”.'*’ Mao Zedong 

described united front work as one of the three ‘magic weapons’ of the 

Chinese Communist Party.After the founding of the PRC, the broad 

strategy, and the relevant agencies within the Party structure, continued 

to be used to co-opt and subdue ethnic and religious minorities, and to 

retain the support of independent and marginalised groups. 

The Party sees the united front strategy as a science, one based 

on Marxist-Leninist fundamentals that is adjusted as it is put into 

practice.^' Party theorists have developed a set of united front theories 

covering such fields as political parties, intellectuals outside the Party, 

ethnic groups, religious organisations, private companies and overseas 

Chinese communities. In 2015 the Ministry of Education approved a 

postgraduate degree program in United Front Studies, and Shandong 

University produced its first batch of graduates in 2018.^^ 

Overseen by the CCP’s United Front Work Department, work is 

carried out by a sprawling infrastructure of Party agencies, and organi¬ 

sations linked to the Party, and forms the core of the Party’s overseas 

influence and interference activity. (More detail, including an organi¬ 

sational chart, is provided in chapter seven.) United front work is not 

confined to the activities of the UFWD but is the responsibility of every 

Party member. 

United front work intensified when Xi Jinping became Party general 

secretary in 2012.^'* Speaking in 2014 of work among overseas Chinese 

(known as qiaowu), he declared: ‘As long as the overseas Chinese are 

united, they can play an irreplaceable role in realizing the Chinese 

Dream of National Rejuvenation as they are patriotic and rich in capital, 

talent, resources and business connections.’^^ Elevated to ‘a new level of 

ambition’, in the words of Brady,united front activity has been shaped 

into an even more potent ‘magic weapon’ than Mao imagined, notably 

in countries where the ethnic Chinese population is relatively large and 

successful. 

In recent years, united front work has increasingly been oriented 

towards promoting a more favourable view of the PRC in the mainstream 

of Western nations, and it’s these activities that are explored throughout 

this book. Efforts to shape thinking and attitudes have mostly been 

directed at elites, countering negative perceptions of CCP rule and 
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highlighting the positives. As we will see, influential Westerners keen 

engage with Chinese culture or get to loiow Chinese businesspeople may 

find that the organisation they are dealing with is a covert part of the 

united front structure of the Party and that they are being worked on 

Political leaders are a natural target, the more so if, for electoral rea¬ 

sons, they want to engage with their local Chinese community. United 

front activity is particularly prevalent in hometown and cultural groups 

and in the business community, including Chinese chambers of com¬ 

merce, where influence operations have been supercharged by the rapid 

growth in trade and investment. Western business executives welcome 

the opportunities to get to know and work with Chinese-heritage 

businesspeople. United front operatives in the business community 

gather information to feed to Chinas consulates, and cultivate relation¬ 

ships with a view to promoting opinions sympathetic to the PRC. 

Many leading Western business figures now serve as megaphones for 

Beijing s message to their governments and the wider public, not least in 

warning about damaging the relationship’, and the risks of retaliation 

en statements are made that may upset Beijing. (A similar story is 

told about university elites in chapter twelve.) 

Espionage may not appear to fall under the rubric of foreign influ- 

en« operations because in the West, spies steal secrets for military and 

motr fl closely integrated 
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DOUBLE-HATTING AND DOUBLE-PLATING 

ro the network operated by the United Front Work Department. They 

may be expressly political, such as those with ‘peaceful reunification’ in 

their names, but more often they are business groups, professional asso¬ 

ciations, or cultural and community organisations. These are explored 

in detail in chapter seven, but it’s worth stressing that the covert nature 

of united front work often makes it difficult to identify them, even if 

one understands the operation of united front work. 

In addition, within the official structures of the CCP, it’s common 

for individuals to wear several different hats, and for organisations 

to use different nameplates depending on the setting. For example, 

Zheng Bijian, the man who coined the idea of China’s ‘peaceful rise’, 

is variously introduced as ‘a Chinese thinker’, as the chair of the China 

Reform Forum (‘a nongovernmental and non-profit academic organiza¬ 

tion), and as an ‘adviser to China’s leaders’.From these positions he 

has befriended a wide range of global political and intellectual leaders. 

The titles are all misleading because his other positions describe much 

more accurately who he really is inside the CCP, and that is a very senior 

and trusted cadre. From 1992 to 1997 Zheng served as the deputy head 

of the CCP’s Central Propaganda Department, and from 1997 to 2002 

he served as executive vice president (in effect, the top leader) of the 

Central Party School. And he was a leading member of the Chinese 

People’s Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC).^^ 

To take another example, Lu Jianzhong is a member of the 

National People’s Congress and chairman of the Silk Road Chamber of 

International Commerce. But he also introduces himself as chairman 

of the board of Datangxi Municipality Cultural Industry Investment 

Group, vice president of China’s International Chamber of Commerce, 

vice chairman of the China International Studies Foundation, or chair¬ 

man of the Shaanxi Association for the Promotion of Chinese Culture. 

While this double-hatting is intended as a smokescreen for foreigners, 

it also has an unintended advantage: it allows us to roughly reconstruct 

where a particular organisation is located in the Chinese bureaucracy. 

Typically, if a person is concurrently chair of organisation B and vice 

chair of organisation A, one of the organisations is under the direct 

leadership of the other. In some cases, A and B are simply different name¬ 

plates for the same organisation. For instance, until recently, the head of 
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the China Association for International Friendlv Conto 
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THE PEOPLE AND THEIR FRIENDS AND ENEMIES 

concepts with special meanings in Chinese politics—meanings that few 

in the West understand. I he Party’s cynical, opportunistic concept of 

friendship was explained in 2017 by Xi Jinping, who told cadres that 

their friends outside the Party are not their ‘own personal resources’, but 

should be made friends for the Party’ or ‘for the public good’. He went 

on to say. Of course, friendships made outside the party will develop 

into personal friendships. But personal friendships must comply with 

the work for the public good. Principles, discipline, and rules must be 

maintained.’*'^ 

Anne-Marie Brady’s 2003 book Making the Foreign Serve China is an 

indispensable guide to understanding the ‘external friendship’ system 

developed by the CCP.*'^ She writes that political friendship is ‘an 

application of united front principles to divide the enemy by focusing 

on contradictions and uniting all forces that can be united around a 

common goal’. In the language of the CCP, ‘friendship’ does not refer 

to an intimate personal bond, but to a strategic relationship. The Party’s 

terminology of friendship ‘is a means to neutralise opposition psycho¬ 

logically and to reorder reality’. Foreign friends, writes Brady, are those 

willing and able to promote China’s interests. 

In China, civic organisations are never independent but always tied 

into the Party system through united front organisations. Just as in the 

United Kingdom no community organisation can use the word ‘royal’ 

in its title without official permission, in China no community group 

would include the words ‘people’ or ‘friendship’ in its title without 

Party approval. 

Other words that sound benign, such as ‘benevolent’, ‘peace’, ‘devel¬ 

opment’, ‘understanding’ and ‘unity’, when used in nameplates indicate 

Party-controlled, united front organisations. The Chinese People’s 

Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries, the China Council 

for the Promotion of Peaceful National Reunification, and the Chinese 

Association for International Friendly Contact are all examples that will 

come up throughout this book. 

In his 1937 essay ‘On contradiction’, Mao defined two types— 

‘contradictions among the people’ {renmin neibu maodun) and ‘con¬ 

tradictions between the people and the enemies of the people’ {di wo 

maodun) The idea of the people and the enemies of the people shows 
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up in many different forms, on both the domestic and international 1 

In his speech at the 2013 National Work Conference for Propagand 

and Ideology, Xi Jinping identified three zones in the Chinese ideo 

logical sphere: red (CCP stronghold), grey (middle ground) and black 

(negative public opinion, the ‘enemy’ zoiie).*^^ Xi instructed the Party to 

hold the red zone, reach out to the grey zone so as to incorporate it into 

the red zone, and fight the black zoneJ^ In its approach to international 

rdations, the CCP divides foreigners into those already sympathetic to 

the Party; the political middle’, who are the main target of influence 

work; and hardliners who cannot be convinced/* 

In dealing with debate and dissent, the CCP again identifies three 

categories for contentious issues, each requiring a different approach: 

academic issues, misunderstandings (defined as ‘problems of ideologi¬ 

cal grasp), and political issues. Academic issues are those for which the 

Party has not outlined a clear position.It therefore allows more open 

discussion and exchange on these, which represent, in Mao’s sense, 

onflicts among the people. Misunderstandings, the second category, 

e issues on which the CCP has a clear stance on what is correct but 

tor which it assumes no malicious or premeditated intent on the part 

person or group who voices a position diverging from it. In these 
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THE 5 PER CENT RULE AND QUIET DIPLOMACY 

consulate general in Auckland, New Zealand praised the ‘spontaneous 

patriotism’ of students from mainland China who attacked Hong Kong 

protesters at the University of Auckland.^'* Conversely, the CCP makes 

sure to label those protests it disapproves of as ‘not having occurred 

spontaneously’, and being ‘orchestrated’ by ‘foreign hostile forces’/^ 

Importantly, when confronted by a contradiction between the people 

and the enemies of the people, there are no limits to what the CCP can 

do. It will do whatever it can to stop ‘enemies of the people’, who have 

no rights. In the ideological cosmos of the CCP, these people impede 

the progress of human history and therefore need to be dealt with 

by any means necessary. This distinction between the people and its 

enemies is used by the Party to justify its extremely brutal treatment of 

dissidents and other ‘troublemakers’, such as human rights lawyers and 

Falun Gong practitioners.^*' Tellingly, the distinction between ‘contra¬ 

dictions among the people’ and ‘contradictions between the people and 

the enemies’ has been formally re-introduced into Party regulations 

under Xi Jinping.^^ 

The 5 per cent rule and quiet diplomacy 

So how is the population divided between ‘the people’ and ‘the enemies 

of the people’? Mao declared that ‘95 per cent of people are good’; that 

is, they are on the people’s side and therefore on the side of the CCP, 

the Party being the ‘vanguard of the people’ after all. China’s political 

system is notorious for setting quotas, and this declaration about the 

95 per cent affected domestic campaigns during the Mao period, when 

quotas for ‘bad’ people who were to be purged were often set at 5 per 

cent.^® The official verdict on the Tiananmen movement remains that 

‘a tiny handful of people exploited student unrest to launch a planned, 

organized and premeditated political turmoil’. 

This kind of framing is also common in the international setting. 

Since China is good, and the overwhelming majority of the people are 

good, it is impossible for a large number of people ever to be against 

China. Beijing’s propaganda generally presents China as being in line 

with what the majority of the world thinks. Anyone who opposes the 

CCP must by default be in a tiny minority. For instance, in response 

to a letter demanding the freeing of Canadians Michael Kovrig and 
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Michael Spavor, detained by the CCP, a foreign ministry spokespcrso 

wrote in the China Daily: ‘If every Chinese citizen sent an open letter 

to Canadian leaders, their voice would be more resounding, and would 

certainly join with the maimtimm voice of the international community 

which is on the side of justice. ... The handjul of people behind the open 

letter are intentionally creating an air of panic.’®*^ (The emphasis is ours, 

both here and in the following paragraph.) 

When, on the basis of intelligence advice, the Australian government 

cancelled the permanent residency visa of businessman Huang Xiangmo, 

he told the Global Times that ‘the anti-China group [in Australia] is only 

a very small handful of people’.^* The Chinese embassy in Sweden issued 

a statement in 2019 in which it lamented that a '^very small handful of 

people posed as China experts to spread their anti-China sentiment.®^ 

And according to a Chinese government spokesperson, it is ‘futile for a 

handful of Hong Kong people collaborating with foreign forces to inter¬ 
vene in Hong Kong affairs’. 

at 
Ihe actual number of people who oppose CCP policies, be they 

me or abroad, doesnt matter—the CCP will always claim it is 

, this is vital to its claim to legitimacy. However, especially 

m the international context, where the Party has nothing close to an 

ofcrp of framing requires other opponents 

to soeak^^ 'k directly attacked. If they were 

narraciveTtexplainsVhyTcctlt 
idea that quiet diplomacy behind rh pushing the 

diplomacy. Unfonuna J ™cal 

ploy, allowing themtelves’'mTeTa™XlA 

was^relifes t^’h^U^atefhhtLT' “’7®“' 
lated the Philippines (which, as a countty "nTe d '"'‘"‘Pu- 
default part of the people’) into bringing a claimToTh"® 

tribunal in The Hague. The United States was ih 

Filipinos were misled or coerced. The same nar ■ while 

the battle over Huawei’s participation Tsc 2'" 

■r portrayed by China as the sok instilo?'ora„ States 

Huawei, fought for ulterior motives. “gainst 
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Although small in number, hostile forces can have a large impact if 

they succeed in misleading or manipulating the people, and the CCP 

views these forces as a dark version of itself—a small group of people 

smart enough to manipulate others, but which uses its powers to mislead 

rather than to lead people in the correct direction, as the CCP claims to. 

Linked to the idea that 95 per cent of people are good and therefore on 

the side of the Party is the political act of declaring ones allegiance with 

the CCP As David Shambaugh explains it, to declare allegiance {biaotai), 

by repeating a particular slogan {kouhao) or other political phrase, is in 

China an important ‘ritualistic, rhetorical, and significant political act’.®'^ 

The practice of biaotai is also becoming more common among 

foreigners. The CCP demands, for example, repeated verbal commit¬ 

ments from foreign interlocutors regarding the ‘One China Policy’, each 

repetition of which adds to the Party’s sense of its legitimacy. Members 

of the Silk Road Think Tank Network must declare that they commit 

to ‘the common understanding that the Belt and Road Initiative is an 

important endeavor to promote world economic growth’.®^ Whether 

they know it or not, these international think tanks and organisations— 

including Chatham House, the Elcano Royal Institute, and the German 

Development Institute, among many others—are engaging in acts of 

biaotai. Repeating someone else’s wording to express political loyalty is 

not unknown in other parts of the world, but it is taken to an extreme 

in China under the CCP; we will give several other examples later. 

In ‘On contradiction’, Mao made another argument that continues 

to shape the thinking of the CCP. Groups of people can be allies in one 

situation, defined by time, place or issue, and the main adversary in 

another. China’s biggest global adversary at present is the one standing 

in the way of‘the irresistible historical trend toward multipolarity’, the 

United States.®^ This conflict is classified as one between the people and 

an enemy of the people {di wo maodun), meaning the US cannot be 

won over. So why then does the CCP still try to win over the American 

public and specific American interest groups? Because the US is only 

the enemy when looking at the power balance in the world as a whole 

{zhengti). Inside American society itself, only a ‘small number’ are true 

enemies, regressive forces of world history; the majority are part of ‘the 

people’. Some of the latter may have been misled in their thinking, but 
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as long as the CCP continues to patiently explain the truth to them, they 

can be won over, as opposed to those who try to hold onto American 

dominance and thereby stand against the ‘irresistible historical trend 

towards multipolarity’, a euphemism for US decline.®^ 

CCP operating procedures 

As a rule, the CCP tries not to antagonise too many people at the one 

time, especially when acting in a situation where the majority of people 

oppose the Party’s point of view. If several countries do something the 

CCP dislikes, it will often single out one or two for criticism, either as 

a test balloon or as a deterrent to others. In some cases it will even stay 

silent altogether. This is informed by the idea that the 95 per cent are 

still potential allies; it also helps ensure that the majority of people dont 

feel pressured by the CCP. 

Another working rule enunciated by Mao for united front work is 

expressed in the slogan ‘round outside, square within’ {wai yuan nci 

Alternatively translated as ‘firmness of principles, flexibility 

of strategy, this approach allows certain concessions to be made for 

strategic purposes, as long as the most important principles are not lost 
sight of. 

rt er principle indicative of the CCP s flexibility is the practice 

gically allowing some friendly forces to venture criticism so that 

'm7/T ‘‘>‘8 with a little badmouth’ (xiao 

newsln”’”^‘*T ’ 'u' observation of the 
.... ^t t e Nationalists (Kuomintang) prior to 1949 Bv 

» 

bdanced, despite being Stmly 

lobby groups there. A few hints from Chines! offi ■ I Powerful 
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groups or billionaires to pressure their government to do nothing to 

upset Beijing; this tactic is known as yi shang bi zheng (literally, ‘using 

business to pressure government’). Examples are legion—Taiwanese 

tourism operators marched in the street because Beijing slashed tourist 

numbers from China, Australian mining tycoons urged Canberra not 

to make a statement about the death of dissident writer Liu Xiaobo, 

and US business organisations have pressured Donald Trump to end 

the trade war. Often, business groups act pre-emptively, before Beijing 

makes threats. 

Prior to taking power in China in 1949, the CCP was forced to 

retreat from the cities and establish bases in the countryside. It later 

incorporated the lessons learned from this in the strategy of ‘using the 

countryside to surround the cities’ {nongcun baowei chengsht). This 

slogan should not be understood only in the literal sense; the idea is to 

go to areas where the CCP’s enemies are weak or not well represented, 

organise the population there and then use them to encircle the enemy’s 

strongholds. In global terms, the CCP has drawn a parallel between ‘the 

countryside’ and ‘the developing world’. That is to say, the developing 

world is seen as a region in which it is comparatively easy for the CCP to 

establish itself Once enough developing countries are on China’s side, it 

becomes easier for the CCP to chip away at the developed world’s grip 

on power. 

A similar idea is expressed in the slogan ‘using the local to surround 

the centre’ {difang baowei zhongyang), or moving from the periphery 

to the centre, from the small to the big, from the Iringe to the main¬ 

stream.^® This is a tried and tested strategy of CCP influencing abroad, 

and also of Party-owned media like Xinhua or Chinese companies like 

Huawei. By winning over smaller or more marginal groups, usually 

more easily convinced, CCP-affiliated institutions slowly make their 

way towards the mainstream. This principle, noted throughout this 

book, helps explain the emphasis Beijing places on local councils and 

sister-city relationships in the West. 
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Political elites at the centre: 
North America 

Making friends 

When considering Beijing’s structure of influence in the West, we need 

to look at the world the way Beijing does: by studying where the centres 

of power lie in each country, and determining who are the elites in busi¬ 

ness, politics, academia, think tanks, media and cultural institutions. 

Information is collected on who they have connections with and who 

Aeir friends and family members are.' Business and personal links in 

hma are especially useful. Front groups associated with the United 

nt Work Department and the PLA are then tasked with selecting 
people to get close to.^ 

The elite power map for the United States will be t.nlike the one 

or "many or example, which in turn will not resemble those for 

poIhlTle d fP--"' “"d future 

m c“ HilT T g-rnme„t-national. provincial or 

Richard BauL.3The Ststt wllgo™-“ 

with the Party on everything; they are often quoted in the 

The second is ‘friendly personage', someone who is relied unr b'" 

teally trusted, like businesspeople; they are open to manipulationt'C; 
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have an interest in appearing friendly. The third category, which often 

includes scholars and journalists, are 'those who really love China but 

know all the vices of Chinese communism’. These people are beyond 

influence. The fourth category is made up of ‘those people who love 

China but hate Chinese communism’.'* They are classed as ‘enemies’ 

and are discredited whenever the opportunity arises. The final category 

is reserved for those who either ‘didn’t know or didn’t care much about 

China. These people are potentially useful because they can always 

be invited to a film or cultural event and will hopefully leave with a 

positive impression. 

Invitations are also made to those targeted as potential friends of 

China—to a conference, a reception or a cultural occasion, events 

organised by apparently neutral charities or academic organisations, 

where warm feelings are cultivated. Gifts may be given, setting up a sense 

of obligation and reciprocity. A free trip to China might follow, during 

which the target is worked on intensively in a carefully scripted program 

of meetings and tours. While the hosting organisations are often front 

groups allied to the UFWD or the Liaison Department of the Political 

Work Department of the CMC, state-owned companies can also serve 

in these roles, and, in the Xi Jinping era, private corporations too. 

In his memoir, George H.W Bush proved just how easy it is for 

naive Western politicians to walk into the trap of ‘friendship’: ‘When 

Deng called me a lao pengyou., an old friend of China, I felt the phrase 

was not just the usual flattery, but a recognition that I understood the 

importance of the US-China relationship and the need to keep it on 

track.’^ Deng then gave Bush ‘a rare insight into his thoughts’ on Sino- 

Soviet relations. 

Those who believe they have been entrusted with the inner thoughts 

of top leaders often proceed to act as Beijing’s messengers, urging others 

to have ‘greater understanding’, ‘to see it from China’s perspective’ and 

‘adopt a more nuanced position’. Former Australian prime minister Paul 

Keating, appointed along with Henry Kissinger to the international 

advisory council of the China Development Bank, hinted that he had 

access to the private thoughts of the top leadership, including meetings 

with President Xi. Keating is one of the regime’s most committed advo¬ 

cates, describing human rights as ‘Western values’ that do not apply in 
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CJ\ina, uiul praising the CCP government as ‘the best governrne 

the world in the last thirty years. Full stop.’^’ 

A tormer senior UvS State Department official, Susan Thornton 

alsxT ^Hvsitions herself as a friend of China. In a widely read attack 

the United States’ pushback against Beijing in 2019, she argued that 

the breakdown in relations was the fault of the US and that with good 

diplomacy China could be coaxed into becoming a responsible global 

citizen. Beijing, she wrote, was working hard to provide more ‘inter¬ 

national public goods’. Thornton claims that ‘the China Dream is to 

be more like the United States’, and that senior Party officials are more 

concerned with getting their children into top US universities than 

seeing their country dominate the United States. 

Susan Thornton is one of the principal authors of a July 2019 open 

letter, signed by roughly one hundred concerned American scholars, 

foreign policy experts and business representatives, repudiating the 

tougher position taken by the Trump administration on China.« 

^ile aclmowledging that China’s behaviour has in recent times been 

‘troubling’, the signatories called for a continuation of the cooperative 

and welcoming stance of previous decades. For them, nothing has 

happened to undo the belief that, as China is drawn into the global 

economic order, the forces of political liberalisation at home are 

becoming stronger and must sooner or later prevail. The fact that the 

very opposite has been taking place, that the authoritarians under Xi 

have been vastly .lengthened by tbe integration of China into th^ 

global economy, has passed these signatories by. 

Tellin^y, the letter speaks only of‘China, with no mention of rh 

Chinese Communist Party. The signatories believe that ‘China’ b 

interest m replacing the United States as the global leader fL rl' 

China IS not a serious ‘economic enemy’ or a securitv' ■ 1. 

believe that the real problem is tbe United States, with ifs ad ' 

^sture and exa^erated sense of the threat posed by the PRC 

Trumps affiressivc stance, they argue, is weakening those in rk 

Naturally, this intervention by US experts atguing for , 

ation of the warm and fu«y approach that the CCP h ‘ T'’'*"'*- 
‘ for yea,„ 
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been cultivating was applauded by Party officials. The foreign minis¬ 

try described the letter as ‘rational and objective’.'^ The Global Times 

interviewed one of the five initiators of the letter, Michael Swaine, a 

senior fellow at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace (an 

institution that provided nine of the signatures).'” Swaine condemned 

Americas cold war response and ‘extreme policy’ approach to China, 

saying China does not want to overthrow the international order, only 

introduce some reforms to it. 

In one of the most effective rebuttals, John Pomfret argued that the 

letter is in the tradition of the United States’ ‘profoundly paternalistic’ 

view of China, which is based on the belief that the natural superiority 

of the American system will coax China’s leaders into emulating it." 

As for Chinas liberal leaders in waiting, in whose lap the letter-writers 

place their hopes, Xi has converted, purged, imprisoned or otherwise 

silenced them. 

The sad case of John McCallum 

Over its history, the CCP has developed sophisticated techniques of 

psychological manipulation of friends and enemies alike. They have 

been applied to excellent effect on a wide range of people in Western 

countries identified for their value to the Party. The aim, once again, is 

to draw them into alignment with Beijing’s political objectives, often 

by convincing them that they have a special relationship with China. 

As China scholar James Jiann Hua To writes, this kind of psychologi¬ 

cal work is ‘an effective tool for intensive behavioural control and 

manipulation’ while at the same rime appearing ‘benign, benevolent 

and helpful’.'^ 

When Huawei’s chief financial officer, Meng Wanzhou, was arrested 

in Canada in December 2018, on an extradition request from the 

United States, she was accused of bank fraud, among other things. At 

the height of the angry diplomatic fight that ensued—in which Beijing 

made dire threats to Ottawa rather than Washington and jailed two 

Canadian citizens on trumped-up charges—Canada’s ambassador to 

China, John McCallum, gave a press conference to Chinese-language 

media in Ontario in which he offered advice to Meng as to how she 

could mount the best legal defence against extradition.'^ McCallum, 
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already well known as a friend of China—he’d recently said that C 

had more in common with China than with the United States_listed 

what he saw as serious flaws in the extradition caseJ'^ 

Some suggested the ambassador sounded as if he were speaking for 

the government of China rather than defending Canada’s position.fo 

Beijing, the Global Times praised McCallum for his ‘truth-telling’ and 

reproached Canadians for their lack of ‘moral righteousness’,’*^ After 

widespread criticism of McCallum at home, his former chief of staff 

characterised his speech as a ‘verbal miscue’ and defended him as ‘a 

fundamentally decent and optimistic man’, a longstanding Sinophile 

whod travelled often to China over three decades—all of which goes 

a long way towards explaining how the ambassador could have fallen 

victim to the CCPs psychological techniques.'^ 

A few days later McCallum followed up his advice to Meng on 

how to fight her extradition by saying it would be good for Canada to 

release her, thereby privileging the pacification of Beijing over Canada’s 

g obligation to the United States. Prime Minister Justin Trudeau 

orced to sack him, leaving observers to puzzle over how such an 

experienced politician and diplomat could misfire so badly. 

Others like McCallum who are targets of the CCP are wooed not by 

m ucements but by playing to theit vanity and their desire to be agree- 

able. ^ one headline wtiter sardonically put it, ‘I think that Ch.nese 
official really likes me!’’® 

One who did recognise why McCallum was saying the things he 
did in support of Meng Wanzhou was former Me ■ c ® , 

to Beijing, Jorge Guajardo. He had been groomed T 

Envoys new to Beijing ate isolated from senior Chines" Iffi ” 

ume, a message is sent that a high-ranking official wishes m m ® 

They meet and are told they have a unique understand T 
and delicacy of the party’s position’ Thev h • the nuance 

Velar. They are granted rare access It; ^^e rs^r/bt"’"'^^^ “ 
been entrusted with an unusual insight into th • ^ they’ve 

Chinese politics. Of course, other envoys are h • ^ 'forkings 

the same. As special friends of China the env ”5 ^’’^^timed to beJi 

back home reflects their unique insight, and i^Lctly tL'advf' T" 
wants them to communicate.^*' ^ advice Beijing 

eve 

masters 



INFLUENCE IN WASHINGTON D.C. 

Selt-bclicf coupled with the need to feel important opens people 

to seduction. 1 he CCPs expert manipulation of vanity was identified 

hy a previous Canadian ambassador to China, David Mulroney: You 

and you alone are sufficiently gifted and experienced to understand the 

situation and explain it to your government. The fate of the bilateral 

relationship is in your hands.’^' Far more so than with any other country, 

diplomats in China become convinced that ‘the most important thing 

in the world is maintaining good relations’.They are persuaded that 

China is difficult for foreigners to understand, and instead of explain¬ 

ing their countries’ viewpoint to China, ambassadors see their role as 

explaining China’s position to their governments, and so they become a 

conduit for the CCP’s messaging. That was McCallum’s mistake. 

This situation is unlike the Cold War, in which loyal citizens were 

‘turned’ and began to work consciously for the other side. It’s far more 

effective if those arguing the CCP’s case believe in their hearts that they 

remain loyal but have come to the view that China’s position is in the 

best interests of their own country. (It was therefore inept for one of 

the most popular newspapers in China to declare in a headline, when 

McCallum gave his support to Meng, that the Canadian ambassador 

had ‘changed sides’. 

The conviction that maintaining good relations with Beijing is para¬ 

mount is rife in foreign affairs departments across the Western world, 

and colours the advice they give their ministers on a daily basis. For these 

officials, calm relations with plenty of bilateral meetings are regarded as 

successful diplomacy; in truth, they put the CCP in the box seat. When 

Beijing cancels meetings and puts diplomats in the freezer. Western 

officials are inclined to panic and advise their governments to relent. 

Influence in Washington D.C. 

In the targeting of anyone who may have the ear of a political leader, 

official and unofficial advisers, civil servants, party colleagues, donors, 

friends, spouses and other family members, business associates and mili¬ 

tary brass are all fair game. Influence operations become much easier 

when there is a financial reward for the target, and business dealings 

therefore facilitate China’s influence in the United States in a way the 

old Soviet Union could only dream of Think tanks, especially those 
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headed by former political or business leaders, are seduced th 

donations and research cooperation. (This topic is covered in 

eleven, with other avenues for influencing Washingtons decision-mar^^ 

considered in earlier chapters. While its not possible to nr -a 

a full account of CCP influence in Washington, we aim to give a strong 

sense of its dimensions.) 

In 2018 the well-connected Washington Post columnist Josh Rogin 

pointed out that China had been building networks of influence in 

the United States over many years, and that the US government ‘is 

preparing for the possibility that the Chinese government will decide to 

weaponize them to get what it wants.^^ (Although Beijing is not known 

to use Russian-style ‘active measures’ in the West, deploying them is 

only a matter of political calculation.) One of the CCP s most auda¬ 

cious penetration operations, Chinagate in 1996, saw a top intelligence 

operative meeting a naive President Clinton in the White House, along 

with donations to the Clinton campaign made through people with ties 

to the Chinese military. (See chapter eight.) 

Beijing has been working to gain influence in the US Congress since 

970s. Through the activities of the CCP s International Liaison 

epartment, and Party-linked bodies like the China Association for 

nttrnanonal Friendly Contact (considered later), China has made 

some .nfluennal ftiendsd> Nevertheless. Congress has for the most parr 

T>*e the b “ '"c White 

been -geredT;ZT:Tgt::efe^^^ ®-“P^ 

weTclrc^TThTTLeM D.C. and beyond 
of constructive engagement’ ‘^rope, and the value 

developed economL'ly, it wouU nr7" “ ^hina 

This view was not without foundatiZ blcT '"b ^ 

factions within the CCP did struggle with h 7 ‘‘b^fal 

US It reinforced a kind of institutiLal naN b“t in the 

Beijing. Many of those who stuck to this 'Z by 

pointed firmly to the contrary had a stto '''‘den 
defending Beijing, Personal investment 

ice 

in 
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INFLUENCE IN WASHINGTON D.C. 

In May 2019 Joe Biden distinguished himself from all of the other 

candidates for the Democratic Party’s presidential nomination by ridi¬ 

culing the idea that China is a strategic threat to the United States. 

‘China is going to eat our lunch? Come on, man,’ he told a campaign 

crowd in Iowa City.^^ Biden had for years adopted a soft approach to 

China. When President Obama’s secretary of state, Hillary Clinton, 

was taking a tougher position towards China’s adventurism in Asia, 

Vice President Biden was urging caution. Biden had formed a warm 

personal relationship with Xi Jinping when Xi was vice president and 

president-in-waiting.^® 

In his second term, Obama replaced Clinton as secretary of state 

with the more accommodating John Kerry. The dynamics help to 

explain why Obama’s 2012 ‘pivot to Asia’ was a damp squib. The 

United States stood back while China annexed islands and features in 

the South China Sea and built military bases on them, something Xi 

had promised Obama he would not do. Breaking the promise has given 

China an enormous strategic advantage. 

Joe Biden cleaves to the belief, now abandoned by many China 

scholars and most Washington politicians, that engagement with 

China will entice it into being a responsible stakeholder. The University 

of Pennsylvania’s D.C. think tank—named, for him, the Penn Biden 

Center for Diplomacy and Global Engagement—aims to address 

threats to the liberal international order, yet China is absent from the 

threats identified on its website: Russia, climate change and terrorism.^^ 

Biden has spoken about China’s violation ol human rights but still 

clings to the idea of China’s ‘peaceful rise’. 

So does it matter if Joe Biden has a clifterent view ol China? It does, 

because there is evidence that the CCP has been currying his favour 

by awarding business deals that have enriched his son. Hunter Biden. 

One account of this is given by Peter Schweizer in his 2019 book Secret 

Empires.^^ Some of his key claims were subset]uently challenged and 

Schweizer refined them in an op-ed in the New York Times (famous for 

fact-checking).^* In short, when Vice President Biden travelled to China 

in December 2013 on an official trip, his son flew with him on Airforce 

Two. While Biden senior was engaging in soft diplomacy with Chinas 

leaders. Hunter was having other kinds of meetings. Then, ‘less than two 
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wccJcs after the trip, I In liters firm ... which he fountleci with two other 

businessmen fincluding John Kerry’s stepsonj in June 2013, finalized 

a deal to open a fund, BHR Partners, whose largest shareholder is the 

government-run Bank of China, even though he had scant background 

in private c*quity’. 

1 he Bank of China is owned by the state and controlled by the CCP, 

Hunter Biden’s exact role in the company is disputed, but one expert 

has said that his share in it would be worth around $20 million. 

However, the point here is not the ethics of the Bidens (as the news 

media have framed it^"^) but the way in which the CCP can influence 

senior politicians. This ‘corruption by proxy’, in which top leaders keep 

their hands clean while their family members exploit their association 

to make fortunes, has been perfected by the ‘red aristocracy’ in Beijing. 

In the crucial years 2014 and 2015, Beijing was aggressively expanding 

into the South China Sea while Obama, Kerry and Biden were sitting 

on their hands. 

The billionaire businessman and former New York mayor Michael 

Bloomberg was a late entrant in the contest to become the 2020 

Democratic Party candidate for US president. He is the most Beijing- 

friendly of all aspirants. With extensive investments in China, he 

opposes the tariff war and often speaks up for the CCP regime. His 

media company has suppressed stories critical of CCP leaders, and 

Bloomberg himself claimed in 2019 that ‘Xi Jinping is not a dictator’ 

because he has to satisfy his constituency.^’ 7'/je Washington Post's 

Josh Rogin argued that ‘his [Bloomberg’s] misreading of the Chinese 

government’s character and ambitions could be devastating for U S 

national security and foreign policy. He would he advocating for a naive 

policy of engagement and wishful thinking that has already been tried 

and failed. 

Republicans too have seen the influence of money from China 

Since 2015, Kentucky Senator Mitch McConnell has been Senate 

majority leader and the most powerful man in Washington after the 

president. Once a hardliner, in the 1 990s he became a noted China 

dove (although in 2019, in a likely instance of‘big help with a little 

badmouth’, he voiced support for Hong Kong protesters^^). In I993 

he married the daughter of one of his donors, Chinese-American 
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busincssiiiun James Chao. Llaine Chao went on to serve as secretary 

oHabor under President George W. Bush and in 2017 was sworn in as 

President Trumps transportation secretary. She wasted no time organ¬ 

ising a trip to China that included meetings between members of her 

family and Chinese government officials, a plan that was spiked only 

when the State Department raised ethical concerns.^* 

James Chao has excellent -connections—in China, includ¬ 

ing his classmate Jiang Zemin, the powerful former president of China. 

Chao became rich through his shipping company. Foremost Group, 

which flourished due to its close association with the state-owned 

behemoth the China State Shipbuilding Corporation. McConnell, 

after his marriage to Chao s daughter, was courted by the highest CCP 

leaders, and his in-Iaws were soon doing deals with Chinese government 
corporations.^^ 

In 2008 James Chao made a gift of several million dollars to his 

daughter and her husband, making Mitch McConnell one of the tichest 

members of Congress. Since the 1990s he has been working to shift 

the Republicans to a more China-friendly position.® In 1999, when 

Republicans strongly backed a resolution pledging support fot Taiwan, 

McConnell was missing in action. He has opposed measutes to punish 

China for human rights violarions and currency manipulation. Fot het 

part, Elaine Chao was dismissive of a teport in 20()() calling out Chinas 

espionage activit,-, refusing to acknowledge (hat Cdiina could pose any 
threat to the United Stares."*' 

The White House 

When Donald Trump occupied the Oval Office in February 2017, the 

US governments attitude towards China began to change, although 

more slowly than might have been expected given Trump’s red-hot 

rhetoric on the campaign trail. 1 hroughoui mucb of his first year 

in office, the administration was hedging its bets. One of the new 

presidents first acts was to can the Irans-Pacilic Partnershij), a trade 

agreement berxveen twelve Pacihe-rim nations that would have served as 

a counterweight to Chinas increasing economic dominance. Powerful 

voices in the \\ hire Fiouse, people \s ith deep China connections, were 

urging a conciliatory approach. 
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Wilbur Ross, the new commerce secretary, had extensive invest¬ 

ments in China, and one of his companies was partnered with a 

state-owned Chinese corporation (under pressure, Ross appears to 

have divested in 2019).“^ While in China in 2017 he talked up a 

partnership between Goldman Sachs and the state-owned investment 

fund China Investment Corp, to provide up to $5 billion to buy into 

US manufacturers, including sensitive assets.(Readers might consult 

this books index to grasp the outsized role Goldman Sachs plays in 

Beijing’s influence operations.) 

Trump’s director of the National Economic Council, Gary Cohn, 

had been president of Goldman Sachs, which was heavily involved 

with Chinese banks, giving Cohn a personal stake in their success. 

Among his financial interests in China before his appointment was a 

multimillion-dollar stake in a huge Party-controlled bank, the Industrial 

and Commercial Bank of China, which he helped to buy assets in the 

US. The bank is reported to be the largest commercial tenant in Trump 

Tower.Having worked at furthering US-China trade and investment 

links, Cohn also has deep connections with Chinese financial and 

political elites. 

Trump’s treasury secretary, Steven Mnuchin, had also once worked 

for Goldman Sachs and held stocks in the company, worth several 

million dollars, which he divested soon after taking office. Mnuchin 

quickly became the leading China dove in the White House, working to 

head off or derail moves to impose tariffs and other sanctions. 

Donald Trump’s own family had high hopes of enriching themselves 

in China. When Trump appointed his son-in-law, Jared Kushner, as 

White House senior adviser, Kushner held substantial investments in 

Blackstone, an investment company owned by Trump’s friend Stephen 

Schwarzman which was heavily invested in China. In 2018 it was 

reported that Kushner’s real estate company was being investigated over 

a scheme to lure Chinese investors to buy into apartment towers with 

the promise of obtaining visas to live in the United States.'*'^ 

China the presidents daughter, owns valuable trademarks in 

She was 

to thitrhii^ cm7 some 
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Initially, President Trump referred often to his ‘great friend Xi 

Jinping,hut in 2018 the atmosphere in Washington D.C. turned sour. 

C.onstructive engagement’ was replaced with an adversarial approach. 

The structures of influence the CCP had built proved impotent, but 

not for want of trying. In March 2019 the journal Mother Jones broke 

a tawdry story about a Chinese-American Trump donor named Cindy 

Yang, who operated brothels in Florida. She was reported to be arrang¬ 

ing visas for rich Chinese, and working hard to get close to Trump, 

without much success. She did, however, get the presidents sister, 

Elizabeth Trump-Grau, to participate in an event at the Mar-a-Lago 

resort. Yang was active in CCP united front organisations, notably the 

Florida branch of the China Council for the Promotion of Peaceful 

National Reunification. She also held a position on the National 

Committee of the Asian American Republican Party. Known as the 

‘Asian GOP’, its aim, according to executive director Cliff Zhonggang 

Li, was to ‘promote Chinese-American political participation’, words 

that signal engagement in the CCP’s huaren canzheng work (literally, 

‘ethnic Chinese participation in politics’, explained in chapter seven). 

There have been more sophisticated and effective programs to influ¬ 

ence America’s first families. During the 2016 presidential primaries, 

Jeb Bush looked like a better bet than Donald Trump. One of the 

stand-out donors to Jeb’s campaign was a Singapore-based Chinese 

couple named Gordon Tang and Huaidan Chen, owners of a property 

development company in California. I hey had previously attracted 

attention for their links to Gary Locke, the former Washington state 

governor who was appointed US ambassador to China by Obama.'‘‘^ In 

2013, while Locke was ambassador, Huaidan Cdicn bought his home 

in Bethesda, Maryland for Si.68 million.(Ltliics experts said it was 

a clear conflict of interest.*’*) After Locke left office, they began paying 

him as an adviser to their company. 

Although Gordon Tang and Huaidan Chen’s Si.3 million donation 

to Jeb Bush’s election campaign did not pay off, they had appointed 

his brother, Neil Bush, as non-executive chairman of their company 

SingHaiyi as early as 2013.^* The Bush family’s China friendship began 

in 1974, when George H.W. Bush serxed as de facto ambassador in 

Beijing. He would later say, I know how China works,’ and was deeply 
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rCxSjTctuxI in C,hin;i as an old friend’, a rarely bestowed honorific rescrv 

Ktp \vx)rld figures who have rendered great help to China. (He 

Kissinger and fi)rnicr head of the International Olympic CommituL^ 

juan Antonio Samaranch, have received the same honour.”) As presi' 

dent in 1989 Bush worked hard to smooth relations after the June 

massacre in Tiananmen Square, sending a secret delegation to Beijing in 

early July, just a month after the bloody crackdown.” 

Today the Bush legacy is carried on by Neil, the former president’s 

third son. He chairs the George H.W. Bush China-U.S. Relations 

Foundation, which among other activities staged a major conference in 

Washington D.C. in October 2018 in conjunction with the important 

united front body, the Chinese People’s Association for Friendship with 

Foreign Countries.” The CPAFFC works with the Bush foundation 

to promote closer ties between the two countries and ‘to create a more 

peaceful and prosperous future’.” 

The problem is that the CPAFFC, commonly abbreviated in 

Chinese 2& youxie (‘friendship association’), is an official organisation 

masquerading as an NGO. It is an agency of the Chinese People’s 

Political Consultative Conference, a top-level advisory body that forms 

an integral part of the CCP’s united front work. Its task is to win friends 

under the banner of people-to-people diplomacy. Friendship, or youyi, 

writes Anne-Marie Brady, ‘is a term that has come to be closely associ¬ 

ated with foreigners and the CCP s system of structures and strategies 

for dealing with them’.” Winning foreign friends through the activities 

of organisations like the CPAFFC is integral to the CCP’s system of 

exerting influence abroad. For example, in May 2019 Xinhua reported 

the signing of a memorandum of understanding between the CPAFFC 

and a think tank in Ireland, AsiaMatters, to promote people-to-people 

exchanges and cooperation. At the ceremony, Ireland’s foreign min 

istet and deputy prime minister. Simon Coveney, said the deepenint. 

opining thatTe Uni2d^stt«''tjusi'*'''^''r”^ 

wapon to bully' China.” While Chi"^ ""'g' P°‘‘«cal 



THE DEPARTMENT OF ENEMY WORK 

Aiwcricuivs into seeing China as a problem. The role of his organisa¬ 

tion, he explained, is to help Americans see the truth about China. In 

an interview with the state broadcaster CGTN, he gushed about ‘the 

natural kindness and gift giving of the Chinese people’, unwittingly 

revealing the tactics used to groom him.*^® 

A month later Neil Bush was in Hong Kong giving the keynote 

speech at a conference organised by Tung Chee-hwa, former Hong 

Kong chief executive and top united front operative. Bush blamed ‘anti- 

China’ sentiment in the US for the tension between the two powers, 

telling the audience that the US should not meddle in China’s affairs, 

that CCP leaders are motivated by concern for the people, and that 

‘US-style democracy’ is not suited to China.*^' Bush developed these 

themes in another sycophantic interview on CGTN in October, where 

he said that Americans would change their view of China if they could 

only see the rise of the freedom people are enjoying’ there.^^ His words 

so closely echoed those generated by the CCP’s Propaganda Department 

they could have been written by it. 

The Department of Enemy Work 

In recent years, China has used increasingly bellicose language and 

military muscle flexing, not least in its annexation and militarisation of 

islands in the South China Sea. Behind the scenes, a quieter and more 

powerful process of achieving supremacy has been taking place, a pro¬ 

cess of disintegrating the enemy. At the heart of it lies the International 

Liaison Department of the Political Work Department of the Central 

Military Commission. Previously known as the Department of Enemy 

Work, the Liaison Department is an integral element of China’s intelli¬ 

gence community.^’^ However, as China scholar Geoff Wade writes: ‘its 

functions are broader, as it develops links with global elites and aims 

at influencing the policies and behaviour of countries, institutions and 

groups beyond China. It engages in a broad range of activities including 

propaganda, liaison, influence peddling, information gathering and 

perception management.’^ 

CCP experts Mark Stokes and Russell Hsiao have described its 

modus operandi. Elite individuals and organisations in foreign defence 

and the militar)" are classified as friend, enemy, or those in the middle 
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who C4n xn>n ovc^—thKv is similar to the CCP’s classlficati(,n of 
fVXTp c ia C.hina ihat we saw in chapter two, and to I^ichard Baum* 

taxTTnonTy descrihexi above. ‘Psychological assessments of elite figures’ 

Nsrite Stx>kes and HvSiao, ‘examine leaders, assess an individuals career 

les'cl xTf culture, motivation, values, political orientation and factional 

amliation, social status, family, and professional competency.’^^ 

Information acquired by cyber hacking of personnel databases 

health records, personal email accounts and so on can be especially 

usefiil when aiming to create rapport with members of military and 

p>olitical elites, both past and present, along with academics. To conduct 

this work, the Liaison Department has created or supports a number of 

front groups and front companies.*’^ 

A month after Donald Trumps inauguration, a Chinese-American 

businesswoman, Angela Chen, bought a $15.8 million condo in Trump 

Tower.^ Journalists Andy Kroll and Russ Choma, writing in Mother 

Jones, revealed that Chen, whose consulting firm sells access to power¬ 

ful people, chairs an overseas influence organisation tied to China’s 

military intelligence.^® This organisation, the China Arts Foundation 

International, is a non-profit group that sponsors cultural events and 

hosts galas that bring together the rich and powerful. (We examine 

its activities in more length in chapter ten.) It is linked to the China 

Association for International Friendly Contact, a front group of the 

to 

to 

to 

senior 

Liaison Department.*^^ (Among the CAIFC’s other subsidiaries is the 

Centre for Peace and Development Studies.) Although its official aim is 

‘promote international people-to-people exchanges and cooperation’ 

enhance world peace and development, its main function, according 

Stokes and Hsiao, ‘is establishing and maintaining rapport with 

foreign defense and security community elites, including retired 

military officers and legislators’.^® More bluntly, according to a manual 

seen by Australian Beijing correspondent John Garnaut, it specialises 

in ‘carrying out work of disintegrating the enemy and uniting with 

friendly military elements’.^' In one instance, uncovered by Garnaut 
a group of Australia’s most senior businessmen was courted by CAIFC 
officials, unaware that their solicitous contact, Xine Yunminc 

lieutenant-general in the PIA." Xing was until 2015 the executi’vr' " 

ptesidentoftheCAIFCandtheheadofthePUUiaisonDepartrenT' 
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He Ik»s also hosted Tony Blair and Bill Gates, among other dignitaries. 

Geoff Wade notes; This intense engagement by senior members of the 

I LA in CAIFC activities clearly shows the degree to which it is a covert 

arm of the PLA, engaged in intelligence and propaganda work.’^'* 

China has drawn many former US officials into its network of influ¬ 

ence operations.One of the more important recruits was US Admiral 

(rtd) Bill Owens, former vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staffs*’ 

Owens was given extraordinary access to top PLA leaders, including the 

vice chairman of the Central Military Commission, Xu Qiliang, and 

according to Garnaut, writing in 2013, he ‘has probably spent more 

time with top Chinese generals in the past six years than have all serving 

American generals combined’.^^ 

After retiring from the US Navy in 1996, Owens used his China 

connections to build a lucrative career in a Hong Kong investment 

firm and as an adviser for cross-border technology transfers. He also 

mixed with Washington D.C. opinion-makers and held board positions 

at think tanks, including Brookings, Carnegie, Rand and the Council 

on Foreign Relations.^® Beginning in 2008 Owens arranged meetings 

between a stream of high-ranking US military officers and their Chinese 

counterparts; it was known as the Sanya Initiative. Some US officers 

came away from these meetings echoing CCP propaganda, such as 

that Chinas intentions are peaceful and not a threat. Owens himself 

wrote opinion articles for the Financial Times, one of which, headlined 

‘America must start treating China as a friend’, argued that it’s not in 

America’s interests to sell arms to Taiwan.A report of a 2008 Sanya 

Initiative meeting claimed that ‘all four American generals have already 

begun to discuss writing op-ed pieces to provide a counterpoint to the 

current writing about China’s military’.The CAIFC also attempted 

to delay the publication of a Pentagon report on PRC military power. 

In 2013 Owens founded a consultancy firm named Red Bison, 

which opens up partnerships with China.®- He continued his work 

of introducing senior militar\^ officers to their ‘Chinese counterparts’. 

A 2012 paper by the Congressional Research Service raised concerns 

about the nature of the contact between current and former US military 

officers and the PLA. It specifically discussed Owens’s involvement with 

the Sanya group and his business interests in China.®^ When it was D’ ;, 
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to him, Owens declined to comment on whether he had received as 

much as $100 million from his China business activities.®'* At a meeting 

of the Republican National Committee in 2012, calls were made for 

congressional hearings into the affair, but they were not pursued because 

it was believed an investigation would harm the party.®^ 

The Sanya Initiative continues to flourish. In October 2018 it 

convened a meeting paid for by the CCP-linked China-United States 

Exchange Foundation (see chapters six and eleven) and ‘private donors’. 

The CAIFC also collaborated.®^ 

Of the high-powered guests who have appeared at functions organi¬ 

sed by the China Arts Foundation International, Stephen Schwarzman, 

CEO of the Blackstone Group, stands out. A Palm Beach neighbour of 

Donald Trump, Schwarzman has been described by Michael Kranish 

of The Washingto7i Post as Trump’s ‘China whisperer’, because he has 

‘one of the closest relationships to Beijing of any American executive’.®' 

Throughout 2017 and 2018 Trump zigzagged between being hard and 

soft on China, though he seemed to harden permanently in early 2019. 

Sometimes, Schwarzman’s message to Frump to take a soft line has been 

overruled by more hawkish voices. But in Schwarzman Beijing has a 

sympathiser intimate witli the president. Frump appointed him to head 

a White House business advisory panel, the sixteen-member President’s 

Strategic and Policy Forum, which included the top executives from 

J.P. Morgan Chase, BlackRock, Boeing, Intel, Ernst & Young, and 

IBM. At its first meeting they told Frump that he had China wrong and 

should be more conciliatory.®® 

When the Blackstone group was publicly listed in 2007, a Chinese 

government entity, China Investment Corporation, bought 9.9 per 

cent of its shares, just below the threshold that would trigger a national 

security review. CIC is a sovereign wealth fund that manages part of 

China’s foreign exchange reserves.®^ In June 2017 Blackstone pocketed 

$13.8 billion when it sold Logicor, owner of the largest portfolio of 

logistics and distribution properties in Europe, to CIC. In 2016 

Blackstone sold a portfolio of luxury US hotels to the Chinese insurance 

and banking firm Anbang Group for $5.5 billion, then tried to buy 

them back three years later when the firm was crippled by a corruption 

scandal. Schwarzman had become ‘the go-to man for Chinese buyers. 
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Sduvamnaii lias remarked that he is considered both the ‘unofficial 

LIS ambassador to Cliina* and the ‘unofficial Chinese ambassador to the 

US Although he was joking, his comment rings uncomfortably true. 

He’s well known to top leaders in Beijing. At the 2017 World Economic 

horum in Davos, President Xi pulled Schwarzman aside for a chat, 

confirming the billionaires good standing at the highest levels of the 

CCP. Before Trump met Xi Jinping at Mar-a-Lago in 2018, Schwarzman 

told him, ‘President Xi is a great guy.’^^ Schwarzman has endowed a 

new college at Tsinghua University in Beijing, the university regarded by 

many as the best in China; it s the alma mater of many top Party leaders, 

including Xi Jinping.^^ Schwarzman College teaches a masters program 

in global affairs for ‘promising young leaders’. Nearly half of its students 

are drawn from the United States and it’s all free of charge. 

In February 2017 Schwarzman staged an opulent Silk Road-themed 

seventieth birthday party for himself. Guests included fellow friends of 

China and incoming Trump cabinet members Steve Mnuchin, Wilbur 

Ross and Elaine Chao, along with Jared Kushner and Ivanka Trump.^'^ 

Blackstone owns the major share of the big financial news and 

data analysis service Refinitiv (in partnership with Reuters). In June 

2019 Refinitiv censored news stories on the thirtieth anniversary of 

the Tiananmen Square massacre, after demands from the Cyberspace 

Administration of China.Three months later Schwarzman was play¬ 

ing the peacekeeper in the trade dispute, praising China’s ‘astonishing 

miracle’ but urging it to change its trade and business practices to 

accommodate Western concerns. He characterised Beijing’s massive 

program of tech theft as ‘other approaches to intellectual property’. 

Canada’s Beijing eiite 

For many years journalists have been fascinated by the extraordinary 

political influence of Power Corporation, the Canadian conglomerate 

owned by the Desmarais family. Much less well known is the way in 

which China, through Power Corp, has become closely integrated into 

a deep network of Canada’s political-business elite, an elite that seems 

at times to run the country. This insinuation of Beijing’s influence goes 

a long way towards explaining why the Trudeau government froze in 

reaction to the 2018 crisis over Huawei’s Meng Wanzhou, and remained 
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frozen. The story of how this network developed is told by long-serving 

foreign correspondent Jonathan Manthorpe in his important book of 

2019, Claws of the PandaP^ 

One of the early events was the staging of a conference in 1977 that 

brought together what Manthorpe calls ‘Canada’s corporate aristocracy. 

At a time when Washington had not yet formally recognised China, it 

led to Power Corp chief Paul Desmarais and CEO of Petro-Canada 

Maurice Strong to call for a permanent trade presence in China. 

(Strong, a member of the Liberal Party, later became president of Power 

Corp.) In 1978 the pair formed what would become a powerful business 

lobby, the Canada-China Business Council. Remarkably, among the 

ten officially listed founding companies was the China International 

Trust and Investment Corporation. Set up in 1979 on the orders of 

Deng Xiaoping, CITIC began operating in Hong Kong in 1987 and 

was soon swallowing up several large companies, growing into a huge 

conglomerate.^® Its senior executive ranks included members of the red 

aristocracy. It had close links with the PLA and was ‘swarming with 

secret agents’.^^ The president of CITIC, Wang Jun, whose father had 

been vice president of the PRC and a close friend of Deng Xiaoping, 

was an intelligence operative; he was later intimately involved in the 

Chinagate scandal that engulfed the Clinton presidency, until the 

Monica Lewinsky affair took all the oxygen. 

It was Paul Desmarais, as the new chair of the Canada-China 

Business Council, who drew CITIC into the lobby group, and thus into 

the most senior levels of Canada’s business elite. Power Corp channelled 

most of its China investments through the military-linked company. 

Desmarais then offered CITIC a 50 per cent share in one of Power 

Corp’s paper mills, an offer that gave CITIC its first important overseas 

investment opportunity and began a process of heavy investment in 

Canada by China’s state-owned enterprises. The Desmarais family, with 

Paul succeeded by his son Andre, has maintained tight links to Chinas 

business and political elites ever since. (Paul Desmarais has named Mao 

Zedong as one of the four historical figures he most admires. 

Until 2012 the Desmarais family’s closest friend in the CCP 

hierarchy was the high-flying Bo Xilai, the rival of Xi Jinping, whose 

spectacular fall in a corruption and murder trial did not dent the deep 
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connection between Power Corp and the Canada-China Business 

Council. Bo Xilai s son, Bo Guagua, a Columbia University law gradu¬ 

ate, began work at Power Corp in 2018.*°^ 

The Liberal Party, the dominant party of Canadian government 

for many decades, is intimately linked with Power Corp. A revolving 

door has cycled dozens of political advisers, ministers and provincial 

governors through the corporation, but here we focus only on the top. 

Paul Desmarais was an adviser to Pierre Trudeau both before he became 

prime minister and during his tenure of office (1980-84). After Trudeau 

left parliament, Desmarais paid him to advise Power Corp.'®** The con¬ 

servative Brian Mulroney, prime minister from 1984 to 1993, had been 

a lawyer for Power Corp. ‘I loved him like a brother,’ Mulroney said 

on Desmarais’s death.After the arrest of Meng Wanzhou, Mulroney 

weighed into the debate over Beijing’s bullying, supporting a plan for 

Ottawa to appease Beijing.'^*^’ 

Liberal Prime Minister jean Chretien (in office 1993—2003) had 

served on the board of a Power Corp subsidiary in the late 1980s, and 

in 1981 his daughter married Andre Desmarais. Along with being the 

future president of Power Corp, Andre also chaired the Canada-China 

Business Council and today he maintains strong links with Beijing’s 

ruling elite, including a position on the board of CITIC Pacific Ltd, 

a Hong Kong affiliate of Cll’lC.'^^ d’wo months after he left office, 

Chretien made a secret visit to China, organised by ("ri’lC, to arrange 

personal business deals.He was accompanied by his son-in-law 

Andre. Chretien’s successor as prime minister, Paul Martin (in office 

2003-06), had worked for Power Corp for thirteen years before buying 

from Desmarais the Power Corp subsidiary he’d been running. 

In 1999, while the Chretien government was in power, the 

sensational Sidewinder report was leaked to The Globe and 

Oonathan Manthorpe provides the best discussion of this.'^') Secretly 

prepared in 1997 by officers of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police 

and the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, the report argued 

that a new triumvirate’ had established itself in Canada, an alliance 

of China’s intelligence agencies, triad gangs, and Chinese tycoons who 

were buying up local companies.”- The three groups were cooperating 

in operations to steal Canadian technology, acquire influence over the 
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economic levers of the country, and exercise politica / 
building associations with powerful politicians. The report y h a 

of growing CCP interference in universities, and of Beij g 

tycoons building political influence through real estate investme ts 

The report further noted that the acquisition of Cana ian rms 

was led by CITIC, and that it had developed close links with Power 

Corp. It noted that CITIC had become a substantial donor to the main 

political parties. 

The Chretien government, more interested in actively pursuing closer 

economic links with China, had no interest in looking closely at the 

claims in the Sidewinder report. The report was denounced and buried."^ 

Manthorpe describes Power Corp as ‘the premier gatekeeper’ of 

Canadas formal relations with China. CCP bosses had come to believe 

they would always get what they wanted in Canada, so much so that 

they responded to Meng Wanzhou’s arrest as if betrayed. And they badly 

wanted Meng back. 

In 2016 it was reported that Justin Trudeau, elected prime minister 

in 2015, had been visiting the homes of wealthy Chinese-Canadians 

for private fundraising events. Some of the hosts had close connections 

with the CCP and had been actively promoting Beijing’s takeover 

of islands in the South China Sea.”"^ One donor lobbied the prime 

minister to loosen the immigration rules lor wealthy Chinese. Another, 

Zhang Bin, who The Globe and Mail described as a ‘Chinese billionaire 

and Communist Party official’, with his business partner donated 

C$50,000 to Montreal University for a statue of Trudeau’s father, Pierre. 

Buying favour does not get much more blatant, but for good measure 

they threw in C$200,000 for the Pierre Elliott 'rrudeau Foundation, a 

charity honouring Justin’s father."^ The donors knew they had a friend 

in Justin; after all, in 2013 he had confided to another fundraiser that he 

admired China’s ‘basic dictatorship’ because it could get things doneM 

It was the deep misfortune of Michael Kovrig and Michael Spavor, the 

Canadians seized on fdke charges by Beijing in retaliation for the arrest 

of Meng Wanzhou, that their government was led by a man so unwi mg 

to confront the CCP. l 
This network of elites in Canada and China has also 

election of trusted Chinese-Canadians to poliucal office. 
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number in federal parliament. One of those most often mentioned for 

his closeness to Beijing is Michael Chan, a minister in the Liberal Party 

government of Ontario from 2007 to 2018. As early as 2010 Canadas 

spy chief, Richard Fadden, had warned that government ministers in at 

least two provinces were ‘under the influence of a foreign government’, 

and were shifting government policy."^ Although he did not name 

China, Fadden endured a storm of criticism for implicitly singling out 

Chinese-Canadians as disloyal. A parliamentary committee demanded 

that the government apologise and put a gag on Fadden. 

In 2015 The Globe and Mail reported that Chan was one of those 

whom Fadden had had in mind."® Chan denied the claim and sued 

the paper.The Ontario premier dismissed concerns about Chan as 

baseless. Clearly, no-one in power in Canada was willing to take the 

CSIS concerns seriously, either because they were under Beijings sway 

or were too scared of accusations of racism and Sinophobia. 

In 2016, after China’s foreign minister testily rebuked a Canadian 

reporter for asking questions about human rights. Minister Chan 

defended China’s human rights record in a Chinese-language pub¬ 

lication.After leaving parliament, in the midst of the 2019 Hong 

Kong riots, Michael Chan spoke at a pro-Beijing rally urging Hong 

Kong police to deal severely with protesters. He later echoed Beijings 

criticisms, claiming that outsiders were responsible lor stirring up the 

trouble, and inflaming feelings of historical humiliation.'’' 

During the Huawei crisis, Justin Trudeau, having sacked ambassador 

John McCallum for becoming in effect Beijing’s envoy in Ottawa, 

replaced him with someone even more deeply entangled with Beijing’s 

elites. Dominic Barton was a managing director of McKinsey &: Co 

from 2009 to 2018, during which time he spent five years in Shanghai 

as the company’s Asia chairman. McKinsey has been described by 

The New York Times as having ‘helped raise the stature of authoritarian 

and corrupt governments across the globe’.'"’ The company has exten¬ 

sive involvement with China’s government; for example, it signed up a 

client that was helping build artificial islands in the South China Sea.'23 

Barton has also served on the advisory board of the state-owned 

China Development Bank and is an adjunct professor at Tsinghua 

University. He has been said to write glowingly about China’s ‘success 
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Story.When he left McKinscy in 2018 it was to chair the hoard 

of Feck Resources, one of Canada’s biggest mining companies. Part- 

owned by the CCP-controIled China Investment Corporation, and 

with China its biggest market, Teck raised eyebrows in 2016 when it 

took an unprecedented step in appointing to its board a Party member, 

Chong Quan, a former member of the National People’s Congress.'^^ 

In a move that will doubtless draw him further still into Beijing’s 

net, in early 2019 Barton married Geraldine Buckingham, head of Asia- 

Pacific operations for BlackRock, the giant US investment fund that has 

been working hard to build its presence in China (see chapter six). 

The diplomatic appointment of Dominic Barton reflects a common 

political mistake in the West, the belief that it’s always an advantage 

for ambassadors to have long experience in China. Governments forget 

that, in the process of getting to know China and some of its powerful 

players, many succumb to Beijing’s subtle influence techniques, so that 

an ambassador may in practice serve as a conduit for Beijing’s messaging 

back to the Western capital. 

After his re-election in October 2019, Prime Minister Trudeau 

appointed a new foreign minister, to whom Barton answers. Fran^ois- 

Philippe Champagne appears to be as enamoured with the CCP regime 

as Barton and Trudeau, and his mentor Jean Chretien.In an interview 

with CGTN in 2017, Champagne was full of praise for Xi Jinping. 

China and Canada, he gushed, ‘stand out as [a] beacon of stability, 

predictability, a rule-based system, a very inclusive society’. 

All this explains the cone of silence that has descended over Canada’s 

elites in response to the litany of Beijing’s outrages—in Xinjiang, Hong 

Kong and in Canada itself, where there have been kidnappings, cyber 

attacks, trade bans, blatant united front activity and frequent diplo¬ 

matic insults. During his 2019 election campaign, Trudeau cancelled 

the traditional foreign policy debate and said nothing about the deepest 

diplomatic crisis the nation has faced since the end of the Second 

World War.'28 
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Political elites at 
the centre: Europe 

Party-to-party diplomacy 

The Chinese Communist Party has a long history of cultivating friendly 

relations with political parties abroad, beginning with its membership 

of the Soviet Unions Communist International; the latter had helped 

found the CCP in 1921. Until the 1980s, fraternal contacts were largely 

confined to parties with a communist ideology, but since then, all par¬ 

ties have become targets for influence. While the United Front Work 

Department is responsible for guiding overseas Chinese and suppressing 

dissident voices, the task of pursuing party-to-party diplomacy, as well 

as links with foreign NGOs and other political groups, lies with the 

CCPs International Liaison Department.’ I he department’s deputy 

head quoted Xi Jinping: ‘Party-to-party diplomacy is an important 

battlefront for our Party, and an important component ol the nation’s 

overall diplomacy.’’ 

The ILD has been growing for a couple of decades and has been 

further strengthened in the Xi era. Its broad outreach has allowed it to 

build relations with other countries’ governments, opposition parties 

and potential future governments.-’ Following the 2016 dispute over 

Beijing’s annexation of islands in the South China Sea, the ILD claimed 

that China had the support of over 240 parties from 120 countries, 

plus that of 280 well-known think tanks and NGOs."^ This particular 
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number may be inflated, or the importance of supporters exaggerated, 

but by and large party-to-party diplomacy has produced some impres¬ 

sive results. 

In November 2017 the ILD staged a huge conference in Beijing 

called ‘CPC [Communist Party of China] in Dialogue with World 

Political Parties High-level Meeting’. It drew 600 representatives from 

300 political parties from around the world,^ There were delegates 

from the UK’s Conservative Party, Canada’s Liberal Party and the US 

Republican Party, with the latter represented by Tony Parker, treasurer 

of the Republican National Committee.At the conference’s conclu¬ 

sion delegates put their names to the ‘Beijing Initiative’, declaring 

that they commend the immense efforts and important contribution 

of the Communist Party of China with General Secretary Xi Jinping 

as the core 7 They endorsed Xi’s vision for an alternative to a liberal, 

rules-based order, an option that Party messaging calls ‘the building of 

a community of a shared future for mankind’. The declaration called 

for respect for each country’s own values, CCP code for the rejection of 

universal human rights. 

As Julia Bowie of the Party Watch Initiative notes, this does not mean 

that the US Republican Party or the UK Conservative Party secretly 

worship Xi Jinping.® These events are valuable because of the opportu¬ 

nity they provide for the CCP to befriend individuals, who then return 

home to inject Beijings viewpoint into their parries’ deliberations. Such 

events also have substantial symbolic value for the CCP, in showing that 

the Party and its policies enjoy international support. 

Like other official CCP organisations, the International Liaison 

Department presents itself using the language of ‘peace’, ‘development’ 

and progress 7 It regularly publishes reports on its meetings with various 

foreign entities.'® In May 2019 the head of the ILL), SongTao, met with 

Manfred Grund, a delegate of the Cierman Bundestag and member of 

its Committee on Foreign Affairs. According to the IL.l), Cirund offered 

assurances that his party, the Christian Democratic Union, ‘actively 

supports the Belt and Road Initiative’ and ‘stands ready to strengthen 

exchanges and mutual learning with the CPC ." When later asked to 

comment, Grund said that he did not recall saying this, but that he did 

see common interests for Europe and China in Central Asia.'^ 
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Publishing statements by foreign politicians belongs to the ritual of 

huwtiiii expressing allegiance’, whereby foreigners, as we saw in chapter 

two, are induced to repeat CCP phrases. In another instance of this, 

Norway’s foreign minister, Ine Eriksen Soreide, said in December 2018 

that the ‘Norwegian Government respects China’s core interests and 

major concerns and will take concrete actions to safeguard the political 

foundation for bilateral relations.’’^ And the president of the Hungarian 

Socialist Party, Toth Bertalan, declared that his party ‘is willing to 

learn from the successful experience of the CPC in party building and 

state governance’. 

Some are content to be cited like this, while others may be unaware 

that they have been quoted or paraphrased in ways that support the 

CCP and its policies. Either way, since the purpose is to create the 

impression of a broad pro-CCP consensus among foreigners, the goal 

is achieved, as long as people who feel they have been misquoted don’t 

demand to have the record corrected; doing so can cause loss of face on 

both sides, with material consequences for the complainant. 

The ILD meets with nearly all political parries in Europe, established 

and new. Not everyone is willing to give cnrhiisiasric endorsements, 

but almost all high-level politicians are happy to meet, usually resulting 

in reports in which assurances of support for China are attributed to 

them.'^ 

The ILD has put enormous effort into promoting the Belt and Road 

Initiative, with the objective of persuading parties around the world to 

endorse it. Nations that have been worked on most intensively include 

Japan, Greece and the United Kingdom.'^’ One of the more loyal friends 

of the ILD is Peter Mandelson, former senior cabinet member in the 

Blair government and honorary president of the (ireat Britain-China 

Centre.'^ In May 2019 Mandelson was reported as saying that relations 

with China are very important to Britain, which ‘hopes to actively 

participate in the building of the Belt and Road Initiative’. In words 

that read as if composed by a Parn^ propagandist, he added: ‘The UK is 

ready to continue to work with China to well conduct the UK-China 

dialogue between political parties, strengthen exchanges between politi¬ 

cal parties of the nvo countries and promote the building of a “Golden 

Era of UK-China relations. '^ 
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A luoiuh l.ncr, Mantlclson was writing in the Sunday rimes that 

the Unittxl States had launched a trade war against China to quash a 

ri\’al, and that Britain should not take sides.Claims about the security 

risks ol Huawei were ‘completely overblown’ and aimed at strangling 

the cx)mpany, he wrote. Britain, not being in geopolitical competition 

with China, should instead be influencing China as a trade partner. 

Mandelson is among those who still believe that, with a bit of persua¬ 

sion, CCP leaders can become good international citizens. The tenor of 

his article is that there is no downside to the CCP, and Britain should 

welcome China’s rise and engage enthusiastically. Mandelson is a fellow 

of the 48 Group Club (see below). 

Grooming Europe 

The same process of grooming that worked so well with Canada’s John 

McCallum may have shaped the thinking of the Swedish ambassador 

to China, Anna Lindstedt,^' who in January 2019 was reported to have 

aided attempts to silence Angela Gui. Angela’s father, Gui Minhai, a 

Swedish citizen, was working as a bookseller in Hong Kong in 2015 

when he was kidnapped by Chinese authorities in Thailand and impris¬ 

oned in China without trial, as part of the crackdown on Hong Kong 

booksellers. Like many others, he was paraded on Chinese state televi¬ 

sion, where he made a forced confession. Angela had been campaigning 

vocally for his release. 

Ambassador Lindstedt asked Angela Gui to meet with her and 

several Chinese businessmen, who claimed to be well connected in 

Beijing and promised to help have her father released.At that meeting, 

in a Stockholm hotel, the businessmen used flattery, bribes and threats, 

all in Lindstedt’s presence, to induce Gui to stop speaking out about her 

father’s detention. Angela claims that the ambassador told her that if 

she did as she was told and her father was released, then she, Lindstedt, 

would ‘go on Swedish television and speak of the bright future of 

Sweden-China relations’. 

After Gui went public about her experience. Ambassador Lindstedt 

was stood down.^"^ The Swedish Ministry of Foreign Affairs claimed it 

was unaware of the meeting. It would have been violating all protocol 

if Lindstedt, without informing her employer, had travelled to Sweden 
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to engage in negotiations with Beijing’s proxies. Swedish prosecutors 

bcg;in a criminal investigation into Lindstedt’s actions and in December 

2019 she was charged with the obscure offence of arbitrariness during 

negotiations with a foreign power’.When PEN Sweden awarded Gui 

Minhai a prize, which was presented by culture minister Amanda Lind, 

China’s ambassador in Stockholm, Gui Congyou, said China would 

punish Sweden with trade restrictions. 

Anna Lindstedt is not the first European diplomat to have come 

under scrutiny for being too close to Beijing. In 2013 Mikael Lindstrom 

became an adviser to Huawei after leaving his post as Swedish ambas¬ 

sador to China.^^ Elsewhere, Serge Abou, head of the EU Mission 

to China from 2005 to 2011, was hired as a consultant for Huawei 

in Brussels. This prompted the European Commission to make the 

rare move of imposing a cooling-off period on Abou until the end of 

2012 and placing additional restrictions on his activities in Brussels, 

including a ban on ‘engaging in any lobbying activity in relation to the 

[European] Commission’.In early 2014 Abou withdrew from his role 

at Huawei.^® 

Other former ambassadors have lent their support to Xi Jinping’s Belt 

and Road Initiative. Michael Schaefer, Germany’s ambassador to China 

from 2007 to 2013, was praised by Xinhua for being ‘among the first 

German politicians to advocate China’s Schaefer has said that 

the BRI is ‘an amazing project of the 21sr century’. Well connected to 

Germany’s elite circles, Schaefer is on the board of the German-Chinese 

Business Association and he chairs the board of the BMW Foundation 

Herbert Quandt.He is also on the board of F'urope’s leading China- 

focused think tank, the Mercator Institute for China Studies.^' In 2016, 

echoing the CCP’s messaging, Schaefer called on the liuropean Union to 

embrace Beijing’s ‘new kind of diplomacy based on inclusiveness, equal 

opportunity, and the respect for the diversity of cultures and political 

systems, terms that the CCP uses to reject universal human rights and 

the idea that democratic forms of government are to be preferred over 

authoritarian ones. ’’ 

Schaefer, an honoraty professor at the China University for Political 

Science and Law in Beijing, has praised China’s ‘enormous progress’ 

in social and economic rights, arguing that freedom of expression and 
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freedom of the press ‘hardly play a role’ in countries like China.” He 

has also expressed his personal admiration for Xi Jinping, calling him 

the most impressive Chinese leader he has ever met.” It goes without 

saying that his words were highlighted in Chinese media, specifically in 

an article reporting the praise of important foreigners for Xi, dubbed by 

journalist David Bandurski as China’s new science of sycophantology.” 

The EU-China Friendship Group 

According to Peter Martin and Alan Crawford, writing for US news 

agency Bloomberg News, China’s network of friends throughout the 

European Union, including politicians, officials and businesspeople, is 

extensive.” Along with the ILD, the influence operation has been spear¬ 

headed by the Chinese People’s Association for Friendship with Foreign 

Countries, which focuses on building influence networks at local levels. 

These Party outfits promote Beijing’s position and try to marginalise its 

sceptics. One sympathetic group is Germany’s BGA trade association, 

which in 2019 warned that ‘there is no basis for the current China pho¬ 

bia’Beijing is happy to cross political boundaries, from 2017 making 

successful overtures to populists, including the far-right Alternative for 

Germany (AfD), and Italy’s ‘anti-establishment’ Five Star Movement. 

The deputy chair of the German-Chinese group in the Bundestag is 

AfD politician Robby Schlund. After meeting with the vice president of 

the CPAFFC he pledged to deepen cooperation and promote sister-city 

relationships between the two countries.” 

Beijing reportedly took a close interest in the 2019 European 

Parliament elections, and how the results might influence Europe’s stance 

on China.”The Chinese Mission to the EU is very active and has so far 

faced very little backlash. As we will see in chapter eleven, it sponsors 

almost all think tanks working on China and Asia in Brtisscls, quite a few 

of which are headed by former EU officials. Many of the mission’s activ¬ 

ities are jointly organised with departments of the pAiropean Union."**^ 

As well as a range of EU institutions, Brussels hosts NATO’s head¬ 

quarters. The city is a hub for diplomats, military brass, journalists and 

political leaders, and attracts intense interest from Beijing’s influence 

and espionage agencies. In fact, Brussels is described by Belgium’s 

intelligence agency as a ‘chessboard’ for spies, notably from China 
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Dif Welt reported in early 2019 that the European External Action 

Service estimates there are around 250 Chinese spies in Brussels, and 

urges diplomats and military officers to avoid certain eateries in the 

capital.'^ (Chinas EU mission was 'deeply shocked’ at the accusation, 

claiming it never interferes in the internal affairs of other countries.'^^) 

In January 2020 Germany’s Federal Prosecutor’s Office launched an 

investigation into a former EU official and diplomat, Gerhard Sabathil, 

suspected of passing information to China.'*'* Belgium is an easy target 

for China’s spying and influence because of its fractured political system 

and lackadaisical attitude.^’ And the government wants to cultivate 

Beijing for greater investment. If Italy is Beijing’s southern entry point 

into Europe, Belgium is its northern gateway. 

Some of the CCP’s most unapologetic supporters are found in the 

EU-China Friendship Group of the European Parliament in Brussels. 

In 2019 the group claimed a membership of forty-six MEPs from some 

twenty countries, making it the parliament’s largest friendship group.'*'" 

(Jichang Lulu, who has published an important study of the group, 

suggests that active members are fewer.‘*^) It has been a staunch advo¬ 

cate of closer relations between Europe and China and has worked to 

stop the parliament criticising China’s human rights abuses, including 

thwarting a ‘plot’ by MEPs for an EU boycott of the 2008 Beijing 

Olympics.'*** Delegations from the group frequently visit China, and 

also Tibet, where they are shown the CCP’s efforts to protect Tibetan 

culture.'*** After one such visit the Chiyia Daily proclaimed: ‘Friendship 

group praises Tibet after 3-day field trip’.^** 

Founded in 2006 by Nirj Deva, Conservative member of the 

European Parliament for South liast Faigland, the group was also 

chaired by him until the 2019 elections. It keeps a low public profile in 

Europe, but its existence is evident in Chinese media. 1 he Global limes 

describes Deva as a 'famous friend of China’, high praise indeed.^' I he 

power behind the throne, as it were, is Gai Lin, secretary-general of the 

friendship group and an accredited assistant of Deva’s at the European 

Parliament. According to the Czech research collective Sinopsis, Gai 

Lin is affiliated with the provincial branch of the CP.AFFC in his home 

province of Liaoning.'- Chinese media claim that in 2009 he became 

the first and only Chinese national to work as an EU civil serv'ant.^^ 
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Acctmiing to a report by China Radio International, Gai Lin began 

working for OcN^t .iftcr he ran into him in a bar in Brussels in the summer 

of 2004, while Gai was studying hotel management. I’he two struck up 

a cx>n\ersation and Deva suggested that Gai Lin do an internship at 

the Luropean Parliament. In the summer of 2005, Deva wrote to the 

president of the European Parliament requesting special permission to 

employ Gai Lin. The MEP wanted to employ a Chinese citizen because 

he folt that nobody at the European Parliament properly ‘understood’ 

China. Gai was soon hired as a consultant.^'^ 

Writing in the Peoples Daily in 2014, Gai Lin claimed it had been his 

idea to found the EU-China Friendship Group in 2006.^^ It would, he 

said, allow members of the European Parliament to better ‘understand’ 

China by providing some ‘positive propaganda’, and Nirj Deva had 

agreed. Gai boasted of drafting and amending legislation put before the 

parliament, trying to stop the parliament welcoming the Dalai Lama, 

and convincing delegates that China was still a developing country, 

resulting in 128 million euros of development aid.^'^ 

The EU-China Friendship Group seems to have had quite an 

impact in shifting the discourse on China at the European Parliament, 

including on human rights. Deva himself frequently echoes Beijing’s 

talking points.^^ He has dismissed security concerns about Huawei as 

‘nonsense; defended Chinas human rights situation, arguing strongly 

(and successfully) against a boycott of the 2008 Beijing Olympics; and 

supported Chinas crackdown in Xinjiang in 2009.^*^ When the Uyghur 

businesswoman and activist Rebiya Kadeer spoke at the European 

Parliament in September 2009, Deva questioned how she could have 

become so rich, have eleven children, and speak Uyghur fluently if 

China suppressed Uyghurs.^^ In 2018 Xinhua reported on a visit to the 

parliament by a Tibetan delegation from the National People’s Congress; 

the delegation explained the rapid growth and social cohesion in Tibet 

and criticised the Dalai Lama’s ‘splittism’. The report also quoted Deva 

as saying that the ‘EU-China Friendship Group will continue to objec¬ 

tively present China’s efforts in promoting the development of Tibet in 

the European Parliament’. 

Deva and the members of his group receive better access to to 

leaders in China than the EU’s official delegation, despite the fact they 
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luwt lu) formal role/’* Deva has repeatedly advocated for China in the 

h.uropcan Parliament, lambasting the EU for ‘treating China as a small 

child . ^ He has been presented on Chinese state television as a ‘UK 

expert. In July 2016 he questioned the legitimacy of The Hague 

Iribunals ruling on the South China Sea, reciting Beijing’s position 

that the Philippines should have tried to resolve the issue through 

bilateral discussions.*^^ Deva stated that in over fifteen years of China¬ 

watching he could not think of one big mistake the Chinese government 

had made.*^"^ 

Deva and Gai Lin have also launched a range of other initiatives. 

On Gai Lin’s suggestion, some members of the friendship group set 

up an NGO called the EU-China Friendship Association in order to 

reach segments of society beyond the parliament.^^ Among other things, 

the association has formed a partnership with the Chinese province of 

Liaoning to help its government cooperate with various EU institutions 

and companies.*^^ 

Deva failed in his re-election bid at the 2019 European elections, 

as did the friendship group’s vice chair, the British Labour Party MEP 

Derek Vaughan.*"^ The group has had no trouble surviving, however, and 

according to Chinese reports is now led by Czech MEP Jan Zahradil.^® 

Zahradil is a significant player in Europe, having been runner-up for 

presidency of the European Parliament in 2019.*"^ As CCP analyst 

Jichang Lulu points out, he is a strong supporter of the BRl and he 

seems as committed as his predecessor to bringing China into Europe. 

Gai Lin continues to be the group’s organiser.^** 

In March 2019 the friendship group launched the Policy Co¬ 

ordination Committee of the Belt and Road Initiative in Europe.^' In 

October 2019 several MEPs hosted an event called ‘Sustaining an open 

global digital ecosystem with Huawei: a European perspective’. The 

event, organised with Huawei, took place just days after the European 

Commission had issued a 5G network security risk assessment, which 

warned of risks posed by ‘states and state-backed actors’.One of the 

event’s hosts was Jan Zahradil, the new head of the EU-China Friendship 

Group, but his ties to the group were not disclosed. 

The problem is not limited to the EU. Friendship groups have been 

formed in a number of Europe’s national parliaments.^'* In France, both 
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house.s of parliament have France-China friendship groups, dominated 
by Republicans and members of President Macrons party. One of the 

more China-friendly groups is the left-wing party La France Insoumise 

(France Unbowed), led by Jean-Luc Mdenchon.^^ 

In Britain, the All-Party Parliamentary China Group was estab¬ 

lished in 1997. In 2006 it signed an agreement to deepen ties with the 

China-UK Friendship Group of the Chinese National People s Congress. 

The group does not give uncritical support to everything done by the 

CCP, but it works closely with the Great Britain-China Centre and the 

China-Britain Business Council, both in Beijing’s orbit.^^ 

In the next four sections, we examine some of the ways in which the 

CCP has insinuated itself into the highest levels of decision-making in 

Europe. While it’s not possible to provide a comprehensive review of 

these, by focusing on certain influence efforts in Britain, France, Italy 

and Germany we will illustrate the significance and modus operandi of 

CCP operations. 

Britain’s 48 Group Club 

In 1954, a group of forty-eight British businessmen travelled to Beijing 

to establish trade relations with the PRC. On their return they founded 

the 48 Group of British Traders with China, chaired by Jack Perry. 

The current list of those in China and Britain who play a role in the 

48 Group Club, which grew out of the original 48 Group, is a who’s 

who of power elites.^^ 

The well-known names on the British side include former prime 

minister Tony Blair; former deputy prime minister Michael Heseltine; 

former deputy prime minister John Prescott; the billionaire Duke of 

Westminster; foreign minister in the Blair government Jack Straw; 

Alex Salmond, former first minister of Scotland; former Labour Party 

powerbroker and European trade commissioner Peter Mandelson; and 

Nirj Deva. There are also five former British ambassadors to Beijing, 

masters of colleges at Oxford and Cambridge, a retired general, the 

chairman and director of the British Museum, the chief executive of the 

Royal Opera House, the chair of British Airways, a director of Huawei, 

and people closely linked to the Bank of England, Goldman Sachs and 

JP Morgan. 
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Among the less prominent members who appear elsewhere in this 

book are Lady Katy Tse Blair, Tony Blairs well-connected sister-in-law; 

Tom Glocer, former CEO of Thomson Reuters; Professor Peter Nolan, 

University of Cambridge; and Professor Hugo de Burgh, University 

of Westminster. 

On the Chinese side are Li Yuanchao, former head of the CCP s 

powerful Organisation Department, and vice premier of the PRC; 

Madam Fu Ying, vice minister of Foreign Affairs, and former ambas¬ 

sador to the UK; Ji Chaozhu, former ambassador to the UK (and 

formerly Mao Zedongs interpreter);^® Jiang Enzhu, former chairman of 

the Foreign Affairs Committee of the National Peoples Congress; Liu 

Mingkang, chairman of the China Banking Regulatory Commission; 

and Zha Peixin, former UK ambassador, and chair of the NPC-European 

Parliament Relations Group. Clearly, Beijing rates the 48 Group Club 

very highly in its overseas influence effort. Huawei Director Victor 

Zhang is also a member. 

In 1991 the 48 Group of British Traders with China had merged 

with the Sino-British Trade Council to form the China-Britain Trade 

Group, which later became the China-Britain Business Council, a 

powerful lobby group bringing together some of Britain’s largest com¬ 

panies.^^ The board of the CBBC is stacked with powerful business 

figures, especially from banking and accounting firms. In 2019 one of 

its board members, John McLean, said that the council has been at the 

heart of UK-China trade relations for over 65 years’.®^ Among many 

activities, the council promotes the Belt and Road Initiative and works 

closely with the All-Party Parliamentary China Group.®’ 

Following the merger, the 48 Group Club was launched to broaden 

the membership of the original group beyond business elites. Today it is 

chaired by Jack Perry’s son, Stephen. As a sign of the 48 Group Club’s 

importance to China’s leadership, when Stephen Perry visits China he 

is granted unmatched access, from Xi Jinping down.®^ Perry has praised 

Xis concept of a community of shared future as a new approach to 

a philosophy to underwrite international norms’. He also reproduces 

Party propaganda in statements like this one: ‘China does not seek 

empire. It seeks a socialist state where the benefits of economic activity 

are s ared reasonably, where the people’s lives are cared for, and culture 
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ami vS'ocial development will be vital in developing the moral base of the 

nation.’**' 

In 2018 Perry was honoured with a most prestigious award, the 

China Reform Friendship Medal, conferred on him personally by 

President Xi Jinping and Premier Li Keqiang.®'* (A fellow medal recipient, 

American public intellectual Robert Kuhn, who wrote a hagiography of 

Jiang Zemin, was described in a Xinhua magazine as ‘one of the all-time 

top-ten influential supporters of China’s ruling party’. 

While the 48 Group Club is feted at banquets in Beijing, it keeps 

a very low profile in the United Kingdom. With over 500 members, 

it serves as a meeting place and networking hub for friends of China, 

through which Beijing grooms Britain’s elites. (We will see its members 

cropping up elsewhere in this book.) Chairman Stephen Perry’s stream 

of commentary on the group’s website is a robotic repetition of CCP 

propaganda.®*^ He defends the abolition of limits on the term of China’s 

presidency, and sees increased Party control as necessary to give the 

government the power it needs to bring change. He says Xi Jinping 

is responsible for freeing our minds. In a Xinhua interview he said 

it’s time for the world to fully embrace the BRI, which he claims is 

about sharing, which ‘is the essence of Socialism with Chinese char¬ 

acteristics’.®^ In November 2019 he told New China TV that China’s 

system of democratic governance, that of‘hearing the people, listening 

to the people and ... serving the people’, will lead the world in the 

twenty-first century.®® 

No group in Britain enjoys more intimacy and trust with the CCP 

leadership than the 48 Group Club. On the face of it, this is puzzling, 

but if we look behind the club’s airbrushed origin story, we begin to 

understand why the Party’s top leaders place so much confidence in it.®^ 

In the early 1950s, due to its involvement in the Korean War, China 

was the subject of an embargo on strategic goods by the United States 

and Britain. The Soviet bloc was also subject to a trade embargo and, 

to get around it, in 1952 Moscow created a front group called the 

International Committee for the Promotion of Trade. It held an inter¬ 

national economic conference in Moscow that same year and Jack Perry 

was a delegate. He returned to Britain to found, with others, the British 

Council for the Promotion of International Trade, whose aim was to 
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help the USSR and China get around the trade embargo. Also in 1952, 

on the instructions of Premier Zhou Enlai, the CCP formed the China 

Council for the Promotion of International Trade, which then carried 

out external work under the personal care and guidance of Zhou Enlai 

Its first task was to persuade foreign businessmen to begin trading with 

China and to convince their governments to lift the embargo. (A 1957 

CIA dossier, declassified in 1999, noted that the CCPIT was closely 

affiliated with Moscow’s ICPT.^‘) 

The two most senior office holders in CCPIT also served on the 

committee of the Soviet International Committee for the Promotion of 

Trade.^^ The chairman of the CCPIT was the governor of Chinas cen¬ 

tral bank, Nan Hanchen.^^ From the late 1930s Nan had been deputy 

director of the United Front Work Department, and he also held various 

senior positions in United Front organisations subsequently.CCPIT s 

vice chairman and secretary-general was Ji Chaoding, who came to be 

regarded as ‘the principal architect ... of close relations between China 

and the UK’.^^ With excellent English, perfected in the United States, Ji 

was a secret member of the CCP in the 1930s and 1940s. He was also a 

brilliant spy and worked directly under Zhou Enlai; according to some 

accounts, he played a vital role as a double agent in the destruction of 

the Nationalist government, of which he was a senior official.(Zhou 

Enlai was revered in the Party for his leadership of CCP intelligence 

from its early days.^^) 

In 1953 Jack Perry helped organise a major conference in Moscow, 

staged by the Soviet International Committee for the Promotion of 

Trade. Perry attended the conference as chairman of his new company, 

the London Export Corporation; he had been encouraged to give up 

his job and establish the corporation by Ji Chaoding, who he had met 

in Europe in 1951. The Chinese delegation was led by Nan Hanchen 

and Ji Chaoding.^® At the conference, Nan Hanchen invited Perry to 

bring a delegation of sixteen British businessmen to China to open 

up trade, which Perry did a month or so later. Although barely men¬ 

tioned by the 48 Group Club today, there were two others involved 

in the London Export Corporation, Roland Berger and Bernard 

Buckman; these two led the visit to China, hosted by the CCPIT and 

its secretary-general Ji.^^ 
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Roland Berger had been a civil liberties activist and in 1953 was the 

secretary oFthe Britisli Council for the Promotion of International Trade. 

He was also a secret member of the Communist I arty of Great Britain, 

Bernard Buckman, a textile merchant, was another secret member of 

the CPGB, and a Labour Party entrist.'”" Buckman became a frequent 

visitor to China, and when he died in 2016 the C/^/»a Daily reported 

that no other Westerner had enjoyed his level of access to top leaders.'"' 

At Ji Chaodings invitation. Jack Perry returned to China in 1954 

with a larger delegation, this time forty-eight British businessmen. 

According to the 48 Group Clubs own account. Perry was prompted 

to set up the 48 Group, which was also known as The Icebreakers, by a 

discussion with Premier Zhou Enlai. Back in London the businessmen, 

led by Perry, went about building trade between the two nations. 

From the earliest days of the British Council for the Promotion of 

International Trade, the British government suspected it was a Soviet 

front closely linked to the Communist Party of Great Britain.'"^ Soviet 

front groups had proliferated in the West since the 1920s, and especially 

after the Second World War. When some of the forty-eight businessmen 

who visited China in 1954 were questioned by trade officials on their 

return, one said of Perry, Berger and Buckman, ‘If they are Communists 

they manage to disguise the fact successfully. It seems fitting to dis¬ 

cover now that Jack Perry, along with Berger and Buckman, was also 

a member of the Communist Party of Great Britain.'""' In 1963 and 

subsequendy he was active in the split of Maoists from the CPGB, in 

reaction to the latter’s ‘revisionism’. Perry was reported, along with the 

48 Group itself, to be funding the new Maoist newspaper The Marxist, 

first published in 1966.'"^ 

In short, at the instigation of a member of the Standing Committee 

of the Politburo, Zhou Enlai, the 48 Group was the work of three secret 

members of the Communist Party of Great Britain. From this founda¬ 

tion the club quickly developed an unrivalled level of trust and intimacy 

with the top leadership of the CCP, and has built itself into the most 

powerful instrument of Beijing’s influence and intelligence gathering 

in the United Kingdom. Reaching into the highest ranks of Britain’s 

political, business, media and university elites, the club plays a decisive 

role in shaping British attitudes to China. 
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Four years after its inaugural trip to China in 1954, 48 Group mem¬ 

bers were returning from Beijing to report on the ‘extraordinary prestige 

of the group in China. Puzzled but pleased at the solicitous treatment 

they’d received, they began to speak of the group’s ‘mystique’.'®^ Today the 

48 Group Club is playing an even greater role, enthusiastically fostering 

the interests of the CCP in the United Kingdom or, as Xinhua prefers to 

put it, ‘promot[ing] positive UK-China relations’.'®^ In October 2018 

the China Council for the Promotion of International Trade hosted a 

grand banquet in Beijing to celebrate the sixty-fifth anniversary of the 

original group’s visit.'®® Stephen Perry had an audience with Xi Jinping, 

something Britain’s diplomats cannot achieve, signalling that the CCP 

leadership sees the 48 Group Club as central to its influence efforts in 

Britain. Xi applauded the work of the 48 Group Club, and Perry lauded 

China’s ‘tremendous achievement’ and praised Xi’s idea of a ‘community 

with a shared future for humanity’.'®® 

Stephen Perry’s son, another Jack, leads the Young Icebreakers, set up 

by the 48 Group Club for promising young British businesspeople with 

an interest in China. The formation of the Young Icebreakers seems to 

have been the suggestion of Premier Wen Jiabao on a visit to Britain 

in 2006."® Jack the younger, who studied law at University College 

London, told the Chma Daily, ‘I read about Marxism, Leninism and 

Mao Zedong thoughts more than law books.’"' 

One event is especially revealing about the role of the 48 Group 

Club. After the 19th Party Congress in 2017 voted unanimously to 

incorporate ‘Xi Jinping Thought’ into its constitution—with Chinas 

parliament inserting it into the nation’s constitution a few months 

later—Party members across China joined study sessions to absorb 

the paramount leader’s ideas. In April 2019 the Chinese embassy in 

London held a study session, Xi Jinping d'hought on Diplomacy."^ 

Over seventy people were present, including many from the 48 Group 

Club and its sister organisation the China-Britain Business Council. 

Ambassador Liu Xiaoming gave the opening speech. After acknowl- 

edging ‘Chairman Stephen Perr}^’, he urged participants to engage in 

earnest study and accurate interpretation’ of Xi Jinping Thought in 

order to strengthen the bond bersveen the people of the two coun¬ 

tries . ^ He finished by echoing Xi-isms central concept: I count on 
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)^ur contribution to the building of a community with a shared future 
for mankind!’ 

The speeches by other eminent persons at the study session are not 

recorded, but the embassy reported that Stephen Perry was followed 

by Professor Martin Albrow, honorary vice president of the British 

Sociological Association and the author of Chinas Role in a Shared 

Human Future, which argues that Xi Jinping Thought can heal the 

divisions in the world and promote global peace. Published in 2018 by 

a CCP-linked company, the book was greeted enthusiastically by Party 

media in China. Anthony Giddens, a prominent sociologist and 

theorist for the Blair government, lauded Albrows ‘remarkable’ book 

for explaining how China ‘not only can, but must, assume a pivotal 

position in shaping world society for the better’.”^ (In 2019 Albrow 

and Giddens were full of praise for the launch of the international 

edition of China Daily, the CCP’s primary English-language news¬ 

paper, whose journalism is ‘infused with the spirit of the party Peter 

Frankopan, professor of global history at Oxford University, joined in 

the celebration.) 

Another who was invited to speak at the embassy study session was 

Martin Jacques, author of the bestselling 2009 book When China Rules 

the World: The end of the western world and the birth of a new global order. 

While at the G20 summit in Osaka in June 2019, he gave an interview at 

a forum organised by the China Daily in which he laid all the blame for 

the breakdown of Sino-US relations at the feet of Washington. Jacques 

identified the rise of American nationalism as the problem. China, he 

wrote, will be unique in history as a great power that only wants peace. ’ 

The following month, in an interview with state broadcaster CGTN, 

he attacked the protesters in Hong Kong as militants whose actions 

should not be tolerated by the authorities."® Beijing is not trying to 

exert control over Hong Kong, he said, and those who fear otherwise 

show a ‘lack of trust’; the people of Hong Kong are too Western in their 

thinking and are ‘extraordinarily ignorant’ about China. 

Among the other participants at the embassy study session were 

the chair of the House of Lords international relations committee. 

Lord Howell; the chairman of the CBBC, Lord Sassoon; the director 

of the Confucius Institute at the School of African and Asian Studies, 
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Dr Nathan Hill; the chairman of Asia House, Lord Green; and Ian 

MacGregor, former editor of The Telegraph and The Sunday Telegraph 

In our judgement, so entrenched are the CCP s influence networks 

among British elites that Britain has passed the point of no return, and 

any attempt to extricate itself from Beijing’s orbit would probably fail. 

The Italian conversions^® 

In March 2018 Italy joined with Germany and France to call for an 

EU investment-screening mechanism to keep Chinese companies out 

of strategic sectors, and so moderate Beijing’s geopolitical push into 

Europe.'^’ Thirteen months later Prime Minister Guiseppe Conte 

joined with President Xi to witness the signing of Italy onto the Belt 

and Road Initiative. Europe’s third-biggest economy had decided to 

ignore security issues and look east. What happened? 

The volte-face was due to the formation in June 2018 of a new 

coalition government dominated by Eurosceptics and right-wing popu¬ 

lists, and also to the outsized influence of a previously obscure finance 

professor, Michele Geraci, who had recently returned from a decade 

in China. Over a dinner in 2017, Geraci’s views on China impressed 

the leader of the League party, Matteo Salvini.'-’ When Salvini became 

deputy prime minister, he appointed Geraci undersecretary of state for 

economic development. Geraci soon set up Tiskforce China, overseen 

jointly with economic development minister Luigi Hi Maio, to facili¬ 

tate Chinese investment in Italy. Geraci wanted Italy to be the leading 

European partner in the Belt and Road Initiative, and was given pri¬ 

mary responsibility for negotiating the memorandum ol understanding 

with Beijing. 

Italy, in a coup lor Beijing, was the first major industrial power 

to join the BRl. According to Ding Chun, director ol the Centre lor 

European Studies at Shanghai’s Fiidan University, Beijing saw Italy’s 

debt crisis as an opportunity to expand the BRl into ‘the heart’ of 

Western powers, and the outcome was of‘huge significance’ to China 

as it met stronger headwinds with the United States.'"’ Strategists in 

China had been taking close note of the fractures in the EU over the 

debt crisis, the austerity imposed by Germany, conflicts about migra- 

on, and Britains decision to leave. A divided Europe was much easier 
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CO tempt and subvert. A senior Chinese academic and former diplomat, 

Wang Yiwei of Renmin University, said that the Euroscepticism of the 

new Italian government made it willing to defy Washington and move 

closer to China. 

China scholar Lucrezia Poggetti has noted Beijing’s pattern of pre¬ 

senting itself as an alternative economic partner to European countries 

with economic vulnerabilities and rising Euroscepticism.Before Italy, 

Beijing had succeeded in persuading several Central and Eastern European 

nations to join the BRI—Poland, the Czech Republic, Bulgaria and 

Hungary—as well as Portugal, Greece and Malta in Southern Europe. 

Italy’s joining reinforces the impression that Beijing is pursuing a strategy 

in Europe of‘use the countryside to surround the city’.'^® 

China was already a substantial investor in Italy, with a Chinese 

chemical company buying Pirelli, and Huawei buying mobile phone 

operator Wind.’As China specialist Francois Godement points out, 

previous Italian governments were happy to sign a series of science and 

technology cooperation agreements that were ‘essentially a carbon copy’ 

of the priorities laid out in Made in China 2025, Beijing’s blueprint 

for becoming the world’s dominant technological power.This was 

no accident; the government had said it wanted to make Italy Europe’s 

leading partner in Made in China 2025, despite fears that the program 

was one of continued industrial theft.In March 2019 Italy and Britain 

were the only two EU states to abstain from a second vote to introduce 

an investment-screening mechanism, the same proposal that Italy had 

put with France and Germany in 2017.'^^ 

Before taking power in Italy in 2018, the League and Five Star par¬ 

ties opposed Chinas expansion in Europe, but once in government the 

new prime minister and his senior ministers began trekking to Beijing 

for talks.’” Michele Geraci’s links and views have been influential, per¬ 

haps decisive. In Italy, some see China as an ‘obsession’ for him.’^'^ Flis 

public utterances indicate that he sees no political risks from BRI ^35 

For him, Sino-European economic integration is natural and desirable 

Huawei is just another equipment provider. Asked about the company’s 

potential for cooperating with Chinese intelligence, he said that China 

IS misunderstood, that it is a Very peaceful nation’ and just wants to 

feed Its peopleHe encourages his staff to communicate using the 
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Chinese social media app WeChat, which is monitored in Beijing. 

He brushes oft criticism from Italian politicians and journalists that he 

is kowtowing to Beijing. 

In June 2018 Geraci wrote an opinion piece that is a paean to the 

wonders of modern China. He claimed that China is the answer to all 

of Italy s major problems—national debt, migration, population ageing 

and even, because Chinas justice system is better than Italy’s, public 

security—and will also provide the funding for a flat tax, the recovery 

of manufacturing, and the greening of the economy.'^® The article 

attracted a scathing open letter from a group of Italian China scholars, 

who derided Geraci’s views as naive and unethical for endorsing the 

Chinese government. 

Geraci was an investment banker before moving to China. He spent 

ten years as a part-time professor at universities in Zhejiang, includ¬ 

ing Nottingham University’s Ningbo campus, source of a number of 

pro-CCP Western academics with a global influence.When in 2016 

the Ningbo campus co-hosted a forum with the Center for China and 

Globalization, a think tank whose president is a top United Front 

official, Michele Geraci was invited to speak.Geraci had been writ¬ 

ing ‘reverential’ opinion columns for the Beijing business news outlet 

Caixin, praising President Xi and the ‘win-win’ for countries joining the 

BRI.*'*^ He was also a regular commenrator in the Party outlets CCTV 

and China Daily. 

When Geraci returned to Italy in 2017, his pro-Beijing views found 

an environment that had been well prepared. Among other activities, 

an Italy China Cooperation Week had been staged in Rome in 2017 

to promote the BRI. It was organised by the CCP’s Chinese People’s 

Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries; the Italy China 

Friendship Association, formed in 2013 under the CPAFFC’s auspices; 

and pro-Beijing groups such as the Italy China Link Association. 

Carlo Capria, a top civil servant, former undersecretary for economic 

development, and strong supporter of the BRI, was present. In 2019 

Capria referred to the BRI in the China Daily as ‘a last call for Italy’. 

Local united front groups had been actively promoting the BRI 

among the Chinese diaspora, and making links with senior business 

an political figures. In December 2017 Zhao Hong>-ing, deputy 
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.v<XTetary-general oF the All-China Federation of Returned Overseas 

Chinese, a United Front agency, led a delegation to Rome vv^here he 

held a loruin titled ‘Take advantage of the role of overseas Chinese, 

pitnnote OBOR’. (One Belt, One Road, or OBOR, is another name 

hTf tlie BRI.) Key members of the China Italy Chamber of Commerce, 

most of whom had United Front links, vowed to contribute to the great 

aiuse.'"*^ And, underlining Beijing’s determination, in August 2017 the 

head of the Overseas Chinese Affairs Office, Qiu Yuanping, arrived in 

Italy to organise Chinese-Italians to back the BRI more actively. 

CPAFFC, AFROC, OCAO: a trifecta of the top United Front bodies 

(see the organisation chart on pages 124—5) was actively preparing the 

ground in Italy for the sign-up to the BRl.''*^ 

The year 2017 also saw the formation of the Italian OBOR Institute, 

with enough funding to employ thirty staff in offices in Beijing and 

Rome.'"^* The head of the institute, Michele de Gasperis, has said 

that the BRI is all about cooperation, not political interference, and 

represents a new ‘politically stabilizing’ paradigm in international rela- 

tions.''*^ By joining the BRI, the institute’s website claims, Italy will be 

‘renewing the relations between China and Europe’.'^® 

In April 2019, a month before President Xi and Prime Minister 

Conte oversaw the signing of the BRI memorandum, the EU issued 

a report labelling China (among others) a ‘systemic rival’.'5‘ At the 

signing ceremony, Xi thanked Italy for its ‘deep friendship’. Conte said 

he looked forward to greater ‘connectivity’ and reviving ‘the ancient 

Silk Road’. Twenty-nine separate agreements were signed by Italian 

ministers and business leaders.Among them was an agreement 

between Italian state bank Cassa Deposit! e Prestiti and the Bank of 

China for the Italian bank to sell ‘Panda’ bonds—loans to Chinese 

investors denominated in renminbi—one more step towards Beijing’s 

aspiration of internationalising Chinas currency. 

The Conte government has allowed a Chinese firm to buy into the 

nations electricity network, and Italy’s ports are also expected to feature 

strongly in the flow of BRI investment, especially in Trieste, which 

Geraci has said ‘must be open to Chinese investments’.'” Trieste’s port 

enhances Italy’s role as China’s gateway to Europe. (The city also boasts 

many of the nation’s top scientific research institutions.) 
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If. as some believe, the BRI is a Trojan horse smuggling CCP 

influence into a country’s political system, some seemingly innocuous 

provisions in the Italian memorandum of understanding hint at what 

is hidden in its belly. Along with promoting sister-city networks—and 

specifically the twinning of Verona and Hangzhou—the memorandum 

agreed that Parties will promote exchanges and cooperation between 

their local authorities, media, think tanks, universities and the youth, 

including cooperation between Italy’s national public broadcaster, 

RAI, and the China Media Group (overseen by the CCP’s Central 

Propaganda Department).'^'* These provisions open the door for greater 

CCP influence activity. 

Matteo Salvini, the leader of the League party and Michele Geraci’s 

political patron, was absent from the BRI signing ceremony. Perhaps 

influenced by Steve Bannon, former White House chief strategist, 

hed had a late change of heart and had begun to warn about Italy’s 

‘colonialisation’ by China. 

In July 2019, in a move that gave the appearance of blackmail, 

Huawei offered to invest $3.1 billion in Italy while simultaneously 

leaning on the government to ensure Huawei’s participation in the 

countrys 5G network.'^*’ The head of Huawei’s local subsidiary said 

that it planned to cut 1000 jobs in the United States and create the same 

number in Italy. The offer came a week after the Italian government had 

adopted a decree giving it more power to protect the security of the 5G 

network. The decree needed to be ratified by parliament within sixty 

days, but it took only a week for the government to quietly announce 

that it would not be pushing through the legislation.'^^ 

Elite entanglement in France 

The intermingling of French and Chinese business and political elites is 

well advanced. An investment firm known as Cathay Capital has built a 

remarkable web of political contacts in both countries. Careful detective 

work published by the Paris-based Intelligence Online has managed to 

unravel some of it, and this section draws partly on its report 

Cathay Capital was formed in 2006 by Chinese national Cai Mingpo 

China Development Bank and the French governments 
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investment bank, Bpifrance. The company, a vehicle for French inves¬ 

tors in China, is especially well networked in the business community 

of Lyon, and also has offices in New York, San Francisco and Shanghai, 

Cai Mingpo has recruited several former senior civil servants to the 

firm. Bruno Bezard, former director general of the French Treasury, is 

a managing partner of Cathay Capital.Bezard also spent two years 

as minister counsellor in France’s Beijing embassy, and worked closely 

with Jean-Pierre Jouyet, now France’s ambassador in London and a 

confidant of President Macron. 

Cai Mingpo is also close to Lyon businessman Thierry Delaunoy 

de La Tour d’Artaise, who sits on the board of a Chinese company 

with senior CCP members.Another associate is Frederic Beraha, 

who was an executive with the military helicopter maker Eurocopter, a 

predecessor of Airbus Helicopters. Cai’s complex network in Lyon and 

Paris includes links to President Macron’s office, to his political party, 

and to former and current Chinese diplomats. He is also connected 

to senior CCP officials in China, including Li Yuanchu of the Hubei 

Provincial High Technology Investment Company, who is involved in 

organisations accused of economic espionage. 

Cai himself is vice president of the Shanghai branch of the Yangtze 

River International Chamber of Commerce, a united front organisation 

founded in Hubei in 2014, which later expanded into a network of 

chambers of the same name across China, North America, Europe 

and Australia.He is a graduate of the Shanghai-based China Europe 

International Business School, founded in 1994 by the Chinese 

government and the European Commission. It is said to be ‘a hatint of 

prominent French nationals who have an interest in China’.Cai has 

funded a chair in accounting at the school and is a member of its advi¬ 

sory board. Joining him at meetings of this board are top French CEOs 

and the director of a subsidiary of the Aviation Industry Corporation of 

China. AVIC is a massive, state-owned enterprise and the main supplier 

of military aircraft to the PLA Airforce, including stealth fighters and 

attack drones, 

When long-time president of the business school Pedro Nueno 

retired in 2018 he received a friendship award from the government of 

China and was praised by Xi Jinping. (The school has a European and 
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a Chinese president.'^) Professors at the school have included former 

World Trade Organization head Pascal Lamy, and former French prime 

ministers Dominique de Villepin and Jean-Pierre Raffarin.'^'^ 

Raffarin is worth particular attention. His enormous value to the 

Party was confirmed on 29 September 2019, ahead of the seventieth 

anniversary of the founding of the PRC, when he was named as one 

of only six foreigners to receive the ultimate symbol of Party gratitude, 

a Friendship Medal, awarded by Xi Jinping himself. (The only other 

Westerner was Isabel Crook, a Canadian anthropologist, KGB spy and 

long-time friend of China.According to Xinhua, Xi stressed that the 

medals were for loyalty to the cause of the Party and the people’. 

Raffarin was prime minister from 2002 to 2005. On a state visit to 

China in 2005 he endorsed a law authorising China to invade Taiwan. 

In 2008 he intervened to smooth the path for the Olympic torch through 

Paris. In 2010 a book he authored praising China’s achievements was 

published by a CCP publishing house, in Chinese only.'^' A Silk Road 

enthusiast, he is a director of a number of Chinese companies and is on 

the board of the Boao Forum, the CCP’s version of the World Economic 

Forum at Davos. 

Raffarins establishment credentials are unmatched. In addition to 

serving as prime minister, he was France’s vice president from 2011 to 

2014, and chairman of the Defence and Foreign Affairs Committee 

from 2014 to 2017. In 2018 he was appointed as the Macron govern¬ 

ments special representative for China.A Ino pengyou or ‘old friend’ 

of China, he claims that China merely wants dialogue and coopera¬ 

tion in the trade war with the United States.Together with former 

Chinese diplomat Xu Bo, Raffarin set up the Club Paris-Shanghai and 

appointed as its director the former head of Huawei Healthcare, Patrice 

Cristofini. In June 2018 the club held a meeting for the ‘European- 

Chinese community’ to promote ‘mutual understanding for the benefit 

of air. It was held in France’s National Assembly building. 

Raffarin is said to have initiated the prestigious France China 

Foundation, launched in 2012, the official partner of which is the 

Chinese People’s Institute for Foreign Aff'airs, a united front organisation 

as for many years regularly invited politicians, policy-makers and 

journalists to China and drip-fed them Beijing’s line; some regurgitate 
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it when they return homc.'^ (Larry Diamond and Orville Schell write- 

CdMhA is a so-called united front organization, similar to those found 

in the former Soviet Union and other Leninist states that seek to oppor¬ 

tunistically build alliances wherever they can.’’^®) Cathay Capital wa.s 

until recently listed as a partner of the France China Foundation.The 

strategic committee’ of the foundation is a who’s who of the rich and 

powerful of the two nations.'®® The French side includes the CEO of 

L’Oreal, Jean-Paul Agon; the chairman of insurance giant AXA, Denis 

Duverne; author and intellectual Jacques Attali; former prime ministers 

Laurent Fabius and Edouard Philippe; the chair of the investment 

committee of France’s sovereign wealth fund, Patricia Barbizet; and film 

director Jean-Jacques Annaud. In 1997 Annaud earned Beijing’s wrath 

for making Seven Years in Tibet, a film about the PLA’s brutal invasion 

that treated the Dalai Lama sympathetically. Annaud was banned from 

China (as was co-star Brad Pitt), but after he underwent a self-criticism 

the ban was lifted, and in 2015 he made a Party-approved film called 

Wolf Totem}^^ 

The Chinese side features a stellar cast of internet billionaires— 

Jack Ma of Alibaba, Pony Ma of Tencent, Wang Yan of Sina.com, and 

Ya-Qin Zhang of Baidu. All are Party members. They are joined by the 

CEO of PLA-linked corporation China Everbright Ltd, Chen Shuang; 

the chairman of PLA-linked company CITIC Resources Holdings, 

Peter Viem Kwok; and a former foreign minister, Li Zhaoxing.'®^ 

Clearly, the CCP views the France China Foundation as its foremost 

avenue of influence on France’s elites. In this respect, it is similar to 

Britain’s 48 Group Club. 

The France China Foundation sponsors the Young Leaders Forum, a 

dub that each year since 2013 has brought together twenty French and 

twenty Chinese ‘high potential’ leaders.Emmanuel Macron has been 

a member, as has the president of Radio-France, Sibyle Veil, and Prime 

Minister Edouard Philippe.'®'^ 

Chinte) Foundation (with the same name in 

operates under thJ mutual understand and cooperation.'*’ It 

CotttactsTpTA f *”*’*"* Association for International 

' CAIFC is reported as a 
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‘key member of the foundation, along with the huge conglomerate 

HNA Group, which often acts for the Party.’*'^The ‘Honorary President 

for China* of the 2014 France China Foundation is Sun Xiaoyu, direc¬ 

tor of the Development Research Center of the State Council, Chinas 

central administrative authority. The foundation’s honorary president 

for France is the disgraced former boss of the International Monetary 

Fund, Dominique Strauss-Kahn.The website of the foundation is 

packed with pro-Xi and BRI propaganda.'®^ 

China’s friends in Germany 

When former German chancellor Helmut Schmidt passed away in 

2015, China Central Television let it be known that an ‘old friend 

of the Chinese people had died. The first item on the seven-o’clock 

evening news reported messages of condolence from both Xi Jinping 

and Premier Li Keqiang.'^® In life as in death, Schmidt received the full 

treatment as a lao pengyou. 

Schmidt had earned his title. He first travelled to China before 

Germany took up formal relations with the PRC in 1972. In fact, he 

claimed that after this trip he privately advised then chancellor Willy 

Brandt that Germany needed to establish diplomatic relations, which, 

as Schmidt noted in an interview, ‘he did, seven years ahead of the 

Americans.'^' Whether or not Schmidt was actually responsible for 

Germany breaking ties with Taiwan and recognising the PRC, Beijing 

had many reasons to be grateful. 

In 1975, he became the first German chancellor to visit China. He 

was also the first German politician to travel to China after relations had 

been frozen following 1989’s l iananmen massacre.Indeed, Schmidt 

was infamous for justifying the bloody crackdown by saying that the 

Chinese military had been provoked, and that Hiiropean standards 

should not be used to measure other countries.'''^ When the CCP 

needed someone to endorse Xi jinping’s l)ook (lovernance of China, 

Schmidt was happy to oblige, describing it as an ‘inspirational piece of 

work.'^ He was also the official patron {Schirmherr) of the Hamburg 

Summit, a high-level biennial summit on economic relations between 

China and Germany, organised since 2004 by the Hamburg Chamber 

of Commerce and the China Federation of Industrial Economics. 
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W'hilc the CX'P liaises with all ot Ccrinanys major politiail parties 

and has won over politicians in each, Schmidts Social Democratic Party 

(SI'l>) has pla\ cxl a large role in building and maintaining Sino-Gertnan 

ties, from the time the CCP decided to forge closer relations with socialist 

parties in luiropc. In 1984, while the Christian Democratic Union wa< 

in power, the SPD was one of the first non-communist parties the CCP 

began liaising with. The SPD-affiliated Friedrich Ebert Foundation was 

the first German political foundation to establish a presence in China.’’^ 

In a provocative 2013 essay titled ‘The China sympathisers and their 

democratic enemies’, journalist Sabine Pamperrien noted that German 

support for China tended to emanate from two distinct camps—‘left- 

wing politicians and publicists’, often fuelled by anti-Americanism; and 

powerful businesspeople who don’t want to see their ‘flourishing trade’ 

with China impeded by concerns over human rights.These two need 

not necessarily contradict each other. For some, sympathy for nominally 

left-wing regimes and profit motives go hand in hand. 

Few embody this mix better than former chancellor Gerhard 

Schroder. Schroder is mainly known in Germany for having sold out 

to Russia after leaving office in 2005, and for becoming chairman of 

the board of the state-owned oil giant Rosneft in 2017.'^^ But he is also 

firmly in Beijing’s orbit, so much so that in 2009 Der Spiegel published 

a photo of him literally hugging a panda.Well before his 2007 public 

attack on Angela Merkel for meeting the Dalai Lama, he was held in 

high regard in Beijing.In 1999 he was the first politician to travel to 

China to apologise for the accidental NATO bombing of the Chinese 

embassy in Belgrade.^"® In the fall of 2001, before visiting China, he 

told German media that he was tired of bringing up lists of political 

prisoners with the Chinese side.^o' While in office (1998-2005) he was 

a strong proponent of lifting the arms embargo imposed by the EU on 

China after the 1989 Tiananmen Square massacre. 

On leaving office, Schroder was appointed as an adviser to the Chinese 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, albeit in a minor role helping transform an old 

Chinese embassy building in Bonn into a centre for traditional Chinese 

medicine.203 spends much of his time in China, brokering 

contacts between CCP officials and European businesses. For example, 

e introduced the Swiss Ringier media group to the Politburo member 
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in cluirgc o( lucclia and propaganda work, Li Changchun.^”’* When asked 

about Chinas rc-oducation centres in Xinjiang, he feigned ignorance: 

I ni not sure; 1 in very careiul because I have no information.’^®^ 

After Helmut Schmidt died, Schroder became the official patron 

of the Hamburg Summit^®® and won the summit’s China-Europe 

Friendship Award.^®^ Predictably, Schroder has used the summit to 

express his strong support for the BRI.^®® 

Rudolf Scharping, former chairman of the SPD (1993-95) and 

former German minister of defence (1998-2002), also turned China 

into a career after politics. Following a path blazed by other senior 

politicians, he established a consultancy to help German companies 

gain a foothold in China, and Chinese companies to enter the German 

market. His company is also registered in Beijing. According to 

German media reports, he spends more than a third of each year in 

China and has told German businesses that, as long as they don’t ques¬ 

tion the rule of the CCP or China’s territorial integrity, ‘there is much 

freedom’ that companies can use for themselves.^®® Unsurprisingly, he 

is seen as an ‘old friend’ in China rather than a business consultant.^'® 

In 2013 ‘old friend’ Scharping was appointed as economic adviser to 

the governor of Guangdong, and in 2018 he received the Yellow River 

Friendship Award from the provincial government of Henan. 

Scharping has been a major asset for the CCP in promoting the BRI 

in Germany, and regularly appears alongside Chinese diplomats to give 

talks about it.*'* A local SPD branch reported, after hosting him, that 

‘his love and enthusiasm for China were visible. He skilfully avoided 

a handful of critical questions.’*" More importantly, his company has 

teamed up with the China Economic Cooperation Center to organise 

an annual Sino-German Belt and Road Conference. Founded in 1993, 

the CECC is under the International Liaison Department of the CCP 

and can be understood as the economic arm of the vast party-to-party 

diplomacy machine (that is, united front work for people not of 

Chinese descent).*'® It brings together business leaders from companies 

like Siemens, Daimler, Volkswagen and many others. Despite being 

organised by a private consultancy, the Sino-German Belt and Road 

Conference has attracted high-level participants from German minis¬ 

tries and the Bundestag.*'^' 
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Wlulc the SPn may stand out for its prominent ex-politicians 

who have hcconic Cliina enthusiasts, it would be unfair to paint the 

party as Chinas only supporters in Germany. The governing Christian 

Oomocratic Union, ever mindful of the interests of German industry, 

worries about offending China. Chancellor Angela Merkel’s deter¬ 

mination to ignore security advice, and critics in her own party, to 

allow Huawei equipment into Germany’s 5G network is an excellent 

example.*’^’ Politicians from other parties have also been cultivated. 

After leaving office, former vice chancellor and chairman of the Free 

Democratic Party, Philipp Rosier, became the chief executive of the 

Hainan Cihang Charity Foundation in New York, which is run by 

the huge, mysterious and probably corrupt Chinese conglomerate, 

HNA Group.(Rosier moved there from the Beijing-friendly World 

Economic Forum. He resigned from the foundation in 2019.) 

In the German Left Party (Die Linke), scepticism towards the 

United States has led many to instinctively embrace CCP talking 

points. On the party’s official website is an article demanding that 

Germany protest in the UN Security Council against weapons exports 

to Taiwan.^'® Another calls the arrest of Huawei’s Meng Wanzhou a 

‘politically motivated kidnapping’.There’s also an interview with the 

first of its members to have joined the parry from China. Identified only 

as ‘Norbert’, he praises Xi Jinping’s social reforms for having improved 

the ‘lives of people in the countryside in West China’.(The website 

makes no mention of Xinjiang in west China.) And at a public hearing 

on religious minorities in China, held at the German Bundestag, the 

expert invited by the Left Party argued that the problem needs to be put 

in historical context and external threats felt by China need to be taken 

account of 

Most significantly, it was reported in January 2020 that a new group 

called the China Bridge (China Briicke) had been formed to serve as 

a network of German elites to boost ties %vith China. According to 

its initiators, it is modelled on the Atlantic Bridge, which promotes 

transatlantic ties. It is headed by Hans-Peter Friedrich, a politician in 

the conservative Christian Social Union, the Bavarian sister party of 

the Christian Democratic Union. Friedrich is also vice president of the 

German Bundestag and a former minister of the interior. He claims he 
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h;ul the idea during a visit to China. Reuters paraphrased him saying: 

an export nation like Germany cannot afford to lack close personal 

networks with China.^^^ It remains to be seen whether the network will 

rake on the role of mobilising pro-Beijing elites in the way the 48 Group 

Club and the France China Foundation do. 

While the CCP s policies gain mainstream legitimacy from the back¬ 

ing they receive from top political figures and parties, fervent support 

also emanates from the fringes. The Schiller Institute has been particu¬ 

larly active in boosting Beijing’s influence in Europe. It was founded in 

1984 in Wiesbaden by Helga Zepp-LaRouche, the wife of controversial 

American conspiracy theorist Lyndon LaRouche, and is linked to the 

right-wing LaRouche Movement.The Chinese media regularly 

features Zepp-LaRouche expressing her support for the CCP’s policies 

and ideas.The Schiller Institute’s main focus is promoting the BRI. 

It strongly advocates the ‘China model’ and Xi’s concepts as alternatives 

to the current global order. In election campaigns, Zepp-LaRouche’s 

political party, BiiSo (Citizens’ Movement Solidarity), promotes the 

BRI as the ‘future of Germany’.^-^ 

The Schiller Institute also promotes the BRI elsewhere in Europe. The 

LaRouche Movement’s main organisation in Italy is Movisol, which has 

been very active. Movisol has teamed up with the local government of 

the Lombardy Region to organise a BRI conference in Milan. Speakers 

included the architect of Italy’s BRI agreement, Michele Geraci, who 

highlighted the importance of the agreement to Italv’s future.During 

a visit to the Chinese embassv in Stockholm, the head of the Swedish 

Schiller Institute told ambassador Gui C^ongyou he would be promoting 

BRI cooperation between the rwo countries ‘through seminars, media 

campaign, courses targeting Swedish companies, and visits of Swedish 

business delegations to China’.In May 2018, jointly with the China- 

Sweden Business Council, the institute launched the Belt and Road 

Initiative Executive Group in Stockholm.'*** 

So while the LaRouche Movement is on the fringe in Germany, it 

has managed to get much closer to the centre of Italian, and possibly 

Swedish, politics. 
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Political elites on 

the periphery 

Subnational work 

When it comes to CCP influence activities, a wide knowledge gap 

typically separates central government from local and state or provincial 

governments. But even central governments can find it difficult to track 

a sprawling organisation like the CCP, which works through a confusing 

array of Party and front groups whose agendas are hidden, as we saw in 

chapter two. Western leaders can believe they are dealing with leaders 

of genuine Chinese civic organisations, whereas in fact they are dealing 

with Party operatives or people guided by agencies in Beijing. 

Local politicians typically know little abour China and have no 

responsibility for national security, and because their Chinese inter¬ 

locutors present themselves as oflering people-to-people exchanges and 

‘opportunities for local business’, these politicians have a strong incen¬ 

tive to remain uninformed. The focus is typically on economic and 

cultural ties, and it’s easy to pretend that there is no political element. 

As we will see, however, these local ties are in fact highly political, and 

where necessaty they can be leveraged to pressure national governments. 

This is the tactic of‘use the countryside to surround the city’. 

CCP analyst Jichang Lulu has explored the localisation of united 

front influence activities in the Nordic countries, where local officials 

with considerable decision-making power are targeted for ‘friendly 
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contact because they are insulated from strategic debates in the capital 

cities and do not have the expertise to understand Beijing’s intentions 

and tactics. He notes that Beijing has been actively cultivating political 

influence in Greenland, which Beijing sees as important for resource 

supply and for being an Arctic state. The strategy includes investments, 

an attempt to acquire a derelict naval base, and political work on 

Greenland s elites, activities that have rung alarm bells in Denmark. 

However, due to the small-scale, decentralised nature of much of the 

CCP s work at the local level, alarm is the exception rather than the rule. 

Wilful ignorance, and the influence of united front agents at top 

levels of state government, help explain why the state of Victoria in 

Australia signed on to the Belt and Road Initiative, despite the federal 

government having expressly declined to do so, and the fact that the 

issue had been widely discussed in the media.^ The Victorian pre¬ 

mier, Daniel Andrews, often photographed with united front figures 

in Melbourne, said that he wants the state to be ‘China’s gateway 

to Australia’.^ 

In San Francisco, the board of the Municipal Transport Agency 

named a new subway station in Chinatown after a prominent Chinese- 

American community leader, Rose Pak, despite the fact that she had 

deep, demonstrable links to the CCP going back decades, links that had 

been exposed in the media."* After detailing the various ways that Beijing 

had showered honours on Pak, the executive director of the Human 

Rights Law Foundation, Ferri Marsh, urged the board not ‘to honor 

someone who has been closely associated with China’s dictatorship’.^ 

Although some local Chinese-Americans expressed fierce opposition to 

the name choice, Pak’s united front work had given her high status in 

the mainstream as a communit)' leader. The board voted four to three 

in favour of honouring Pak, with one member saying that ‘as a woman 

of color she wanted ‘to elevate a person of color who fought really hard 

to make something happen’.The majority chose to ignore Pak’s close 

links to Beijing. 

In Sweden, a small municipalir\' was more cautious. The town of 

Lysekil was approached by a Chinese consortium offering to build a 

new port, new infrastructure and a health resort. The chairman of 

the consortium had strong links to the United Front and the PLA, 
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indicating that the offer was part of Beijings maritime strategy of 

acquiring ports around the world. (In Australia a state-linked Chinese 

company was allowed to take out a 99-year lease on the strategically 

\'iral Port of Darwin.) Although the consortium pressured the Lysekil 

municipality for a rapid answer, news of its links to the CCP leaked out 

and the proposal died. 

Beijing’s logic for subnational influence is straightforward. First, 

friendly relations at this level can help smooth the way for investment 

in strategic assets—ports, regional airports (including pilot training 

schools), satellite dishes (as in New Zealand), developments adjacent to 

military bases, certain agricultural developments and the like. Second, 

Beijing knows that some subnational leaders will graduate to national 

parliaments, where the friendship can pay even higher dividends. 

Finally, they understand that local leaders can exert political pressure 

on the centre. 

A salutary example of the latter occurred in August 2019 in the 

middle of the China—US trade war. Xinhua featured a story titled ‘U.S. 

state and local officials are seeking to enhance cooperation with China 

despite simmering trade tensions between the world’s two largest econo¬ 

mies .® The story was built around a video clip from a forum held at the 

Brookings Institution in the capital on 29 July, where Oregon’s gov¬ 

ernor, Kate Brown, complained about the 'chilling effect’ of the trade 

war on Oregon’s exports to China. She blamed Wiishington, and said, 

‘It’s been extremely detrimental particularly in the agricultural sector, 

which is a huge driver of the Oregon economy.’'^ I hc deputy mayor of 

Los Angeles, Nina Hachigian, reinforced the message by detailing the 

impact of the trade war on exports from LA ports. (In August LA mayor 

Eric Garcetti told the South Chinu Adorning Post that a continued trade 

war would see children starving in his city.‘“) 

The most striking comments featured by Xinhua were made by Bob 

Holden, former Democratic governor of Missouri (2001-05). He said 

that agricultural producers 'are ver\' scared’ that the relationship with 

China will break down.'' Holden is a Beijing favourite, and for good 

reason. According to the Chirm Daily, on a visit to China in 2004 he 

had a revelation: Chinese people and -American people share common 

values.'" Appointed a professor at ebster University" after he lost the 
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governorship, Holden was instrumental in setting up Missouri s first 

Confucius Institute in 2005.'^ 

Bob Holden is also the chairman of the United States Heartland 

China Association, formed to build bridges of friendship and coopera¬ 

tion with China, and which brings together twenty Midwest states. It was 

reconstituted in 2018 and ‘welcomed the support’ of the China-United 

States Exchange Foundation.’^ As we will see in chapter eleven, CUSEF 

is funded and chaired by Tung Chee-hwa, a Hong Kong shipping tycoon 

and major CCP player.’^ During the 2019 Hong Kong protests, Tung 

accused Washington of ‘orchestrating’ events, defended police accused 

of brutality, and said there should be no compromise. In December 

2019 Tung Chee-hwa was named by Hong Kong democracy advocates 

as one of the territory’s eleven top-tier perpetrators of human rights 

and democracy abuse.The advocates identified CUSEF as an attempt 

by the Chinese government to interfere with US politics and called 

for Tung to be sanctioned. CUSEF is registered as a foreign principal 

for China in the United States, where some organisations, such as the 

University of Texas at Austin, have rejected its funding offers because of 

its CCP links. 

None of this seemed to worry Bob Holden when he arrived at the 

fifth annual U.S.-China National Governors Collaboration Summit, 

held in Kentucky in May 2019 at the height of the trade war. The 

event raised concern in Washington because the National Governors 

Association had organised the summit jointly with the Chinese People’s 

Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries, a united front agency 

whose top leaders arc often drawn from the red aristocracy.”* Its ‘people’s 

diplomacy’ is a covert element of Beijing’s official diplomacy and foreign 

influence work.’’ Its president, Li Xiaolin, the daughter of a former 

president of China, Li Xiannian, addressed the summit. C^PAFFC 

has particular responsibility for cultivating links at subnational levels, 

through building sister-city relationships and promoting the BRl.^** 

The CPAFFC also has responsibility for strengthening friendship 

societies in Western countries, including donating substantial sums to 

reinvigorate moribund societies, as occurred in New Zealand.^’ 1 he 

U.S.-China Peopl es Friendship Association was founded in 1974 and 

has thirt\"-five chapters across the US. It has drawn in many Americans 
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«i.l. the (.«. ,>.o,ivc,«. iM.r h, recent year, it ha. come under more direct 
inHnence (K.n. the farty. thronsh tl.e CPAHl-'C.^^ Barbara Harr..„n, 
.K'fivc ill the UcSCPh'A >«;iiicc flic 1970s and its president for five years 

until 20()S. was in 2004 made a Friendship Ambassador, the CPAFFCs 

hi^hest accohulc.*' 

While the Kentucky governors’ summit was ostensibly designed to 

Facilitate investment deals and drew ‘prestigious investment firms’,^ 

if was an ideal opportunity for the CCP to bypass Washington and 

build personal relations with significant players across the US. China’s 

ambassador in Washington, Cui Tiankai, took time off from trying to 

manage the trade war to tell the 400 gathered at the summit that he 

hoped it would identify win-win opportunities’.^^ He said, ‘I always 

find true friendship, not groundless suspicions.’ And a PRC foreign 

ministry spokesperson expressed enthusiasm for the summit because it 

showed the two countries could benefit by ‘deepening sub-national and 

across-the-board exchange and cooperation’.^*’ 

If, according to a leaked email, the White House was ‘not happy’ 

about the summit, Kentucky governor Matt Bevin was sure that the 

suspicion and misunderstanding driving the trade war would vanish 

‘when people talk’.^^ This was precisely Beijing’s desired message and, 

as always, such statements of support were amplified in China’s official 

media.^® (Matt Bevin was happy two months later when a Chinese 

company announced plans to invest $200 million in rural Kentucky 

to build a new paper-and-pulp recycling facility, creating 500 jobs.^’) 

Commenting on the role of the CPAFFC at the governors’ summit, 

John Dotson of Chim Brief observed that the Americans involved 

‘might think they’re dealing with a representative of a civic organisation 

but theyre not. They re actually dealing with ... functionaries of the 

Chinese Communist Party’.-^" These relationships are points of leverage: 

Chinese diplomats leant on the governors to lobby Washington to dial 

back the trade war.^' 

The summit put into practice the strateg)' elaborated in March 2019 

by the influential Fudan University scholar Huang Renwei. Drawing on 

Mao's essay ‘On protracted war', he argued that to ‘resolutely fight back' 

a^inst Washington, China should establish ‘deeper economic and trade 

relations with the 50 US states’.'- 
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ri\c CPAM^C was on a roll. In July 2019, two months after the 

Kentucky governors’ summit, it was in Houston co-hosting the fourth 

U.v''.-China Sister Cities Mayors’ Summit with the US peak body, 

Sister Cities International. Ambassador Cui Tiankai sent a message: 

'Subnational cooperation and people-to-people exchanges are the 

highlights ol the history of China-U.S. interactions and the driving 

R')rce for the growth of our relations.’^^ The 277 US-China sister-city 

friendships—and the fifty sister-state pairings—had led to win-win 

cooperation, he said. As if reading from the Beijing script, the vice chair 

of Sister Cities International, Carol Lopez, told the delegates, ‘Our 

people are so intertwined. We believe when people connect—people 

to people, community to community—we just become stronger 

together.’^'* Delegates talked up the Maritime Silk Road (the ‘road’ of 

BRI) and smart cities. In China, ‘smart cities’ technology is inseparable 

from the CCP’s surveillance state, but the CCP trades on the naivety 

of well-meaning people and benefits from the covert support of others. 

The curious case of Muscatine 

In 2018 the elite Zhejiang Symphony Orchestra made a brief tour of 

the United States. It put on only four concerts, in Detroit, Chicago, 

San Diego and ... Muscatine. A struggling, soybean-farming town on 

the banks of the Mississippi River in Iowa, Muscatine has a population 

of 24,000. What was the attraction for the orchestra? The town’s special 

relationship with China began in 1985 when an official from Hebei 

province led a trade delegation to farms and towns in Iowa, including 

Muscatine. The same official returned in 2012, e.xcept this time he was 

China’s vice president and soon to be president, Xi jinping. He praised 

his ‘old friends’ in Iowa, Hebei’s sister stare, for their ‘agrarian common 

sense, family values and hospitality’.^^ 

Having built on these early links, a network of prominent business¬ 

men from the state refer to themselves in Beijing as the ‘Iowa mafia’. 

They are backing Xi’s Belt and Road Initiative as a way of getting 

more Chinese investment in lowa.'^ In 2018 they welcomed a former 

governor of the stare. Terry Branstad, as the new US ambassador to 

China. Branstad had been governor during both of Xi Jinping’s visits 

and counts himself a friend. " 
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Another of President Xfs old friends is Sarah Landc, who go, 

know him in 1985 and hosted him in her living room In 2012. She fir^ 

met Xi in her role with the Iowa Sister States organisation. She went on 

to Ixvome its executive director. In 2013 another delegation from the 

CPAFFC arrived in town.^** Some eighty people, including journalists 

Irom official Chinese media, had come to award a gold medal to Sarah 

Lande and bestow on her the title of Friendship Ambassador, one of 

only eight awarded to Americans.She and her husband Roger, who 

sN'as director of the Iowa Department of Natural Resources, were part of 

the ‘old friends’ group that travelled to China in late 2012 to meet with 

the nation’s new leader. 

Xi Jinping’s links to Muscatine are well known in China. Groups of 

Chinese school students go to visit the town, and a number of Chinese 

businessmen have bought up property there, hoping to cash in on the 

association with Xi.'^’ The visit of the symphony orchestra was funded 

by businessman Lijun ‘Glad’ Cheng, who has made Muscatine his 

second home, buying various properties and refurbishing an old hotel.'^^ 

When in 2018 Beijing retaliated against Donald Trump’s tariffs, it 

was aware that by restricting US soybean imports the impact would be 

felt in Iowa. Iowa was among the Midwest farming states that switched 

to Trump from the Democrats in the 2016 presidential election, another 

reason why, during the early weeks of the trade dispute, Beijing paid the 

Des Moines Register to publish an insert from the China Daily. But the 

move backfired: rather than persuading lowans to pressure Washington, 

it raised ire in Washington, with Trump denouncing the insert as 

foreign interference. 

Malleable mayors 

TheCCP has ‘useful idiots’ (a term, attributed to Lenin, that described 

naive foreign enthusiasts for the revolution) in many places, enablin 

the mtensifiation of local influence activities as resistance to its prac^ 

tices tUes in the centre. Anne-Marie Brady has noted that the CPAFFC 

has for some years organised an annual China-New Zealand n, 

forum where tourism, education and agriculture are d' 

At the 2018 forum a ninety-strong deloar on inci 
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Council spent NZ$100,000 on a banquet. The mayor declared it a 

‘resounding success’. 

In Canada, the Chinese consulate general in Vancouver, British 

Columbia, has for some years been hosting cocktail receptions at the 

annual convention of local government leaders, the Union of BC 

Municipalities.'^^ No other foreign government appears to have sought 

to exert influence over these politicians, so why does Beijing bother? 

As one close observer put it, China’s diplomats were ‘sizing up the 

chumps’.^^" After a number of such receptions without controversy, 

in 2019 several BC mayors, including Vancouver’s, announced they 

would boycott the next one. They were responding to media reports 

and pressure from a public angered by China’s bullying after the arrest 

of Huawei’s Meng Wanzhou. The mayor of Port Coquitlam, Brad West, 

denounced China’s involvement in the receptions as unethical and ‘cash 

for access’. 

As Vancouver’s mayor from 2008 to 2018, Gregor Robertson built 

an impressive reputation as a leader committed to sustainable urban 

living in a green city. Visiting Shanghai in 2010, a few months after 

China had torpedoed global climate negotiations in Copenhagen, he 

said that China’s policies were greener than those of Western countries. 

But what attracted more attentiori back in Canada was his claim that 

these better policies were due to China’s superior form of government. 

The Globe and Mail observed that Robertson was echoing those who 

once praised Mussolini because he made the trains run on time.'^** 

Gregor Robertson is proud to be descended Irom one ol the most 

revered ‘old friends’ of China, Norman Bethune.'^*^ In 2018, after agita¬ 

tion by united front groups, Robertson issued an apology on behalf 

of the city for past injustices to people of Chinese heritage.Canada, 

like many other Western nations, had a lot to apologise for, but the 

apology was also an excellent opportunity for Beijing’s propagandists to 

reinforce the sense of grievance among Chinese people, including over¬ 

seas Chinese. Beijing stokes nationalist resentment for past wrongs, and 

presents the Parn’ as the answer to historical humiliation. Robertson’s 

words of contrition were aired by Beijing’s official broadcaster, CCTV. 

It was an example of how the CCP ccmically exploits legitimate 

social-justice discourses in the West. It’s no accident that united front 
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gtx'ufW' won' rcvspoiusiblc for erecting memorials to the 1937 Nanjing 

Massacre.'' 1 ho memorials are less a means of quiet remembrance of 

the victims of an atrocity, and more a way to whip up jingoistic resent- 

mei\t against fotx'igners. The CCP’s treatment of Chinas minorities, 

meanwhile, has much in common with Western nations’ treatment 

of Chinese people in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, 

and we can expect that one day monuments will be erected to their 

persecution. 

In 2019 Gregor Robertson was appointed a roving ambassador for 

the Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy. Formed in 

2015 in reaction to the failure of national governments to grasp the 

nettle, the group represents 9200 cities around the world, all pledged 

to strong action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.Robertson will 

be touring the world, meeting international and local environmental 

groups, putting a positive, sincere and friendly spin on the achievements 

of the CCP. 

No event at the local level is too trivial for the CCP to exert its 

power over. In 2018, in the remote Australian town of Rockhampton 

(population 80,000), the local council joined with the beef industry to 

propose the creation of a large papier-mache bull decorated with fish¬ 

shaped flags, to be painted by schoolchildren to represent the variety of 

nations they hailed from. The bull would thus be a celebration of the 

cultural diversity of the town. Two students painted small Taiwanese 

flags because that’s where their mother was from. When the bull was 

put on display they were dismayed to discover that, alone among the 

other childrens flags, theirs had been painted over by council workers. 

It transpired that the council had received a complaint from the Chinese 

vice consul in the state capital, Brisbane. The students’ mother, Amy 

Chen, said her children were Very^ sad and disappointed’ by the decision 

to erase their flags.^^ 

Rockhampeons mayor tried to exetrse her council’s behaviour by 

sying the action was in line with Australia’s ‘one China policy’, as 

1 that had any bearing on a children’s art project in a remote town. 

. . China policy only ‘acknowledges’ that China 

irrrVrD^"T “ntrary to the repeated assertions 
ot the CCP and its sympathisers. 
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BRI support In Germany’s ‘countryside’ 

In her 2019 exploration of united front organisations in Germany, the 

first in that country, journalist and united front expert Didi Kirsten 

Tatlow found over 190 Chinese groups *with direct ties to the United 

Front bureaucracy’.’'* These included Chinese professional associations, 

business organisations, media outlets and Chinese aid centres, among 

others (see also chapter seven).” 

As is the case elsewhere, German organisations often partner with 

Chinese organisations without knowing they are dealing with the 

CCP. For instance, the Deutsch-Chinesische Wirtschaftsvereinigung 

(German-Chinese Business Association) partners with the Party- 

run China Council for the Promotion of International Trade.” 

One of the most important umbrella organisations identified by 

Tatlow is the Federation of German China Friendship Associations 

(Arbeitsgescheimschaft Deutscher China-Gesellschaften). Its ground¬ 

work was laid in 1993, when a musical centre in Mainz received an 

invitation from the Chinese People’s Association for Friendship with 

Foreign Countries to host apipa, or Chinese lute, ensemble. Kurt Karst, 

the founder of the musical centre, did not know at the time what the 

CPAFFC was and he accepted.” Ibday Karst is the chairman of the 

German-Chinese Friendship Association of Mainz-Wiesbaden as well as 

president of the Federation ol Cierman China Friendship Associations, 

which ties together the friendship associations across Germany. Its 

launch in 2016 was attended by Chinese diplomats, representatives ftom 

the CPAFFC, and German officials.”^ I'wo years later, the lederation 

signed a cooperation agreement with the CPAFFC in Beijing.’’* This 

is a classic example of a genuine civil society organisation cooperating 

with a CCP-led organisation headed hy a cadre ol ministerial or 

vice-ministerial rank. 1 he national federation has reprinted verbatim 

Chinese propaganda on the BRI, including Xi jinping’s speeches and 

his claims that the initiative is ‘marked hy peace and prosperity’.^’** 

The vice president ol the Federation ol German China Friendship 

Associations is Johannes PHug, a Social Democrat and from 1998 to 

2013 a member ol the German Bundestag. He is now on the board 

ol the newly founded elite networking club, China Bridge.*** In 2016, 

in the presence ol the Chinese consul general, PHug was appointed 
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honorary China representative of the city of Duisburg. In the press 

release announcing this appointment, Duisburg labelled itself ‘an 

integral part' of the Belt and Road Initiative.^^ Pflug has appeared in 

promotional videos for the BRI run by local German press, and has 

been interviewed in CCP-linked media targeted at Europe, such as 

Nouvelles d'Eiirope and the German online version of the official CCP 

mouthpiece, the Peoples Daily.^^ Pflug also heads the China Business 

Network of Duisburg, which brings together local businesses with 

interests in China but also works with the local Confucius Institute.^ 

Most local German governments have ties to China, but some stand 

out for their intensive contact and economic engagement. The state of 

North-Rhine-Westphalia has several cities with close ties and that argue 

for deeper Sino-German relations. One is the state capital Diisseldorf; 

the site of a Chinese consulate, it is referred to by the city’s mayor as 

Germanys most important China business location’.Duisburg, also 

based in the state, selected Huawei to turn it into a ‘smart city’, includ- 

ing the provision of cloud computing solutions and e-government 

infrastructure. ^ This decision followed a visit by Duisburg’s mayor, 

Soren Link, with a nineteen-strong government delegation, to Huawei s 

headquarters in Shenzhen.^^ Duisburg has refused to disclose its memo¬ 

randum of understanding with Huawei, despite requests, claiming that 

Huawei has threatened legal action if the document were to be made 

public.^® 

Another important hub is Hamburg, a German city-state where 

over 550 Chinese companies have set up shop. Hamburg, host 

to the Hamburg Summit discussed in chapter four, is sister cities 

with Shanghai and has hosted an office of the Chinese Chamber of 

Commerce in Germany since 2017.*^^ Hamburg’s parliament holds 

regular exchanges with Shanghai’s Standing Committee and the city’s 

Peoples Political Consultative Conference. ® The mayor of Hamburg, 

Peter Tschentscher, has praised the BRJ, declaring that, as a centre of 

international trade, Hamburg is “a natural node and endpoint of the 

New Silk Road .'' Adjacent to Hamburg is the state of Lower Saxony, the 

home of Volkswagen, which sold over 4 million cars in China in 2018. 

At a meeting with the Chinese consul general in Hamburg, the state’s 

economics minister, Bernd Althusmann of the Christian Democratic 
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Union, said that China is not only an important cooperation partner 

For Lower Saxony but also ‘a significant force for world peace’ 

In sum, while the German federal government has been apprehen¬ 

sive about the Belt and Road Initiative and careful not to endorse it, 

the CCP has found more than enough local politicians willing to do so. 

They are used to pressure the central government to change its stance. 

Its a tactic that has been deployed around the world. 

Sister cities 

Sister-city and sister-state agreements have been very effective for the 

CCP in gaining influence in local communities, and cities across the 

world continue to sign new agreements. But here, too, most municipal 

governments lack even a rudimentary understanding of the CCP’s 

political goals in these arrangements. 

While in the West a decision to enter a sister-city partnership is 

made by a municipal council or city government, in China the pro¬ 

cess is coordinated by the CPAFFC, described by Jichang Lulu as ‘the 

main “people’s diplomacy” organisation within the CCP foreign-affairs 

systemJ^ Behind the sister-city banner, the CPAFFC systematically 

advances the Party’s political and strategic goals. Officials build personal 

relationships that can then be ‘weapon ised’ when a city plans an activity 

the CCP does not like, such as dealings with Taiwan (including cultural 

activities) and with the Dalai Lima.^'’ 

A decade or so ago, after some years in the doldrums, the CPAFFC 

was reinvigorated in order, in Brady’s words, ‘to coopt foreigners to sup¬ 

port and promote China’s foreign policy goals’.In Xi Jinping’s China 

there is no ‘people’ in the sense of an independent civil society, so what 

is really being built in sister agreements are Party-to-people relation¬ 

ships. Thousands of well-meaning citizens in Western nations who 

have worked hard to foster genuine understanding and harmony with 

Chinese people are having their commitment exploited by the C>CP. 

Sister-city/state relationships provide another opportunity for 

deploying the tactic of ‘use the countryside to surround the city’. Despite 

the soothing language of international cooperation and world peace, 

for the CCP ‘all exchanges have a political character and hopefully a 

political hars est'. '’ 
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The state of Matyknd is an instructive case study. Adjacent to 

Washington D.C., Maryland hosts many federal government research 

centres security organisations and intelligence establishments, from 
NASA's’Goddard Space Flight Center to the National Security Agency 

and the Internal Revenue Service.^' It also hosts fourteen military instal¬ 

lations, ranging from U.S. Cyber Command at Fort Meade to the Naval 

Surface Warfare Center. Tens of thousands of personnel employed at 

these centres, some with high-level security clearances, live and work 

in Maryland. 
Maryland has longstanding ties with China, including immigration, 

stretching back to an era when relationships were more innocuous. It 

signed a sister-state agreement with the Chinese province of Anhui in 

1980, the first of its kind in the United States, and is the base for the 

USA-China Sister Schools Association, which organises educational 

and cultural exchange programs in secondary schools in the D.C 

area.^® Rockville, in the county of Montgomery, Maryland’s largest 

is home to some 50,000 Chinese-Americans and has been described 

as the region’s new Chinatown’.(The county government even once 

considered declaring Chinese New Year a holiday for public schools 

The University of Maryland was one of the earliest to build ties 

with China, and in 2004 became the first university in the US to host a 

Confucius Institute (and only the second in the world).**' It now hosts 

a large number of students from China, teaches several courses aimed 

at Chinese officials, and has many research collaborations. When in 

2017 a Chinese student, Yang Shuping, used her commencement 

address to praise the ‘fresh air of free speech’ in the United States 

the Chinese Students and Scholars Association launched a campaign 

to denounce her harshly for betraying the motherland.**^ The Peoples 

Daily accused her of ‘bolstering negative Chinese stereotypes’.®^ 

Chinese embassy officials praised the CSSA and encouraged others 

to engage in similar activity. Yang’s family in China was harassed and 

she was bombarded with threats. She was forced to issue a grovelling 

apology. To its credit, the university spoke in defence of the right of 

students to speak (although it could hardly do otherwise).Perhaps in 

retaliation, the uni\ersit\ s lucrati\'e programs to train Chinese officials 
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appear to have experienced a sharp decline in enrolments, and student 

numbers also appear to have fallen off.**’ 

Howard County, also in Maryland, is home to Columbia, a city of 

100,000 people. A high proportion of its residents work in sensitive 

federal government agencies. When Columbia decided to partner with 

a city in China, it set up a committee to find a suitable candidate.®*^ 

Liyang was seemingly selected from eight Chinese cities, although 

delegations from Liyang had been lobbying for it over some years.®^ The 

initiator of the Columbia-Liyang sister city partnership was Clarksville 

resident Wu Chau. He served as vice chair of Columbia’s China Sister 

City Planning Committee.®® While a doctoral student at the University 

of Maryland in the 2000s, Wu served as the president of the Chinese 

Students and Scholars Association. In 2008 he and his comrades 

organised students to make complaints about the pro-Tibet movement, 

and campaigned against those making negative remarks about Beijing’s 

hosting of the Olympic Games.®^ 

The agreement was brokered by a woman named Han Jun, who runs 

an organisation called Success International Mutual Liaison Services in 

Rockville.^® She was reportedly ‘hired by China to find a sister city on 

the East Coast’, indicating she may have links with the CPAFFC.^' She 

also has close connections with senior government officials in Liyang, 

including the mayor and the provincial office of the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs, which manages the CPAFTC.*'’ 

In 2016 Wu Chao and Han jun were nominated as Outstanding 

Chinese in the Greater 1).C. Area at an event hosted by Alliance 

Cultural Media Inc., a pro-Beijing media outlet with links to CCP 

media.Wu Chao was also presented by the CX^P’s Overseas Chinese 

Affairs Office as a role model for huaren canzhen^, the Party’s program of 

encouraging trusted Chinese-Ainericans to become active in politics. 

In 2018 he was elected to the Howard County Board of ICiucation.*^^ 

MaiA’land has been fertile ground for united front activity. A number 

of prominent citizens—including the director of a medical centre, an 

engineer at Georgetown University, and a scientist at the National 

Institutes of Health—have links to the CCP or CCP-run organisations.'^^' 

Maiv'land political activist He (Helen) Xiaohui was in 2018 appointed 

president of the National .Association for China’s Peaceful Unification 
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in W^jshington D.C., the Washington chapter of the China Council 

for the Promotion of Peaceful National Reunification, an agency of 

rhe CCP (see the organisation chart on pages 124-5).'^^ Accepting the 

position, she promised to ‘work tirelessly for the great rejuvenation of 

rhe Chinese nation’.'^® Helen He has been heavily involved in promot¬ 

ing Chinas influence activities in Maryland and is often presented as a 

spokesperson for the local community when criticising the ‘anti-China’ 

moves of the US government. 

Noting that her appointment ceremony was presided over by a 

senior official from the Chinese embassy, Bethany Allen-Ebrahimian 

wrote that Helen He now ‘serves as a top point of contact between the 

Chinese Communist Party in Beijing and the Chinese-American com¬ 

munity in greater Washington, D.C.’. As a sign of her importance, in 

2009 she served as an overseas delegate to the Chinese People’s Political 

Consultative Conference, an honour reserved for those of proven value 

to the Party. 

The case of Prague also shows that the CCP views sister-city agree¬ 

ments as an instrument of political influence. In 2019 Prague City Hall 

voted to terminate its partnership with Beijing, after Beijing refused 

to remove a one China’ policy clause from the agreement.Prague’s 

recently elected mayor, Zdenek Hrib of the progressive Pirate Party, 

argued that the partnership was supposed to be a cultural one, and that 

the one China’ clause was a matter of international politics. Beijing, 

accustomed to getting its way in the Czech Republic under the slavishly 

pro-Beijing presidency of Milos Zeman, was enraged. The embassy 

demanded that Prague reverse its decision or ‘it will be their own inter¬ 

ests that will be hurt’. In China, concerts by orchestras that had ‘Prague’ 

in their names were cancelled. Two months after ending its sister-city 

relationship with Beijing, Prague announced that it would partner with 

Taipei instead. 

In its reaction to Pragues decision, Beijing gave the game away. 
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The Party-corporate 
conglomerate 

The Party and business 

When President Trump began a trade war with China in 2018 he 

cited a long list of Beijing’s infractions of the standards of free-market 

behaviour, including manipulating the currency, dumping subsidised 

goods in American markets, and forcing US companies to engage in 

joint ventures that resulted in their technology being stolen. In 2016 the 

same practices had led industrialised nations to refuse to grant China 

the status of market economy under WIO rules, something Beijing 

badly wanted. 

In any Chinese embassys mapping of a nation’s centres of power, 

business elites feature prominently. Both Cdiinesc companies operating 

abroad and Western companies with economic interests in Cdiina are 

important vectors of CX.P influence. While most Chinese businesses 

operating abroad have commercial reasons for doing so, at the same 

time they are required to serve the interests of the Party-state. I he-se 

businesses benefit materially from cultivating good relations with senior 

CCP cadres, and are punished if they do not obev the Parts'. In 2017 the 

requirement for such businesses ro assist China’s intelligence agencies 

abroad was formalised in Chinese law.* 

^ hen the CCP opened up the Chinese economv to market forces 

it did not mean that government withdrew. It would be more accurate 
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see the prxTcess us one in wiiich uspccts of modern cupitulism were 

gratTcxl onw a Leninist state apparatus, creating a new model of Leninist 

capiwlism. The spread of market forces did not weaken the power of 

the Rirt}’-srare; in fact, today it is more powerful than ever because of 

market forces. 

Historically in the West, the spread of private property and markets 

saw the development of an independent legal system that could adju¬ 

dicate disputes according to legislated principles. Along with criminal 

law, this gave rise to the notion of the rule of law. It cannot be stressed 

enough that there is no rule of law in China. What the country has 

is rule by law; that is, the use of law as an instrument to govern.^ The 

Part}'- is quite clear about this: its the Party that decides on the laws, and 

the interests of the Party trump all interests that are in conflict with it. 

Judges must serve the Party’s interests. Lawyers who act as if there is rule 

of law find themselves in prison.^ 

State-owned enterprises, responsible for around a third of Chinas 

industrial output, are being strengthened. Their top executives are 

appointed by the Party’s powerful Organisation Department. President 

Xi declared in 2016 that SOEs should ‘become important forces to 

implement’ the Party’s decisions, and their boards are now expected 

to take guidance from the internal Party committee before making 

major decisions.^ Party control is not confined to SOEs. Virtually all 

large and medium-sized private enterprises, including foreign-invested 

companies and sensitive ones, such as internet firms, now have Party 

committees operating within them.^ The Party secretary can often 

appoint and dismiss senior managers and nominate board members, 

and may chair the board or hold an executive position.^ In 2016 it was 

reported that henceforth the secretary of the Party committee and the 

chairman of the board must be the same person.^ 

When it was reported that the boards of the four largest banks in 

China are required by their articles of association to take account of the 

opinions of the Party committee before making important decisions, 

David Webb, an independent investor and shareholder-activist in Hong 

Kong, observed: ‘This is a reminder to investors they are buying into a 

party machine.’® The same applies to foreign firms operating in China, 

which may need Party approval for the appointment of senior managers.’ 
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In the words of one close observer, Yi-Zheng Lian, the modern Chinese 

economy is ‘a party-corporate conglomerate’.Whereas several years 

ago it was plausible to argue that the CCP would permit continuing 

economic liberalisation, today, it’s apparent that the Party has been 

moving decisively in the opposite direction. 

The links between senior Party officials and Chinese companies are 

personal as well as political. Officials typically have financial interests in 

Chinese corporations, usually through family members and shell com¬ 

panies. Even the family of corruption-busting Xi Jinping has enormous 

wealth hidden offshore.” Certain companies, such as the mysterious 

HNA Group (whose chairman reportedly died when he fell off a wall in 

France in 2018), are believed to be vehicles for hiding, protecting and 

growing the wealth of top Party officials and their families.'^ 

An academic study published in 2018 found that when firms linked 

to the twenty-five or so members of the Politburo purchased land 

owned by local governments, they paid less than half the price paid by 

buyers without political connections.'^ Firms connected to the seven- 

member Standing Committee of the Politburo received a 75 per cent 

discount. The obliging local officials all expected promotions in return. 

As Minxin Pei shows at length in his 2016 book, those promotions are 

in turn monetised through the extraction of bribes from lower-level 

officials and businessmen.’'' The 2018 study shows that President Xi’s 

anti-corruption crackdown led to only a small decline in the discounts 

provided to Party leaders. 

Comrade billionaire 

Some executives and business commentators in the West, and even some 

academics, still argue that the role of the Party in private companies is 

merely a lormality, but in the Xi era nothing could be further from 

the truth. Any CEO ol a major company who refused to abide by a 

direction from the Parrv' would soon find themselves in trouble, with 

their assets confiscated. The claim by Huawei’s founder, Ren Zhengfei, 

that he would deff any order trom the Party to install backdoors in the 

company’s equipment does not pass the laugh test.” 

While the 2017 National Intelligence Law obliges all citizens and 

organisations to comply with any direction to cooperate in ‘national 
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iiuclllgenoc work', it only formalises a pmctice going back many years. 

(l\v putting it explicitly into law, CCP leaders have shot themselves in 

the foot, as the law is regularly cited in the West to argue that a company 

like Huawei cannot refuse to assist Chinas intelligence agencies.*^) 

It stretches credulity when Chinas most powerful tycoons pledge 

their undying allegiance to the Party, as Richard Liu of JD.com— 

Chinas 'Jeff Bezos’—did when he said ‘communism would be realised 

in his generation’.’^ Loyalty to the Party is a condition of doing business. 

When Xu Jiayin, chairman and Party secretary of the country s largest 

property developer, declared that ‘everything the company possessed 

was given by the party’, and when heavy-industry tycoon Liang Wengen 

said his life ‘belonged to the party’, both were speaking a truth, though 

not the one intended.'® 

From the early 2000s the CCP adopted a policy of drawing capitalists 

and corporate executives into the Party apparatus and subjecting them 

to its chain of command in exchange for official favours. Billionaires, 

bankers and chief executives have in this way been rewarded with 

appointment to the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference. 

Even a superstar entrepreneur like Jack Ma—the revered founder of the 

ecommerce behemoth Alibaba, who was worth $42 billion at the end 

of 2019—succumbs to the Party’s wishes, publicly saying, for example, 

that sending in the tanks to crush the students in Tiananmen Square 

was the ‘correct decision’.'^ 

As a measure of how deep is the fusion between Party-state and 

private business, the delegates at the 2018 meeting of the CPPCC 

included the CEOs of the biggest tech firms in the country, including 

Tencent’s Pony Ma and Baidu’s Robin Li.^" The Peoples Daily revealed 

late that year that Jack Ma has been a member of the Party since the 

1980s.^* So are most of the other CEOs of major tech firms. 

Whether they participate in top Party events for opportunistic, 

ideological or patriotic reasons, by doing so they signal their deference 

to the CCP. In 2018 the CEO of tech giant Sogou, Wang Xiaochuan, 

told business leaders that they were entering an era in which their com¬ 

panies would be ‘fused together’ with the Party, which may ask them 

to allow state companies to buy a share. They should not resist, for if 

they were to think that their interests differ from the state’s then they 
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would ‘probably find things are painful, more painful than in the past' 

(our emphasis).^ 

The marriage of business and the Party-state in China is especially 

apparent in the CCP s policy of‘civil-military fusion’.^** A pillar of Chinas 

military modernisation, this fusion is deeper and more far-reaching 

than the US military-industrial complex. Since Xi Jinping ascended to 

power in 2012, civil-military fusion has been part of nearly every major 

strategic initiative, including Made in China 2025, the Next Generation 

Artificial Intelligence Plan, and the Belt and Road Initiative.^^ 

America’s ’globalist billionaires’ 

In November 2018 Peter Navarro, the White House trade adviser who 

at the time was intimately involved in President Trump s trade war with 

Beijing, launched a scathing attack on what he called the ‘globalist 

billionaires’ of Wall Street.^^ He accused the ‘self-appointed group of 

Wall Street bankers and hedge fund managers’ of engaging in their own 

‘shuttle diplomacy’ with the Chinese side, and attempting to sabotage 

US trade negotiations by putting enormous pressure on the White 

House to give way to Beijing. Navarro further accused the financial elite 

of being ‘unregistered foreign agents’ acting as part of Beijing’s influence 

operations in Washington. 

It was strong stuflF, but was there any foundation to it? 

When Navarro referred to the bankers’ shuttle diplomacy, he was 

probably thinking of a meeting in September 2018 between executives 

from Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, the Blackstone Group and 

others, and Xi Jinping’s powerful right-hand man, vice premier Wang 

Qishan. And he would have been aware that eacii time China’s chief 

trade negotiator, Liu He, arrived in the US for talks, his first meeting 

was with the top Wall Street bankers.-^ 

Beijing has been working on Wall Street for a long time. When 

Prime Minister Zhu Rongji visited the US in 1999, he holed up in 

New York’s Astoria Hotel and spent days in hack-to-hack meetings 

with business leaders. ‘Zhu seems never to tire of courting Corporate 

.i^merica’, reported The New York The titans of US finance have 

for decades been guiding the nation’s China polic)^ VCienever presidents 

Clinton, Bush or Obama threatened to take a tougher stance on China’s 
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trade protectionism, currency manipulation or technology theft, Wall 

Street chief*' used their influence to persuade them to back ofF.^’ And 

it NN^as pressure from Wall Street that proved decisive in the Clinton 

White Houses decision to support Chinas admission to the World 

Trade Organization, despite Chinas serial violation of trade rules.^ 

Twenty years later, The New York Times'nzs writing: ‘In Washington, on 

Wall Street and in corporate boardrooms, Beijing has used the country’s 

size and promise for decades to quell opposition and reward those who 

helped its rise.’ Financial institutions have been Beijing’s most powerful 

advocates in Washington.^' 

In recent times, Beijing has ‘encouraged’ US investors to buy into 

Chinese-listed companies. Writing in The Washington Post in June 2019, 

Josh Rogin noted that US capital markets are ‘drastically increasing their 

holdings of Chinese companies, giving Beijing massive leverage inside 

the United States’.^^ Billions of dollars from US institutional investors 

like pension funds are now invested in Chinese companies. And Wall 

Street has for years been helping Chinese companies obtain investor 

funds from the US stock markets—companies whose accounts are 

opaque and shielded from foreign scrutiny, exposing the US economy 

to higher risk. 

The finance sector—the big banks, hedge funds and investment 

vehicles—is thus in the centre of the map of power in the US, and 

occupying pride of place is Goldman Sachs. No organisation has been 

more important to the CCP’s campaign to penetrate US elites, or more 

willing.^^ For the CCP, titans of finance are easy targets, as there’s a con¬ 

cordance of interests. Wall Street executives, anticipating an Eldorado 

when Beijing opens up its vast finance markets to foreigners, have been 

advising Chinese companies on which American companies to buy, 

and lending them the money to do it, taking a cut from the sales.In 

the words of a senior White House official, ‘People who like making 

deals really like the Chinese Communist Party.The CCP is pushing 

on an open door. But the alignment of interests may not be long term, 

if its Beijing s intention to displace New York and the City of London, 

and eventually make Shanghai the financial capital of the world. As 

Lenin reputedly said, ‘The capitalists will sell us the rope with which 
we will hang them.’ 
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By 2003 Golcliiuiii Sachs ‘had become the lead underwriter for major 

Chinese state-owned companies’.In 2006 Henry Paulson moved 

from CEO of Goldman Sachs to Treasury secretary under George W. 

Bush, raking with him one of the best contact books on the Chinese 

elite. Paulson had visited the country some seventy times. He asked the 

president if he could take charge of America’s China economic policy, 

and Bush agreed. 

But Henry Paulson, in the judgement of Paul Blustein, screwed up. 

Blustein argues that if Paulson had responded more forcefully to Beijing’s 

currency manipulation, tight control of state-owned enterprises, mis¬ 

treatment of US enterprises in China, and program of technology theft, 

then the conditions that led to the trade war might not have arisen. 

Instead of recommending retaliatory actions to protect US companies, 

Paulson worked to head them off in Congress, proposing to hold a 

‘Strategic Economic Dialogue’. Needless to say, this gave the advantage 

to Beijing. 

Paulson, a good friend of Beijing’s then mayor, Wang Qishan, and 

already inclined to look benignly on the Party’s efforts to open up the 

economy, was being manipulated. The CCP was drawing him further 

into its inner circle, stoking his perception of his own influence. He was 

granted a private, one-on-one briefing with President Hu Jintao. 

After Paulson left office in 2009—having overseen the global financial 

crisis, during which he phoned Wang Qishan and begged him to order 

a state-owned Chinese bank to bail out Bear Stearns—the Goldman 

Sachs alumnus set up the Paulson Institute, dedicated ‘to fostering a 

US-China relationship that serves to maintain global order . 

John Thornton is another influential graduate of (loldman Sachs. 

He led Goldmans entry into China, and when he retired as the bank’s 

chairman in 2003, he became director of the Global Leadership Program 

at Beijings Tsinghua University. Thornton is a strong supporter of 

Stephen Schwarzmans scholarship program at Tsinghua and sits on 

the board of a number of top Chinese and American corporations. 

In 2006 he put his money into a new China Center at the Brookings 

Institution, where he is chairman of the board of trustees. In 2008 the 

Chinese Communist Party gave him its highest award for foreigners, the 

Friendship Award of the Peoples Republic of China.^^ 
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This part of the Wall Street story would not be complete without 

mentioning the US investment fund BlackRock, the worlds largest, 

with 56.5 trillion worth of assets under management. In 2019 its CEO, 

Ltrrv Fink, told the company’s shareholders that he planned to turn 

BlackRock into one of China’s leading asset managers, saying he would 

be ready to take advantage once Beijing opened up its capital markets 

to foreigners, and that he aimed to become one of the first foreign-asset 

managers to raise renminbi funds in China.**® To this end, Fink has set 

out to Sinicise the company, and has recruited Tang Xiaodong (Tony 

Tang) to head its China operations. A veteran investor, with stints at 

J.P. Morgan, RBS Greenwich and CITIC Group, Tang has an MBA 

from the University of Chicago. After being recruited through the 

Thousand Talents Plan, he spent five years as a top finance regulator in 

Beijing.**' BlackRock’s head of Chinese equities is Helen Zhu. Based in 

Hong Kong, she joined the company in 2014, after being poached from 

Goldman Sachs. She studied engineering at MIT.**^ The head of strategy 

and innovation at BlackRock is Amelia Tan, who’s based in the City of 

London and who joined the company from Citibank. 

While the power of Wall Street in setting China policy has been real 

enough, in 2017 something changed. US manufacturers decided they 

had had enough of their intellectual property being stolen and they were 

no longer willing to wait for Beijing to honour its promises to liberalise 

Chinas economy and provide a level playing field for American firms. 

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce published a report saying so, driving 

a wedge between finance and manufacturing, a gap that allowed the 

Trump administration, backed by the Democrats, to muscle up to 

Beijing. This prompted intensified lobbying by the finance sector, and 

closer coordination with its allies in Beijing. 

The princelings of Wall Street 

The CCP has not been content to rely solely on a concordance of 

interests between Beijing and big finance in the West. One important 

avenue of influence are the princelings—the sons and daughters of 

top Party leaders, past and present. For years, the giant state-owned 

investment company CITIC has been dominated by princelings, as 

has China Poly Group, the conglomerate that was built around arms 
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ni;u\uf;icturing.‘'- Cliinas burgeoning private equity sector is controlled 

by the ‘red aristocracy’ and their children. 

For Western hedge funds, insurance companies, pension funds 

and banks, a prerequisite for doing business in the emerging, highly 

lucrative Chinese capital markets is a network of connections to the 

families that control the largest companies and dominate the Party 

hierarchy. Giving jobs to the sons, daughters, nephews and nieces of 

these families brings immediate guanxi. The offspring need not be well 

qualiffed or even especially bright; it’s their connections that count. 

An ideal career path for a princeling is an undergraduate degree at a 

prestigious university, preferably an Ivy League college or Oxbridge, 

then straight onto the trading floor of a big bank or hedge fund in 

New York or London, and after a few years there, an MBA and then a 

Wall Street firm. 

An unusual insight into how this works was provided by an inquiry 

by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission in 2016, which led 

to J.P. Morgan paying $264 million for violating the Foreign Corrupt 

Practices Act. J.P. Morgan had been caught hiring Chinese princelings 

to win business, something the commission described as ‘systematic 

bribery .‘*'*The company operated what it called the Sons and Daughters 

Program, which provided dozens of jobs in Hong Kong, Shanghai and 

New York to children of the Party eiite."*^ 

One was Gao Jue, the son of China’s commerce minister, Gao 

Hucheng. A recent graduate of Purdue University, Gao jue landed a 

job after a meeting between his father and senior J.P. Morgan executive 

William Daley. (Daley was a former US commerce secretary under 

Clinton, and pushed for Chinas entry into the W 1 O. He later served 

as President Obamas chief of staff.) Cjao jue interviewed poorly but was 

offered a coveted analyst position with the hank. Prone to falling asleep 

at work, he was soon judged to be an ‘immature, irresponsible and 

unreliable employee. When, as part of a general downsizing, the bank 

later wanted to lay him off, his father took the head of the bank’s Hong 

Kong office. Fang Fang, to dinner and pleaded for his son to be kept on, 

promising to ‘go extra miles’ for j.P. Morgan in its China deals.'*^ Fang 

was persuaded and a senior executive in New York agreed to keep Gao 

jue on, even though the executive’s own son had been laid off. Business 
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is busincSvS'. When Gao Jue was eventually let go, he took other finance 

jobs before winding up at Goldman Sachs. 

As one equity executive told the Financial Times, ‘You don’t say no to 

a princeling,’ which begs the question of what else the banks do for the 

Party elite, besides employing their children.''^ Another J.P. Morgan hire 

brokered by Fang Fang was Tang Xiaoning, the son of Tang Shuangning, 

a former senior bank regulator and chairman of the Everbright Group, a 

Fortune 500 banking and financial services group owned by the Chinese 

government. Tang Xiaoning had previously worked for Goldman Sachs 

and Citigroup. J.P. Morgan also provided an internship for the daughter 

of Leung Chun-ying, Hong Kong’s former chief executive (and member 

of the CPPCC), while she was still a high-school student. The bank 

had created a ‘summer camp’ for the children of well-heeled and well- 

connected elites.^® 

There are, of course, many mainland Chinese working in US finance 

who are highly competent and deserve their positions, often very senior 

ones. Fang Fang is one example. Fang graduated from the prestigious 

Tsinghua University in the 1980s and then studied for an MBA at 

Vanderbilt University in Nashville. In 1993 he took a job at Merrill 

Lynch, working in New York and Hong Kong, and in 2001 he began 

a thirteen-year career with J.P. Morgan, rising to the position of chief 

executive for China investment banking, based in Hong Kong."^^ In 

that time he brokered the appointment of many sons and daughters to 

positions within the bank.^° He also gained intimate knowledge of the 

personal finances of some of China’s ruling elite. Fang is said to have a 

‘deep network of contacts in Chinese government and business circles’.^' 

While not CCP royalty. Fang is on very close terms with the red 

aristocracy. Fojtune describes him as a media-friendly executive with 

close ties to the Communist Party’.In 2011 he founded the Hua Jing 

Society in Hong Kong, a social club for the children of mainland elites 

who had studied abroad and returned to Hong Kong.” The society 

has been described as the Princeling’s Club, and the Hong Kong 

or CCP princelings. A sign of the trust and regard in which 

ang was eld by the ruling elite was his appointment in 2008 to the 

accm? Consultative Conference, which gives direct 
the top Party leadership.” He was also made vice chairman 
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oF an important, Party-linked think tank, the Center for China and 

Globalization. 

There was nothing unique about J.P. Morgans Sons and Daughters 

Program; all the big American finance companies had something 

similar. It was claimed in 2013 that Goldman Sachs had employed 

wenty-five sons and daughters, including the grandson of Jiang Zemin, 

the all-powerful CCP boss until the early 2000s.^^ Merrill Lynch (and 

before it, Citigroup) employed the daughter-in-law of former premier 

Zhao Ziyang, Margaret Ren. In 2012 she was promoted to managing 

director, China country executive, and chairman of Bank of America 

Merrill Lynch. She has an MBA from the MIT Sloan School of 

Management and is a council member at the Center for China and 

Globalization.^® Merrill Lynch also employed the son-in-law of Wu 

Bangguo, who for a decade until his retirement in 2013 was ranked 

second in the Party hierarchy. Janice Hu, granddaughter of former Party 

head Hu Yaobang, also worked at Merrill Lynch before joining Credit 

Suisse, where she rose to the position of head of investment banking in 

Hong Kong. 

Morgan Stanley hired the son of former premier Zhu Rongji. It 

also employed Chen Xiaodan (Sabrina Chen), the daughter of Chen 

Yuan, chairman of the massive China Development Bank before he was 

appointed vice chairman of the CPPCC.^'^ Chen Yuan’s father was one 

of the ‘Eight Immortals’ who fought alongside Mao Zedong.^’“ Sabrina 

was educated at a Massachusetts private school before attending Duke 

University and gaining a Harvard MBA. (When the China Development 

Bank offered summer internships, applications were accepted only from 

graduates of Harvard and MIT.^’’ Other Ivy League graduates did not 

make the cut.) Her brother, Chen Xiaoxin, was employed by Citigroup. 

He too went to a private school in Massachusetts, then Cornell, then 

Stanford for an MBA.^’ And Citigroup also employed Li Wangzhi, the 

son of purged Part}- boss Bo Xilai.^^ 

For the CCP elite, entanglement with the masters of Wall Street 

through the placement of scores of princelings serves a more important 

purpose than employment for their kids.*^ It is a means of gathering 

intelligence and exerting influence because it places its informants and 

agents in the heart of American power. The entire workings of a US 
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tirm may be sent back to a father or an uncle in China, along with 

confidential information on the personal and financial affairs of the 

wealthiest people in North America. 

CCP In the City of London 

European financial institutions were not slow to recruit princelings 

either. In the 2000s Deutsche Bank, Germany’s biggest, used bribes and 

corrupt practices to gain access to China, including showering expensive 

gifts on leaders, especially the family of then premier Wen Jiabao, and 

then mayor of Beijing Wang Qishan, now a member of the Politburo’s 

inner cabinet, the Standing Committee.In 2009 Deutsche Bank beat 

J.P. Morgan to a deal because it had employed the daughter of the client’s 

chairman.The bank also had an active program of employing the chil¬ 

dren of powerful officials. Among them was the son of then propaganda 

minister Liu Yunshan, and one of the daughters of Li Zhanshu—now 

one of the seven on the Politburo Standing Committee—even though 

both were rated unsuitable for the job.^^ Wang Xisha, whose father 

Wang Yang is now vice premier and a Politburo Standing Committee 

member, was also hired by Deutsche Bank. She is married to Nicholas 

Zhang (Zhang Xinliang), the grandson of PLA general Zhang Aiping. 

Nicholas Zhang was an investment banker at UBS and Goldman Sachs 

before setting up his own hedge fund, Magnolia Capital Management.^® 

In Zurich, Credit Suisse employed the daughter of Wen Jiabao, who 

as China’s premier until 2013 ran economic policy. Credit Suisse kept 

a spreadsheet that tracked princeling hires against how much money 

they brought in. It hired over a hundred sons, daughters and friends of 

senior government officials.^’ One princess’ was employed after Credit 

Suisse bankers helped massage her resume. Once on the payroll, she 

often didn’t show up for work. When she did, she was judged ‘rude 

and unprofessional’ and sometimes brought her mother with her. 

Nevertheless, she was paid US$1 million a year and given a number 

of promotions because her family awarded deals to the bank. (In 2018 

Credit Suisse agreed to pay USS77 million to US authorities to avoid 

prosecution on bribery charges."*^) 
V O' 

While the placement of princelings and promises of access to China’s 

huge financial market have been the foremost avenue of influence in 
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Wall Street) in the City of London the situation is different. Londons 

financial district—the square mile east of St Paul’s Cathedral known as 

the City of London, or simply the City—is also the financial hub of 

Europe, giving big finance an inordinate influence in British politics. 

Brexit has many wondering whether the City can retain its dominant 

position or will be displaced by its rivals in Frankfurt or even Paris. 

The mandarins of the City have been working hard to ensure its pre¬ 

eminence, which provides a golden opportunity for Beijing. It would 

be an exaggeration to say that if Beijing could control the City it 

could control Britain, but not a large one. An ominous, if small, sign 

of the influence Beijing already wields came in May 2019 when the 

City of London Corporation, the district’s municipal government, 

banned the Taiwan office from contributing a float to the annual lord 

mayor’s parade.^* 

At the centre of the CCP’s ambitious strategy for global economic 

domination is the push for China’s currency, the renminbi or RMB 

(also known as the yuan), to become the foremost global currency, 

replacing the US dollar. The size of China’s economy and the fact 

that the RMB is the second most used currency for trade helps, but 

financial markets know that China’s financial system is not robust, and 

that the government manipulates it, which creates distrust. So rather 

than liberalise its markets, Beijing has embarked on a campaign to 

influence key decision-makers abroad in favour of the RMB. As far 

back as 2011, Der Spiegel was criticising China for pursuing ‘economic 

hegemony’ by ‘forcing other countries to maintain reserves of Chinese 

money’.^' More recently, Beijing has shown more subtlety but also 

greater determination. 

To explain its approach, we are indebted to the excellent work of 

Martin Thorley of Nottingham University, who has exposed the influ¬ 

ence network of an organisation called the International Monetary 

Institute. Based at Renmin Universit)' in Beijing, the institute claims 

to be independent, but Thorley has shown that its senior staff have 

strong Part)' and united front links. Its founder and executive director, 

Ben Shenglin, is a ver)' significant operative. 

Ben Shenglins involvement in united front bodies includes being 

a committee member of the All-China Federation of Industry and 
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Coniiucrcc, aiul a nicnibcr oF the Zhejiang Provincial Committee of 

tlio CJiincse People's Political Consultative Conference. If not a red 

aristocrat, Ben Shenglin is certainly a senior courtier. He has worked 

assiduously at cultivating links and partnerships with respectable 

organisations in the West. In 2016 the Brookings-Tsinghua Center 

co-hosted with the IMi a seminar discussing whether the renminbi 

would supplant the US dollar.The Penn-Wharton China Center 

was also involved. The panel included both the director and the 

deputy director of the IMI, and the moderator was a reporter for 

Chinas state broadcaster CCTV. In 2018 publishing house Palgrave 

Macmillan lent legitimacy to the IMI and its claims by publishing 

Currency Internationalization and Macro Financial Risk Control, 

a book produced by the institute. A perusal shows it to be Beijing 

monetary propaganda. 

The Cato Institute republishes on its website the IMI’s journal, the 

International Monetary Review, which is full of articles promoting the 

rise and rise of the RMB. Cato Institute senior fellow Steve Hanke is a 

member of institutes international committee.^*" 

Foremost among the IMI’s influence networks is the Official 

Monetary and Financial Institutions Forum, a London-based think 

tank focused on central banking and financial market regulation. It has 

links to British sovereign wealth and pension funds. Martin Thorley 

has uncovered the close interweaving of people associated with these 

two organisations. At least seven people hold positions in or contrib¬ 

ute to both, including the chairman and co-founder of the forum, 

David Marsh, who is a member of the lMI’s international advisory 

committee and sits on the board of its journal. The journal’s editor, 

Herbert Poenisch, also writes for the forum. In 2018 Poenisch was 

arguing that Beijing should adopt a bolder RMB expansion strategy. 

Ben Shenglin is a member of the forum’s advisory council, giving this 

top united front operative direct access to senior players in the City. 

One such player is Labour Party peer Lord Davidson of Glen Clova. 

He has been Beijing’s most effective advocate for the internationalisa¬ 

tion of the RMB, speaking in the House of Lords and writing opinion 

pieces urging the Treasury to open itself up to the RMB. In 2014 he 

berated the Treasury for its timidity and lack of imagination in failing 
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to IncKidc the RMB in the UK’s foreign currency reserves; he wanted to 

make London the major offshore centre for China’s foreign currency. 

His wish came true in 2018 when London accounted for 37 per cent 

of all RMB transactions outside China, the largest of any overseas 

financial centre.*” 

Davidson is a well-known friend of China. When in 2013 he par¬ 

ticipated in a human rights forum in Beijing, a leading German human 

rights lawyer described him as the ‘most vocal human rights relativist at 

the Forum’.*' In 2014 Davidson travelled to Lhasa for a ‘Development 

Forum’, where, breaking with Labour Party policy, he condemned the 

Dalai Lama and praised the CCP government for bringing social har¬ 

mony and happiness to Tibet.*^ In 2018 he suggested in the House of 

Lords that it was more important for the British government to strike a 

post-Brexit free trade deal with China than to indulge in ‘bellicosity by 

sending a Royal Navy ship to the South China Sea.*^ 

Predictably, Davidson is a fellow of the 48 Group Club.*'' He’s also 

well connected in the United States. When he travelled to Beijing 

in 2018, his expenses were paid by the Berggruen Institute.*^ This 

California-based think tank, set up by German-American investor 

Nicolas Berggruen, advocates for closer China-US ties (see chapter 

eleven). Berggruen spent $25 million on a China centre at Peking 

University to promote cross-cultural ‘dialogue’.*” 

Today, the City of London Corporation can’t get enough of China. 

In March 2019, two months before he banned Taiwan’s float in his 

parade, Lord Mayor Peter Estlin joined a delegation to China to pro¬ 

mote ‘fintech and green finance’ links, along with the City’s role in the 

Belt and Road Initiative. While there, Estlin talked about the important 

part the City plays in China’s success.*" Interviewed on Phoenix IV, 

he revealed that the City would be hosting a banquet the following 

September to celebrate the seventieth anniversary of the PRC.** The 

lord mayor praised the BRI’s ‘win-win culture’, and said he sees the City 

playing a vital role in helping to finance ‘a fantastic initiative’ and a ‘very 

exciting’ vision. 

The delegation was led by John McLean, a board member of the 

China-Britain Business Council, who declared that ‘London is open 

for business for Chinese financial and tech companies’.*^ Earlier in 
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201'') the cluu'r of the City of London’s policy committee, Catherine 

Nk'Cninness. welcomed the launch of the global edition of the CCP’s 

CMfui DtiilyK noting that the paper ‘is based in the Square Mile and is a 

friend of the City of London Corporation’. 

The International Monetary Institute also has its eye on Frankfurt, 

the most important financial centre in continental Europe, and has 

teamed up with the House of Finance of Goethe University to launch 

the Sino-German Center of Finance and Economics at the Frankfurt 

School of Finance and Management, a training school for German 

bankers. It promotes RMB internationalisation and is supported by 

the central banks of China and Germany. The IMI’s Ben Shenglin, 

in his capacity as a dean of Zhejiang University, is on the board 

of trustees.^' 

Among top Party operatives, Ben Shenglin has perhaps the best 

connections into official and academic finance networks around the 

world. As a further example, the IMI’s close connections bring him into 

contact with the US chairman of the Official Monetary and Financial 

Institutions Forum, Mark Sobel, formerly a top official at the US 

Treasury Department and now an associate with a Washington think 

tank, the Center for Strategic and International Studies.^^ 

Shaping economic perceptions 

Bridgewater Associates, the world’s biggest hedge fund, had been trying 

to build its business in China for some years. In 2015 Ray Dalio, 

Bridgewater’s founder, confidentially advised his clients that the debt 

crisis in China was reaching a critical point and they should divest 

as soon as they could.^^ When his advice was leaked to the Financial 

Times, Dalio changed his tune. His advice had been ‘taken the wrong 

way’, he said. China’s debt was not such a big problem because it was 

denominated in its own reserves, he claimed, and in the longer term the 

outlook was good.^*^ 

Two years later Dalio’s reassessment paid off. Bridgewater became 

the first wholly foreign-owned enterprise to establish a Chinese asset 

management company permitted to invest in China’s markets.’^ 

2018, while expressing pessimism about world economic pros¬ 

pects, Dalio waxed lyrical about China. ‘China’s been tremendously 
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successful ... I’m excited about China—1 can’t understand how any¬ 

body couldn’t be excited about China.”^^’ In 2019 he wrote that senior 

leaders had explained to him that China is a kind of family-state, with 

the state having ‘paternal’ responsibility for the citizens, which is what 

the social credit system is all about. By contrast, he wrote, the US is 

based on individual rights. ‘I’m not saying which system is better. 

Dalio has been shameless in his cultivation of political favour, not least 

through charity work, going so far as to enlist his sixteen-year-old son 

to ‘set up a charity called China Care to help special-needs orphans’.^® 

In global financial markets, perceptions rule. The opinion-makers— 

the senior bank economists who appear on the evening news, analysts 

at investment funds, financial commentators in newspapers, economists 

with subscription newsletters, experts at ratings agencies—play a critical 

role in shaping understanding and expectations of world markets. What 

they say can influence perceptions of, for example, the credibility of 

China’s growth forecasts and the stability of its financial sector. They are 

therefore of acute concern to Beijing. 

China’s government is deeply concerned about any loss of confidence 

in the country’s fragile financial markets, both legitimate and shadow. If 

a financial crisis were to cause the economy to crash, it would jeopardise 

the Party’s hold on power, not to mention a huge writedown in the 

value of assets owned by the red aristocracy. 

When China’s stock market was crashing in June 2015, a directive 

was issued to state media ordering them to change their reporting so 

as to ‘rationally lead market expectations’.I hey were directed to halt 

all discussions and expert interviews. The directive went on: ‘Do not 

exaggerate panic or sadness. Do not use emotionally charged words 

such as “slump”, “spike”, or “collapse”.’ 

Two months after the crash, a reporter for the respected business 

magazine Giijhig, Wang Xiaolu, was arrested on charges of ‘spreading 

rumors Hed done nothing other than his usual reporting work, but 

when he appeared on television confessing that his stock-market report 

was irresponsible , the message to other journalists was unmistakeable. 

Foreign journalists found that the Chinese experts they went to for 

analysis and quotes had clammed up. Officials pressured foreign jour¬ 

nalists, criticising them for being too pessimistic and demanding ‘more 
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ImIumuxI' coverage of Chinas economy, even as data, alw^ays unreliable, 

Invame harder to get."” 

i*AX>non\isrs and market analysts specialising in China are concen- 

ttated in Hong Kong. Over the past decade or so, overseas-trained 

economists from the mainland now working in foreign or Chinese firms 

have come to be predominant in these ranks, but regardless of where 

they re from, most are subject to pressure from Beijing to suppress 

concerns they may have about Chinas economy and financial markets. 

Often the independent advice’ offered by Hong Kong economists 

looks coordinated, but it may be that the commentators pick up the 

same cues from Chinas official media.Those who behave may in 

time be rewarded. By influencing the private and public pronounce¬ 

ments of economists, Beijing shapes global perceptions of China’s 
economic outlook. 

When financial risks to the Chinese economy became serious in 

2015, the CCP began exerting subtle influence on international banks 

not to rock the boat with bad news. UBS, the largest Swiss bank, has a 

long history in China and has been actively pursuing a deeper role in its 

financial system. It too has been pressured to rein in its public com¬ 

mentary, and in 2018 one of its employees was detained in China, for 

no apparent reason, causing UBS management to bar travel by its staff 

to China. Because Xi s anti-corruption drive has focused especially on 

the financial sector, its participants are nervous anyway. 

Expectations can be manipulated downwards too, to punish those 

who annoy the Party. During Hong Kong pro-democracy protests in 

2019, Cathay Pacific earned Beijing’s ire when some of its staff members 

joined in. An analyst at an investment bank, Zhao Dongchen, advised 

clients that Cathay had done irreversible damage’ to its brand and pre¬ 

dicted that its share price would collapse. He rated the shares a 'strong 

sell. Of nineteen analysts tracked by Bloomberg, Zhao Dongchen 

was the only one with a sell’ rating; thirteen were recommending ‘buy’ 

and five hold . Zhao, who is expert in energ\' companies and not air¬ 

lines, works for the giant state-owned Industrial and Commercial Bank 

of China. Other analysts have accused him of assigning harsh ratings to 

foreign companies and positive ones to Chinese companies.*^ (Rather 

than tumbling, Cathay’s share price plateaued then rose.) 
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Yl shang bl zheng 

As wc have seen, getting foreign businesses to lobby their govern¬ 

ments on Beijing’s behalf is one of the CCP’s most powerful tactics. 

Commenting on the debacle that followed the tweet by the Houston 

Rockets’ manager in support of Hong Kong protesters, John Pomfret 

observed that rather than ‘us’ changing ‘China’—the dream of those 

urging greater economic integration—China is increasingly changing 

us, and Western businesses are Beijing’s decisive weapon.'®^ During the 

NBA imbroglio, America’s leading sports network, the ESPN channel, 

banned its presenters from any discussion of the politics of it. ESPN 

also displayed a map of China showing the Nine-Dash Line; this map 

includes disputed territory in the South China Sea and has been ruled 

contrary to international law. It is almost never used outside the PRC.*®® 

In other examples, camera-maker Leica, spooked by patriotic netizens, 

immediately distanced itself from its own advertisement referencing 

the ‘tank man’ of Tiananmen Square fame. Marriott International 

fired a junior employee who ‘liked’ a Twitter post supporting Tibetan 

autonomy, and it changed the name of Taiwan to ‘Taiwan, China’ 

when Beijing expressed annoyance. In Stockholm the Sheraton Hotel, 

a Marriott subsidiary, banned the local Taiwan office (the de facto 

embassy) from celebrating Taiwan’s national day at the hotel. 

Perhaps the most prominent spot in the corporate hall of shame 

belongs to Apple. After challenging the US government in court when 

the FBI wanted access to Apple users’ data, the corporation then handed 

over encryption keys and iCloud data to Chinese authorities.'®® Apple, 

whose iPhones are assembled in China, also came under fire for deleting 

an app that allowed Hong Kong people to avoid street clashes with the 

police. It acted a day after China’s state media accused it of protecting 

‘rioters’. Soon after, Apple CEO Tim Cook was appointed to chair a 

business school advisor)' board at Tsinghua University."® 

Beijing’s economic statecraft has in Xi’s ‘new era’ evolved into 

a powerful instrument of political influence.'" One tactic deployed 

frequently is yi shang hi z/seng {usino business to pressure government). 

The tactic was used during Trump’s trade war to persuade the admin¬ 

istration to ease up. In June 2019 a coalition of some 600 companies 

and associations (with an inordinate number of producers of pet food 
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and sporting equipment) wrote an open letter to the president warning 

him against ‘tariffs that are hurting American families and communi¬ 

ties’. It was part of a slick, disciplined and expensive campaign organised 

by a group called Tariffs Hurt the Heartland. Its website highlights 

how tariffs had caused one non-profit organisation to cut the number 

of cribs it was providing to ‘low-income moms across the Midwest’."^ 

The letter was duly featured in CCP news outlets."^ 

It’s not clear whether any CCP-Iinked organisations are backing 

Tariffs Hurt the Heartland. However, the China links of its spokes¬ 

person, Charles Boustany, were exposed by Bethany AIIen-Ebrahimian 

in Daily Beast}^^ As a Republican member of congress for Louisiana, 

Boustany co-chaired the U.S.-China Working Group. On leaving 

Congress in 2017, he joined the lobbying firm Capitol Counsel, in 

which role he registered as a foreign agent representing the U.S.-China 

Transpacific Foundation. The foundation paid him to introduce US 

members of congress to Chinese business and political figures in order 

to enhance their understanding of China. 

In Germany, the government appears to have at times adopted a more 

critical position towards Beijing, only to revert back to a more ‘business 

friendly’ stance. The CCP’s use of business to exert pressure here is 

essential to understanding why. When Chancellor Angela Merkel ruled 

out a law blocking Huawei from Germany’s 5G network, Handelsblatt 

reported that she ‘feared a rift with China’."' In 2018 the bilateral trade 

volume between the rsvo countries was almost €200 billion, making 

China Germany’s largest trading partner for the third consecutive year. 

Chinese imports of German goods that year totalled €93 billion."^ Such 

has been the growth in Germany’s economic relations with China in 

recent years that it is now, of all the EU countries, the most dependent 

on China. 

But while German exports to China have been growing, their size 

alone cannot account for the impact they have on Berlin’s China policy. 

More particular industrial interests seem to be at play, fhe German 

automotive industry has for decades wielded disproportionate politi¬ 

cal influence."^ In 2018 over 5.5 million German vehicles were sold 

in China.*^’’ In July 2019 BM'X' announced it was teaming up with 

internet gitmt Tencent to develop self-driving cars.'"® Although not the 
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only pro-CCP voice in German business, the auto industry has been an 

invaluable and carefully cultivated asset for the Party. As a result, in the 

words of Der Spiegel, ‘the heads of Germany’s vaunted car companies 

want to do everything to avoid a conflict with Beijing’.'^' 

To ingratiate themselves, German car manufacturers self-censor their 

comments on China. In an interview with the BBC, the chairman of the 

board of Volkswagen denied any knowledge of the concentration camps 

in Xinjiang, stating he was ‘extremely proud’ of the company’s activities 

in the region. Mercedes-Benz was quick to apologise after using an 

innocuous quote from the Dalai Lama in one of its Instagram ads (which 

was blocked in China anyway).Audi promptly and ‘sincerely’ apologised 

for using an ‘incorrect’ map of China (one that did not include Taiwan as 

part of China) during one of its press conferences in Germany. 

The German industrial conglomerate Siemens has also tried hard to 

curry favour with Beijing.It was an early embracer of the Belt and 

Road Initiative, signing agreements with ten Chinese partners, and in 

June 2018 staged its ver)'^ own BRI international summit in Beijing.'”*" 

Asked to comment on the Hong Kong protests, Siemens CEO Joe Kaeser 

argued that Germany should ‘balance’ its values and its interest: ‘When 

jobs in Germany depend on liow we deal vvirli sensitive topics, one should 

not add to the general outrage but carelully consider all positions and 

measures in all their aspects’.'*^ Kaeser had in Pebruary 2019 become the 

chairman of the influential Asia Pacific Committee of German Business.'”" 

Hans von Helldorfl, chair of the federal Association of the German 

Silk Road Initiative (formally launched in Bremen in March 2019, 

though it had been active prior to then), has attacked Giermany’s policy 

on China on national television, calling for an end to the country’s 

‘value-oriented’ policies.In other words, the government should stop 

criticising China’s human rights violations and focus solely on business 

interests. Few express this position as openlv as von 1 lelldorff, but it’s a 

common argument behind closed doors. 
vT* 

The Belt and Road strategy 

^\s of 2019 over sixn' countries, accounting for two-thirds of the world’s 

population, had signed on to the BRI or intended to do so.'^' Across 

Eurasia, Indochina and Southeast .A-sia, Chinese state-owned and 
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State-linked companies arc investing in roads, ports, airports, railways, 

energy networks and dan.s. Ports are particularly valued because of 

Chinas dependence on sea trade, and also for their strategic function, in 

rimes of peace as well as conflict. The building of infrastructure in the 

nations bordering the South China Sea helps create a fatalistic accept- 

ance of Chinas annexation of islands in the sea. 

As the think tank Council on Foreign Relations noted, ‘the United 

States shares the concern of some in Asia that the BRI could be a Trojan 

horse for China-led regional development, military expansion, and 

Beijing-controlled institutions’.And, it should be stressed, for the 

control of critical infrastructure. After 40 per cent of the Philippines’ 

national electricity network was sold to the giant state-owned State 

Grid Corporation of China, the head of the national transmission 

corporation conceded that the Philippines’ entire power supply could 

be shut down by the flick of a switch in Nanjing, the location of the 

monitoring and control system.'” State Grid also owns a large share of 

the electricity networks in the Australian states of Victoria and South 

Australia.'” Its bid for the New South Wales grid was rejected on 

national security grounds. (In 2016 Donald Trump’s hotel company 

was negotiating with State Grid for the latter to manage a major 

development in Beijing.'”) 

In Europe, Chinese companies now own airports, seaports and wind 

farms across nine countries.'” (They also own the tyre-maker Pirelli, the 

Swiss agrichemicals company Syngenta, a large slice of Daimler, a slew 

of office towers in London’s financial hubs, and thirteen professional 

soccer teams.) All or part of the ports of Rotterdam (Europe’s largest), 

Antwerp and Zeebrugge are Chinese-owned. 'I'he state-owned China 

Ocean Shipping Company owns the major Greek port of Piraeus and 

has a majority share in the Spanish port-management firm Noatum, 

and so controls the ports of Bilbao and Valencia.'” Barcelona’s huge 

new container terminal is owned by a liong Kong-based company. 

While the UK, Germany and France have attracted the largest share 

of Chinese investment, Mediterranean Europe, alienated from the EU 

following the debt crisis, is receiving increased attention. The BRI is 

the perfect vehicle for winning over nations that feel hard done by, 

and these countries do not have the investment filters that some others 
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use to keep foreign firms out of vital infrastructure.'^® China also has a 

growing naval presence in the Mediterranean. The PLA Navy has been 

conspicuous for its activity in the Eastern Mediterranean and in 2015 

held joint manoeuvres with Greece’s navy. 

Although Beijing insists in public that its port acquisitions are 

about promoting trade, it has a long-term plan to build strategic 

pressure, including beneath-the-radar expansion of its military pres¬ 

ence. According to a study by Devin Thorne and Ben Spevack for the 

security-analysis think tank C4ADS, ‘Port investments are viewed as 

vehicles with which China can cultivate political influence to constrain 

recipient countries and build dual-use infrastructure to facilitate Beijing’s 

long-range naval operations.’’^^ The shift in strategic landscape is most 

advanced in the Indo-Pacific, but good progress is being made in the 

Mediterranean. In Chinese-language sources, PLA Navy experts put 

the strategy this way: ‘meticulously select locations, deploy discreetly, 

prioritise cooperation, and slowly infiltrate’.Beijing aims to build 

‘strategic support states’ (that is, those that can be guided to fit China’s 

‘strategic needs’) by investing in infrastructure and ‘making relevant 

countries believe China’s benevolence’. 

BRI as discourse control 

The leading Chinese scholar Xiang Debao has written that through the 

BRI China ‘is exercising its international communication and interna¬ 

tional discourse power’.It is because ol this role in shaping thinking 

that the BRI recurs throughout this book. I he initiative is one ol the 

main vehicles by which Beijing challenges existing regional orders and 

promotes alternative models of governance, including its authoritarian, 

state-directed capitalism, but is couched in language of ‘equality’ and 

‘coexistence’. In short, it’s agitprop for the (Jhina model. 

This ideological contest between the CCP and the West takes the 

form not so much of competing ideas as alternative narratives, using 

language that frames social realin- more subtly. Narratives are a source of 

power because they set constraints on what is imaginable and considered 

feasible.^\s two Part}’ theorists have put it, ‘In the new era, the Chinese 

approach to global governance represented by Belt and Road must be 
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rcHccrcxl in the story oFChina, anti China must send a deeply penctrat- 

ing Chinese wice through Belt and Road.’ (The emphasis is ours.)'*^ 

Fn>m the outset, the BRl has been presented as a model of‘inclusive 

globalisation' and aimed at those who feel shut out. The language plays 

to the dream of global harmony through trade and cultural exchange. 

When Xi Jinping uses the phrase ‘community of shared future’, the sub¬ 

text is that China’s new world order will replace the postwar American 

hegemony. The BRI can be seen as the CCP’s principal vehicle for 

promoting and entrenching the Party’s alternative discourse system for 

the world. To the outside world, Xi and other leaders talk about ‘win-win 

cooperation’, and ‘a big family of harmonious co-existence’ and ‘a bridge 

for peace and East-West cooperation’, but in discussions at home, the 

talk is of achieving global discursive and geostrategic dominance. 

So when a nation or a state signs on to the BRI it signs on to the 

CCP’s narrative. Italy’s memorandum of understanding on the BRI 

endorses ‘common development and prosperity, deepened mutual 

trust and beneficial cooperation’.’^^ The government of Victoria, the 

Australian state that ignored the federal government’s repudiation of the 

BRI, has committed itself to ‘the aspiration of promoting the silkroad 

spirit centering on peace, cooperation, openness, inclusiveness, mutual 

learning and mutual benefits and aspiration to further enrich such spirit 

in keeping with the new era’—that is, Xi Jinping’s new era.’*^^ 

Typically, after signing on to the BRI, political leaders and senior 

bureaucrats soon adopt the CCP’s language, reinforcing the Party’s way 

of presenting China to the world, in a kind of subliminal soft power. 

In the Party’s eyes, they legitimise its ambitions and become part of Xi’s 

community of shared future for humankind. 

At the end of the Second Belt and Road Forum in Beijing in 2019, 

dozens of world leaders signed a communique declaring, ‘The ancient 

Silk Road contributed to the strengthening of the connectivity and the 

expansion of the world economy in the spirit of promoting peace and 

cooperation, openness, inclusiveness, equality, mutual learning and 

mutual benefit.’’^’® They went on to endorse the whole word-world 

that Party theorists and propagandists have developed to gift-wrap the 

promise of Chinese investment. Properly understood, the wrapping is 

more important, because it’s more insidious than what’s inside. 
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Mobilising the 
Ch inese diaspora 

Qiaowu: overseas Chinese work 

Some 50-60 million people of Chinese descent live elsewhere, a popu¬ 

lation the size of Britain’s. As would be expected, they are very diverse 

socially, politically, culturally, linguistically, and in their feelings about 

China. They hail not only from the mainland, but also Taiwan, Hong 

Kong, Malaysia and other places. Many emigrated before the Chinese 

Communist Party came to power. 

Over the past two or three decades, united front work, which origi¬ 

nally focused on building coalitions with non-communist organisations 

in China, has shifted to a larger number of groups, including overseas 

communities. More recent additions to them—referred to as xinqiao if 

migrants, and hunqiao if PRC nationals living abroad—are more likely 

to retain their links to China and to ‘have an emotional and psycho¬ 

logical need to participate in activities associated with their ancestral 

homeland’.' These links, including family and business connections, 

provide great leverage for the CCP. In 2015 Xi Jinping designated 

Chinese students studying abroad as a new and important focus for 

united front work.’ 

The Part)' has propagated a version of‘Chineseness’ aimed at bind¬ 

ing overseas Chinese to the ‘ancestral homeland’, in so doing mobilising 

for its own purposes national pride in China’s achievements. In the face 
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of'WcvN'tcrti crificism of human riglux violaiion.s, for instance, the Party 

often defends its governing style as the Chinese way or the Confucian 

wtiy. (By implication, in the propaganda of the CCP, laiwanese have 

cluxsen a path that Is unsuitable to Chinese people and arc paying the 

price in the form of social and political chaos.) 

New Zealand CCP analyst James Jiann Hua To has provided an 

extraordinarily detailed picture of the objectives and methods of united 

front work in Western countries, including programs directed at overseas 

Chinese.^ Known as qiaowu (literally, overseas Chinese affairs), its pur¬ 

pose is to mobilise sympathetic or potentially sympathetic community 

o-roups to serve the interests of the CCP, while at the same time sup¬ 

pressing those deemed hostile. It also aims to disseminate Party policy 

among overseas Chinese and prevent the spread of poisonous western 

ideas’ (including representative democracy, human rights and academic 

freedom). A teaching manual for United Front cadres notes: ‘The unity 

of Chinese at home requires the unity of the sons and daughters of 

Chinese abroad.’^ 

Over the past twenty years the CCP has succeeded in suppressing 

many voices critical of it in the West—primarily those campaigning 

for democracy, Tibetan autonomy, Uyghur rights, Taiwanese independ¬ 

ence, and the rights of Falun Gong practitioners. These voices are barely 

heard today, in either mainstream or Chinese-language media. Control 

of Chinese-language media overseas has been vital in this respect. In 

the 1990s in Australia, for example, there was a vibrant and diverse 

Chinese-language media; now virtually all newspapers and radio stations 

reproduce Beijing’s position and promote loyalty to the motherland. 

Again from the 1990s, trusted individuals sympathetic to the CCP, 

assisted by Chinese embassies and consulates, have taken over many 

if not most of the established Chinese community and professional 

associations in North America and Western Europe. And many new 

organisations with a pro-Beijing position have also been established, 

including in business and the sciences, professional bodies, community 

groups for ethnic Chinese, and, since 1989, students and scholars asso¬ 
ciations on campuses. 

rbe e ■ P^O'Beijing elements are now seen as representing 

cse community and are often reported that way by the 
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mainstream media. This apparent legitimacy enables them to associate 

with mainstream political representatives. Beijing, through its embas¬ 

sies and consulates, tends to guide ethnic Chinese organisations rather 

than directly control them. In the words of a confidential government 

document, the aim is to 'infiltrate their inner workings without overtly 

intervening; and to influence through guidance, rather than openly 

leading them’.^ 

United Front: modus operand! and structure 

James To writes that qiaowu work engages in ‘a continuous and evolving 

effort to influence the choices, direction and loyalties of the OC [overseas 

Chinese] by dispelling their negative suspicions and misunderstandings 

concerning China, and replacing those thoughts with a positive under¬ 

standing instead’.^ The work appeals to patriotism and sentiment, and 

routinely associates criticism of the CCP with ‘anti-China’ sentiment. 

But there are other motives too. As Party expert Gerry Groot writes, 

‘targets are rewarded with enhanced status and in some cases material 

advantages as well’.^ Coercive and threatening methods against dissent¬ 

ing overseas Chinese are typically left to the Ministry of State Security 

and consulate staff.® 

The psychological techniques used bv the CCP in united front work 

have been developed and refined over decades and are taught to cadres 

with the help of classified manuals. James lo observes that the tech¬ 

niques are effective for ‘intensive behavioural control and manipulation’ 

while appearing to be ‘benign, benevolent and helpful’.'^ Speaking to 

the Central United Front Work Conference in 2015, Xi Jinping empha¬ 

sised that the art of ‘making friends’ must be practised because it is 

‘an important method of carrying our united front work’. He added, 

‘Party cadres, government officials, united front cadres should master 

this method.’ 

Since the early 2000s, national and provincial offices of the 

Overseas Chinese Affairs Office have been hosting ‘training sessions’ 

and root-seeking summer camps’ for young overseas Chinese, targeting 

those identified as future communin' leaders." This next generation of 

leaders will have a strong command of the native language of their place 

of residence and be at ease with the local culture. The objective is to 
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enhance their patriotic feelings and tic them into networks in mainland 

Cliina. While data is scarce, it was reported by official sources that in 

2006, 11,000 young overseas Chinese participated in training.'^ 

An organisational chart of overseas united front influence activities 

for a generic Western country is shown on the organisation chart on 

pages 124-5.'^ The chart is not comprehensive, and does not show the 

PLA’s influence agencies (notably the CAIFC), or influence operations 

in universities, think tanks and non-Chinese-language media. And the 

more diffuse work of Party agencies cannot be reflected in a chart. 

What the chart does show are the links between the CCP and domestic 

organisations in the West: the latter are shown below the line dividing 

China and the Western nation. Only the main implementation agen- 

_those that make their presence felt in Western nations and that 

appear in this book—are shown, rather than the policy development 

bureaucracy that sits above these agencies (such as the Foreign Affairs 

Commission and the Leading Small Groups). 

United front work falls under the aegis of the CCP rather than 

state agencies (shown on the right of the chart), although the latter are 

controlled by the CCP and also engage in influence work. The United 

Front Work Department is a large department under the authority 

of a Central Leading Small Group. After a recent restructuring, the 

3rd, 9th and 10th bureaus of the UFWD are tasked with carrying out 

influence operations among ethnic Chinese communities abroad. 

Two other Party departments also engage in overseas influence work: 

the International Liaison Department (also known as the International 

Department) and the Propaganda Department. The UFWD set out 

its broad strategy in its 2004 Blue Book.'^ The aim is to foster the 

‘cohesion of the Chinese nationality’ by emphasising the ‘cultural iden¬ 

tity’ and patriotism towards country and hometown of non-communist 

overseas Chinese wherever they may be. 

In August 1979 General Secretary Deng Xiaoping gave explicit 

directions to the l4th national conference on united front work: ‘The 

united front work is a task for the entire party, it depends on the entire 

party to do it. Party committees at ever)^ level should include the united 

front in their agenda.’*^ This means that, in practice, united front work 

is less structured and more amorphous than suggested by the chart. 
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The UFWD guides the Chinese People’s Political Consultative 

Conference, a large, high-level advisory council that draws non-Party 

elements into the CCP s orbit (more on this below). Overseas Chinese 

persons who serve the Party well are invited to join the national Political 

Consultative Conference or its provincial counterparts. One of the 

CPPCCs most important overseas agencies is the China Council for 

the Promotion of Peaceful National Reunification, which has some 

200 chapters throughout the world. The All-China Federation of 

Returned Overseas Chinese is also formally a constituency body of the 

CPPCC, but is in practice controlled by the UFWD, and for this reason 

is shown in the box that captures the major agencies controlled by the 

UFWD—the Overseas Chinese Affairs Office, the China News Service, 

and the China Overseas Friendship Association, also referred to as the 

Chinese Overseas Exchange Association. 

Chinese People’s Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries 

The CPAFFC is the primary organ of influence in Western countries for 

‘people’s diplomacy’ through state, provincial and local governments; 

sister cities, parliamentary friendship groups; and China friendship 

societies, among others, 'fhe CPAP'FC is mentioned often in this book. 

The location of the CPAfPC in the Party hierarchy is uncertain, but 

Jichang Lulu makes a persuasive case that it is managed, though not 

controlled, by the Ministry of foreign Affairs, with ‘management’ being 

defined as ‘political and thought leadership’ rather than day-to-day 

management.'^ The CPAffC is staffed by cadres from Foreign Affairs. 

As it is controlled by a powerful princeling, Li Xiaolin, daughter of one 

of the Parry’s ‘Eight Immortals’, Li Xiannian, it enjoys considerable 

autonomy.'* 

Overseas Chinese Affairs Office 

The OCAO is responsible for overseas (diinese including guiding or 

supervising as much activity by overseas Chinese as it can. James do 

writes: The OCiAO also has a clear soft power agenda through guid¬ 

ance, coordination, solidarity', and friendship with the OC [overseas 

Chinese] mass media, cultural societies, and schools to carry out cultural 

communications.’’^ 
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111 2018 all of the functions of the OCAO were absorbed by the 

lO'Wl) (into the 9th and 10th bureaus), but it still exists as a name for 

external use."'* We retain its luse here because the activities of ‘OCAO 

ofiicials’ are reported in Western-oriented reports and commentary. 

Importantly, the OCAO and AFROC have provincial, city and county 

counterparts throughout China, and these have a direct role in cultivat¬ 

ing and maintaining links with associations of overseas Chinese. Dozens 

of such organisations exist in most Western countries at the national, 

state and city levels, and all have links with the Chinese embassy or 

local consulates.^' 

As part of Xi Jinping s intensification of united front work, in June 

2014 the OCAO unveiled its eight big plans for benefitting overseas 

Chinese’, a program aimed at Chinese community groups, mutual aid 

centres, education, traditional Chinese medicine, cultural exchange, 

businesspeople and information services.The OCOA also operates its 

own international news network, the China News Service. While official 

news agencies like Xinhua feed stories to Chinese-language media in the 

West, the CNS ‘covertly runs overseas media organizations’, including 

through ownership.^^ 

The overseas Chinese organisations in the bottom half of the chart 

can be sorted into nine types: peaceful unification councils; business 

associations, such as chambers of commerce; professional, scientific 

and scholarly associations; alumni associations; hometown associa¬ 

tions; religious groups, such as Chinese Christian congregations and 

Buddhist groups; cultural and heritage groups, such as dance troupes, 

writers’ organisations and PLA veterans’ associations; friendship and 

exchange associations, which also draw in non-Chinese people; and 

student associations. 

Veterans’ associations are worth dwelling on for a moment. In 

Western nations with large Chinese diasporas, PLA veterans have been 

forming associations for the purpose of renewing the camaraderie of 

the army days, as well as building for mutual advantage in busi¬ 

ness and social affairs. The nostalgia helps keep members emotionally, 

linguistically and culturally close to the PRC. But as United Front 

organisations, they also have subversive and influence functions.The 

French Foreign Legion Chinese Veterans Association was established 
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in 1996, nithough it did not become active in social events until 2004 

when it registered with the Chinese embassy.” Its website notes that as 

long as PLA veterans can pass the test, they can join the French Foreign 

Legion, serve for five years and secure French citizenship.” In 2016 

Chen Jianqing took over as president of the association, in the presence 

of various dignitaries and ‘under the care of the Chinese Embassy in 

France’.” The outgoing president detailed a series of influence activ¬ 

ities carried out by the association, including science and technology 

exchanges, BRI promotion, a forum on Chinese public security issues, 

and the facilitation of links between overseas Chinese and China. Among 

this last were cultural activities in China for Chinese-French children.” 

In London, at the 2016 celebration of Army Day (held on 1 August to 

commemorate the establishment of the PLA), the president of the British 

Chinese Veteran’s Association, Wang Jing, declared that the association 

would ‘safeguard the dignity of the motherland’ and ‘respond to the call’ 

of the motherland whenever it is needed.” In Canada, the founding of 

the Canada Chinese Veteran’s Society in 2018 caused unease in sections 

of the Chinese-Canadian community.’” The society has staged concerts 

in which veterans dressed in PLA uniforms sing patriotic military songs, 

and has held retreats where they arc photographed goosestepping and 

saluting the flags of the PLA, China and Canada. 

In Sydney, PLA veterans formed the Australian Chinese Ex-services 

Association in 2015. It too has staged events featuring army uniforms 

and patriotic songs, and has used military tactics to participate in 

welcoming ceremonies on city streets for Chinese leaders. On Army 

Day in Melbourne in 2018, uniforms were again donned, this time 

by the Australia-China Veterans Club, and there was marching to 

revolutionary songs.” In New Zealand, the role of the New Zealand 

(Chinese) Veterans Association has been more sinister. Its members 

have monitored events unsympathetic to Beijing and engaged in intimi¬ 

dation of critics.” Authorities in Western countries have done nothing 

in response to such behaviour. 

Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference 

One of the leading institutions of United Front work, the Chinese 

Peoples Political Consultative Conference is a high-level advisory 
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body wliosc role is to integrate non-Party elements into the national 

dccision-niakiitg process. Some years ago, it was opened up to busincu 

leaders and professionals, and has since become highly effective in 

co-opting wealthy and influential Chinese, abroad as well as at home, 

into the Party’s sphere. Those invited into the CPPCC gain invaluable 

access to China’s power centres. It has been reported that the 2013 

national conference included fifty-two billionaires among its delegates.^^ 

The CPPCC has provincial and municipal counterparts, allowing 

the net to be spread even wider. As a political body set up to draw 

in forces outside the CCP considered significant, it is arguably ‘the 

most prominent national united front body’.^'* Overseas Chinese who 

participate in the CPPCC are usually trusted by the Party to advance 

its interests. Fred Teng, for example, president of the America China 

Public Affairs Institute (and also ‘special US representative’ of the 

China-U.S. Exchange Foundation), acted as convener of a session at 

the 2018 conference. While in Beijing, Teng told his hosts that ‘a strong 

China is the most ardent hope of overseas Chinese’.^^ 

China Council for the Promotion of Peaceful National Reunification 

Established in 1988 to counter Taiwanese independence, the China 

Council for the Promotion of Peaceful National Reunification has since 

broadened its influence activities among overseas Chinese. In some 

countries the CCPPNR chapter is the foremost united front group. In 

a sign of its importance in the CCP hierarchy, the chair of the council, 

Wang Yang, is a member of the Politburo’s Standing Committee. Its vice 

chair is the head of the UFWD. A thinly disguised front organisation of 

the UFWD, the council promotes CCP propaganda. John Dotson has 

listed ninety-one countries that host chapters of the CCPPNR, some 

with several region^il chapters, and notes that it’s ‘an organisation that is 

becoming more active in covert political influence efforts on behalf of 

the Chinese government’. 

While the English names of the council’s chapters vary, the Chinese 

characters are generally the same. In the United States, which has 

branches in most major cities, the national headquarters in Washington 

D.C. is called the National Association for China’s Peaceful Unification. 

In the Chicago area, it’s the Chinese i\merican Alliance for China’s 
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IVuccful Reunification. In Britain it’s the UK Chinese Association for 

the Promotion of National Reunification. 

1 he leaders of all of these groups around the world have close 

links to Beijing, and their work as agents of influence has been further 

elevated under Xi Jinping. The Sydney-based Australian Council for 

the Promotion of Peaceful Reunification of China has been very active 

in influence peddling, establishing deep links with the major political 

parties, not least through large donations. In 2018 the council’s then 

president, billionaire Huang Xiangmo, was denied re-entry to Australia, 

in part because of his links to CCP operations.^^ 

In the United States, CCPPNR affiliates have kept a lower profile. 

In D.C., efforts to cultivate politicians appear to be modest, confined 

mainly to moulding opinion within the ethnic Chinese community 

rather than wider public opinion or government policies. But here 

too, the increasingly prominent role of these Party affiliates means that 

dissident voices are drowned out.^® 

True to its name, the CCPPNR works towards excluding Taiwan 

from the international community. The European Association for the 

Peaceful Reunification of China has published an appeal to ‘all compa¬ 

triots in Europe’ to oppose events organised by Taiwanese activists in 

support of Taiwan’s participation in the World Health Assembly. 

Threats and harassment 

Among the Chinese communities (and communities the CCP claims 

as Chinese) subjected to harassment, practitioners of Falun Gong have 

been at the sharp end. A peaceful spiritual practice based on tai chi and 

Buddhism, Falun Gong had millions of followers across China in the 

1990s, perhaps in response to moral decline under CCP rule, lamented 

by many writers and intellectuals. Although it had no political interests, 

Falun Gong’s rapid spread frightened the Parry’s leaders, and in 1999 

Premier Jiang Zemin launched a ferocious crackdown. Many practi¬ 

tioners managed to escape from China, but wherever they’ve settled 

they have faced persecution, from the petty to the violent. 

One of the more serious incidents took place in Flushing, in Queens, 

New York City, which has a large Chinese community. In 2008 Falun 

Gong practitioners were abused, harassed and attacked on the streets 
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by patriotic ‘anti-cult’ activists led by a man named Michael Chu. Chu 

was the vice president of the New York Association for the Peaceful 

Reunification of China.‘“’ Falun Gong practitioners also received phone 

aills threatening them with death, and punishment for their families in 

China. It emerged that China’s consul general in New York, Peng Keyu, 

had personally instigated the violence.'" 

In 2019> repression in the ‘autonomous region’ of Xinjiang 

at an all-time high, including surveillance equipment in wide use and 

more than a million people interned in concentration camps, Chinese 

authorities intensified their harassment of Uyghurs living outside 

China In France, Chinese police have been contacting expatriate 

Uyahurs by phone and WeChat, demanding they provide such infor¬ 

mation as scans of their French ID cards and marriage certificates, along 

with their home and work addresses. In Germany, when the sister of 

exiled Uyghur Abdujelil Emet phoned him from her home in Xinjiang 

to beg him to stop his activism, a security agent took the phone and 

told him, ‘You’re living overseas, but you need to think of your family 

while you’re running around doing your activism work in Germany. 

You need to think of their safety.’'*^ Persecution of Uyghurs is occurring 

in many countries and foreign citizenship provides no protection from 

the Chinese police.'*^ 

Uyghur students in the West have been threatened by their Han 

Chinese classmates for expressing their opinions. A Uyghur student in 

the US was told he would be reported to the Chinese embassy for using 

the term ‘East Turkistan’, the name preferred by many Uyghurs for 

their homeland.Denouncing him as a separatist, the Chinese students 

were heard to say, ‘We cannot allow you to speak against China in our 

class!’ (The teacher told them that if they reported him to the embassy, 

the Uyghur student would be entitled to report them to the FBI. They 

backed down.) Uyghurs in Canada, Britain, Sweden and Germany have 

been told that unless they agree to spy on fellow Uyghurs they will never 

see their families again.Some might think that once you flee China, 

you are free, said a Canadian Uyghur leader. But you are never free.’ 

Wen Yunchao, a human rights activist based in New York, has said 

that Chinese authorities took photos of his son on his way to school. 

They just wanted to let me know that at any time they can harm my 
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child/ he sald/^’ Many other Chinese people living abroad, including 

human rights lawyers Teng Biao and Chen Guangcheng, report 

receiving death threats.'*^ Democracy activist Sheng Xue from Toronto 

said that Chinese authorities were tracking her and had threatened to 

kill her if she didn’t stop criticising Chinas leaders. She has also been 

harassed online, including having her head photoshopped onto nudes 

which were then posted to escort sites, along with her phone number 

and address, resulting in countless phone calls.^® 

In Germany, Chinese artist Yang Weidong said, its getting to 

the point where they are treating Germany as if it were the Chinese 

Communist Party’s backyard.Didi Kirsten Tatlow recounts an inci¬ 

dent at a memorial service for Nobel Peace Prize laureate Liu Xiaobo in 

Berlin in 2018, where a number of Chinese guests ‘with unemotional 

expressions’ started filming everyone, frightening anyone familiar with 

the methods of Chinese state security. The sense of insecurity and fear 

felt by many Chinese, Uyghur, Hong Kong and Tibetan people residing 

in the West, along with Falun Gong practitioners, is reinforced when 

law enforcement authorities collaborate with China’s police and intelli¬ 

gence services, as will be seen in chapter thirteen. As if to remind CCP 

critics that the Party-state can find them anywhere, patriotic Chinese in 

Western cities have taken to kitting out their cars to look like Chinese 

police vehicles.^' 

Huaren canzheng 

Beijing began pushing its policy of huaren canzheng, or ‘ethnic Chinese 

participation in politics’, around 2005.^' Often exploiting the narrative 

of a ‘century of humiliation’ and continuing anti-Chinese racism, it was 

a new tactic in the Party’s united front strategy, and over the following 

years it saw ethnic Chinese people supported by Beijing joining politi¬ 

cal parties and running for office in Canada, the United States, New 

Zealand, Australia, Britain and beyond. 

United front organisations are increasingly following the advice laid 

out in 2010 by a CCP strategist—build eth nic Chinese-based political 

organisations, make political donations, support ethnic Chinese poli¬ 

ticians, and deploy votes to swing close-run elections.The approach 

ts related to the ‘mixing sand’ tactic used by Chairman Mao; that is, 
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planting trusted people in the enemy’s camp.” Its program is mott 

advanced in Canada but has been building in Germany, France, Nev/ 

Zealand and Australia.” In September 2019 Australian news outlets 

reported that a newly elected member of federal parliament, Gladys Liu, 

had links to a number of united front groups, in both Australia and 

China.^7 Most damningly, evidence emerged that she had been a member 

for several years of the council of the Guangdong Overseas Exchange 

Association, a chapter of the China Overseas Exchange Association, a 

UFWD agency (see the organisation chart on pages 124-5). Liu won 

selection as a Liberal Party candidate because she was a prolific fundraiser 

in the Chinese community (A$l million, or US$700,000).” After she 

was elected to parliament, the prime minister, Scott Morrison, dismissed 

the allegations of Liu’s CCP links as a smear with racist undertones.” 

In November 2019 a leading Australian investigative reporter, 

Nick McKenzie, broke an explosive story about a Chinese spy ring 

attempting to recruit a luxury car dealer in Melbourne to run for 

federal parliament.” Bo (Nick) Zhao was promised A$1 million 

towards his campaign. The spy ring was reportedly led by Melbourne 

businessman Brian Chen, described as a suspected senior Chinese 

intelligence operative’ (a claim Chen rejects). The plan was to back 

Nick Zhao as the Liberal Party candidate for the seat of Chisholm 

(the seat subsequently won by Gladys Liu). Zhao reported the attempt 

to recruit him to the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation in 

late 2018, and in March 2019 he was found dead in a motel room in 

mysterious circumstances. 

People of Chinese heritage living in the West are often under¬ 

represented in politics, and more should be done to encourage their 

participation. However, the situation is being exploited by the CCP to 

push forward candidates sympathetic to it. Democratic elections are 

used to advance the Party s authoritarian influence, and again, a history 

of anti-Chinese sentiment is often used to unite voters. 

Another avenue for gaining political influence is the formation 

of ethnic Chinese ginger groups within mainstream political parties. 

In Western Australia, for example, the Australian Chinese Labor 

Association is influential within the Labor Party, and has promoted 

favoured candidates into political office.^' The WA Chinese Liberal 
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Civil) lias done the same on the conservative side. Candidates recruited 

and supported by such organisations are expected to put ethnic Chinese 

niters’ interests first. United front organisations appear to be grooming 

a new generation of Chinese-Australians for entry into politics, either 

rhrougli mentoring or ‘educational seminars’. 

In France, representatives of the Association des Chinois Residant 

en France travelled to Beijing in 2017 to meet the deputy head of the 

Overseas Chinese Affairs Office, Tan Tianxing. The association’s presi¬ 

dent, Ren Limin, told Tan that his organisation would nurture young 

ethnic Chinese community leaders and encourage young people to 

participate in local politics.The following year Ren Limin was invited 

to the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference, a measure of 

the Party’s trust in him.*^^ 

Huaren canzheng in the United Kingdom 

Some prominent Britons of Chinese heritage are office holders or 

members of united front organisations that meet in China.^'* In May 

2018 the OCAO in Beijing encouraged Chinese-Britons to get out and 

vote, and praised the large number of them standing for election.*'^ Two 

Chinese-Britons are particularly noteworthy. 

Christine Lee is a solicitor whose firm has offices in Beijing, Hong 

Kong and Guangzhou, as well as London.In 2006 she founded the 

British Chinese Project (the Chinese name for which translates as ‘British 

Chinese Participation in Politics’). At the rime, she was a member of 

the China Overseas Exchange Association.^’^ Her links to the CCP go 

deep. She has been the chief legal adviser to the Chinese embassy in 

London and a legal adviser to the Overseas Chinese Affairs Office. Lee 

is also an overseas member of the Chinese People’s Political Ck)nsultative 

Conference.^^These positions are unmistakable signs of her importance 

to the Part)^ Yet she is also the secretary of the Inter-Party China Group 

of the British parliimient.*^'^ 

Lees involvement in British politics appears to have begun during 

the prime ministership of Tony Blair, when she formed an alliance 

with London Labour MP and minister Barrs' Gardiner, more recently 

Ubour’s shadow international trade secretar>'.'° Exposing these links in 

2017, Hannah McGrath and Oliver Wright wrote in The Times-. ‘What 
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1 was a fruitful association that eventually led Ms Lee to 

to o\\xx ^^‘^^^^200^000 to both the MP and his constituency party/ 

donate ^ Blair government minister, Barry Gardiner became 

of Christine Lees British Chinese Project and the two of them 

thec airo of making friends in Westminster, boosted 
embarked on a 1 b 

(' rdiners tbriiiation in 2011 of an all-party group ... to represent 

* * •HT<*ns in Britain. One of Lees children, Michael Wilkes, 
Chinese citizens 

became its vice chairman. 

\nother son, Daniel Wilkes, began working in Gardiner’s parlia- 

mentar}' oHice, with his salary paid by his mother’s law firm. Gardiner 

has been a strong advocate of closer Sino-British relations and invest¬ 

ment in Britain by China’s sovereign wealth fund. He was a strong 

advocate for the construction of a nuclear power station at Hinkley 

Point by a state-owned Chinese corporation, which Theresa May’s 

<rovernment put on hold due to concerns about national security. 

According to The Times, ‘A Labour source said that he [Gardiner] 

strongly opposed internal party criticism of Chinese involvement in 

rbe Hinkley Point project.’^^ 

On her blog Christine Lee describes the CCP’s huaren canzheng 

program and gives advice to British people of Chinese heritage on 

how to gain influence. She writes that the British Chinese Project is 

working with former Tory MP Edmond Yeo (originally from Malaysia); 

the chair of Chinese for Labour, Sonny Leong; and the co-chair of the 

Chinese Liberal Democratic Party, Merlene Emerson.^^ Lee’s work has 

won praise from official CCP media, with the China Daily reporting in 

2011 that she had made great efforts to promote the rights of Chinese 

in the UK.7^ 

Lee has organised many events for visiting Chinese delegations and 

met with Beijing’s top leaders, including Xi Jinping. She appears to 

have developed a good relationship with David Cameron while he 

was prime minister. In 2012 she led the largest ever huaren canzheng 

delegation to Beijing. She was accompanied by Sonny Leong and 

the chairwoman of the Liberal Democrats and they were received by 

Tan Tianxing, then deputy head of the OCAO.^^ In 2016 Lee and 

Sonny Leong again met with Tan, this time with the vice president of 

the Chinese Liberal Democrats. Tan encouraged British-Chinese to 
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join the political mainstreams^ The following year, Lee, Leong and 

a group of UK huaren canzheng promoters were back in Beijing to 

consult with TanS^ 

In 2015 Lee was again lauded for her huaren canzheng'noxV, this 

time by the People's Daily, which reported that she ‘led the door-to-door 

encouragement of Chinese to vote, popularise electoral knowledge, and 

help Chinese to fill in the voting cards’/® In 2016 an official qiaowu web¬ 

site said of Lee’s work, ‘the Chinese must control their own destiny’/^ 

On 31 January 2019 Christine Lee received a Points of Light Award 

from Prime Minister May, in recognition of her contribution through 

the British Chinese Project/® A photo of Lee in front of 10 Downing 

Street shows the iconic door draped with red banners displaying New 

Year couplets in Chinese characters and announcing the ‘Golden Era’ of 

Sino-British relations. The symbolism is blunt and powerful: Lee at the 

heart of Britain’s government, being embraced by it. 

One of the founders of Chinese for Labour was Katy Tse Blair, the 

Chinese-American sister-in-law of Tony Blair, who was prime minister 

at the time the group was established in 1999.®' It’s affiliated with the 

Labour Party, is represented on the National Executive Committee 

and the National Policy Forum, and regularly meets with the leader, 

deputy leader and shadow cabinet.®^ Chair Sonny Leong is a member 

of the 48 Group Club and also of the Labour Party 1000 Club (which 

provides access for donations), and an executive committee member of 

BAME Labour—the Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic Labour group 

affiliated to the party. ®^ 

The second Chinese-Briton of particular relevance to this book is 

involved with the other side of politics. Li Xuelin arrived in Britain in 

1989 and after some years entered the real estate business.®"^ In 2009 she 

p) became the founding president of the Zhejiang UK Association, which 

carries out united front work.®^ She continues to serve as ZJUKA’s 

honorary chair. In the same year, she was appointed vice president of 

e council of the Zhejiang Overseas Exchange Association, an affiliate 

\ls 0 t e United Front Work Department. 

^ In one of the clearest signs of the CCP s faith in her, Li Xuelin is execu- 

Na,Association for the Promotion of 

^unification, the British chapter of the CCPPNR. In 2013 
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she alst' appointed as an overseas council member of AFROC, and 

>vas ifap(>ohHcd in 2018 (see the organisation chart on pages 124-5).'’'’ 

In 2009 Li Xuelin attended a five-day leadership workshop in 

Hani^rJtou. Organised by the OCAO, its purpose was to ‘promote the 

susrainablc development of qiaowu work’.”‘^ The next year she was back 

in Hangzhou meeting with top Party officials, where she ‘reported to 

loaders of her home country and hometown’ on her work. The Zhejiang 

UK Association was praised for its achievements.'’’’ 

Li had quickly become an enthusiastic campaigner for the Conservative 

Part)' on arriving in Britain, and for David Cameron in particular, meet¬ 

ing him on many occasions.^’ By 2015 Cameron began speaking of 

‘a Golden Era in the Sino-British relationship.^^ At the same time, Li was 

working as a ‘pro bono advisor’ to Lord Wei (Nathanael Ming-Yan Wei), 

asocial entrepreneur and the first British-born Chinese-heritage peer. Li 

Xuelin accompanied Wei to China, where she reportedly enhanced Lord 

Wei’s understanding of the PRC.^^ 

In 2011 Li met the Conservative peer and sometime minister of 

state Lord Michael Bates. In that same year she introduced him to Li 

Xiaolin, president of the CPAFFC and a top Party cadre.^^^ Li Xuelin and 

Michael Bates married in 2012.^^ Lord Bates had been a friend of China 

for some years, so much so that when Xi Jinping addressed the British 

parliament during his 2015 state visit he singled out Bates for praise. 

And Bates was present at Xi’s meeting with the elite of the CCP’s British 

friends, along with a number of prominent faces from the 48 Group 

Club, of which Bates is a fellow.In 2019 Bates gave a TED talk in 

which he professed his love for China and the amazing achievements of 

its government, reeling off a string of statistics and telling his audience 

that China only wants peace.^^ In April that same year, Li Xuelin, now 

Lady Bates, attended a seminar, Xi Jinping Thought on Diplomacy, 

hosted by the Chinese embassy and also attended by several 48 Group 

Club luminaries, including Chairman Perry.^^ 

The marriage to Bates opened more doors. Over the years, she has 

actively facilitated access by Chinese businesspeople to Britain s elite 

circles, receiving praise in united front outlets in China.^ 

In 2014 Xuelin Bates was caught up in a property development 

scandal involving Boris Johnson, then mayor of London, with whom 
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she had developed a friendship. A deal she facilitated between Johnson 

and a Chinese company she worked for, Advanced Business Park, to 

redevelop a part of Londons Royal Albert Dock was worth £1 billion 

and described as ‘Chinas largest property investment in the 

It was claimed that Johnson gave preferment to ABP because of Bates’s 

donations to the Conservative Party—£162,000 between 2010 and 

2012. Lady Bates said the money had not come from ABP but from 

her own pocket.'"' It seems that in 2015 she persuaded Johnson to 

back another development by a Chinese firm, this one in Crystal Palace 

Park and worth £500 million.'"^ Lord Bates failed to declare a financial 

interest in the scheme, which subsequently collapsed.'"^ 

Xuelin Bates pays £50,000 a year to be a member of the Leader’s 

Group, which was set up by David Cameron for top donors to the 

Conservative Party.Members have special access to senior politicians. 

In May 2014, at a Conservative Party luncheon that she co-organised, 

Xuelin Bates introduced her Chinese guests one by one to Cameron, in 

order, it was said, to lay a foundation for future Sino-British coopera¬ 

tion.'"^ In 2017 she campaigned with her husband for Theresa May in 

the forthcoming general election, sitting next to the prime minister as 

May made phone calls to voters. ZJUKA’s newsletter emphasised that its 

president Xuelin stood next to May when the prime minister delivered 

her campaign speech.'"" Lady Bates was again rubbing shoulders with 

the prime minister at a Two Cities Luncheon in 2018.'"^ In 2019 Lord 

and Lady Bates campaigned enthusiastically for Boris Johnson. 

In February 2019 ZJUKA held the UK-China ‘Golden Era’ New 

Year Dinner in the Houses of Parliament, where British politicians, 

Chinese diplomats and businessmen mingled. At a charity auction 

session, a piece of papercut art made by Theresa May was bought by 

Beijing businessman Yao Yichun.'"" A few days later, at the Conservative 

Partys annual black-and-white fundraising ball, Xuelin Bates informed 

Theresa May that Yao Yichun had paid £2200 for her artwork. The 

prime minister was reportedly very pleased and thanked Yao for his 

generosity.'"" Two years earlier, Yao Yichun had donated £12,000 to a 

charity event hosted by Lady Bates."" 

On the same day that Christine Lee was draping the door of 

0 Downing Street with Chinese banners, Xuelin Bates and three other 
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figures linked to CCP agencies were decorating the inside of Number 10 

for a celebration of Chinese New Year with Theresa May.'" Christine 

Lee and Xuelin Bates had both succeeded in positioning themselves close 

to Brirains top elites, where they could spread a ‘Chinese perspective . 

Lord Michael Bates is an enthusiastic hiker and has undertaken several 

'Walks of Friendship’ through China. In August 2019, with Lady Bates 

in attendance, he took a month-long hike around Zhejiang province. 

The walk was co-organised by the Chinese People’s Association for 

Friendship with Foreign Countries and the Walk for Peace Foundation 

(chaired by Lady Xuelin Bates).A soft-soap documentary was made 

of Bates’s meet-the-people walk by a subsidiary of the China Foreign 

Language Bureau, part of the CCP’s external propaganda machine. 

Whether seen as pathetic or sinister, Michael Bates’s activities are 

ideal for the CCP tactic of‘use the foreigner to tell good China stories’. 

Interviewed by the Peoples Daily in 2019, he once again gushed about 

modern China, stressing how much it has contributed to world peace 

and prosperity."^ 

At a screening of the documentary at the Chinese embassy in 

London, the ambassador told those gathered: ‘On their journey, [the 

Bates’s] tried to find out about the connection between Xi Jinping 

Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era 

and different places and people in China, and what kind of guidance 

it offered to local development.Agreements have been reached to 

air the documentary on CNBC, The Wall Street Journal website, China 

Central Television, and a number of new media outlets. 

More importantly for the CCP’s influence work in Britain, in 

December 2019 it was reported that Bates had signed an agreement 

with LiXiaolin, president of the CPAFFC, to establish the UK China 

Friendship Association, scheduled to be launched in February 2020.'"^ 

The agreement was made at a meeting in the Beijing office of the 

CPAFFC with Li Xiaolin. During the same visit, Lord and Lady Bates 

were presented with an award for spreading the Brilliance of China by 

the deputy minister of the CCP’s Propaganda Department. 
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Influence and spying 

In 1996 President Bill Clintons re-election fund received a large 

donation from the Chinese-Indonesian company Lippo, and further 

donations from the Chinese-Thai group Charoeun Popkhand and 

the Macau company San Kin Yip, Lippo had been partly acquired by 

China Resources Group, a company that was owned by the Ministry 

of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation. All up, these donations 

amounted to $4.5 million. They had been brokered by a number of 

Chinese-Americans with links to the CCP. It was later reported that 

$300,000 had been provided by the daughter of General Liu Huaqing, 

a vice chairman of Chinas Central Military Commission until 1997.' 

The brokers were frequent visitors to the White House, often bring¬ 

ing Chinese associates. One organised a meeting between Bill Clinton 

and Wang Jun, head of the Hong Kong-based companies CITIC 

and China Poly Group, both of which have close links with the PLA. 

A Hong Kong insider said that the leadership of Cl LIC is known to 

harbour within its ranks a large number of secret agents’ from military 

intelligence, and Poly Technologies (a Poly Group subsidiary) has been 

de^ribed as 'a haven for the Red Princes’.^ Wang Jun, in other words, 

intelligence when he mer the US president in the 
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Tl\erc is niucli more to the ‘Chinagate’ scandal, which was con- 

voluttxi and had implications never fully exposed, in part because the 

Lewinsky scandal distracted attention. But it did reveal the ability of 

Chinas intelligence agencies to penetrate to the highest levels.^ 

Chinagate was a foretaste of something else. Beijing’s espionage 

activities (stealing secrets and intellectual property) and its influence 

operations (shaping opinion and behaviour) frequently go hand in 

hand, and often involve the same people and organisations. But while 

united front operatives in the West can often be identified, not least 

because they are inclined to brag about their activities, intelligence 

agents operate under deep cover. This chapter explains how influence is 

leveraged to facilitate espionage, and how espionage is used to inform 

and enhance influence activities. 

Historically, Western spy agencies have confined themselves to 

stealing government and military secrets, by recruiting agents, plant¬ 

ing moles and intercepting communications. While the Chinese state 

engages in these traditional practices, it also crosses boundaries, sending 

intelligence agents into all kinds of other domains. Beijing devotes 

enormous resources to both industrial espionage, aimed at commercial 

secrets, and state espionage, aimed at government and military secrets. 

The assistant director of counter-intelligence at the FBI, Bill Priestap, 

observed in late 2018 that the bureau has handled ‘thousands’ of com¬ 

plaints about and investigations into non-traditional espionage activity, 

mostly concerning China. ‘Every rock we turn over, every time we look 

for it, it is not only there—it is worse than anticipated,’ he said.'* The 

U.S. Department of Justice estimates that between 2011 and 2018 

China was involved in 90 per cent of economic espionage cases.^ 

Industrial espionage has been practised by private companies for a 

long time, but China has taken the leap of deploying its diplomatic and 

intelligence services to facilitate the theft of intellectual property.In 

addition, the united front apparatus and the intelligence agencies reach 

deeply into overseas Chinese communities where they recruit both agents 

of influence as well as informants and spies. While traditional forms of 

espionage rely on specialised training, China’s diffuse program of intel¬ 

ligence gathering relies on thousands of amateur information collectors, 

what James To calls ‘de-centralised micro-espionage’.' Professionals, 
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businesspeople, students and even tourists are encouraged to provide 

information to handlers in embassies and consulates as part of the thou¬ 

sand grains of sand’ strategy. In 2007 the head of the Canadian Security 

Intelligence Service observed, ‘It’s surprising, sometimes, the number of 

hyperactive tourists we get here and where they come from.’® The infor¬ 

mation may be about technology, trade negotiations, business pricing 

and strategies, or reports on the activities of members of the diaspora.^ 

Peter Mattis, among others, argues that, although there are indeed 

thousands of amateurs gathering information, much of the activity is 

conceived and directed by professionals in the intelligence services. 

Mattis describes a ‘layered approach to intelligence collection, from 

traditional operations by spy agencies down to amateurs working 

from their homes and offices." Rather than waiting for what comes 

in, intelligence professionals target particular pieces of intellectual 

property, often working with factories and research labs in China, and 

then finding people who can acquire them.'* With advice or training 

from their handlers, some amateur spies use ‘tradecraft’ methods such 

as encryption, covert communication, aliases and counter-surveillance 

practices. In November 2019 Xuehua Peng, a San Francisco tour guide 

and US citizen, was convicted on spying charges after being caught 

making ‘dead drops’; to wit, hiding cash-filled envelopes in hotel rooms 

then returning to pick up memory cards containing classified security 

information, which he took to China and handed to agents at the 

Ministry of State Security.’’ 

China’s espionage agencies 

Since the remit of China’s intelligence agencies is much broader than 

those of Western nations, they need more resources, and Xi Jinping 

has made sure thev receive them. As Roger Faligot has written, there 

has been a ‘formidable increase in the authority of the Chinese intel¬ 

ligence apparatus, specifically since 2017’.'^ There are two primary 

spying organisations: the Ministry of State Security, and the Intelligence 

Bureau of the CMC Joint Staff Department (formerly 2PLA, the Second 

Department of the PLA. General Staff Department). 

Roughly speaking, the Ministry of State Security combines the 

functions of the CIA and the FBI, but with much more power and 
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txKUSCil on the political security of the CCP. The MSS is responsible for 

l>oth clonicstic and overseas intelligence and security operations. It can 

order Chinese organisations and individuals, including those abroad, 

to undertake intelligence activities. Much of the work is carried out 

by provincial and municipal offices. Peter Mattis and Matthew Brazil, 

authors of the most recent and authoritative account of China’s spy 

agencies, identify eighteen MSS bureaus.*^ For our purposes, several are 

wordi noting. 

The 1st Bureau is responsible for agents in deep cover, with no links 

to the government, and the 2nd Bureau runs agents ‘using diplomatic, 

journalistic, or other government-related covers’.'*^ The 10th Bureau 

(Foreign Security and Reconnaissance) manages Chinese student 

organisations abroad, among others; the 11th, comprising the CICIR 

think tank, does open-source research and network-building abroad; 

the 12th (Social Affairs) handles ‘MSS contributions to united front 

work’; and the 18th (U.S. Operations) carries out clandestine espionage 

in the United States. Most of the operations against the US are run by 

the Shanghai State Security Bureau.'^ 

It was reported in 2005 that the FBI believed the MSS had set up 

around 3000 front companies to conceal its activities.*® The MSS has 

various arms engaged in economic espionage and it has ‘embedded 

itself deep in major financial and commercial organizations, particu¬ 

larly in Shanghai and Hong Kong’.'^ Not all economic espionage is 

state-directed. Chinese nationals are known to set up firms that take 

orders from companies in China to obtain and supply specific pieces 

of intellectual property from their competitors in the West, usually by 

identifying an employee willing to provide such secrets.^** 

The People’s Liberation Army also undertakes extensive intelligence¬ 

gathering and espionage. The structure was overhauled in 2016 and 

much remains opaque, though Peter Mattis sets out the new structure 

as best as is known.^* 

The Intelligence Bureau of the CMC Joint Staff Department is 

responsible for military intelligence but also has a history of extensive 

activity in civilian domains. It draws on military attaches and signals 

intelligence to gather intelligence. The Joint Staff Department has 

its own think tanks—the China Institute for International Strategic 
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Studies, which focuses on research, and the China Foundation for 

International and Strategic Studies, which engages in academic and 

policy exchanges.2^ Its Institute of International Relations (now part of 

the National University of Defense Technology) trains military attaches 

and secret agents. In their 2016 book Chinas Espionage Dynasty, James 

Scott and Drew Spaniel estimated that 2PLA had 30,000-50,000 plants 

in organisations around the world, whose aim is to collect information, 

confidential and otherwise, to be sent back to China. 

The Central Military Commission’s Political Work Department 

maintains the Partys control structures in the armed forces, including 

education, indoctrination and discipline. According to Mattis, its 

Liaison Department specialises in united front work, political warfare, 

and clandestine HUMINT (human intelligence).^'^ It has maintained 

an extensive program of infiltrating or covertly taking over private 

companies, and of using state-owned companies as cover for intelli¬ 

gence activity. Many of these companies are based in Hong Kong. The 

Liaison Department operates the important front organisation, the 

China Association for International Friendly Contacts, described in 

chapter ten. 

The PLAs powerful Strategic Support Force, formed in 2016, 

brings together most of the PLA’s technical reconnaissance capabilities 

overhead, in cyberspace, and across the electromagnetic spectrum’. 

With a focus on intelligence-gathering lor military operations, the SSF 

is responsible for signals intelligence including monitoring telecommu¬ 

nications, as well as cyber intelligence, special operations, information 

warhire, and ofiensive cyber operations (tasks previously done by the 

General Stall Department’s third and fourth departments). 

Chinas enormous appetite for other countries’ technology—obtained 

legally or otherwise—is satisfied by a number of means. At the heart of 

defence-industry technology transfer is the State Administration for 

Science, lechnology and Industry for National Defence, ‘a veritable 

intelligence vacuum cleaner”’.’^ 

This central intelligence apparatus has parallel structures in State 

Securin' Bureaus in each province. Provinces and major cities also have 

their own talent and recruitment programs linked directly to the United 

Front Work Department.-^ 
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Recruitment methods 

A review of Cl.ina.|i„kcd espionage cases of all kinds in ,he US 

be,ween 2000 and early 2019. carried on, by the Center for Stratcvic 

and International Studies, tallied 137 reported instances. I, found 

that 57 per cent of actors were ‘Chinese military or government 

employees’, 36 per cent were ‘private Chinese citizens’, and 7 per cent 

were ‘non-Chinese actors (usually US persons)’.^'^ (A study of all cases 

of economic espionage in the US between 2009 and 2015 found that 

52 per cent of those charged were of Chinese heritage, a tripling of the 

percentage for the period 1997 to 2009.^“) 

It’s possible that the high proportion of Chinese-heritage spies is due 

to racial bias in the FBI and Department of Justice. But rather than a 

sharp rise of anti-Chinese racism in federal agencies, a more plausible 

explanation is that Beijing has stepped up its program of industrial 

espionage in the US and has recruited Chinese visitors to America, and 

Chinese-Americans, to commit the crimes.^* Even so, the number of 

people of non-Chinese heritage induced to spy for China appears to 

be rising. 

Ego, sex, ideology, patriotism, and especially money are all exploited 

by China’s intelligence services to recruit spies. In 2017 an FBI employee, 

Kun Shan Chun (Joey Chun), was convicted of supplying information 

about the bureau’s organisation and operations to Chinese agents, in 

exchange for free international travel and visits to prostitutes.^^ i^mong 

those who spy for China, ideology is a factor mainly for people of 

Chinese heritage (unlike during the Cold War, when Westerners spied 

for the USSR for ideological reasons). Beijing also deploys the threat of 

punishment of family members in China if a target refuses to cooperate. 

Ideology appears to have been the motive for Russell Lowe, the 

alleged spy who worked for many years for Senator Dianne Feinstein, 

including the period when she chaired the Senate’s intelligence commit¬ 

tee, a role that gave her access to many of America’s most closely guarded 

secrets.^^ Feinstein was informed by the FBI that she had a suspected 

spy in her office in 2013. Russell Lowe, a Chinese-American, had spent 

years as a pro-Beijing activist in the San Francisco Bay Area, providing 

political intelligence to the Chinese consulate. Among the organisations 

Lowe worked with was the Education for Social Justice Foundation 
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which exposes the sexual slavery of women, mostly Korean, by the 

Japanese Imperial Army during the Second World War. The comfort 

women atrocity is used by CCP agents to stir resentment and patriotic 

leelings among overseas Chinese, and to drive a wedge between Japan 

and its Western allies. Lowe is also linked to a group known as the 

End National Security Scapegoating coalition, which argues that the 

prosecution of Chinese-heritage spies is no more than racial profiling 

under the pretext of national security.^'* 

Feinstein has been a China-booster from the early 1990s, often 

backing pro-Beijing legislation in the Senate. Her husband has strong 

business links in China, which she denies have had any influence on 

her. In 1997 she compared the Tiananmen Square massacre to the 

shooting of four students at Ohio’s Kent State University in 1970, and 

called for a joint US—China commission on the two nations’ human 

rights records.Lowe left Feinstein’s office after the FBI warned her 

about him. 

China’s intelligence agencies also target Westerners not of Chinese 

heritage for information-gathering. In 2017 a long-serving State 

Department employee, Candace Claiborne, was indicted for accepting 

money and gifts from Chinese agents in exchange for diplomatic and 

economic information.-^^ She had been targeted by the MSS’s Shanghai 

State Security Bureau after she asked a Chinese friend to find a job in 

China for a family member. Claiborne maintained secret contact with 

MSS agents for five years, supplying them with information in return 

for help with her ‘financial woes’. She was sentenced to forty months 

in prison. 

In the early 1990s Britain’s M15 wrote a protection manual for 

businesspeople visiting China; the advice remains relevant today: ‘Be 

especially alert for flattery and over-generous hospitality ... [Westerners] 

are more likely to be the subject of long-term, low key cultivation, aimed 

at making “friends” ... The aim of these tactics is to create a debt of 

obligation on the part of the target, who will eventually find it difficult 

to refuse inevitable requests for favours in return. 

Chinas civilian and militarv^ intelligence agents are trained in the art 

of cultivating ‘friends’. Sinophiles, and newcomers with a fascination 

for the culture, are especially vulnerable. After grooming they may 
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n«i«ly supply i,uclligc.,ce information believing they ate eontril ■ 
to mutual understanding and harmony. ^ <'ihuting 

Ta-pically, Westerners are lured by money, sexual favour, and tb 

excitement ol clandestine opetations. Money appears to be the m 

aammon bait for those Westerners, judging by the cases that haT 

become public. A target might be offered a modest sum for a shoo 

White paper’ on, for example, US-China trade relations. Once paymen't 

for information has been normalised, larger payments and tequests for 

confidential information are made, until the line has been crossed into 

illegality. 

In the case of commercial secrets, the target, such as an engineer at 

a high-tech US company, might be offered a trip with expenses paid 

plus a stipend to give a lecture at a university in China. If the target is 

of Chinese heritage, they may also be leant on to help the motherland 

No corporate secrets may be given away on this occasion, but as the 

relationship develops over time, the target betrays their employer. 

One such instance is the case of Xu Yanjun, a senior officer with the 

Jiangsu office of the MSS, who was charged in 2018 with attempting 

to obtain ‘highly sensitive information from GE Aviation. Working 

with the Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronomies, Xu 

contacted American aerospace engineers and offered them educational 

exchanges.^® Travel expenses were paid, along with a lecturing fee, and 

the desired relationships built gradually. In another case, Ji Chaoqin 

arrived in the United States in 2013 to study electrical engineering 

at the Illinois Institute of Technology. In September that year he was 

charged by the FBI for attempting to identify scientists and engineers as 

potential recruits for China. Ji had allegedly been recruited as a spotter 

by the Jiangsu office of the MSS.^^ He had enlisted in the U.S. Army 

Reserves. 

when sex is the means of exploitation, there are three methods. The 

first is seduction that leads to the direct theft of secrets. For example 

Ian Clement, deputy to the then mayor of London, Boris Johnson, was 

caught in a honey trap while in Beijing for the 2008 Olympics. He was 

approached by an attractive woman, agreed to have a couple of drinks 

en invite her up to his hotel room." There he passed out apparentlv 
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contents of his BlackBerry downloaded. A top aide to Prime Minister 

Gordon Brown fell for the same trap in the same year.'“ 

The second method is seduction that leads to blackmail, using 

compromising photographs. This classic honey trap {meirenji, literally 

‘beautiful person plan) was perfected by the Russians.'*^ Though the 

method is not uncommon, cases rarely come to light.'*^ In 2017 the 

former deputy head of MI6, Nigel Inkster, said that Chinas agencies 

were using honey traps more often.^^ In 2016 reports suggested that the 

Dutch ambassador to Beijing had been entrapped.'*^ 

The third method is the formation of a long-term relationship that 

causes the target to turn—that is, to see the world from a CCP point of 

view. In May 2018 two former agents of France s external intelligence 

service, Direction generale de la securite exterieure (DGSE), were 

arrested for spying for China.'**^ One of them, Colonel Henri Manioc, 

had allegedly defected in 1998 after falling in love with a Chinese 

woman. He had been head of mission at the French embassy in Beijing. 

In more recent times, Chinas intelligence agencies have exploited 

social media to approach potentially useful Westerners. In 2018 French 

authorities revealed that they had uncovered a program to approach 

thousands of experts using fake accounts on Linkedin, the professional 

networking tool. Posing as think tank staff, entrepreneurs and consult¬ 

ants, the account operators told individuals that their expertise was of 

interest to a Chinese company, and offered them free trips to China. 

Those who accepted spent a few days being befriended through social 

activities and were then asked to provide information. It’s believed that 

in some cases they were photographed in compromising situations, 

such as accepting payments, making them prone to blackmail.'^^ The 

French expose followed a similar one in Germany, where more than 

10,000 experts and professionals were approached.'*** It’s believed that 

several hundred expressed interest in the offers made to them. In 2016 

a Chinese secret service agent posing as a businessman used Linkedin 

to contact a member of the German Bundestag, offering to pay him 

€30,000 tor confidential information on his parliamentary work. The 

MP, who has not been named, accepted."*^ 

The CCP's activities have brought all people of Chinese heritage 

under more scrutiny, leading to accusations that American agencies 
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have been engaged in racial profiling.’^’ The evidence for this is scant 

although there have been some unwarranted arrests, and the risk is that 

blame will be deflected away from the very active Chinese intelligence 

agencies and onto US law enforcement agencies, which have said they 

do not have the resources to keep up.^' 

Think tanks and research institutes 

Various Chinese intelligence agencies have spent years cultivating rela¬ 

tionships in Western universities and think tanks, partly with the aim 

of winning friends over to the CCP s point of view. Faligot notes that 

the ‘Chinese secret services have frequently tried to infiltrate foreign 

institutes and China research centres’. 

One of the most important organisations for this work is the China 

Institutes of Contemporary International Relations.It was reported 

to have 400 or so members in 2011, including PLA and intelligence 

officers, and is overseen by the MSS’s 11th Bureau.(CICIR’s president 

from 1992—98 was Ceng Huichang, who became Minister of State 

Security from 2007 until 2016, and a member of the CCP Central 

Committee.^^) In addition to engaging in influence activities, CICIR 

trains future intelligence officers and prepares intelligence briefings 

for the Standing Committee of the Politburo. David Shambaugh has 

described CICIR as a ‘Soviet-style intelligence organ’. 

Through exchange of personnel, CICIR has close links with the 

University of International Relations in Beijing, set up to train, among 

others, undercover intelligence officers for Xinhua News Agency.^" 

Its influence derives not so much from recruiting informants as the 

cultivation of professional links across the globe. Its stock in trade is 

academic exchanges and conferences, described by Faligot as ‘one of 

the tricks’ CICIR uses to gain entry to ‘the most closed circles of the 

host country’.^® 

CICIR holds an annual dialogue with the EU’s Institute for Security 

Studies in Paris, and has met regularly with influential Washington 

D.C. think tank the Center for Strategic and International Studies to 

discuss cybersecurity.These dialogues provide opportunities not only 

to create networks for intelligence gathering, but also shape the thinking 

of American and European experts, by, for example, presenting China 
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as the victim of cyber intrusions and casting doubt on the US’s ability 

to attribute hacking to China/’" 

In Italy CICIR has organised workshops with the Turin-based think 

tank Torino World Affairs Institute. TWAI’s journal, OrizzonteCinu 

{China Skyline) not only avoids criticism of the CCP but offers a 

generally admiring perspective on China under the CCP, including 

welcoming the extension of the BRI into Southern Europe,^' TWAI 

has partnered with the University of Turin and the prestigious ESCP 

business school in Paris to create a China-centred ‘knowledge hub’. 

Since the early 2000s, CICIR has been arranging conferences 

with other Chinese organisations, including the China Institute for 

International and Strategic Studies, an arm of military intelligence, and 

the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences.*’^ These conferences, too, are 

an opportunity to persuade foreigners to commit to regular exchanges.*’^ 

The Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences is a distinguished organisa¬ 

tion with over 500 research staff, second in prestige only to the Chinese 

Academy of Social Sciences. Agents of the Shanghai bureau of the MSS 

are known to pose as researchers from the Shanghai academy, and acad¬ 

emy staff are used by the Shanghai State Security Bureau as spotters for 

foreign spies and agents of influence."'^ The Chinese Academy of Social 

Sciences has been used for the same purpose. In July 2017 US journalist 

Nate Thayer wrote a detailed account of attempts by the Shanghai State 

Security Bureau to recruit him for espionage."^ 

In a 2017 affidavit, the FBI presented evidence that Kevin Mallory, 

who had previously worked for the Pentagon’s Defense Intelligence 

Agency and had a ‘top secret’ security clearance, was recruited to spy 

for China by someone claiming to be from the Shanghai Academy 

of Social Sciences."" After being approached through his Linkedln 

account, Mallory travelled to Shanghai where he was given a new phone 

and shown how to use an encrypted service for communicating and 

sending documents. He was asked to prepare white papers on US policy 

matters, which he agreed to do. According to the FBI, he also acquired 

secret and top-secret documents from defence-related firms and sent 

them to his contacts in Shanghai in exchange for thousands of dollars. 

By contrast, US citizen Glenn Duffie Shriver fell in love with China 

on a summer study-program visit."' He moved to Shanghai and was 
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rc;ruit«l by ,hc MSS after responding ,o a newspaper advertisemen, 

seeking «>m«>ne to write a paper on trade relations. He was paid $120 

ft>r a short report. Over time, 'friendships’ were built and Shriver wa., 

ortcred n\ore money. Xhen he was encouraged to seek employment in 

the US Swte Department or the CIA and was paid large sums when 

he applied for positions. At his sentencing hearing he said things 

had spiralled out of control. He admitted being motivated by greed; 

'I mean, >^u know, large stacks of money in front of me.’^® 

A thousand talents 

The CCP s qiaowu activities among the diaspora are another means of 

recruiting spies.*’^ MSS and PLA agents cultivate warm relationships 

through such things as dinners and events organised by embassies or 

cultural and professional associations. According to James To, the 

PLA and MSS also identify recruits before they leave China.^° Carrots 

and sticks are deployed. The carrots are promises of good jobs and 

houses when targets return to China. The sticks include refusing visas 

and threats to harm families. Graduate students may become sleeper 

agents, only activated if they find themselves in jobs with access to 

desirable information. James To writes that clandestine and aggressive 

methods are used mainly on those overseas Chinese who can provide 

information of scientific, technological or military value.^* 

The Thousand Talents Plan aims to recruit highly qualified ethnic 

Chinese people to ‘return to China with the expertise and knowl¬ 

edge they’ve acquired abroad. Alternatively, those loyal to China can 

‘remain in place’ to serve. The US Department of Energy, whose work 

includes nuclear weapons and advanced R&D on energy, has been 

heavily targeted to this end.^^ Around 35,000 foreign researchers are 

employed in the department’s labs, 10,000 of them from China. Many 

of the latter return via the Thousand Talents or other programs. Other 

returnees take knowledge gained in top defence labs. According to one 

report, ‘so many scientists from Los Alamos [science and technology 

labs] have returned to Chinese universities and research institutes that 

people have dubbed them the “Los Alamos club’”.^^ 

Although the Thousand Talents Plan was only established in 2008 

the systematic transfer of technology from the West has been under way 
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for much longer. When China began to open up under Deng Xiaoping 

in the late 1970s and early 1980s, a program was developed to send 

technically talented young Chinese to the West. Many of the brightest 

students were sent to Germany and the United States to obtain PhDs in 

physics; some stayed on and achieved senior positions at top universi¬ 

ties, from where they could send information to China. 

In the United States it has been known for some years that scien¬ 

tists with access to advanced knowledge and valuable research data 

have been working for China.^'* But until recently very few have been 

willing to recognise the problem for what it is and to confront it. In 

March 2019 it was reported that the nations largest funder of science, 

the Maryland-based National Institutes of Health, had written to 

hundreds of research universities asking about the links of certain 

researchers to foreign governments.^^ It expressed concern about the 

theft of intellectual property by researchers linked to the Chinese 

government or Chinese universities (Russia and Iran were also on 

the radar). 

The following month a story broke about the prominent Houston 

cancer centre MD Anderson, which had fired three Chinese-American 

researchers named by the National Institutes of Health as suspected of 

stealing research and failing to disclose foreign ties.The NIH partly 

funds the cancer centre. At least fifty-five other institutions were 

reported to have received similar letters from the National Institutes of 

Health.Some of those named came under scrutiny because of their 

involvement in the Thousand Talents Plan. On 28 January 2020 one 

of Harvard’s most senior facidty members, chemist and nanoscientist 

Dr Charles Lieber, was taken away in handcuffs when the FBI alleged 

that he had been recruited into the Thousand Talents Program. The 

Department of Justice alleges that between 2012 and 2017 he was 

paid $50,000 a month plus generous living expenses to set up a lab at 

Wuhan University of Technologv and transfer his knowledge.^® Lieber 

failed to disclose his China links to Harvard, even though the Wuhan 

centre was called the ‘'VCTJT-Harvard Joint Nano Key Laboratory’. 

His wooing had been going on for some years; in 2009 the Party had 

honoured him with a Friendship Award.If the allegations are true, 

he appears to have been motived solely by greed. 
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The Association for International Exchange of Per,on 

keetxs t lo^y 'lave heard of u 
O ‘ dblv dcxlicatctl to people-to-people exchanges, the CAIEP ha., 

the US, Otnada, Russia, Germany, the UK. Australia. Israel 

^ S'injptix^'^' agreements and collaborates 
^sations in many more countries. In 1999 the US Congress’s 

A ^Tk Cox Committee report on Chinese nuclear spying described 

rllEP as organisations set up by the PRC to iHe- 

^ ire technology through contacts with Western scientists and 

gaily acqui^^ a vast espionage operation that has combed the 

^"^'"Tstates in search of sensitive weapons secrets’.®' 

ears later, US law enforcement is still grappling with 

Twenty j 2019 the Department of Justice arrested the head rAlEPsacuvities. m ^ 
r New York office on a charge of conspiracy to commit visa fraud.®^ 

^.ve an invaluable insight into CAIEP’s recruitment of The indictment gave an 1 o 

• IT specialists and others to return to China with 
scientists, engineers, n-u- ■. a p i 
dieir workplaces' intellectual property. Bu.ld.ng on united front work, 

the CAIEP work with ethnic Chinese professional associations, ‘friends’ 

in US universities, and Confiicius Institutes, all in close collaboration 

with Chinese consulates. 

The CAIEP is managed by the Stare Administration of Foreign 

Experts Affairs, which reports directly to the Ministry of Science and 

Technology (see the organisation chart on pages 124-5). Espionage 

experts Hannas, Mulvenon and Puglisi single our SAF'i-A (sometimes 

referred to as the Foreign Experts Bureau, a more direct translation of its 

official Chinese name) as the foremost PRC-based, technology-transfer 

organisation.®^ In practice ‘there is no distinction to be made between 

cooperating with’ CAIEP and with SAFEA.®"* I he latter was caught 

red-handed in the US recruiting an engineer to supply to the PRC 

Highly classified designs for US stealth missiles.®'' The engineer was 

sentenced to thirty-nvo years in prison. While the United States has 

acking down on illegal technolog)' transfer, Canada has for years 

beenaettvelyEcilitatinetheworkofrATFP % fKp‘o L r ^ ak or and removing barriers For 
me exchange of talent’.®^ ^ ^ ^ lor 

where it states ffiat tinted at on its website, 

'""’'“'on-ouse’n.anyo-pesofrecrui.men; 
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channels’ and to do so by making ‘full use of contacts with govern¬ 

ments, exchanges with sister cities, international economic and trade 

negotiations, international conferences, and like opportunities’ to 

recruit foreign experts. One such channel is private companies. Triway 

Enterprises is a Virginia-based company set up under SAFEA’s auspices, 

with branches in Beijing and Nanjing.®® Its function is to link Chinese 

firms and local government offices with US experts who can supply 

intellectual property. 

Professional associations 

The Chinese Association for Science and Technology USA is probably 

the largest association for ethnic Chinese scientists and engineers in the 

US, with over 10,000 members.®^ It collaborates with Triway Enterprises 

and has tight links with China’s government and universities, consistent 

with its mission to serve as a bridge between the US and China for 

scientific and technological cooperation.Some of its office holders 

also hold positions at Chinese universities, and according to its national 

president in 2016, twenty presidents of its various chapters have 

returned to work in China. 

The Washington D.C. chapter of CAS l -USA has over 1000 mem¬ 

bers, drawn from Maryland and Virginia a.s well as D.C.^* The CAST 

Network Society was founded in 2000 at the University of Maryland 

for Chinese-heritage experts in information technology.In 2002 

the University ot Mar\’land agreed to host one of China’s national 

innovation parks, tlie first of these facilities to be established abroad. 

CAS l-USA is ttniy one of an extensive network of similar associa¬ 

tions in the US. and there are others elsewhere.'^^ In Australia the peak 

body tor such associations is the federation of Chinese Scholars in 

Australia, whose office holders are professors and university administra¬ 

tors of C.hitiese heritaiie. ' Its launch in October 2004 was celebrated 

by the Ptop/^s Duily, which noted that the federation had begun ‘with 

the energetic support and aid or the Chinese Embassy in Australia’s 

^ueation office. f hinas ambassador to Australia at the time, Fu Ying, 

"as reported as saying she hoped that the specialists and scholars 

■ould be able to transfer advanced technological achiev'ements back to 

ffitinding president ot FOCSA was -Max Lu (Lu Gaoqing), 
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;\t tl\c time a nanotechnology expert at the University of Queensland, He 

has long maintained close connections with the Chinese state, including 

membership of an Expert Consultative Committee of the Chinese State 

Council.'^^ In 2017 Lu became the vice chancellor of the University of 

Surrey in the UK. 

Many of these professional associations have deep links with the 

Chinese state, collaborating closely with consulates and SAFEA offices. 

Professional associations are in some cases created at the suggestion of 

the Chinese state. Patriotic overtures are made, but so are promises 

of ‘extremely high’ salaries on top of legitimate salaries.^® Hannas, 

Mulvenon and Puglisi write that Beijing ‘courts these associations and 

steers their activities using a mix of psychological pressure, political 

control, and financial incentives’.^^ 

There’s a concentration of ethnic Chinese professional organisations 

in Silicon Valley, where around one in ten high-tech workers is from 

mainland China.'®® The Silicon Valley Chinese Engineers Association 

was created in 1989 for mainland Chinese experts living in the Bay 

Area. Its mission includes ‘establishing channels to allow members to 

engage in China’s rapid economic development’.'®' The dependence of 

China’s growth on Western technology was disclosed, along with one 

of the methods of acquiring it, in an indiscreet 2013 interview by a 

senior IT engineer in Silicon Valley, Jack Peng. He also held office in the 

Silicon Valley Chinese Overseas Business Association, which links over¬ 

seas Chinese experts with the PRC. According to Peng, ‘China regards 

those of us living overseas as essential. It extends a hand to us to make 

the results of our research blossom on Chinese soil ... Most ol us serve 

as advisors to the Chinese government through the SCOBA organisa¬ 

tion ... Everyone has entered into a system of full-scale cooperation.’'®^ 

Canada has a similar network of PRC-linked professional associ¬ 

ations. While these organisations provide social contact and career 

advancement, they also bring experts together in ways that can be 

manipulated, as directed by Chinese consulates. 

In 2017 the head of the SAFEA, Zhang Jianguo, was in New York 

to celebrate CAIEP’s thirty years of operation in the United States.'®^ 

He expressed pleasure that it had maintained deep engagement with a 

host of US educational institutions, industrial associations and famous 
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scholars’, noting that it had arranged many academic visits and offered 

help to foreign experts working in China. 

The following year, a similar event was held in London to celebrate 

the UK’s thirty-year anniversary of SAFEA/CAIEP activity. Those 

present were told by a British intellectual property lawyer that China 

was building a world-class system of IP protection and that most reports 

about Western companies having their technology ripped off could be 

explained by lax behaviour by the companies concerned. 

In 2019, as Chinese-American scientists with links to China came 

under greater federal scrutiny, some of them (backed by the Committee 

of 100, see chapter eleven) complained of a new McCarthyism, and 

of being forced ‘to pick one side’ (as if working for both sides were 

the norm).'®*" Reporting the sacking of Chinese-American scientists 

suspected of giving IP to China, Bill Bishop of the respected Sinocism 

newsletter noted that some Chinese-American scientists of his acquaint¬ 

ance claimed the practice of secret ‘double-dipping’ had been going 

for many years and a crackdown was long overdue.Bishop quotes 

one Chinese-American scientist saying that he and others like him are 

ashamed of the degree of pilfering they see around them’. 

PLA scientists in Western universities 

Western universities have been the target of intensive influence efforts 

by the CCP for some years, Their scientists have been invited to collab¬ 

orate with Chinese universities, including the PLA’s National University 

of Defence lechnology, and Western universities have also invited 

Chinese scientists and engineers into their labs, to work on military- 

related research projects. As a result, universities in the West have 

been helping China to gain military superiority over the US through 

advanced weapons research. 

Forensic research by Alex Joske has uncovered the extensive network 

of collaboration between researchers in Western universities and scien¬ 

tists linked to China’s military."^** He found that since 2007 the PLA has 

sent more than 2500 military scientists and engineers to study abroad, 

in the process developing research relationships with hundreds of top 

scientists across the globe. The highest number are to be found in the 

Five Eyes nations (the US, UK, Canada, Australia and New Zealand), 
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along with Germany and Singapore. By 2017 Western scientists h 

written lunulreds of scientific papers with Chinese military scientilts^^ 

In many cases, the PLA affiliation of Chinese military scientists work 

ing abroad has been obscured. Some claim to be from the Zhengzh 

Information Science and Technology Institute, which, judging by th 

number of publications in which its cited, is one of the world s leading 

centres of computer science and communications engineering. Joske 

discovered that its scientists have published, at times in collaboration 

with US researchers, over 900 papers in major science journals, includ¬ 

ing the prestigious Physical Review Letters, one of the world s top physics 

journals, and The Computer Journal, published by Oxford University. 

Yet the Zhengzhou Information Science and Technology Institute 

does not actually exist. It has no website, no phone number and no 

buildings. It does have a post office box in Henan provinces capital 

city, Zhengzhou, but that’s about it. The name is in fact a cover for 

the university that trains China’s military hackers and signals intelli¬ 

gence officers, the People’s Liberation Army Information Engineering 

University, which is based in Zhengzhou.Researchers from the 

University of Texas at Dallas, the State University of New York at Buffalo, 

Clemson University in South Carolina, Louisiana State University, and 

City University of New York have all collaborated with individuals who 

disguise their affiliation with this PLA university, which is in effect its 

cyberwarfare training school."® 

The doors to PLA scientists appear to be most open in Australia. As 

Joske has shown, for some years a complex network of collaboration 

has been flourishing between Australian scientists and their counter¬ 

parts in top PLA universities, helping to advance Xi Jinping’s ‘Strong 

Army Dream’.'" Australian researchers have published hundreds of 

joint papers with researchers from the PLA’s National University of 

Defense Technology, covering such areas as materials science, artificial 

intelligence and computer science. One collaborator is Professor Tao 

Dacheng, formerly at the University of Technology Sydney, now at the 

University of Sydney. His work on computer vision has applications i 

automatic target recognition, missile guidance, and battlefield asse 

ment and prediction. Tao’s research with NUDT scienrierc k c 
funded by Australia’s national research funding agency. 
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Until recently the president of NUDT was Lieutenant General Yang 

Xuejun, who’s now the president of the PLA’s Academy of Military 

Science, China’s leading military research centre. In 2017 Yang was 

appointed to the CCP’s Central Committee."^ One of his closer col¬ 

laborators has been Xue Jingling, professor of computer science and 

engineering at the University of New South Wales and a ‘Thousand 

Talents Scholar’."^ Their work has focused on stream-processing tech¬ 

nology, vital to the new-generation supercomputers that are used by the 

military for advanced aircraft design, combat simulation and testing 

nuclear missiles, among other things. Xue is also a professor at NUDT 

and has written at least thirty-six scientific papers with researchers there. 

Scientists at Australian universities also have research collaborations 

with leading Chinese weapons and defence-systems manufacturers, 

such as the Aviation Industry Corporation of China, the major supplier 

of military aircraft to the PLA Air Force, and the China Electronics 

Technology Group Corporation, primarily a military research 

organisation, which once described itself as ‘the national squad for 

military-industrial electronics ."‘'The CETC declares that its purpose is 

‘leveraging civilian electronics for the gain of the PLA’."^ 

In January 2011 a Massachusetts court jailed two PRC nationals 

for conspiring to steal and export military electronics components, 

and sensitive electronics used in military phased array radar, electronic 

warfare and missile systems.' 1 he CETC was one of the organisations 

that was to be supplied with the stolen material. In October 2010 two 

PRC nationals were arrested in California on charges of conspiring 

to export restricted electronics technology to China without a licence 

and making false statements."^ 1 hey were alleged to have entered 

into contracts with the 24th Research Institute of CETC to design 

and transfer technology lor the development of two types of high- 

performance, analog-to-digital converters. 

Western universities have displayed extraordinary naivety in their 

dealings with Chinese companies and universities, and are often 

unwilling to admit the risks even when confronted with the evidence. 

Funding bodies like the US National Science Foundation and the 

Australian Research Council have no due diligence procedures, and 

rely on universities to vet researchers and companies."^ The universities 
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otWn hi'YC u strong financial incentive to keep themselves in the dark 

\vhil<^ traditional scientific culture of openness and trans- 

ixircnc)’. even though this is being systematically exploited by Beijing. 

Cyber attacks and influence ops 

Jfj what may be collaboration between China’s influence apparatus 

and its cyber-hacking centres, large data banks containing personal 

information have been hacked by state actors in China. Even the 

EU, historically reluctant to wade into this topic, has taken note."’ 

In Australia, in a massive and highly sophisticated hacking operation in 

2018, large amounts of information on staff and students at the pres¬ 

tigious Australian National University were stolen, including names, 

addresses, phone numbers, passport numbers, tax file numbers and 

student academic records.*^’ Many of this university’s students go on to 

senior positions in the civil service, security agencies and politics. ANU 

also hosts large numbers of Chinese students. 

Security agencies around the world have noticed an alarming spike 

in cyber attacks on medical records, with state-based actors in China 

the leading suspects. In August 2018 it was reported that 1.5 million 

medical records had been stolen from the Singapore government’s health 

database, in an attack experts believe came from state-based hackers in 

China.*^’ Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong was among those targeted, 

leading him to tweet; ‘Perhaps they were hunting for ... something to 

embarrass me.’'^^ 

The Singapore theft followed a massive hack in the US in 2014 

that sucked up the records of 4.5 million patients across 206 hospitals, 

and another in 2015 that saw up to 80 million records stolen from a 

health insurer.'^^ In 2014-15 a state-sponsored Chinese agency known 

as Deep Panda hacked US healthcare providers, stealing the records 

of some eighty million patients, data that could be used to blackmail 

persons of interest.*^"^ The year 2014 also saw the theft of 4.5 million 

health records from a Tennessee-based hospital chain, in an attack 

again attributed by experts to state-backed hackers in China.That 

same year, the medical records of an unspecified number of Australian 

soldiers, including special forces operating overseas, were sent to China 

by a health contractor that also has facilities in Guangdong. 
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The medical records of current and future political, military and 

public service leaders are likely now in the hands of Chinas intelligence 

services and could be used to identify their weaknesses to be exploited 

for influence or for blackmail. Some may have medical conditions they 

dont want to become public. Data on medications would be enough. 

Publication of such sensitive information could wreck careers and make 

those who have been compromised open to coercion. 

The Huawei case 

The story of Huawei, the world s biggest telecom equipment maker, 

is an excellent case study in how the PRC melds spying, intellectual 

property theft and influence operations. While the full story is too long 

to tell here, the key elements are instructive. 

Suspicions about Huawei s links to Chinas intelligence services go 

back a long way. The company’s founder, Ren Zhengfei, is believed 

by some to have been a director of the PLA’s Information Engineering 

Academy, reportedly responsible for telecom research for the Chinese 

military and, according to industry analysts, associated with 3PLA, 

its signals intelligence division.'^** A 2005 RAND report noted that 

China’s military is believed to be the company’s political patron as well 

as an important customer from its earliest days.*^^ According to a 2010 

report, Huawei’s chairwoman, Sun Yafang, was a former employee of 

the Ministry of State Security.‘-^“ 

In 2018 Huawei equipment was implicated in the theft of confi¬ 

dential information from the headquarters of the African Union in 

Addis Ababa. It appears very likely that every night for five years, this 

equipment was used to download masses of data and send it to servers 

in Shanghai.*^' It’s widely believed among Huawei employees that 

the Chinese government places intelligence agents in Huawei’s global 

network of offices.'^* As one employee in Shenzhen is reported to have 

said, ‘The state wants to use Huawei, and it can use it if it wants.In 

Poland in Januar)' 2019, Huawei employee Wang Weijing was arrested 

on suspicion of spying for China.’ 

Huawei has been accused many times by its suppliers and competi¬ 

tors of stealing their intellectual property.A U.S. Justice Department 

indictment alleged the launch in 2013 by Huawei headquarters of‘a 
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t;,rmal policy in.stitotiog a |,„,u,s program ,o reward employee, wh, 

smic conhdciitial information from competitors’.'* The company had 

drctllatcd a schedule of payments, calibrated to the value of the stolen 

information, and provided an encrypted email service for especially 

sensitive information. Every six months, the three Huawei regional 

operations supplying the most valuable stolen information were to 
receive company awards. 

However, framing the problem as one of law-breaking may obscure 

the larger danger posed by Huawei. As Elsa Kania put it, ‘Huawei’s 

global expansion, in and of itself, can serve as a vector for Beijing’s 

influence. After all, if Huawei achieves its goal of becoming the 

dominant supplier and builder of the global communication network of 

the twenty-first century, that gives Beijing enormous influence around 

the world. Huawei is at the fulcrum of President Xi’s two fusions, the 

Party—corporate fusion and the civilian—military fusion, to which might 

be added a third, the influence—espionage fusion. 

Through a year of intense controversy, including President Trump 

placing Huawei on the ‘entity list’, which bars US companies from 

supplying Huawei without government approval, Huawei benefited 

from the public backing of friends of China.As we have seen, 

John McCallum, Canada’s ambassador to Beijing, took Huawei’s side 

when Meng Wanzhou was arrested. Well-known US economist Jeffrey 

Sachs has loudly denounced the ‘war on Huawei’ (see chapter eleven). 

Peter Mandelson, president of the Great Britain-China Centre and 

fellow of the 48 Group Club, accused the US of ‘fomenting hysteria’ 

about Huawei, and argued that the criticisms of the company were 

driven by Trump’s campaign against China—this despite the fact that 

criticisms had been made by a wide range of intelligence and industry 

sources in other countries, and before Trump became president. 

Huawei s presence in Britain had been built over some years. 

It made large donations to the Conservative and Liberal Democrats 

P g^ve £50,000 to the all-party Parliamentary Group on East 

rese" '' f°'' numerous trips by MPs to tour China’s 

M^er n ^012 it secured a meeting with Prime 

board’ (wh^' "’T"’"' ~ ‘international advisory 
(whose members are paid handsomely to do little other than 
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give the company respectability) Lord Clement-Jones, former chair of 

the Liberal Democrats; Sir Andrew Cahn, former head of UK Trade 

Investment, a government department; and Baroness Wheatcroft, a 

Tory peer.''*' Today, Huaweis UK board is chaired by the former CEO 

of BP, John Browne. It all paid off in January 2020 when, to the dismay 

of Five Eyes partners, the British government gave the green light for 

Huaweis participation in Britain’s 5G network. It was a decisive victory 

for Beijing. 

In Western countries, corporate boards of prominent people are an 

important part of Huawei’s program of cultivating friends and building 

influence. Huawei’s foreign board members often speak to the media, 

repeating the company’s denial of connections to the Chinese govern¬ 

ment. They deny evidence of espionage and testify to the all-round 

good citizenship of Huawei. They have what two experts call a ‘limited 

view of Huawei’s inner workings’'"*^ but they provide an acceptable face 

for the company. 

In Australia the chair of Huawei’s board is a former rear admiral, 

John Lord. In Canada, in the midst of the crisis over Meng Wanzhou’s 

arrest, Huawei appointed Alykhan Velshi, formerly a top adviser to 

Prime Minister Stephen Harper, to be its government adviser and 

public face.''*^ In Germany Huawei is represented in more than twelve 

industry lobby groups.''*'* In December 2018 Huawei sponsored the 

annual convention of the ruling party, the Christian Democratic Union, 

an opportunity for the company’s executives to develop warm personal 

relations with Germany’s leaders.'"*^ 

In a move not available to Western companies wanting political 

influence, the CCP mobilised its united front organisations in Canada 

to defend Huawei during the 2019 crisis. The media conference at 

which John McCallum spoke out in support of Meng was organised by 

a prominent Toronto figure in the Chinese community, Tao (Thomas) 

Qu, who is well known for his participation in pro-Beijing community 

organisations, including events to ‘protect the image of China’, such as 

emonstrations against a visit by the Dalai Lama and against the raising 
of the Tibetan flag. *'*6 

^ on after Mengs apprehension, a Vancouver-based group held 

conference at which its two spokespersons denounced the 
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arrest and parroted Beijing’s talking points.The ruse worked, with 

Canadas state broadcaster, CBC News, reporting that ‘some members 

ot Vancouvers Chincse-Canadian community are rallying in support 

ot Meng Wanzhou Tom Blackwell of the Windsor Star investigated 

the two women behind this group, the United Association of Women 

and Children of Canada. One, Hong Guo, migrated from China to 

Canada in 1993 and was now running a law firm in Richmond, a city 

with a high concentration of ethnic Chinese. She first attracted public 

attention in 2018 when she ran for mayor and claimed, in reply to a 

question from the media, that there were no human rights abuses in 

China. In fact, she said, ‘China has lots of freedom of speech.’Hong 

Guo has made donations to the Liberal Party, scoring a photo-op with 

Prime Minister Trudeau. 

The second woman who spoke at the press conference was Han 

Dongmei. She had migrated to Canada five years earlier and now man¬ 

aged an investment fund, which she’d launched in the Great Hall of 

the People in Tiananmen Square. Her company donated C$100,000 to 

the Liberal Party. The United Association of Women and Children of 

Canada is clearly a front organisation that acts as a vehicle for Guos and 

Hans influence work. 

Huawei has done what many big corporations do to bolster their 

image—sponsor high-profile sporting events, such as the high-rating 

‘Hockey Night in Canada. In New Zealand Huawei rolled out an 

advertising campaign comparing itself to the nation’s iconic All Blacks 

rugby team. In Australia the Huawei logo is emblazoned on the jerseys 

of the Canberra Raiders rugby league club, whose board includes former 

top intelligence and security officials.The company has made itself a 

substantial revenue source for New Zealand and Canadian media, even 

sponsoring New Zealand’s premier journalism awards, at a time when 

news and opinion sites are heavily involved in debate over Huawei. 

In striving to gain access to elites, Huawei does not neglect high 

culture. In addition to promoting classical music concerts in Europe, it 

has used its artificial intelligence capability to complete the remaining 

movements of Franz Schubert's Symphony No. 8, the ‘Unfinished 

tCLT's^’ ‘n London to perform 
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HuavNcis campaign to win friends extends to universities. Its research 

budget in 2017 was an astonishing $13.3 billion, a large part of which 

It spends in scores of universities across the Western world.'” It funds 

work at over 150 universities, including twenty-three research and 

development facilities in fourteen European countries.'” In Canada it 

has built a dense network of research collaboration, often with the best 

IT people. This money buys a cohort of elite supporters, from professors 

to senior executives, who speak out on the benevolence of Huawei and 

its contribution to the nation. 

But with understanding spreading of the risks of dealing with 

Huawei, prestigious universities have been cutting their ties. Oxford 

University, Stanford University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 

and the University of California, Berkeley have announced they will no 

longer accept funding from Huawei.'” 

Huawei has begun playing hardball. When French researcher Valerie 

Niquet told an interviewer that Huawei is ‘directly’ under the control 

of the Chinese state and the Party and has ‘a real strategy of power’, the 

company sued her for defamation.'” Such a use of the law, whatever its 

legal basis, is likely to deter other critics of the company. 
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Media: ‘Our surname is Party’ 

Media discourse 

The CCP’s massive push into the global media landscape is another 

element of its strategy for shifting the international discourse about the 

CCP, China, and Chinas place in the world. By discourse we mean the 

frames, themes and words used to talk about a certain topic, as well as the 

beliefs, attitudes and sentiments embedded in language. For some years, 

CCP leaders have maintained that China, in order to upend the balance 

of power in what they call the ‘global public opinion environment’, 

needs its own CNN—that is, a highly influential media organisation 

that is the first to report events and shape how people think about them. 

In an important speech in 2016 Xi Jinping emphasised the need to 

create a Chinese ‘flagship media with strong international influence’.' 

Enormous resources have been devoted to this, estimated by some 

exceed $10 billion annually.^ Earlier, in 2011, the then president of Xinh^„ 

News Agency, Li Congjun, wrote an op-ed that was published on the 

website of The Wall Street Journal calling for a ‘new media world order.^ 
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subtle elements of the CCP’s strategy to control the global discourse. 

Returning to Germany after many years in China and Hong Kong, 

Didi Kirsten Tatlow wrote of how radically discussion about China 

had changed, with enthusiasm for China evident everywhere.'* Chinas 

media have the advantage of substantial financial backing from the state 

or state proxies, while media in the West are facing a severe financial 

squeeze. With a great deal of assistance from Western media specialists. 

Chinas media have not only expanded massively but also been shrewder 

with the content aimed at foreign audiences. 

At the same that Chinas media has been expanding, the CCP has 

been strategically using foreign media to place its own content and also 

influencing coverage in Western media, through persuasion techniques, 

financial incentives, or threats to uncooperative outlets and foreign cor¬ 

respondents. The CCP has partnered with some foreign outlets to spread 

‘positive news’ about China, including Xi Jinping’s signature policy and 

prime vehicle for discourse control, the Belt and Road Initiative. 

The Party’s determination to shape global conversations, combined 

with the lack of funding many media face, also risks undermining the 

ethical rules that Western journalists are obliged to follow. Western media 

organisations can be judged against this code of ethics, and there are many 

serious media outlets that do their best to adhere to it. News organisations 

under Xi Jinping, as David Bandurski and Qian Gang at the invaluable 

China Media Project have explained, are instead expected to adhere to 

‘Marxist news values’ and pledge their loyalty to the Party.^ In the concept 

of journalism it promotes, the Party is the sole arbiter of truth. 

The CCP continues to profit from a unidirectional flow of infor¬ 

mation across China’s borders. While the Party spreads its message 

abroad through its own media, the Chinese market, tightly quarantined 

by the Great Firewall, remains largely closed to foreign media, with 

social media also blocked. Large Western media conglomerates can sell 

selected products in China, but as we will see, this may serve to increase 

the leverage Beijing’s censors have over them. 

Party above all 

Media in China are an arm ol the Party. They must serve the Party’s 

purpose and spread positive energr^’. The infamous Document No. 9 of 
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2013, which marked a decisive defeat for Chinas liberals, explicitly bans 

the promotion of ‘the Wests idea of journalism’.^ Media, according to 

the document, ‘should be infused with the spirit of the Party and guided 

by a Marxist view of news; furthermore, those not complying can expect 

to be punished. In case Document No. 9 was not clear enough, Xi gave 

an ‘important speech’ in February 2016 in which he said that ‘the media 

must be surnamed Party’. The Chinese term for surname, xing, implies 

more than the English translation conveys, and ‘being surnamed party’ 

means that the media are part of the patriarchal Party family headed by 

Xi Jinping.^ Media organisations across the country subsequently held 

political study sessions to absorb the ‘spirit’ of Xi’s speech. 

The CCP’s demands for media loyalty are not abstract pleas, but are 

enforced through an intricate system of control, before and after pub¬ 

lication or broadcast. Propaganda departments regularly send orders 

to media in China regarding the topics that must be highlighted and 

those that must not be covered. On some topics, media are instructed 

to strictly follow the coverage of Xinhua, the official mouthpiece. 

Designated political editors closely inspect content for political mis¬ 

takes. After news items have been aired or printed, they are checked 

again for deviations from the Party line. Any political mistake results 

in fines and demotions for those deemed responsible.® In 2015 four 

journalists were punished for a minor typo that resulted in a speech of 

Xi’s being referred to as his resignation.'^ It was corrected after forty-five 

minutes but to no avail. New laws also punish ‘fake news’. In 2015, 

during the Chinese stock-market crash, financial journalist Wang 

Xiaolu was arrested for ‘fabricating news’. (He reported the facts.) 

Wang was paraded on television where he confessed that he should 

not have published his reports ‘at such a sensitive time’ and begged 

for leniency. 

Party media aimed at a foreign readership and published in 

languages other than Chinese, such as the China Daily, are subject 

to similar political restrictions. Their journalists must display high 

political literacy’, and some positions require CCP membership." As of 

2019, journalists are required to study Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism 

with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era, and to pass a test proving 

their proficiency.'^ 
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In recent years, the Party has also been training journalists from 

developing countries.'^ According to Reporters Without Borders, tens 

of thousands have been so trained,Since 2009, Xinhua has organ¬ 

ised and funded the World Media Summit, which has attracted major 

Western players such as The New York Times, the BBC, Reuters, and 

Associated Press.Another platform is the Media Cooperation Forum 

on Belt and Road, held by the People’s Daily in cooperation with local 

governments since 2014.'^ Its 2018 forum was attended by officials 

from the Central Propaganda Department, as well as media from ninety 

countries.'^ When engaging with foreign journalists, CCP cadres don’t 

highlight the need to be loyal to the Party, but instead promote a vision 

of the media as ‘bridges’ between countries, furthering harmonious 

relations and mutual understanding.'* 

A global media force 

The idea of globally influential Chinese media is almost as old as the 

PRC itself As early as 1955, Mao Zedong instructed Xinhua to ‘manage 

the globe’ and ‘let the whole world hear [China’s] voice’.Under Mao, 

Xinhua was instructed to focus first on Asia and Africa, before trying 

to win over Europe and America."® And indeed, Louisa Lim and Julia 

Bergin argue persuasively that Africa has served as the ‘testbed’ for 

Chinese media expansion.^' 

The creation of ‘international first-rate media’ was accelerated in 

2008 when the CCP began pouring money into global expansion. 

In January 2009 the South China Morning Post reported that China 

planned to invest 45 billion RMB (US$6.6 billion) in global media, 

after the Party pledged to increase China’s ‘international communication 

capabilities at the Third Plenary Session of the 17th Party Congress in 

late 2008.23 

Since then, all the CCP s central media have expanded at a rapid 

pace. In March 2018 the CCP merged its national TV broadcaster 

China Central Television, its national radio network China National 

Radio, and its international radio service China Radio International into 

the China Media Group, also known as the Voice of China. Although 

this is formally placed under the State Council, it takes its orders from 

the Party’s Central Propaganda Department.^^ The international arm 
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of China Central Televusion was rebranded China Global Television 

Network in late 2016. It broadcasts in English, Spanish, French, Arabic 

and Russian.Headquartered in Beijing, CGTN has production 

centres in Nairobi, Washington D.C. and London.China Radio 

International has thirty-two correspondents’ bureaus, and broadcasts in 

more than sixty languages.It also distributes its programs through a 

glob;iI network of radio stations and cooperation agreements, on which 

more later. 

Xinhua, or New China News Agency, has also been expanding rapidly 

since 2009.^® It now has over 180 bureaus outside China, with regional 

headquarters in New York City, Brussels, Hong Kong, Moscow, Cairo, 

Nairobi, Vientiane and Mexico City.^^ It also has a 24-hour English- 

language news channel, CNC World, launched in 2010. Like China 

Radio International, it distributes its content through partnerships, and 

through stations that it owns.^° 

Another major player is the China Daily Group. Its flagship publi¬ 

cation, China Daily, is China’s oldest English-language daily, founded 

in 1981 with the assistance of Australian paper The Age and funding 

from the Australian government.^* The China Daily Group takes its 

orders from the State Council Information Office, the name used by the 

CCP’s Office of External Propaganda when interacting with the outside 

world.^^ It has forty bureaus overseas, including in the US, Canada, the 

UK, Germany, France, Belgium and Australia.In 2018 it employed 

921 people worldwide.^'* 

The funding injection of2009 also created a second English-language 

paper, the Global Times, whose Chinese edition was launched in 1993. 

The Global Times is a subsidiary of the People’s Daily Group and serves 

as an outlet for the more jingoistic and hawkish positions that the CCP 

does not want to run in its more official media, a tactic that allows the 

latter to sound reasonable by comparison.The editor-in-chief of the 

Global Times, Hu Xijin, is well known for his nationalistic outbursts. 

While China’s media are mostly Party-owned, they have been advised 

to ‘appear with their commercial face’, especially when working with 

foreign counterparts.^^ When the China Global Television Network reg¬ 

istered in the United States, under the Foreign Agents Registration Act, it 

asserted its ‘editorial independence from any state direction or control’.^^ 
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As CG FN is part of the China Media Group, which is led by the Central 

1 ropaganda Department, this claim is demonstrably false. It has also 

been disputed by current CGTN America employees, who confirm that 

Beijing calls the shots. Clips of Xi Jinping with messy hair cannot be 

aired, and images showing Taiwanese flags are cropped.^® 

A former employee of Xinhua has told of being asked to use his press 

credentials to spy on a media conference of the Dalai Lama in Canada 

in 2012. When it was confirmed that his observations would not be 

used in a public report he resigned.Other Xinhua employees admit 

to having written reports intended for internal consumption by Chinas 

leaders only.'^° Xinhua has from the 1950s served as a source of low-level 

intelligence for Chinese officials.'^' 

In order to better appeal to the tastes of its international audiences. 

Chinas state media have been pursuing a strategy of ‘media localisa¬ 

tion’—hiring foreigners, adjusting content, and launching more 

regional editions and programs.The China Daily has a global edition 

as well as special daily editions for the United States and weekly editions 

for Europe and Asia. CGTN has been hiring local anchors, much like 

Russia Today has done. More importantly, the station has been able to 

attract journalists, reporters and producers who have previously worked 

for oudets like CNN, NBC and the BBC.The Party believes that news 

reported by people with Western faces is more credible. By contrast, 

foreign media in China are not allowed to hire Chinese citizens except 

as assistants. 

CCP media have a strategy of letting foreigners speak on topics that 

China does not wish to comment on itself, and also to add legitimacy 

to its views on other topics. This strategy has a long tradition. In 1968, 

at the height of the Cultural Revolution, Mao Zedong warned Chinese 

media across the country that they had gone overboard in repeatedly 

declaring China ‘the centre of world revolution’. That was, of course, 

precisely what Mao himself believed, but as it was unhelpful for China 

to be praising itself, he instructed media to instead quote foreigners 

making this point.'*^ 

Attacks on Western media’s ‘anti-China bias’ are often outsourced 

to foreigners.Foreigners are also brought out for issues the CCP cares 

about strongly, and to praise China’s contributions to the world. After 
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the Hague IribuiuiLs ruling on the South China Sea in 2016, Nirj 

Deva, director of the European Parliament’s EU-China Friendship 

Group, mouthed the CCP’s view that the Philippines should have 

resolved the issue through bilateral discussions.'*^ British journalist and 

author Martin Jacques, who is frequently interviewed on CGTN, said 

in a 2017 interview that the West must learn from China, and that 

the shift to a China-led world is an ‘unalloyed good thing’ and ‘one 

of the greatest periods of democratisation the world has ever seen’.'** 

One scholar who appeared on a CGTN program was warned not to be 

too critical if she wanted to be invited back. She was given the name 

of another foreign interviewee and advised to be ‘more like him’.'*’ 

(As do some other media, CGTN offers money to foreign experts 

for interviews.) 

Westerners finetune CCP propaganda 

Western institutions have long helped the CCP’s media to expand and 

improve their global coverage. When China Radio International went 

digital in the late 1990s, this was made possible in part by a loan from 

the Austrian government and equipment provided by Siemens Austria.^® 

The Netherlands’ national research institute for mathematics and com¬ 

puter science. Centrum Wiskunde & Informatica, is helping Xinhua 

to build an ‘advanced user experience laboratory’, exploring the use of 

sensors to measure audience attention levels, among other things.^* 

Propaganda cadres are also getting expert advice on how to navigate 

the Western media landscape. The China Media Centre at the University 

of Westminster in London has hosted three-week training courses for 

Chinese propaganda officials.The centre was founded in 2005 by 

journalism professor Hugo de Burgh, and launched by Sun Yusheng, 

then vice president of China’s state broadcaster CCTV, and Jeremy 

Paxman, sometimes described as Britain’s most respected journalist.^^ 

Its training programs are targeted at Central Party School cadres and 

defence officials, employees of state-owned enterprises and official 

media.^'* The courses are partly funded by British taxpayers through 

the UK’s foreign ministry. The centre’s director, Hugo de Burgh, is an 

honorary fellow of the 48 Group Club, a board member of the Great 

Britain-China Centre, and a professor at Tsinghua University. This last 
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^ I *'^1^*^** under the Chinese Ministry of Education’s 985 Program, 
w tic i aims to bring international talent to China.He is a strong 

advocate of closer ties between Britain and China.^^^ 

According to the CCP, the University of Westminster program 

has been very successful. The head of spokesperson development for 

the Central Office of External Propaganda wrote: ‘Chinese officials’ 

understanding of the functions of the media in Western countries and 

their ability to respond to and interact with the media has been much 

enhanced by the excellent intensive 3-week briefings designed and exe¬ 

cuted by the China Media Centre and provided to ministries, provinces 

and cities over the past 7 years. 

As part of the 2018 training course, the China Media Centre organ¬ 

ised a roundtable on ‘China’s international relations and economic 

strategies: Perceptions of the UK and China’, with five senior cadres 

from the Central Propaganda Department.^® The centre has brought 

many Party officials to Britain to mingle with the media and political 

elite, including five seminars at 11 Downing Street, at the invitation 

of the chancellor of the Exchequer.Boris Johnson, whose first trip to 

China was joined by Hugo de Burgh, has participated in the centre’s 

courses and has declared that he can think of no-one better than 

de Burgh to teach us about China’s media.^° 

Those arguing in favour of these kinds of training courses maintain 

that they will help bring about a more open media in China, In fact the 

opposite is the case: they help the CCP finetune its propaganda and use 

it more effectively across the globe. 1 he courses teach techniques used 

by Western journalists to extract answers, and also how government 

officials can handle adversarial questions in press conferences.^^ At a 

time when official Chinese spokespeople are regularly under fire for 

the Party’s concentration camps in Xinjiang, and other human rights 

violations, teaching them how to ‘handle’ questions seems to be more in 

the CCPs interest than the British public’s. 

While there are serious Chinese journalists who want to do proper 

journalism, the space for them has shrunk dramatically over the past six 

years, and such journalists are not the ones sent on training programs 

abroad. The participants instead come from the Party, its agencies, and 

those TV shows and national newspapers notable for their compliance.® 
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Crossing the Great Firewall 

Since the unrest in Xinjiang in July 2009. almost all Western sori i 

media have been blocked in China. A prominent exception, becac^ 

It complies with censorship demands, is Microsoft-owned LinkedI 

which has over 40 million users in China.In December 2018 Linkedin 

blocked the account of dissident Fengsuo Zhou, informing him that 

while we strongly support freedom of expression, we recognised when 

we launched that we would need to adhere to the requirements of 

the Chinese government in order to operate in China In the same 

month. Linkedin also blocked the account of Briton Peter Humphrey, a 

corporate-fraud investigator imprisoned in China for what he said were 

false charges and who was forced to make a televised confession.^^ 

Despite this domestic ban, all of Chinas media targeted at foreigners, 

such as Xinhua and the Global Times, have a vigorous presence on social 

media—on Facebook, Twitter and YouTube. On these platforms, CCP 

media offer content in many languages, some targeted at specific coun¬ 

tries, though the most important languages are English and Chinese. 

According to reports in the People’s Daily, in 2015 Xinhua established 

a team of over a hundred people to exclusively manage its presence on 

Western social media, a number that has likely ballooned since then.^ 

Western social media are another means for the CCP to spread mis¬ 

leading information. The Twitter account of the People’s Daily claimed 

Taiwan’s 2019 legalisation of gay marriage as a progressive success of 

the PRC, tweeting: ‘Local lawmakers in Taiwan, China, have legalised 

same-sex marriage in a first for Asia.’^^ (LGBTQ rights have arguably 

deteriorated in China under Xi. Just a few months after Taiwan legalised 

gay marriage, the PRC explicitly ruled out doing the same.^®) Also on 

Twitter, in 2019 the China Daily presented protesters against the Party’s 

proposed extradition bill in Hong Kong as supporters of the plans, 

with headlines such as ‘800,000 say “yes” to extradition bill’, and ‘HK 

parents march against US meddling’.In the same year, Xinhua used its 

Facebook page to label the Hong Kong protesters ‘cockroaches’.^® China 

ailys European bureau chief, who is very active on Twitter, referred to 
them as ‘rats’ 

Paid ads are also used 

and the CCP’s line on 
on Twitter to promote China’s political system 

Xinjiang, Hong Kong, and other sensitive 
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topics. In August 2019, after CCP media paid for ads condemning 

the Hong Kong protests, Twitter announced it would no longer allow 

state media to place paid content, but only after a public outcry. 

On YouTube, Party-state media have posted clips in formats meant 

to appeal to younger watchers. One such clip presents Chinas political 

system as a meritocracy, in which the office of president is earned through 

hard work and experience, as opposed to the United States, where the 

candidate with the most money wins.^‘‘ If the second half of this claim 

is partly true, the first is wholly false, unless merit is concentrated solely 

in the ruling families. While clips like this have been dismissed by the 

Western press, not much is known about who views them and how 

they’re received.^^ 

The fact that the CCP has been using these platforms while simul¬ 

taneously blocking them in China is another example of how it exploits 

the openness of democracies. It has intensified the crackdown on 

‘unauthorised’ (that is to say, private) Chinese users of Twitter, and also 

censors Chinese social media like WeChat, which has over one billion 

active users per month, including millions in the diaspora around the 

world. Politicians in the West keen to attract ‘the Chinese vote’ have set 

up WeChat accounts to appeal to them. As a result, the communica¬ 

tions of political candidates in democratic countries are monitored and 

censored in Beijing.^*" 

The CCP also mobilises a vast cohort of internet trolls on Western 

social media, known colloquially as the ‘50 cent army’. Many of these 

trolls are government employees masquerading as private citizens. The 

best estimate we have is that these 50-centers generate 450 million 

comments on social media each year (including Chinese social media). 

Attacks on Taiwanese or Uyghur sites on Facebook, flooding them with 

P^-^'CCP comments, have become common.^** When a group known in 

China as Diba’ attacked a Uyghur activist site, the Global Times praised 

the action as patriotic’.In 2019 Twitter took down 1000 accounts, and 

suspended an additional 200,000, which it linked to a state-organised 

disinformation campaign against Hong Kong.®° A preliminary analysis 

of these accounts by the Australian Strategic Policy Institute showed 

many of them had previously won followers by tweeting about 

nrelated topics in a number of different languages, before going 
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dormant and then re-emerging in June 2019 to tweet in Chinese ntni 

English about the Hong Kong protesrs."' 

While Facehook, Twitter and YoiTTuhe routinely claim to .support 

free speech, they have an ambivalent relationship with Beijing, All 

haw stakes in China and hope to get access to the Chinese market, 

Facelxwks Mark Zuckerberg has tried to ingratiate himself with Chinas 

leadership by doing a ‘smog jog’ in Beijing, meeting with several 

top propag-anda officials, and asking Xi Jinping to name his unborn 

daughter.'^* On Google-owned YouTube, clips produced by the Hong 

Koft^ Press^ and an interview with pro-democracy activist Denise 

Ho produced by China Uncensored, have been demonetised, mean- 

in<^ the creators cannot earn money by allowing ads on their videos.*^ 

Similarly* on Twitter, images of the Hong Kong protests were frequently 

marked as ‘sensitive content’ and thereafter not displayed.®** While this 

is likely a result of CCP-coordinated mass reporting by Beijing’s trolls, it 

shots's that these platforms are ill-equipped to deal with crowd-sourced, 

state-sponsored attacks on content. 

Borrowing boats 

The CCP’s practice of using channels other than Party-state media to 

amplify its message is known as ‘borrowing a boat to sail the sea’.®^ One 

example, often timed to coincide with an official visit, is publishing 

op-eds written by Chinese leaders in the host country’s media.®^ 

A bigger ‘borrowed boat’ is the international network used by the 

CCPs China Radio International to distribute content. This network 

consists of a number of local companies whose common denominators 

are that they work for CRI and, as researcher Jichang LaUu has pointed 

out, have the word ‘global’ in their Chinese names.®^ A 2015 Reuters 

report identified on the network at least thirty-three radio stations with 

coven Chinese government involvement.®® In the United States, CRI is 

leasing local channels through the Los Angeles-based EDI Media Inc.®^ 

Its founder and president, James Su, is a vice president of the All-China 

Federation of Returned Overseas Chinese, a united front agency; Su is 

also a senior consulting member’ of the Beijing municipal government.^® 

In Europe, CRI works primarily through the Finland-based 

company GBTimes (not to be confused with the Global Times), 
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bridge bctAvccn China and die rest of the world’. Founded in 1994 

by Chinese entrepreneur Zhao Yinong, it was rebranded several 

times before changing its name to GBTimes in 2014.^' The company 

is a joint venture, 60 per cent owned by Guoguang Century Media 

Consultation Co., which is directly owned by CRI.^^ While Zhao claims 

that his company does not try to hide its ownership by CCP media, it 

certainly does not highlight the fact.^^ According to official Chinese 

media, the company has over 200 employees and provides services in 

twenty different languages.In Australia, Melbourne-based CAMG 

Media fulfils a similar role for CRI.^^ Like GBTimes, it is 60 per cent 

owned by Guoguang Century Media. CAMG journalists have been 

criticised by foreign journalists in Beijing for asking soft-ball questions 

of officials at Chinas National People’s Congress.^*’ 

Another instance of boat-borrowing is China Watch, a supplement 

that has been produced by the China Daily since 2010 and is inserted in 

Western newspapers. Chinese analysts believe the 2008—09 global finan¬ 

cial crisis was a boon for China, as all Western media were struggling 

to stay in the black. The list of papers that include China Watch reads 

like a who’s who of the industry—The New York Times, The Wall Street 

Journal, The Washington Post, The Daily Telegraph, The Sydney Morning 

Herald, The Age, Le Figaro, El Pals and Handelsblatt, among others. 

Some also publish China Watch content on their website. The annual 

budget has been revealed for only one paper—The Daily Telegraph in 

London receives £750,000 (US$1 million) per year to publish the insert 

and content.’® 

The relationship between The Daily Telegraph and Chinese author¬ 

ities seems to go beyond carrying the China Watch insert. In 2019 the 

Chinese ambassador to the UK, Liu Xiaoming, praised the Telegraph 

Media Group for ‘playing a positive role in enhancing the mutual 

understanding between China and western countries’.The praise 

has been earned. Telegraph executives are happy to meet with Chinese 

officials.'®’ Editor emeritus Ian MacGregor even participated in the 

April 2019 symposium, Xi Jinping Thought on Diplomacy, held by the 

Chinese embassy in the UK (discussed in chapter three).'®' 

When China Watch content is featured on a website such as those of 

The Tekgraph and The Wall Street Journal, it is marked as ‘paid content’. 
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But when these articles are re-posted on social media, the distinction 

is lost, making them look like proper articles rather than paid content. 

Another reason why arrangements like China Watch arc worrying is the 

incentive they create for newspapers to stay within the CCP s bounds 

in its main pages. However, as Peter Mattis argues, the biggest effect is 

diat association with major papers around the world lends credibility to 

China Watch's content.'”^ 

Cooperation agreements 

CCP media are increasingly signing cooperation agreements with 

foreign media organisations. When the New York—based global news 

agency Associated Press signed an agreement with Xinhua in 2018 to 

expand ‘mutually beneficial cooperation, it caused concern in the US, 

with members of congress demanding AP make the content of the 

agreement public.'®^ 

The AP—Xinhua agreement is not unique.'®'^ The London-based 

Reuters, a rival of AP s, has had a long relationship with Xinhua, sign¬ 

ing its first agreement in 1957.*°^ When Tom Glocer (a fellow of the 

48 Group Club) was CEO of Reuters, its ties with China grew closer. 

In a meeting with then ambassador Fu Ying, Glocer promised to report 

China ‘comprehensively and objectively ... [and] to carry forward the 

long-term friendly cooperation with China’.In 2009 Reuters joined 

the Xinhua-organised World Media Summit. When Xi visited Britain 

in 2015 to inaugurate the ‘Golden Era’ of the Sino-UK relationship, he 

gave an exclusive interview to Reuters. 

In 2017 Xinhua’s China Economic Information Service signed a 

deal with media outlets in Europe, including tlie German-Austrian 

financial-news agency DPA-AFX, Italy’s C>lass Editori, the Polish 

News Agency, the Greek Athens News Agency, Belgium’s Le Soir, and 

British Metro, to establish the Belt and Road Economic and Financial 

Information Partnership.Portugal signed a media cooperation 

agreement as part of its BRI deal in 2019, which commits parties to 

organize mutual visits of news agencies, carry out joint media coverage 

[and] hold seminars as well as training for journalists’.Xinhua also 

has cooperation agreements with Agence France Press (the third of the 

big three, along with AP and Reuters), German news agency DPA, the 
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Macedonian News Agency, Australian Associated Press, the 

U\tvian state news agency LETA, and Italian news agency ANSA."*’ 

China Media Group and Italys Class Editor! also signed an agreement 

that, aside from content sharing, involves a new news column called 

I ocus Cinitalia, joint television productions, and a joint work group 

to carry out the planned projects.'" 

While these arrangements are unlikely to result in uncritical reprint- 

ing of CCP talking points on highly political topics, in the words of 

the director of the National Endowment for Democracy, Chris Walker, 

with Chinese state media can induce self-censorship on 

certain issues or the unwitting carrying of CCP propaganda lines’."^ 

Chinese-language media 

As a result of concerted efforts by Beijing, nearly all Chinese-language 

media in Western countries are now directly or effectively under CCP 

control, with only a few noteworthy exceptions, such as Mingjing News, 

the Falun Gong-linked Epoch Times, and New Tang Dynasty TV. 

Such control is vital to the Party. If it cannot (yet) convince the main¬ 

stream press in foreign countries, it can at least push its views through 

Chinese-language media. As we’ve seen, these media also help promote 

nationalistic responses, such as the 2016 demonstrations against The 

Hague Tribunal’s ruling on the South China Sea, and the Chinese 

students’ complaints about ‘anti-China’ comments."’ Responsibility 

for media lies with the Propaganda Department of the CCP’s Central 

Committee, and may also be shared with the United Front Work 

Department, which manages China’s second official news agency, China 

News Service (see the organisation chart on pages 124—5).“'* CNS 

directly operates some media (in Australia, For example) and works with 

other overseas Chinese media."’ 

Over the past two decades, many independent media companies in 

the West have been taken over by pro-Beijing businesspeople."*’ Several 

Chinese-language papers in the United States are owned by the Asian 

Culture and Media Group, reportedly set up by the Overseas Chinese 

Affairs Office in 1990."'' New media companies have also been set up 

by patriotic businesspeople. Criticism of CCP policies is excluded. John 

Fitzgerald reports that official Paru'^ media representatives have been 
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pix'itcnt ii\ Melbourne radio studios to instruct producers on when to cut 

od callers to talk shows who stray from a Beijing-friendly viewpoint."* 

Residual independent outlets have come under intense pressure to 

toe the Party line. Companies that advertise in independent outlets 

are threatened with being shut off from the Chinese market, and their 

owners ostracised from the community. At times, consulates make threats 

to punish die ftunilies of media owners and journalists back in China,"’ 

In Canada journalists have reported being pressured to temper 

their criticism of the Chinese government and to promote its view. 

The freelance writer Jonathan Fon has said that whereas he once got 

his opinion pieces published without difficulty, now they are routinely 

rejected.'^’ In 2019 a radio talk-show host in Toronto was fired after 

doing a robust interview with a pro-Beijing community leader.'^’ The 

host, Kenneth Yau, said that after expressing support for Hong Kong 

protesters he received threats to kill his family and rape his daughter. In 

response, the radio stations manager, Louisa Lam, said that 'protecting 

freedom of speech has been one of our company’s objectives’, but pre¬ 

sumably it wasn’t the most important one.'^^ 

Overseas Chinese media liaise through various CCP-directed global 

and regional organisations. One is the World Association of Chinese Mass 

Media, founded in Toronto in 1998, which now has over 160 members. 

In addition to conferences outside China, overseas Chinese media are 

often invited by official united front bodies to events in China, where 

they receive guidance’ and make speeches demonstrating their loyalty 

to the motherland. 

The equivalent for Europe, the Association of Overseas Chinese 

Media in Europe, was founded in 1997 and has a membership of over 

sixty Chinese-language media organisations.It is based at the Paris 

office of Nouvelles d’Europe (the Europe Times), the flagship publication 

of the pro-CCP Guanghua Culture and Media Group. In 2011 Nouvelles 

dEuropeheg^n a major expansion across the continent, with editions now 

produced in London, Vienna, Frankfurt, Rome, Istanbul and Madrid. It 

is also engaged in non-media activities through its subsidiaries, like the 

Chinese culture centres in the same cities.'"’ Guanghua cooperates with 

all major CCP media, but also lists Le Figaro, Agence France Presse, The 

Daily Telegraph, Die Welt and Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung as media 
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partners. In addition, it formally cooperates with Chinese embassies in 

France, Britain, Germany, Austria, Italy and Spain. 

The websites and online communities owned by Guanghua are 

operated in accordance with Chinese law. The terms of service of its 

website (oushinet.com) state that in addition to respecting the laws of 

the country in which the user is based, users may not ‘engage in activity 

that endangers national security or divulges national secrets or harms 

the legitimate rights and interests of the country [meaning China], 

society, the collective or citizens’.Guanghua is not an exception in 

this regard. The website of the Italy-based EZ TV even provides links 

for readers to report content to China’s online police, just as any PRC- 

based news site would. 

The Nordic Chinese Times, founded in 2009 and based in Stockholm, 

is run by the Nordic Chinese Chamber of Commerce (Nordic Chinese 

Ekonomisk Forening). It has a strategic partnership with China News 

Service, which targets overseas Chinese. Its president, He Ru, has par¬ 

ticipated in several sessions of the Guangxi Committee of the Chinese 

People’s Political Consultative Conference, and facilitated cooperation 

agreements between Chinese and Nordic media.The Nordic Chinese 

Times has also received ‘professional guidance’ from various Chinese 

media officials on how to better convey China’s voice and tell China’s 

story well. 

The Ouhua Group in Spain is a good example of how Chinese 

media abroad are tied into larger united front networks. Its honorary 

chairman is Marco Wang, an influential Spanish-Chinese businessman 

who is also the executive chairman of the Spanish-Chinese Chamber of 

Commerce.The CCP’s trust in him is manifested by his service as 

an overseas Chinese representative to the CPPCC.'-^' Ouhua partners 

with Xinhua, China News Service and other CCP media, but also with 

provincial branches of the former Overseas Chinese Affairs Office. 

Buying boats 

After the 2008 global financial crisis, Chinese officials and analysts 

evaluated the possibility of buying cash-strapped media in the West, a 

strategy known as ‘buying a boat to sail the sea’.'^^ According to a 2018 

Bloomberg report, Chinese investors have spent almost US$3 billion 
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buying media shares and ads in Europe since 2008.'^'* The Macau 

based Chinese fund KNG, for example, owns 30 per cent of th 

Global Media Group, which in turn owns the Portuguese newspaper 

DUrio (if NoHciiis^-'^ Some media companies have been bought outright 

London-based Propeller TV, launched in 1993 with British government 

Rinding and broadcast by BSkyB, was bought by the Chinese Xijing 

Group in 2009. The station operates under the motto ‘Bringing the 

WArrld to China and China to the World’. 

While not a major broadcaster. Propeller TV has helped to organise 

high-level events, such as the China UK Film and TV Conference, which 

was attended by government representatives from both China and the 

UK and aimed at promoting partnerships with Chinese media compa¬ 

nies. In the same year. Propeller TV organised the China-UK Media 

Roundtable, attended by the deputy head of the CCP’s Propaganda 

Department, to celebrate the beginning of‘a golden age of the Chinese 

and British media’. 

In 2014 the influential American business magazine Forbes was 

bought by a Hong Kong—based investment consortium known as 

Integrated Whale Media, which is owned by Yam Tak-cheung and 

Taiwanese businessman Wayne Hsieh.’^® In 2017 a regular column in 

Forbes by Anders Corr was terminated after he wrote an article about 

the influence of tycoon Ronnie Chan in the Asia Society’s Hong 

Kong branch. This society, co-chaired by Chan, had cancelled a talk 

by democracy activist Joshua Wong. According to emails sent to Corr, 

Chan personally contacted ForbesF'^ 

The first major takeover of an English-language newspaper by a 

private Chinese company came in late 2015, when the Alibaba Group 

acquired Hong Kong’s venerable South China Morning Post. It was 

revealed in 2018 that Alibaba’s CEO, Jack Ma, a revered figure in 

China, was a longstanding member of the CCP.'^« Alibaba took down 

the paywall on the Post, making it more accessible around the world. 

Unnoticed in the Western press, they also took down the paper’s popular 

Chinese-language website.*^' While the South China Morning Post still 

contains some good-quality journalism, it is also giving a platform to 

Ko ermr*! Hong 
g ament the passing of the once independent newspaper. ^ 
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The SCMPv/iis heavily criticised in 2018 for accepting an ‘exclusive 

interview, arranged by Chinas Ministry of Public Security, with Gui 

Minhai, the kidnapped Swedish citizen and Hong Kong bookseller. 

Gui was critical of the Swedish government and declared that if Sweden 

didnt stop causing trouble’ he might renounce his citizenship.''*^ While 

arguably not as bad as the forced confessions co-produced by CCTV 

and Chinese authorities, interviewing’ a person under these circum¬ 

stances would appear to be a violation of journalistic ethics. 

Self-censorship by foreign media 

The CCP uses rewards and punishments to control how foreign media 

report on China. As more and more Western media become invested in 

the Chinese market, there are added incentives to lean on correspondents, 

so as to not jeopardise their access. Thus the CCP’s leverage will grow. 

A number of Western media organisations have tried to circumvent 

restrictions on reporting in China by creating Chinese-language web¬ 

sites. Despite early difficulties, some are still developing their Chinese 

web presence. Others try to profit from the Chinese market by offering 

to mainland customers subscription-based products and services (such 

as Bloomberg Boxes, specialised computer terminals for delivering 

financial information). Increased reliance on the Chinese market is 

perhaps the biggest threat to the editorial independence of these media, 

as Beijing can block their online content in China and cancel subscrip¬ 

tions to their services. 

PEN America has noted that news outlets appear to omit stories 

from their Chinese-language websites that could anger Chinese author¬ 

ities.'“'^According to online magazine S/ate, Bloomberg News has used a 

code to prevent sensitive news from showing up on platforms targeting 

mainland audiences. 

In a case of flagrant censorship in 2013, Bloomberg News toned 

down an investigative piece by Michael Forsythe on the wealth of 

^ Jinping and his family. It then refused to publish another piece 

ccause executives were afraid the stor\^ would jeopardise the company’s 

stantial business interests, mainly the sale of Bloomberg Boxes. 

tak became a public scandal only because Forsythe decided to 

^ e t e story, and the stor>^ of the story, to The New York Times. 
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The CCP regularly organises tours for foreign correspondents based 

*n China and for foieign journalists outside the country. The itineraries 

are carefully put together, often in conjunction with the All-China 

Journalists Association, a Party organisation committed to ‘Marxist 

news values, and the tours themselves are also organised by front 

groups. Tung Chee-hwas China U.S. Exchange Foundation, discussed 

earlier, has organised visits for US journalists. One arranged for a dele¬ 

gation from The Philadelphia Inquirer., the Chicago Tribune, National 

Public Radio, Vox and Forbes to China in October 2018, to visit various 

government departments and research institutions, so they could ‘better 

understand the political and economic relations between China and the 

United States’ in the time of the trade war.’"*'^ 

Journalists like to flatter themselves that their views cannot be influ¬ 

enced this way, but these highly choreographed tours often have the 

desired eflPect. In 2016 a number of Australia’s most seasoned journalists 

travelled to China on one such tour and returned to write glowing 

reports about how in the New China ‘people seem taller, more ani¬ 

mated, healthier, louder and happier’, and that there is no ‘sense of an 

Orwellian 1984 emerging. One of the group urged Australia not to say 

anything to upset Beijing. Soon after they left China, an article by the 

All-China Journalists Association was published through Xinhua. Titled 

‘Why Australian journalists were moved to say their “expectations were 

exceeded’”, it crowed that the reporters had informed their readers about 

the historical opportunity that China’s economic development gives to 

Australia, and impartially conveyed “China’s voice’”. The idea for the 

trip had come from Bob Carr, Australia’s former foreign minister, who 

became an enthusiastic China-booster after being picked by a Chinese 

billionaire to head a think tank he funded at an Australian university. 

(The billionaire has now had his Australian visa cancelled because of his 

links to the CCP.) 

The granting or denial of visas is a powerful instrument of control 

or the CCP. When correspondents apply for visas, Chinese officials 

requently tell them that they want to see more positive or ‘balanced’ 

coverage from foem. And it’s not only journalists who are pressured in 

t IS way. Swedish China expert Ola Wong recounted how a Swedish 

nessman m the PR industry, when applying for a visa, was called 
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^ or a meeting at the Chinese embassy in Stockholm, His Chinese 

interlocutors asked him whether he wanted to use his position in the 

Swedish mediasphere to change how China was being portrayed,’'** 

Once in the country, journalists are often threatened with denial 

of future visas, A1 Jazeeras Melissa Chan, French journalist Ursula 

Gauthier, Buzzfeed s Megha RajagopaJa, ABC correspondent Matthew 

Carney, and The Wall Street JournaTs Chun Han Wong, among others, 

have all been effectively expelled through the authorities refusal to 

renew their visas,Bethany AJlen-Ebrahimian was appointed Agence 

France Press’s China correspondent but could not take up the job 

because she could not obtain a visa. After Le Monde covered a scandal 

about China’s spying at the African Union, the newspaper was told by 

angry Chinese embassy officials in Paris that its journalists need not 

apply for visas.The practice has also spread to Hong Kong, with 

Victor Mallet, a Financial Times journalist and vice president of the 

Foreign Correspondents Club, denied a visa after the club hosted a 

talk by independence activist Andy Chan Ho-tin.’^ It only takes a few 

refusals for the message to be received by all foreign correspondents in 

China—don’t cross the red line. 

Although visas have so flu been refused only in respect of issues 

the CCP considers particularly sensitive, officials also pressure foreign 

media over smaller issues. The Financial Times was contacted by Chinas 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs after it referred to Xi Jinping as the core’ of 

the CCP. This expression had been used by Chinese media in the past 

but had come to be associated with Xi’s cult of personality. Pressure 

to change terminology has also been applied to several other news 

organisations.’^' 

In 2019 the Ministry of Foreign Affairs sent a letter to more than 

thirty foreign media outlets, including the BBC, NBC, Bloomberg and 

Asahi Shimbun, asking for ‘neutral, objective, impartial and compre¬ 

hensive’ coverage of the Hong Kong protests.This is code for sticking 

closer to the CCP’s narratives, and is a common request when Chinese 

officials meet with media representatives.’^'* 

When renewing his visa in 2017, veteran China correspondent Kai 

Strittmarter, who reports for the German daily Suddeutsche Zeitung, 

expected the usual threats of having his visa denied or delayed if he 
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did not start reporting more positively about China. Instead, the 

official told him, ‘1 have to warn you; it can be dangerous.’ He elabf> 

rated that ‘ordinary Chinese people’ could be very emotional, even 

Violent’ at times, and indicated that if they were to react with violence 

to his reporting, there was not a lot the Chinese authorities could do 

to protect him. Strittmatter left China in September 2018.'” Other 

journalists, including Bloomberg’s Michael Forsythe and The New 

York Timess David Barboza, among others, have received death threats 

via anonymous letters, or relayed through third parties in response to 

stories the CCP did not like.'” 

The pressures facing foreign journalists pale in comparison to those 

experienced by Chinese journalists, many of whom have been fired, 

arrested, forced into confessions, or disappeared for reporting inde¬ 

pendently. The situation has become much worse under Xi Jinping. 

The 2019 Press Freedom Index prepared by Reporters Without Borders 

ranked China 177th out of the 180 countries it assessed. More than 

sbcty bloggers and journalists, according to the index, are ‘currently 

detained in conditions that pose a threat to their lives’. The CCP is now 

exporting a ‘new world media order’ that seeks to make this kind of 

assault on press freedom and freedom of expression acceptable. 
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Culture as battleground 

Political culture 

Culture, too, has always been political for the CCP. In the turbulent 

1960s and 1970s, it attacked almost every element of traditional 

culture as feudal, bourgeois or otherwise oppressive, and discouraged 

or banned its practice. Yet with the waning of Maoist ideology in the 

1980s and 1990s and the opening of the economy, the Party needed a 

less revolutionary justification for its rule. It chose a nationalism built 

around the uniqueness of China and its people, and their mission to 

overcome historical humiliation by the colonial powers and to take their 

rightful place as a great nation on the world’s stage. As Janette Jiawen 

Ai argues in her study of the political use of China’s heritage, ‘China’s 

traditions are deemed by the party-state to fill the void in the ideological 

system left by a decline in the official political doctrine in general, and 

to combat the influence of Western liberalism on Chinese politics and 

society in particular.’’ 

But the Party, especially under Xi jinping, was not content to allow 

traditional culture to be disinterred without making itself the legitimate 

custodian ol culture. The Party would decide what is authentic Chinese 

culture so that there could be no culture outside politics. 

The CCP’s ‘Culture Going Global’ strategy, set out in documents 

emerging from Party congresses starting in 2011 and ramped up under Xi 
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Jinpmg, IS designed to export not Chinese culture, but ‘red culture’- in oth 

words, CCP values. As the Peoples Daily put it, ‘Building leadership pow ; 

over culture is one of the CCP’s cultural missions.’^ In a 2017 article I iu 

Runwei—former deputy editor-in-chief of the flagship journal of 

the CCP s Central Committee—made a distinction between ‘traditional 

Chinese culture’ and revolutionary ‘socialist advanced culture’. Liu, also 

president of the Chinese Red Culture Research Association, wrote that 

the former must succumb to the latter. ‘The traditional Chinese culture, 

once it has gone through the party’s innovative transformation, will 

change into red culture”, too.’^ Red culture is at the centre of realising 

the great rejuvenation of the Chinese people. 

A 2017 article in Qiushi titled ‘Use cultural identification to achieve 

the greatest united front mobilisation’, written by Yang Lin of the 

Central Institute of Socialism, stressed ‘the strategic role of cultural 

identification’ in united front work.'^ Two years later, a theorist affiliated 

with the Central Institute of Socialism, Lin Jian, described how the 

Party uses cultural diplomacy to deepen its influence abroad: ‘Its goal is 

to build our country’s image, raise our country’s status and to increase 

our influence globally’ Cultural exchanges are an element of‘big united 

front’, using ‘shared values in bringing people’s hearts together’ to 

enhance China’s influence overseas.^ 

Poly Culture 

In recent years, the company Poly Culture has become known in the 

high culture scene of Western capitals. In 2005 it organised a tour 

by the China Philharmonic Orchestra to the United States, Canada 

and Europe.*^ In subsequent years it sponsored performances by the 

London Philharmonic Orchestra, the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, 

and the Vienna Johann Strauss Orchestra. In 2017 it co-produced an 

opera with the San Francisco Opera Company.^ When it sponsored 

the 2018 London Design Biennale as a ‘headline and medal ceremony 

partner, Poly Cultures executives and friends attended a ‘prestigious 

^ ception at the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, followed by an 

^hor-party at The Groucho Club’.® All of this would be 

Chin ’ -I- ^ Poly Culture is inseparable from 

Ch.nasm,l,tary intelligence apparatus. 
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Poly Culture is a subsidiary of China Poly Group, an opaque 

conglomerate ranked on the Fortune 500 list. It had assets in 2018 

of almost $140 billion.^ China Poly Group began life in 1984 as Poly 

Technologies Co. Ltd., a state-owned weapons-making company linked 

to China International Trust and Investment Corporation, another 

state-owned investment company and one that had a strong presence 

in Canada, among other places. Like CITIC, Poly Technologies was 

a front company for the PLA’s General Staff Department (now the 

Central Military Commissions Joint Staff Department), a role it con¬ 

tinues to serve.Poly Technologies became a subsidiary of the larger 

China Poly Group in 1992." The conglomerate has interests ranging 

from arms manufacturing to trade to real estate, and, in more recent 

years, all aspects of high culture.*^ Poly Culture was founded in 2000 

and listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange in 2014.*^ (It was advised 

by the London-based global law firm Clifford Chance, which also does 

work for Huawei.''^) 

From the outset, the top echelons of China Poly Group have been 

dominated by princelings, cementing the groups Party connections but 

also giving it a degree of independence within the Party. While its a 

state-owned company, the red aristocracy has financial interests in it.*^ 

China Poly Groups first CEO, now honorary chairman, was He Ping.’*^ 

The son of a veteran PLA commander, he served as an attache (intelli¬ 

gence officer) in the Washington embassy and rose through the ranks 

to become a major general in the PLA. He is married to Deng Rong, 

daughter of paramount leader Deng Xiaoping, for two decades the most 

powerful man in China. (Deng Rong also worked in the Washington 

embassy, from 1979 to 1983.'^) 

The current chairman of both China Poly Group and Poly Culture 

is Xu Niansha, a former navy captain and real estate developer. He’s a 

top Party cadre, serving as a senior member of the national committee 

of the Chinese Peoples Political Consultative Conference and its for¬ 

eign affairs committee.*® (Curiously, in 2017 the Italian government 

bestowed on Xu the Order of the Star for his ‘contribution in promoting 

the exchange and cooperation between China and Italy’.‘^) The general 

manager of Poly Culture, and chairman of several of its subsidiaries, 

Jiang Ymgehun, is also a representative of the Beijing People’s Congress, 
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the dtys equivalent of Chinas rubber-stamp parliament, the National 
Peoples Congress.^" 

As well as making money for China Poly Group, Poly Culture’s 

role includes befriending and co-opting elites and raising China’s 

global profile in cultural affairs. Poly Culture can be seen as part of the 

Culture Going Global arm of the Belt and Road Initiative, working 

with artistic groups in BRI countries to stage 500 performances each 

year.^' Poly Culture has also cooperated with renowned institutions 

like Columbia University, the Lincoln Center, Yale University, and the 

Metropolitan Museum of Art.^^ In 2017 a youth orchestra belonging to 

Poly Culture held a ‘China-Germany Friendship Concert’ in Cologne 

Cathedral, hosted by the chairwoman of the German Overseas Chinese 

Federation, Li Aiping. The orchestra also visited the United Nations 

headquarters in Vienna. 

Poly Culture owns over a hundred subsidiaries, including an art 

auction business. Poly Auction, now the third-largest in the world; a 

theatre management business; and a subsidiary that owns cinemas. 

Another subsidiary. Poly Art, is devoted to ‘providing professional 

corporate art solutions for corporations’. Its strategic art planning helps 

‘corporate culture building, business performance promotion, and 

social responsibility expression’.Poly Art aims to ‘nurture and amass 

high-net-worth customers’. Its museum in Beijing specialises in Chinese 

art retrieved from abroad. 

In 2015 Poly Culture established its North American headquarters 

in Vancouver, where it also opened an art gallery. Fhe company was 

reportedly lured to Vancouver by strong lobbying from the province’s 

trade minister, Hong Kong-born d’eresa Wat.^^’ A base there was also 

likely to attract less scrutiny than one in the United States, given the 

company’s PLA links and the fact that Poly Technologies, the China 

Poly subsidiary, was sanctioned by Washington in 2013 for selling arms 

to Iran, North Korea, Syria, or possibly all of them (the US did not 

specify).^^ Poly Culture North America set up its office on the same 

floor in the same building as Wat’s constituency office.^^ The company’s 

CEO is Yi Chen, whose background is obscure. 

At the Vancouver launch. Poly Culture and China Poly Group execu¬ 

tives mixed with the political and business elite of British Columbia. 
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In 2017 the Vancouver Symphony Society signed a memorandum of 

understanding with Poly Culture North America to work together on 

co-presentations and promote Chinese performers and artists. The 

orchestras board is packed with Vancouver’s business elite.^^ 

With its large Chinese-heritage population, initially dominated 

by migrants from Hong Kong but more recently by mainlanders, 

Vancouver has been a hotbed of united front activity, not least in the 

cultural sphere. In July 2019, in the presence of CCP propaganda offi¬ 

cials, various British Columbian politicians launched a new united front 

group, the Vancouver Association for Promotion of Chinese Culture.^® 

The PRC’s consul general Kong Weiwei, vice consul Wang Chengjun, 

and the consulate’s UFWD team were there to oversee proceedings. 

Federal Canadian politicians included Jenny Kwan and Joe Peschisolido 

(the latter under fire in newspapers for alleged links to Chinese organ¬ 

ised crime), and from the provincial legislature there was Teresa Wat. 

When the city of Vancouver and the province of British Columbia 

decided to establish a Chinese Canadian Museum with the help of 

Simon Fraser University, united front forces coLild not keep their 

hands off. The project is headed by George Chow, Minister of State for 

Trade in the BC government.^’ Chow is a past president of Vancouver’s 

Chinese Benevolent Association, a well-known united front organi¬ 

sation that in 2019 organised over 200 Chinese community groups 

to take out advertisements in newspapers condemning Hong Kong 

‘radicals’ and supporting the Beijing-backed Hong Kong government. 

In September 2019 the association hosted a gala event in Chinatown 

to celebrate the PRC’s seventieth birthday. Chow was in attendance, as 

was Canadas defence minister, Harjit Sajjan, who was heavily criticised 

for celebrating the anniversary while Michael Kovrig and Michael 

Spavor, the Canadians detained in response to the Huawei crisis, were 

rotting in China’s jails. 

In December 2018 Chow had reportedly gone to Guangzhou to 

discuss plans for the new museum with CCP officials.When the 

museum set up a timeline of the important events in the history of 

Chinese immigrants in Canada, some events that most affected local 

mese people, such as the Tiananmen massacre and the handover of 

ong Kong to China, were missing.^^ timeline focused instead on 
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cwnts important to the CCP’s narrative, highlighting tacist mearur« 

like the head tax and other forms of colonial humiliation. Chincsc- 

Canadians from Hong Kong took it upon themselves to fill in som^ raf 
the gaps.37 

The China Arts Foundation 

The foreign influence function of Poly Culture is indicated by its links 

to the China Association for International Friendly Contact, which 

as we saw in chapter four is a front organisation for the International 

Liaison Bureau of the Political Work Department of the Central 

Military Commission. The Liaison Bureau engages in intelligence 

work, but also, in the words of CCP expert Geoff Wade, ‘develops links 

with global elites and aims at influencing the policies and behaviour of 

countries, institutions and groups beyond China.The powerful Deng 

Rong is a vice president of CAIFC and her husband He Ping serves as a 

consultant, along with various Party heavyweights.^^ 

CAIFC has set up a number of front organisations.'^® It is behind 

the Sanya Dialogue, the Nishan Forum on World Civilizations, and 

the Centre for Peace and Development Studies, and has close relations 

with the China-U.S. Exchange Foundation (see chapters three and 

five).^' Many of its office holders are double-hatted senior PLA officers, 

although their military positions are generally obscured, leading Wade 

to observe; ‘This intense engagement by senior members of the PLA in 

CAIFC activities clearly shows the degree to which it is a covert arm of 

the PLA, engaged in intelligence and propaganda work.’'^^ CAIFC and 

its front groups invite members of Western elites to a broad range of 

activities. The First China Philanthropy Forum in November 2012, for 

example, was attended by Bill Gates and I’ony Blair, along with some 

forty CAIFC consultants and directors. In the same year, it joined 

with the China Arts Foundation to invite Bill Clinton to give a speech 

Clinton pulled out when the State Department baulked at it.'^'^ 

The China Arts Foundation was set up in 2006 by Deng Rong, with 

the backing of CAIFC, ostensibly to ‘create awareness about Chinese 

culture, history and politics through music’.« The foundation ‘acts as 

PhT"’"2010 it brought together the New York 

hatmomc and the Shanghai Symphony Orchestra for a concert in 
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Central Park, which featured superstar Chinese pianist Lang Lang/^ 

(The following year, at a White House state dinner for visiting President 

Hu Jintao, Lang Lang played a well-known anti-American propaganda 

song.**®*) The director of the Shanghai Symphony, Yu Long, is a member 

of China Arts Foundations board.Before the Central Park concert, 

the foundation hosted a private VIP reception that included author Ron 

Chernow, high-society interior designer Geoffrey Bradfield, and billion¬ 

aire investor and philanthropist Theodore Forstmann.^® The following 

year, the two orchestras signed an agreement to host touring exchanges 

and to collaborate on a new orchestral training institute in Shanghai.^’ 

In 2014 the China Arts Foundation established a New York branch, 

known as the China Arts Foundation International, to promote 

cross-cultural artistic events.CAFI’s president is Angela Chen. Chen 

attended Harvard Business School and made her name in the US finance 

industry, first at Merrill Lynch, then as vice president at Prudential, 

Americas largest insurance company.She also runs Global Alliance, ‘a 

boutique business relationship consultancy for US companies seeking 

to establish a presence in mainland China’. 

Global Alliance and CAFI both operate out of an apartment at 

502 Park Avenue in New York, that is. Trump Tower. After living for 

some years in a less opulent condominium in the tower, in early 2017 

Angela Chen paid president-elect Donald I rump $15.8 million for 

a penthouse.^^ An investigation by Mother Jones noted that both her 

jobs entail connecting elites in the US to elites in China.Chen uses 

CAFI to build guanxi\ real estate mogul Larry Silverstein and fashion 

guru Giorgio Armani have featured at C'AFI events.In 2014 Chen 

was appointed co-chair of the international advisory board of the New 

York Philharmonic.^*^ In that same year, CAM’s Chinese New Year Gala 

welcomed philanthropist and banker Steven Rockefeller, and Stephen 

Schwar2man of the Blackstone Croup, a Frump confidant and Beijing 

favourite.CAFI has also held a reception in conjunction with 

Tiffany s to welcome the National Ballet of China.*"** (In October 2019 

Titfanys expunged an ad featuring a model posed with her right hand 

covering her eye. which ultra-nationalist Chinese netizens interpreted 

as a reference to a young women who was wounded in the eye by a 

beanbag round fired by Hong Kong police.) CAFI’s Chinese New Year 
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Cuxlx ikxr 2015 brouglu together former US ambassador to Q ' 

Huntsman, fnrmer president of the Asia Society Nicholas PlatJ 

previous managing editor oi' Fortune, Andrew Serwer. Platt 
are memhers of CAFPs board/’’ " cfwcr 

So CAFI, an afliliate of Chinas military intelligence service has b 

an cxc^ptioitally rich network among Americas corporate, politi^) a^d 

cultural elites. Along with the US members, CAFPs board includ 

\V;utg Boming, editor-in-chief of Caijing, the influential finance jour 

nal, who is said to be close to Wang Qishan, one of seven members 

of the supreme Standing Committee of the Politburo and Xi Jinping’s 

right-hand man.^^ 

Cultural monopolisation 

During his 2017 visit to Italy, the boss of the CCPs Overseas Chinese 

Affairs Office, Qiu Yuanping, urged overseas Chinese to contribute to 

the Belt and Road Initiative by participating in the work of the Huaxing 

Arts Troupe.^^ This project is one of eight launched by the OCAO 

in 2014 to ‘help Overseas Chinese’.'^'^ By 2019 there were forty-two 

Huaxing Arts Troupes in twenty-five countries, performing various 

‘red concerts and ‘songs and dances in praise of the heroic journey of 

Communism in China.xhe Frankfurt Huaxing Arts Troupe’s 2018 

Spring Festival gala was planned by the OCAO and supported by the 

consulate.^^ In February 2018 the Chicago Bulls basketball team hosted 

a performance by the city’s Huaxing Arts Troupe as part of the Chinese 

New Year festivities directed by the local consulate.^’^ 

In Australia, Melbourne’s Huaxing Arts Troupe is also officially 

endorsed by the OCAO and holds many extravagant ‘red’ cultural events. 

It appears to be involved in low-level intelligence gathering. In 2018 it 

prepared a ‘work report’, sent to Huaxing headquarters in China, in 

which it boasted of having ‘established a database that contains contact 

information of important political figures, important Chinese commu¬ 

nity groups, celebrities, and artists’.*’® Events hosted or co-hosted by the 

troupe attract a range of politicians, including state premiers and federal 

parliamentarians, as well as officials from the Chinese consulate. The 

Melbourne Huaxing troupe is headed by Tom Zhou (Zhou Jiuming or 

Mr Chmatown’), a businessman and casino-junket operator, who in 
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2019 emerged as a central figure in a money-laundering scandal at the 
city’s Crown Casino.*^’ 

Most governments use their national culture for the purpose of 

public diplomacy, but the Chinese government uses it covertly to 

exert influence, including over the diaspora. In 2008 a Party website 

explained the goal as being to ‘fully utilise the function of traditional 

festivals Chinese New Year, Qingming tomb sweeping festival. Dragon 

Boat festival. Mid Autumn festival and Chongyang Festival—that can 

stimulate patriotic feelings for China and channel ethnic sentiment’.^® 

Lunar New Year, for decades celebrated by people of Chinese heritage 

around the world, has in recent times been appropriated by Party 

sympathisers and used to impress on political leaders the views of ‘the 

Chinese community’. 

No expression of China’s culture, even the most innocuous, escapes 

the Party’s determination to monopolise it. The qipao (or cheongsam) 

is an elegant, close-fitting dress regarded as traditionally Chinese. In 

fact it is neither Chinese nor traditional, but owes its origins to the 

Manchus and was first worn by women in China some years after the 

fall of the Qing dynasty in 191 1.^' The qipao was vilified as bourgeois 

during the Cultural Revolution and was not worn, but in recent years 

it’s made a comeback and is popular among middle-class women. 

Societies to celebrate the qipao have sprung up all over the world. 

In 2015 China Daily reported that about 150,000 qipao enthusiasts 

had gathered at events around the world ‘as a demonstration of tradi¬ 

tional Chinese art’. ^ I he president of the China Qipao Association, 

Swiss-Chinese businessman Wang Quan, said he wanted to impress 

the world with exquisite Chinese traditional dress’.^'* 

Howexer, the qipao movement has been turned into a global propa¬ 

ganda weapon. 1 he Ministry of Culture has a committee to oversee it.^^ 

NX’hen Qi Quansheng, deputy director of the All-China Federation of 

Returned Overseas Chinese (part of the United Front structure), hosted 

a propaganda seminar in Tianjin in 2018, the influence of qipao culture 

was one of the topics for discussion.Later that year, Jinan University 

ran a qipao!i\\ chi training class for overseas Chinese community groups; 

It was attended by a phalanx of Parrv' officials, including a top official 

from the 10th Bureau of the UFWD, who reminded those present of 
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Xi Jinpings injunction to use traditional culture to spread his Chinese 

Dream7^ In the same year, the Wuhan office of the UFWD reported 

a promise made by the vice chairman of the China Qipao Society 

Global Alliance, Li Ye, that his organisation would closely unite around 

the Party’/® 

It therefore comes as no surprise that the chairman of the China 

Qipao Society, Wang Quan, is an overseas representative of the Chinese 

People’s Political Consultative Conference/^ The society he chairs 

receives the full backing of the Ministry of Culture, and its activities are 

being integrated into the Belt and Road Initiative. 

The German branch of the World Qipao United Association, 

established in 2018 in Neuss near Diisseldorf, is one of the most 

important local hubs for overseas Chinese in Germany.®® Its 

inauguration ceremony had the support of the Chinese consulate in 

Diisseldorf®' It is presided over by Jiang Haiying, who is also president 

of the Chinese Women’s Association of Germany, which reports to 

the Chinese embassy.®^ As a reward for her loyalty, Jiang Haiying was 

invited to attend the PRC’s seventieth anniversary celebrations in 

Beijing.®^ In 2015 Jiang was elected an executive vice president of the 

Qingtian Hometown Association of Germany, whose special advisors’ 

include senior Chinese United Front officials.®'* 

In Australia, a senior office holder in a ‘peaceful reunification’ group 

is also president of the Qipao Society of Australia, leading to its politi¬ 

cisation. In 2016 the society signed a declaration supporting Beijing’s 

defiance of The Hague Tribunal’s ruling that China had no basis for its 

claim over the South China Sea.®^ 

So the Party exploits the qipao movement to carry out united front 

work ‘in a more friendly way and relaxed cultural atmosphere’.®® The 

glamour of the qipao attracts foreign audiences, raises the profile of 

united front groups and legitimises them as ‘cultural ambassadors’, in 

the process enabling access to elites in fashion, business and politics. All 

this points to the Party’s determination to present itself as the legitimate 

custodian of Chinese heritage and to mobilise its notion of Chineseness 

to win loyalty among ethnic Chinese at home and abroad. The tragedy 

is that it makes it difficult for overseas Chinese who do not support the 

CCP to share in the revival of qipao. 
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Crushing cultural deviance 

While promoting those expressions of Chinese culture that it controls, 

the Party also tries to suppress those it does not control. When Beijing 

attempted to brush up Chinas image with some cosmopolitan glamour 

by hosting the Miss World contest in 2015, the case of Anastasia Lin 

injected a sour note. A Chinese-Canadian actress and activist for human 

rights in China, Anastasia Lin had won Miss World Canada and was 

due to compete for the Miss World title, to be held on Hainan Island. 

But she was declared persona non grata and denied a visa to travel to 

the competition venue. The Global Times explained that the decision 

was taken because Lin had been misguided by her values’. She was not 

evil-minded, it wrote, but simply ‘lacks reasonable understanding of 

the country where she was born’.®^ Prejudiced Westerners, the paper 

believed, were likely to be swayed when ‘a 25-year pretty girl grumbles’. 

For Miss World contestants, speaking about their commitment to 

a social cause—girls’ education or world poverty—is usually a sine qua 

non for success, but Lin picked the wrong one. (It didn’t help that she 

was a practitioner of Falun Gong, which she described as ‘fancy yoga’.®®) 

Because of her advocacy, her father in Hunan has been harassed by MSS 

agents, and now on their phone calls ‘he always mentions how great the 

Chinese president is’.®^ 

Petty censorship on behalf of Beijing has been taken up by officials 

in the Western mainstream. At a dragon-boat festival in Ottawa, the 

organiser ordered a man to take off a T-shirt promoting Falun Gong.^° 

The Chinese embassy was one of the festival’s sponsors. Another Falun 

Gong practitioner outside the venue, in a public park, was threatened 

with removal. He expressed the view of many when he said, ‘Canadians 

should not be taking directions from the Chinese embassy.’ 

In early 2019 an arts centre in Cary, North Carolina, which was about 

to stage an exhibition of works by US-based Chinese artist Weng Bing, 

decided not to wait for an objection from Beijing and pre-emptively 

excluded three paintings it deemed ‘political’.^' Two of the paintings 

depicted Xi Jinping unflatteringly. Lyman Collins, cultural arts manager 

of Cary, told the artist that he personally liked the paintings and wanted 

to protect free speech, but he wanted to ‘take all views into account’, 

presumably including those of the CCP. Meng said she had been 
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inspired to paint the works after watching Dong Yaoqiong, a Chinese 

artist in Shanghai, livestream herself splashing ink on a poster of Xi at a 

protest ag*ainst ‘tyranny’. In a chilling reminder of the Soviet practice of 

defining political opposition as a psychiatric disorder, Dong Yaoqiong 

ms sent for ‘compulsory treatment’ to the psychiatric ward of Hunan’s 

Zhuzhou No. 3 Hospital. Meng said that after watching the video she 

‘a)uldn’t stay silent any longer’, but, like Dong’s, her protest was also 

muzzled by officials. 

Film and theatre censors 

As a city that has attracted a large number of Chinese dissidents, Berlin 

receives disproportionate attention from Beijing’s cultural police, and 

with some success. The organisers of the 2019 Berlin International 

Film Festival announced that two Chinese films, including one by 

famous director Zhang Yimou set in the politically sensitive period 

of the Cultural Revolution, had to be pulled for ‘technical reasons’.^^ 

Technical reasons’ has become the default excuse when managers of 

venues and theatres give way to political arm-twisting. 

One theory is that the films may have failed to garner approval, and 

thus an exit permit, from Chinas state censors, particularly given that 

in 2018 the CCP, in a bureaucratic restructuring, had taken more direct 

control over the entertainment sector.Another possibility is that the 

festival organisers may have been pressured by German car-maker Audi, 

the festival’s principal sponsor.^^ Audi’s sales had just reached record 

levels in China, its biggest market. The company had sponsored a new 

Confucius Institute in Ingolstadt in 2016.^^ 

At the same time, news broke that a segment made by dissident 

artist Ai Weiwei had been cut from the film Berlin, I Love You under 

pressure from distributors, who said they would not buy the film with 

the segment included.^^ Ai, who helped design Beijing’s famous ‘Bird’s 

Nest’ Olympic stadium, earned the ire of authorities when he criticised 

the cover-up of the 2008 Sichuan earthquake, which killed thousands 

of children. In 2018 one of his Beijing studios was demolished without 

notice. One of the producers of Berlin, I Love You, Emmanuel Benbihy, 

claimed that Ai’s segment was removed for ‘artistic reasons’. However, 

two other producers told The New York Times they had fought to keep 
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the segment in, but were forced to remove it due to pressure from 

distributors.'^* Ai, who had not been informed of the excision of his 

segment, believes it was a pre-emptive buckle: ‘Most of this censorship 

actually originated witli Western organizations. They are engaged in 

self-censorship so as to comply with China’s censorship regime. This 

is internalized political pressure, not necessarily something that the 

ChinCvSe government has told them directly.’’^'^ 

Ais identification of Western cowardice was confirmed by Edda 

Reiser, another ol the film’s producers, who was privy to the backroom 

dealing. She admitted, ‘We underestimated not the influence of China, 

but the fear. The fear of China in the free world.’ 

Film festivals in Copenhagen and Melbourne have come under 

similar pressure. In the past, Beijing’s attempts to exclude certain people 

or films in the West were seen as clumsy, and gave inadvertent publicity 

for the film. Not anymore; now a growing number of organisations 

are willing to comply with Chinese government requests and to blame 

technical difficulties’ for their timidity. 

The incorporation of culture into the Belt and Road Initiative is 

deepening Beijing’s political influence.^®' The Ministry of Culture 

formalised it in the One Belt and One Road Cultural Development 

Action Plan (2016-20).'“^ By the end of 2016, over sixty countries 

along the Silk Road route had signed cultural exchange and cooperation 

agreements with Beijing. 

The CCP’s tightening grip on culture also means the Party controls 

the construct of‘Chineseness’; it is replacing a multiplicity of voices and 

styles with an increasingly monolithic one. British-Chinese artists, for 

example, have complained that ‘international’ Chinese artists—that is, 

those sent from China and with the blessing of Beijing—have increas¬ 

ingly marginalised the art of British-Chinese. 

In London, the Southbank Centre’s ‘China Changing Festival’, 

run over three years from 2016, has been accused of putting artists 

from mainland China centre-stage and keeping those from Britain in 

the wings.'®^ The Southbank Centre is one of a handful of Western 

cultural institutions to sign on to the Silk Road International League 

of Theatres, approved by the Ministry of Culture as part of its Belt and 

Road Cultural Development Action Plan.'"^’ Reporting on the league. 
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the Peoples Daily quoted a former vice chancellor of the Central Party 

School saying that the BRI aims to build not just ‘the bond of interest’ 

through the economy and trade, but also ‘the bond of the human heart’ 

through cultural ties.'”^ In addition to theatres, the action plan has 

established international alliances of libraries, museums, art museums, 

art festivals and art colleges.'*”* 

A number of theatres in Russia, Japan, Eastern Europe and the 

global South have signed agreements. The French National Theatre 

Union (Association des Scenes Nationales) signed a memorandum of 

understanding with the Silk Road International League of Theatres in 

2016, as did the Minneapolis-based Arts Midwest.Another Western 

institution to join the league is the Royal Theatre in Madrid, the venue 

for one of the most blatant, Beijing-inspired acts of cultural censorship 

seen to date. It’s a story worth telling as it’s an increasingly common 

one. First, some backstory. 

Some of the Falun Gong practitioners who fled China after the 2001 

crackdown created the Shen Yun dance troupe to perform ‘classical 

Chinese dance’ and to promote Falun Gong’s principles and draw 

attention to its persecution by the CCP."° The Chinese government 

has been determined in its efforts to prevent performances by Shen Yun 

everywhere. By early 2019 over sixty attempts had been documented 

worldwide, including in Europe and North America.'" 

A first wave occurred in 2008 but largely failed. Then, in 2010, 

pressure from Chinese authorities saw shows in Romania, Greece, 

Moldova and Ukraine cancelled. In 2011 the Chinese consul general 

in Auckland, New Zealand wrote to city councillors telling them not 

to attend a forthcoming Shen Yun performance. ‘This consul general 

has no right to tell me not to go to a production in Auckland,’ said one 

indignant council member. ‘Flow dare they.’"^ 

In 2012 Chinese authorities failed to stop a Shen Yun show at the 

London Coliseum, and in 2014 the consulate in Barcelona tried unsuc¬ 

cessfully to block a performance by pressuring the National Theatre 

of Catalonia and Spain’s Foreign Ministry. The consulate threatened 

repercussions for relations between Spain and China if Shen Yun were 

allowed to perform."^ In the same year, the Chinese embassy in Brussels 

demanded that a Shen Yun performance, due to take place during 
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Xi Jinpings visit to the city, be cancelled. The Belgian National Theatre 

rehiscd to cxiinply. In Berlin in 2014 the Chinese cultural attach^ visited 

.Idrvs Scefcid, the marketing and sales manager of the Stage Theatre, 

which Nwas due to host a Shen Yun event, and told him that unless he 

cancelled the performance Chinese theatre troupes would not use the 

theatre, and that if he ever wanted to visit China he would be denied a 

visit. Sc'efeld, who had been imprisoned in East Germany, was unmoved 

bv the threats."'* 

In Niarch 2015 the director of the Chinese-language program at the 

Urah Srate Office of Education, Stacy Lyon, emailed principals of Utah’s 

language-immersion schools urging them, in effect, to reject approaches 

bv the Shen Yun dance troupe to stage performances in their schools. 

Lvon wrote that funds awarded to schools for Confucius Classrooms 

were not to be used to support Shen Yun events."^ 

As Chinas power kept growing, its censorship attempts had more 

success. In 2017 the Chinese embassy in Copenhagen successfully pres¬ 

sured the Royal Danish Theatre to refuse to host Shen Yun,"*^ 

Which brings us back to Madrid. The Royal Theatre had joined the 

Silk Road International League of Theatres in 2016, after which visits 

and exchanges began to occur. In November 2018 President Xi’s wife, 

Peng Liyuan, paid a visit to the theatre, accompanied by the Queen 

of Spain.In January 2019 China’s diplomats were upset that the 

theatre had scheduled performances by the Shen Yun troupe, and began 

pressuring the general manager to cancel them. The ambassador is a 

member of the theatre’s ‘Diplomatic Circle’. 

The Royal Theatre cancelled the shows, even though 900 tickets 

had been sold. Management cited ‘technical difficulties’. The Falun 

Gong—aligned Epoch Times reported that someone posing as a high- 

level Chinese government official phoned the Chinese ambassador in 

Madrid a few days after the cancellation,"^ The ambassador bragged 

about having personally put pressure on the theatre’s general manager, 

suggesting that if the performances went ahead the theatre would lose 

access to China’s market. The ambassador reminded this alleged official 

of the Royal Theatre’s agreement with the Silk Road International 

League of Theatres. The general manager, who had just returned 

from a trip to China, was initially worried about reputational damage. 
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according to the ambassador, but gave way, agreeing to use the amba.s- 

sadors suggested excuse of technical difficulties. 

Two months after the cancellation, the theatre’s managing director, 

Ignacio Garcia-Belenguer, signed a cooperation agreement with Chinas 

National Center for the Performing Arts,"^ He said it was ‘another 

step towards greater collaboration between the two institutions which 

have enjoyed a close relationship for several years’. He noted that the 

relationship had been boosted as a result of the visit to the theatre of 

Peng Liyuan in November 2018. 

The Marxist view of art and culture’ 

It’s often observed that China has little cultural soft power to deploy 

This is not because China’s cultural traditions do not have great appeal 

but because China’s culture has been thoroughly distorted by the 

Communist Party, overlaid by a thick coating of propaganda. Soft power 

grows organically from civil society and typically loses its authenticity 

when governments become too involved, all the more so when they 

attempt to manipulate it to serve political ends. 

If the CCP has been unable to benefit much from China’s soft power, 

Beijing has been highly effective at regulating America’s chief source of 

cultural influence: Hollywood. The self-censorship by Hollywood film 

producers in order to ensure access to the huge Chinese market has 

often been reported in newspapers, but we’ll give just one illustration: 

‘... when the creators of “Pixels” wanted to show aliens blasting a hole 

in the Great Wall of China, Sony executives worried that the scene 

might prevent the 2015 movie’s release in China, leaked studio emails 

show. They blew up the Taj Mahal instead.’ 

Indian sensitivities don’t rate, it seems. Zhang Xun, a top movie 

regulator, made China’s position clear to American producers: ‘We 

have a huge market, and we want to share it with you ... We want to 

see positive Chinese images.’’^! Now, when American films are being 

r ’ and scripts written, Beijing’s censors are always 

the ron, of ,he of producers, directors and scriptwriters. 

thebackoflvlTreri^sle**'^^ 
Japanese and Taiwanese '"‘u 

g dding to the pressure to self-censor in 
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this cas'C, one of the movies producers was a film company owned by 

the Chinese internet giant Tencent. 

T he same thing is happening in Bollywood, because Indian films 

a1s\> attract large audiences in China. The actor Aamir Khan has made 

millions from Chinese viewers and has become a strong advocate of 

friendly relations between India and China. 

In July 2019 Xi Jinping sent a congratulatory letter to the China 

Writers Association and the China Federation of Literary and Art Circles, 

fumouring the seventieth anniversary of their formation. Read out by 

the head of the CCPs Propaganda Department to writers gathered at 

a s)Tnposium, the letter expressed Xi s view that the ‘development of 

literature and art is an important cause of the Party and the people, and 

the literary and art front is a vital front of the Party and the people’. 

Fn’e years earlier, Xi had been plainer: ‘Art and culture will emit the 

i^reatest positive energy when the Marxist view of art and culture is 

firmly established and the people are their focus. 

The China Writers Association is a state organisation whose first 

duty is to ‘organize writers to study Marxism-Leninism, Mao Zedong 

Thought, and Deng Xiaoping Theory, and to study the guiding policies 

of the party’. In more liberal times, some writers wanted to use the 

association to foster greater creative freedom, and in 2016 two vice 

presidents of the Suzhou branch resigned in what was seen as a protest 

against tightening control. 

When, in the spirit of cross-cultural exchange. Western writers 

festivals and writers organisations team up with the China Writers 

Association—as did the University of Waterloo in 2014 and the 

Melbourne Writers’ Festival in 2015, and as the International Writing 

Program at the University of Iowa does on a regular basis—they are 

teaming up with writers guided by the CCP, authors approved by the 

Party who will not risk deviating from Party ideology.Dissident 

Chinese writers are not allowed to participate in these events, and any 

who arrive craving open exchanges with their foreign counterparts find 

they are closely chaperoned by Party minders. Chinese writers drawn 

from the diaspora are excluded or marginalised, unless they are members 

of a local Chinese Writers Association, under United Front guidance, 

their good intentions, these festivals are not free exchanges. 
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The ‘Chinese culture that Westerners hear about at them is a version 

circumscribed by the Party. 

Many Westerners are by now familiar with the CCP’s crackdown 

on religious worship in China, which includes the use of CCTV 

cameras in churches and mosques and forcing believers to practise in 

approved ways. The 11th and 12th Bureaus of the United Front Work 

Department devote extensive efforts to this repression, setting up ‘rep¬ 

resentative organisations’ for each religion.It was reported in 2019 

that Tibetan nomads had been told they would continue to receive state 

subsidies only if they ‘replaced their altars devoted to Buddhist deities 

with images of Chinese political leaders’.'^” Christians have been pres¬ 

sured to replace images of Jesus with photos of Xi Jinping. In a move 

that resonated with its position in the 1930s, the Vatican reached an 

agreement with Beijing to allow the Party to choose Catholic bishops. 

Even more surprising are the Party’s efforts to spy on, infiltrate, 

guide or control religious groups of Chinese people in the West. Space 

limitations preclude a full discussion, but we note reports of Chinese 

Christian churches being monitored and infiltrated. Pastors believe that 

among their congregations are spies for the local consulates, who report 

on any criticism of the Party. 

The CCP has made even more extensive efforts to control Buddhism 

in the West, including the formation of tame Buddhist associations.'^^ 

In 2018 Shi Xuecheng, secretary-general of the Buddhist Association of 

China and a member of the CPPCC, arrived in Sydney to oversee the 

launch of the Australia China Buddhist Council. He was flanked by 

diplomats and top united front figures, among them Huang Xiangmo, 

a wealthy political donor soon to be banned from the country because 

of his Party links.'^^* The Party-endorsed Master Shi agrees with the 

CCP’s ambition to ‘Sinicise’ religion. (However, Beijing lost a useful 

functionary when Shi Xuecheng was forced to step down after he was 

accused of molesting nuns.)'^^ 

Among the ‘red Buddhists’ sheltering beneath the Limbrella of the 

Australia China Buddhist Council is Wang Xinde, head of a wealthy 

Holy Tantra Buddhist sect based in Tasmania that has a worldwide 

following, especially in Canada. Wang also serves as president of the 

Tasmanian branch of the Australian Council for the Promotion of 
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Peaceful Reunification of China, the foremost united front body.'^*^ 

Wang is frequently pictured with local politicians, and his website is 

unabashed about his desire to promote Xi Jinping’s ‘China Dream’ 

and to tell a good China story, propagate Chinese voice’. He has said, 

‘We will hold the latest policies enacted by the motherland as guidance 

for everything we do.’’^^ In 2019 he re-posted an article calling for pro¬ 

democracy protesters in Hong Kong to be killed.'^® 

Of course, the Party has also worked hard to take control of Tibetan 

Buddhism. When the Panchen Lama, whose spiritual authority is 

traditionally second only to that of the Dalai Lama, met Xi Jinping 

in 2015 he proclaimed that under the leadership of the Party Central 

Committee with Comrade Xi Jinping as its core, our future is bright, 

and our tomorrow is glorious’.When the previous Panchen Lama 

died, the successor nominated by the Dalai Lama in 1995, Gedhun 

Choekyi Nyima, aged six, was kidnapped and disappeared. The Party 

installed its own boy. 

Perhaps the most intriguing example of the Party’s determination to 

control China’s culture is the story of Xu Xiaodong, which is brilliantly 

told by Lauren Reixera in an article titled ‘He never intended to become 

a political dissident, but then he started beating up tai chi masters’. 

Xu is an expert in mixed martial arts (MMA originated in Japan and 

Brazil and became enormously popular in the US in the 1990s). He 

owned a gym in Beijing and over the years he’d built a following on 

social media. But he also earned the ire of authorities for ridiculing 

practitioners of traditional Chinese martial arts, especially revered tai chi 

masters, as ‘fakes’. They can do tricks, he’d say, including amazing feats 

on popular TV shows, but they can’t fight. When more than a hundred 

outraged masters challenged him to fight, he picked the best seventeen 

and sought them out. It would be MMA versus tai chi. YouTube clips 

show him defeating all seventeen, often in very short, brutal fights. 

Xi Jinping’s direction to use culture as part of the great rejuvenation 

of the Chinese nation includes heavy promotion of tai chi and tradi¬ 

tional Chinese medicine. When Xu exposed so many tai chi masters as 

‘fakes’ with his foreign fighting techniques, he embarrassed the Party. 

‘The Chinese government would really like for him to stop his war 

against tai chi’, wrote Reixera, and it has taken all kinds of measures to 
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Stop him, putting him on a social cicclit backlist. Banned from hying 

and taking fast trains. Xu had to take a 36-hour slow train to Xinjiang 

to fight a fiunous kung fi« pressure point’ master. (He pummelled hirn 

into submivssion in less than a minute.) 

When the American MMA promoter Ultimate Fighting 

Championship decided to extend its reach into China, it was happy 

to build on Xu’s years of hard work in building a large fan base for this 

martial art. Bur when it stages fights in China, Xu Xiaodong is not on 

the invitation list. 
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Think tanks and 
thought leaders 

‘Eating the CCP’s food’ 

Because of the political and business leaders linked to them, think tanks 

ate an ideal target for both short- and long-term influence operations. 

Winning them over is vital to the CCP s intention to change the debate 

\sdthout having to directly inject their own voice’.’ It is no exaggeration 

to say that whenever an influential think tank works on China-related 

topics, the CCP will take a keen interest. 

The think tank world is closely linked to philanthropy, making it 

difficult to disentangle the manifold interests that shape an institu¬ 

tion. Many of those in the United States working on China issues are 

sponsored by business elites close to China. While some funding also 

flows directly from the Chinese government and Chinese companies, 

endowments from ‘friends of China’, like Goldman Sachs and Tung 

Chee-hwa, play a bigger role. 

Think tanks always insist on their independence. Like political 

panies that accept corporate donations, they cannot do otherwise. But 

the reality is closer to the adage of not biting the hand that feeds you, or 

in Xi Jinping’s words, ‘We must not allow the eating of the CCP’s food 

by those who smash the CCP’s cauldron.Giving money creates obli¬ 

gation: you made me happy, so I am obliged to make you happy, or at 

least not unhappy. Some researchers are unswayed by expectations that 
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they wont smash the cauldron, but few can resist pressure from thei 

employers, even in universities. That’s not to say all think tanks will 

turn into propaganda organs churning out nothing but the Party’s mes¬ 

sage; fir from it. Yet investment in research typically pays off in one way 

or another, which is why the Party’s International Liaison Department 

emphasises interacting with think tanks. The Silk Road Think Tank 

Association has over a hundred Chinese and foreign members.^ 

So it is a problem that many think tanks in the West accept funds 

from wealthy ‘friends of China’ or companies whose bottom line depends 

on good relations with the CCP. This colours the work emanating from 

them, including from some of the most authoritative and influential. 

Several Western think tanks have opened branches or representative 

offices in China, giving the CCP additional leverage over the content 

produced. The result is a picture of China that is on the whole arguably 

more positive than it would be without financial ties. Again, a compre¬ 

hensive review is beyond this book’s scope, but some illustrations make 

the point. 

The Brookings Institution is one of the largest and most renowned 

think tanks in the United States. It describes itself as nonpartisan, and 

people across the political spectrum rely on its work. But funding for 

its China research comes from a well-known ‘friend of China, John 

L. Thornton, a former president of Goldman Sachs. Thornton, who 

endowed the eponymous China Center at Brookings, is so important 

to the institution that he chaired Brookings’s board of trustees until late 

2018 and remains on it. 

In 2008 Thornton received the highest honour bestowed on foreigners 

by China’s government, the Friendship Award.He is chairman of the 

board of the Silk Road Finance Corporation, a Hong Kong-based invest¬ 

ment firm that facilitates Chinese investment in Belt and Road countries.^ 

Its CEO, Li Shan, is a member of the CPPCC.^’ Thornton is a friend of 

Wang Qishan, a member of the Standing Committee of the Politburo 

and Xi Jinping’s enforcer and firefighter.^ 

Thornton also holds a professorship at Tsinghua University, where 

he is director of its Global Leadership Program, which he founded 

after retiring from Goldman Sachs in 2003.* The Brookings Institution 

itself is in partnership with Tsinghua: the Brookings-Tsinghua Center 
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tv>r l\iblic Policy was opened in 2006.’ To coincide with Xi Jinping s 

visit to the US in 2015, the think tank launched its Brookings China 

Council, straddling its Washington D.C. Thornton Center and the 

BitH)kings-Tsinghua Center in Beijing, with Thornton co-chairing with 

(he president of Tsinghua University, Qiu Yong.'° Xi Jinpings nephew 

reportedly interned at Brookings." 

Brookings has accepted sponsorship from Huawei. Between July 

2016 and June 2018 it received at least $300,000 from the company’s 

US-based subsidiary, Futurewei Technologies. Huawei also paid 

for Brookings’s research on safe city technology; the resulting report 

failed to disclose that some of the technology it commended is made 

by Huawei. In the words of Isaac Stone-Fish, who broke the story in 

The Washington Post, ‘Brookings praised Huawei’s technology in a 

report sponsored by Huawei.’’^ 

A similar entanglement of elites exists at the UK’s most renowned 

think tank, Chatham House. It accepts money from a broad range of 

sources, including the Chinese government and Chinese companies 

such as the China International Capital Corporation and Huawei. 

While the financial contributions from China are relatively minor, 

Chatham House has received praise from China’s ambassador to the 

UK, Liu Xaoming, for its ‘positive contribution ... enhancing mutual 

understanding and cooperation between China and the UK’.''‘ 

Liu is not wrong that Chatham House has been good for the CCP. 

In 2019 its director, Robin Niblctt, urged new prime minister Boris 

Johnson to draw Britain closer to China, building on the work of the 

May government and David Cameron’s ‘Golden Era’ of Sino-British 

relations.'^ Niblett backs the City of London’s project of making London 

the finance hub for the BRl. Chatham House’s go-to expert on China, 

Yu Jie, has urged the UK government to stop sending mixed signals on 

China, to nurture the relationship between the two countries, and to 

get over its security concerns and realise that ‘China is an indispensable 

partner if a post-Brexit “Global Britain” is to succeed’.'^’ 

The Party’s biggest asset at Chatham House may be its chair, Jim 

O’Neill, former chief economist at Goldman Sachs. O’Neill has urged 

Britain to create ‘more and more win-win situations between Britain and 

China’ and for Britain to become a ‘great trusted partner of China’. 
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He has spoken alongside ambassador Liu Xiaoming and friendly British 

journalist Martin Jacques at Vision China, an event hosted by the 

China Daily, where he praised the BRI as possibly the most importan^t 

thing for the future of world trade’."* O’Neill is also a welcome guest 

on Chinas Party-state media, where he waxes enthusiastically about 

Chinas economy."^ He has joined the 48 Group Club’s Stephen Perry to 

heap praise on Xi Jinping Thought.^” In keeping with the overall tone 

that a chair like Jim O’Neill sets for the think tank. Lord Browne of 

Madingley, the chairman of Huawei Technologies (UK), is on Chatham 

House’s Panel of Senior Advisors.^' 

Chatham House also joined hands with top Chinese think tank the 

China Centre for International Economic Exchanges to co-author an 

upbeat, pro-BRI report called ‘EU-China Economic Relations to 2025; 

Building a common future’, a title that genuflects to Xi’s terminology. 

Aside from the questionable decision to partner with a think tank led 

by the CCP (more on which below), the funding for Chatham House’s 

contribution came from Huawei.^^ Chatham House has also partnered 

with the Institute of World Economics and Politics, a Chinese govern¬ 

ment think tank, and the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences to 

research the use of the renminbi to finance BRI projects.^^ The report 

talked up the role of London as the global renminbi hub and centre of 

BRI financing. 

The Chicago-based Paulson Institute is another prime example of 

China-friendly business elites sponsoring research on China. Founded 

in 2011 by Henry Paulson, former secretary of the US Treasury, and 

the former chairman and CEO of Goldman Sachs, the institute is 

‘dedicated to fostering a US-China relationship that serves to maintain 

global order in a rapidly evolving world’.One way it has done this is 

by helping Beijing to incorporate green investment principles into the 

BRI (with the cooperation of the City of London).Its Macro Polo 

economics blog argues for continued economic cooperation and has 

a tendency to emphasise the stability of the Chinese economy and the 

consistency of its reforms. 

Like Thornton, Paulson is very well connected to the CCP leader¬ 

ship, dating from his time at Goldman Sachs. In April 2019 he met 

with Politburo Standing Committee member Han Zheng to discuss 
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biUlcral tics between China and the US.^^ A report published on the 

IWijing municipal governments website referred to Paulson as an ‘old 

friend' of Beijirig mayor Chen Jining.^” The Paulson Institute has also 

signcvl a memorandum of understanding with the Beijing govern¬ 

ment.^'* I he institute’s representative office in Beijing, along with the 

W'orld Eaiiiomic Forum (a Party favourite), were among the first batch 

of foreign NGOs to register under China’s new foreign NGO law, 

allowing each to continue operating in China.^° 

Perhaps the most shamelessly pro-Beijing think tank is the Los 

Angeles-based Berggruen Institute, founded in 2010 by German 

American billionaire Nicolas Berggruen. From its earliest days, the 

Berggruen Institute has expressed sympathy for the CCP’s authori¬ 

tarian ideals and has enjoyed good relations with China’s elite. China 

Central Television has featured Berggruen opining that the Party and 

the Chinese government aim to do one thing, ‘serve the citizens’.^* 

His colleague, Nathan Gardels, has praised the one-party state as the 

best form of government and said that democracy is unsuited to Hong 

Kong.^^ Articles written by Berggruen-affiliated analysts often promote 

or defend China’s political model. For instance, a Berggruen take on 

China’s political system asserted that the legitimacy of the CCP in China 

‘flows from prosperity and competence’.Through the Understanding 

China conference series, organised by the former acting head of the 

CCP’s Central Propaganda Department, Zheng Bijian, members of the 

Berggruen Institute have met with Xi Jinping and other top leaders. 

(Zheng has also met with Berggruen’s leadership on other occasions. 

The conference has attracted high-level participants, such as former UK 

prime minister Gordon Brown, former Danish prime minister Helle 

Thorning-Schmidt, and Huffington Post founder Arianna Huffington.^*’ 

In December 2018 the institute collaborated with Peking University to 

found the Berggruen Research Center, based at the university. 

The Berggruen Institute has partnered with The Washington Post 

to publish The WorldPost, edited by Nathan Gardels, with op-eds and 

feature articles from ‘contributors around the world’.A similar partner¬ 

ship appears to exist with The Huffington Post}^ One such article in The 

WorldPost contends that Western companies need to adjust to Chinese 

people’s ‘different understanding’ of privacy—that is, no ‘privacy from 
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government’—so as to arrive at truly global privacy norms, even if they 

look different from what we are used to’.^^ Another article, written by 

Song Bing—a former Goldman Sachs executive, now vice president of 

the Berggruen Institute and director of its China Center—describes 

how the West has misunderstood Chinas social credit system.'*" 

Song Bing is married to Daniel Bell, who is director of the Philosophy 

and Culture Center of the Berggruen Institute, which collaborates with 

prestigious universities to promote ‘cross-cultural’ work on governance 

and other questions.'*' A most enthusiastic CCP apologist. Bell is best 

known for his book The China Model: Political meritocracy and the limits 

of democracy, which heaps high praise on the CCP.'*^ Bell argues that the 

West should learn from the CCP’s ‘meritocratic rule’ and he interprets 

Xi Jinping’s rise as a product of that meritocracy.'*^ Daniel Bell also has 

a position as chair professor of the Schwarzman Scholar Program at 

Tsinghua University in Beijing. 

The China Daily also claims to have a partnership with the Berggruen 

Institute, with the goal, according to an article published on the website 

of China’s Cyberspace Administration, to assemble a team of overseas 

commentators ‘to let China’s positive energy “go out’”.'*'* Through the 

partnership, which the China Daily also reports it has with several other 

think tanks, the paper has published 300 signed opinion pieces on its 

website, from almost 200 overseas think tank experts, to ‘influence 

more audiences abroad and explain Chinas story well . 

The Hong Kong connection 

CCP-linked money has been finding its way into the coffers of influ¬ 

ential think tanks via the China-United States Exchange Foundation, 

which also funds the United States Heartland China Association, and 

the Sanya Initiative (see chapter three). CUSEF was founded in Hong 

Kong in 2008, and its chair is shipping magnate Eung Chee-hwa. Tung 

was Hong Kong’s first chief executive (1997—2005) and is also a major 

funder of CUSEE'*'* The foundation has links to China’s military and 

also cooperates with the PLA front organisation the China Association 

for International Friendly Contact (see chapters three and ten).'*^ 

Tung Chee-hwa is also vice chairman of the Chinese People’s Political 

Consultative Conference, and in 2019 he accused the US and Taiwan of 
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‘orchestrating’ the protests in Hong Kong.'*® CUSEF’s vice chairman is 

Victor Fung, Group Chairman of Li & Fung, a supply-chain manager 

h)r US and EU companies, and another important united front figure 

in Hong Kong. Fung, too, is a member of the Chinese People’s Political 

Consultative Conference, and an adviser to the mayor of Beijing and 

the Nanjing municipal government.'*** His Fung Foundation funds 

China research.’® 

CUSEF’s special representative in the United States is Fred Teng. 

Teng is president of the America China Public Aifairs Institute, whose 

mission is to increase knowledge, understanding, and more accurate 

perceptions about China within the US government and among key 

policy and opinion leaders’.’* It works closely with the CCP and the 

Chinese government to organise delegations of US leaders to China, 

and advocates a bilateral free trade agreement and a security partnership 

between China and the US, covering anti-terrorism, cybersecurity and 

law enforcement.’^ 

CUSEF’s New York PR company is BLJ Worldwide (whose web¬ 

site states: we develop sophisticated and intelligent communications 

campaigns’). It is registered as a foreign agent under the Foreign 

Agent Registration Act}^ To influence Congress on China issues, it 

has hired lobbying firms, including the Podesta Group,’'* which in 

2016 and 2017 also lobbied on behalf of Ch inese telecom-equipment 

maker ZTE.” One of the Podesta Group’s former principals was 

John Podesta, a powerful player in Democratic Party politics. After 

leaving the group in the hands of his brother, John Podesta became 

chief of staflF to President Bill Clinton, and later, in 2016, chairman of 

Hillary Clinton’s presidential campaign. From 2003 to 2011 Podesta 

was president of the Center for American Progress, a Washington think 

tank sometimes regarded as a parking lot for senior Democrat staffers 

during Republican presidencies. As such, it’s an excellent target for CCP 

influence, and its staff have had a high-level visit to Beijing brokered 

by CUSEF. The two organisations have had a partnership since 2011, 

occasionally working with the Shanghai Institute for International 

Studies,’^ which is attached to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.’^ In 

2015 the Center for American Progress and CUSEF jointly organised 

a high-level dialogue in Beijing.’® 
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In addition to providing funds to the Brookings Institution, the 

Atlantic Council, the Carter Center, and the Carnegie Endowment for 

International Peace,^^ CUSEF has endowed a chair in China Studies at 

the Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies, one of 

Americas foremost international-relations schools. Together with the 

Kissinger Institute, CUSEF also jointly runs the Pacific Community 

Initiative at Johns Hopkins SAIS. Bethany Allen-Ebrahimian notes that 

graduates of SAIS ‘feed into a variety of government agencies, from the 

State Department to the CIA, and the military’. 

Party-linked money in Brussels 

The Chinese Mission to the European Union has emerged as a major 

donor to think tanks working on China or on topics of interest to the 

CCP. As Francois Godement and Abigad Vasselier write in their assess¬ 

ment of Chinas power in Europe, ‘a list of conferences and seminars 

in Brussels will immediately reveal that almost all think-tanks dealing 

with international relations and economics or Asia receive Chinese 

sponsorship’.*"® 

The Madariaga - College of Europe Foundation was one Brussels- 

based think tank partly funded by China’s government. It later merged 

with the Bruges-based College of Europe—according to one observer, 

the ‘Harvard for Europe’s elites’.®' The foundation was set up by Pierre 

Defraigne, former director of the European Commission’s trade depart¬ 

ment. According to him, Madariaga ‘developed a constructive and 

balanced working relationship with the Chinese Mission’, facilitating 

visits between high-ranking Party leaders and their counterparts in the 

European Parliament, the European Commission, and the EU’s foreign 

and defence ministry.®^ In 2014 the foundation received 20 per cent 

of its budget from the Chinese Mission to the EU. More importantly, 

40 per cent of its budget came from a company called Beijing Peace 

Tour Cultural Exchange Center.®^ The Chairman of Peace Tour, Shao 

Changchun, had to leave Belgium after Belgian state security investi¬ 

gated his organisation and reportedly found evidence of interference 

and espionage.®^ Shao also runs several other foundations, including the 

China-Europe Culture and Education Foundation, and the Silk Road 

Peace Prize Foundation.®^ Even Defraigne eventually grew wary of Peace 
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rtMirs liiiuiing. admitting that he put an end to it as I realised that we 

vvuld haw hccn used as a lobby for special interests’.^<^ 

Madariag-a closed shop in Brussels, but the College of Europe, which 

jtKNX'Hxxl it, and the colleges EU-China Research Center, founded in 

\)14, tx>ntinuc to work closely with the Chinese Mission to the EU, 

.wrpting financial sponsorship and jointly organising seminars and 

a^nfcrcnces on the BRI and Sino-European relations.*"^ The College of 

Eun)f>e also hosts the Europe-China Seminar on Human Rights, founded 

bv the China Society for Human Rights Studies. This society, which is 

linked to the CCPs Office of External Propaganda, was set up in 1993 

to defuse criticism of Chinas human rights record by shifting the global 

debate away from individual and political rights (see chapter thirteen).*'® 

Shortly before the EU-China summit of June 2017, the Brussels- 

based European media network Euractiv published a report titled 

‘EU-China: Mending differences’.*^^ It was sponsored by the Chinese 

Mission and featured an interview with China lobbyist Luigi 

Gambardella, in which he praised the BRI and said that ‘China has 

been insisting on mutually benefitting policies’.^*’ In 2015 Gambardella 

founded ChinaEU, whose official mission is to promote cooperation 

between the EU and China in the digital economy.^' Dubbed by 

Politico ‘Europe’s Mr. China’ and Brussels’s ‘most visible lobbyist’, 

Gambardella meets with members of the European Parliament to push 

for more cooperation between China and the EU.^^ Like other ‘friends 

of China, he frequently writes for and is cited in Party-state media, 

and has become a regular at China’s annual World Internet Conference 

in Wuzhen.^'^ 

Together with the Chinese Mission, the Brussels-based think tank 

Friends of Europe organises the Europe-China Forum, as well as the 

Europe-China Policy and Practice Roundtable.In March 2019 

Friends of Europe, the Chinese Mission, and the CPPCC’s China 

Public Diplomacy Association jointly organised a high-level EU—China 

event called ‘Can cooperation trump competition?’^*' The think tank’s 

director of policy, Shada Islam, is frequently cited in Party-state media.^^ 

The picture for other Brussels-based think tanks working on Asia 

is similar. The EU-Asia Centre, for instance, accepts money from 

the Chinese Mission and works closely with Beijing authorities.^® 
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Its founder and director, Fraser Cameron, is a former British diplomat 

and EU official, whose opinions are promoted by the China Daily. In 

the paper he declared the EU to be a ‘strong supporter of the Belt and 

Road Initiative’7'’ In 2015 the European Institute for Asian Studies 

rejected a proposal to host a talk on Tibet by Australian expert Gabriel 

Lafitte, claiming ‘a public seminar on Tibet is not possibility [sic] for 

ELAS’. Yet weeks later it organised a talk on economic development in 

Tibet by a senior CCP official and military officer. 

In Switzerland, Beijing has a friend in the World Economic Forum, 

which it has used to create a tight network of connections with the 

global business elite. In a paid advertisement in The New York Times, the 

China Daily announced that the forum’s founder and chairman, Klaus 

Schwab, was one of only ten foreign experts to receive the prestigious 

China Reform Friendship Medal—for backing ‘Chinas efforts to re¬ 

engineer the global economic order’.®' Schwab, who praised Xi’s ‘open 

and collaborative spirit’, said the forum will continue to help China 

‘realize the shared dream of world peace, happiness, justice, equality and 

love triumphing over poverty’.®^ 

Beijing appears to have neutralised or captured substantial parts 

of think tanks across Europe, cultivating sympathetic voices and 

muting critical ones, including those studying its interference activities 

in Europe. 

Other forms of pressure 

Money is not the only leverage Beijing has over think tanks in the West. 

In 2019 Isaac Stone-Fish reported that the Chinese embassy in the 

United States was working on a ‘white list’ of persons to receive pref¬ 

erential visa treatment.®^ Staff in think tanks working on China-related 

issues are as prone to this form of pressure as journalists (and academics, 

as we shall see in the next chapter), and even without Chinese financing 

or other ties to the CCP they feel the heat. Researchers interviewed for 

a Hoover Institution report said they had been informed by visa agents 

that listing their think tanks as their place of employment could make it 

more difficult to obtain a visa, even impossible.®'* 

In a different move, in 2019 Huawei sent a letter to the sponsors 

Australian Strategic Policy Institute, which include Boeing and 
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Google, accusing the think tank of having ‘an unhealthy fixation on the 

company. Huawei, according to the letter, was ‘extremely disappointed 

in the \viiy ASPI has conducted itself’. It had ‘become the “go to” organ¬ 

isation for all things anti-China’, and the letter insinuated it would be 

bad tor sponsors to be associated with such an institution.®^ 

Europe’s only think tank devoted exclusively to China, the Mercator 

Institute for China Studies in Berlin, has also faced pressure. In 2017 

the CCP’s nationalistic Global Times published a series of articles 

railing ag-ainst the institute for nurturing ‘misguided academics’ and 

tor its ‘j>oliticised’ research. The paper ran a personal campaign against 

MERICS’s then director, Sebastian Heilmann. Beijing was especially 

unhappy in early 2018 when MERICS, jointly with the Global Public 

Iblic}' Institute, released a report critical of the CCP’s growing influence 

actiGties in Europe. The report, ‘Authoritarian Advance’ (of which 

Mareike Ohlberg was a co-author), called on Europe’s leaders to take 

measures to resist Beijing’s push into Europe. When Heilmann left 

MERICS soon after, the Global Times claimed credit for his departure, 

su^esting that its criticisms of the institute had ‘put pressure on’ its 

funding foundation, the Mercator Stiftung.®*" 

While there is no basis for this claim, Heilmann’s replacement as 

director, Dutch Sinologist Frank Pieke, has voiced a number of posi¬ 

tions that are considerably more friendly to the CCP. He has said, for 

instance, that Huawei has been demonised, and described concerns 

about the company as ‘paranoia’.®^ In 2019 Pieke argued that China 

had ‘enormously underestimated the violent nature and intolerance to 

genuine competition of Western civilization’; further, whereas previ¬ 

ously ‘Beijing thought the West would accept a much bigger Chinese 

role in the world’, it has had a rude awakening so that now, Beijing’s 

diplomacy ‘is no longer driven by the assumption that people are fully 

rational’.®® The root of the problem, Pieke claims, is not the rise of an 

increasingly aggressive authoritarian power, but ‘Western attitudes to 

communist China’. Western anxiety, he says, is a projection, one that 

‘says more about the West’s fears about its own future than about what’s 

happening in China’. 

This rosy picture of the CCP as a naive global actor, full of good 

intentions and taken by surprise by irrational Western hostility. 
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ignores thirty years of Party writings that illustrate how, even when 

relations with the West were at their best, the CCP never abandoned 

its Cold War thinking. 

After his appointment as the new director of MERICS, but before 

he had taken up his new position. Pieke criticised the ‘Authoritarian 

Advance report in an interview with Chinese media.«’ After a scries of 

comments about erroneous Western views of China, he said the report 

had mistakenly made China into an enemy and was based on weak evi¬ 

dence. It was clear from the interview that a report like this one would 

not emerge from MERICS under his watch. However, despite Pieke’s 

stance, some of his statements, and MERICS itself, continue to attract 

the ‘ire of the Chinese authorities’.^® In January 2020 the think tank 

announced that Pieke had resigned from his position ‘due to differences 

in opinion about the strategic development of MERICS’.®' 

Opinion-makers 

Those Western intellectuals and opinion-makers who express views 

that buttress the legitimacy and global ambitions of the CCP do so 

in ways both blatant and subtle. In an example of the former, Tom 

Plate, vice president of the Pacific Century Institute, argues that the best 

ideas for solving the world’s problems come from professors at Beijing’s 

Central Party School, along with the ideas of Singapore author Kishore 

Mahbubani and Australian strategic thinker Hugh White.®^ China’s 

ambassador to Canada agrees: after denouncing Western critics of the 

CCP, he urges us to listen to ‘level-headed statesmen’ like Jimmy Carter 

and to read Mahbubani’s new book, which describes Xi Jinping as an 

exemplar of‘rational good governance’.'®^ 

When Huawei’s Meng Wanzhou was arrested in Canada, Jeffrey 

Sachs, Columbia University’s eminent economics professor, wrote an 

opinion piece titled ‘The war on Huawei’ in which he characterised the 

action as ‘almost a US declaration of war on China’s business commu¬ 

nity’, and an instance of‘Trump’s gangster tactics’.‘®‘^ Sachs declared that 

‘today’s greatest threat to the international rule of law’ is not the CCP 

regime in China, but the United States. 

Sachs s attack on US hypocrisy—he pointed out that the US govern¬ 

ment has not arrested the CEOs of American companies that violated 
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rhc same laws—would have carried more weight if he did not have 

such close ties to Huawei, as Twitter users quickly pointed out.^^ In 

November 2018 Sachs endorsed ‘Huawei s vision of our shared digital 

future fas] powerful, exciting, and uniquely well informed’.’*^ These 

NV'cre the opening words in a page of platitudes from Sachs praising 

Hiuuvci as the company leading us to the future.^^ 

According to Chinese state media, Sachs has extolled Xi Jinping’s 

grand Belt and Road Initiative as ‘one of the most important economic 

development initiatives in the history of contemporary economics’. It’s 

visionary and ‘full of wisdom’, he said, ‘a building for a humanised plat¬ 

form to promote peace and cooperation between Europe and Asia’.^® 

The cultivation of Jeffrey Sachs appears to have taken place over some 

years, via his links to a number of Chinese state bodies as well as the 

private energy corporation CEFC, at whose functions he has spoken.^^ 

(The top leaders of CEFC have since been charged with corruption.) 

On CNN he reprised his criticism of the arrest of Meng Wanzhou. On 

Canada’s CBC he praised Huawei and defended China’s incarceration 

of two Canadian citizens in retaliation. Echoing Beijing’s propaganda 

tropes, he said that Meng’s arrest reflected the ‘US Cold War mentality’, 

for which he was featured on China’s state television channel. 

After Sachs was roundly criticised for defending Huawei, and his 

links to Beijing exposed, the Global Times leapt to his defence, insisting 

on his right to free speech.Sachs closed his Twitter account after his 

mauling, but he was soon earning nods of approval in Beijing, appear¬ 

ing there in March 2019 at a Chinese government jamboree, where he 

attacked Donald Trump for the ‘economic illiteracy’ of the trade war.'*^^ 

The CCP’s legitimacy is also bolstered by the voices of the rich and 

influential Chinese-Americans who make up the Committee of 100. 

According to ClOO’s website, the idea for the group was conceived 

in 1988, when co-founder I.M. Pei and Henry Kissinger discussed 

‘organizing an influential group of Chinese-Americans to address issues 

of international concern between the United States and China’.The 

committee was then set up in 1990, a time when the CCP suffered inter¬ 

national isolation after the Tiananmen Square massacre, ‘with a sense 

of urgency to build bridges between China and the United States’. 

Today its official mission is twofold: ‘promoting the full participation of 
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(^{jjriesc-Anicricaiis in A.merictin society And Advancing constructive 

dialogue and relationships between the peoples and leaders of the United 

States and Greater China In theory, this could allow a broad range of 

activities; it could allow the Cl00 to support reciprocity in US-China 

trade relations, and the rights of minorities in China; it could alhnv 

the Cl00 to speak out on behalf of Chinese-Americans whoVe been 

trapped in China under exit bans.'«^ 

However, any analysis of Cl00 s public statements shows that its 

focus is much narrower, and often aligned with the interests of the CCP. 

It appropriately defends any ethnic Chinese person whose rights have 

been violated in the United States but is silent on the gross violation of 

human rights in China. As Mark Simon puts it, ‘In their discussions 

about the US-China relationship it is difficult to find any significant 

objection to the actions of the CCP. 

Several of Cl00 s more prominent members have extensive business 

and personal links with the CCP leadership and its united front appa¬ 

ratus. Founding member C.B. Sung was an adviser of the Shanghai 

Federation of Returned Overseas Chinese.Also a member is the 

co-founder of HNA Group, the conglomerate linked to red aristocrats, 

as is the president of Baidu, the giant internet company involved in 

the CCPs censorship regime. Cl00 delegations and leaders frequently 

meet with high-ranking CCP officials from the United Front Work 

Department and the Overseas Chinese Affairs Office.'®^ In a 2007 meet¬ 

ing with then head of the UFWD, Liu Yandong, the former chair of 

Cl00, John Fugh, assured her that ‘the Committee of 100 will continue 

working towards Chinese modernization, China’s peaceful reunification 

and good Sino-US relations’. 

Former Cl 00 vice president the late Charles Sie advised high-ranking 

United Front officials visiting Los Angeles on how to make propaganda 

on Tibet more effective. One suggestion was to bring former Tibetan 

‘serfs’ to LA to meet Hollywood stars, so the latter could learn about the 

progress the CCP had achieved in Tibet.*” 

Victor Fung, whose Fung Foundation funds think tanks, is a member 

of ClOO, as is another Hong Kong businessman, Ronnie Chan, who 

holds positions in think tanks in both China and America. Chan is 

chairman of the strategic advisory board of the CCP-aligned Center 
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for China and Globalization, and an adviser to the State Council’s 

China Development Research Foundation. In the US he is a director 

of the China-friendly Peterson Institute, a senior associate in CUSEF, 

md co-chair of the advisory board of the joint-publication project of 

\’;ile University and the CCP’s Foreign Languages Bureau, among other 

piwitions.'’^ Ronnie Chan also chairs the board of trustees of the Asia 

Society’s outpost in Hong Kong, which refused to allow student activist 

Joshua Wong to speak at a book launch in 2017.“^ Chan donated 

US$350 million to Harvard University in 2014.*'^ 

While it’s possible that there are some Cl00 members who disagree 

widi the pro-Beijing leaning of its leaders, it’s hard to avoid the con¬ 

clusion that the committee is uncomfortably close to the CCP, and as 

a result much less representative of the concerns of Chinese-Americans 

than it could be. 

The Party’s domestic think tank expansion 

Under Xi Jinping China has redoubled its efforts to build up think 

tanks in China that can lend support to the Party. China’s Thirteenth 

Five-Year Plan, published in 2015, outlined plans to establish between 

fifty and a hundred ‘high-end think tanks’ in the humanities and social 

sciences, to enhance the credibility of China’s political and economic 

system."^ From the outset, the aim was to amplify China’s voice 

internationally. A central document on ‘new types of think tanks with 

Chinese characteristics’ explained their importance to the promotion 

of Chinese values in the world, to building new ‘discourse systems’ and 

to increasing China’s international influence."'’ In March 2019 Huang 

Kunming, director of the Propaganda I9epartment, reminded China’s 

top think tanks of their responsibility to expand international exchange 

and cooperation in order to ‘tell China’s story well’ and to ‘disseminate 

China’s point of view’."^ The creation of these think tanks thus serves 

the CCP’s goal of changing global perceptions—and it’s working. 

While some think tanks are overtly attached to government or Parry 

departments, many founded in the last decade are framed as ‘inde¬ 

pendent’ and ‘non-governmental’. The Charhar Institute, for example, 

describes itself as a ‘non-governmental and non-partisan think-tank’."** 

But its founder, Han Fangming, is vice chairman of the Foreign Affairs 
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Committee of the CPPCC. He also holds appointments in the united 

front body the Chinese Peoples Association for Friendship with Foreign 

Countries (see the organisation chart on pages 124-5), and at a research 

centre at the Central Party School.”^ 

Charhars claims of independence are misleading not only because of 

personal ties to the Party apparatus, but because CCP control of think 

tanks is enshrined in policy documents. These make it clear that ^//think 

tanks must uphold Party leadership’ and ‘uphold the Party managing 

think tanks’.'^" National guidelines stipulate that think tanks ‘should 

carry out activities for the purpose of serving the Party and government 

decision-making’.’^' Think tanks that strive for independence come 

under intense pressure. Foremost among them recently was the Unirule 

Institute of Economics, which closed down in 2019 after being harassed 

and impeded by authorities for several years. 

Despite this Party mandate. Western think tanks have been eager to 

join high-level meetings with China’s think tanks and to partner with 

them. One prominent example is the Beijing-based Center for China 

and Globalization, which as we saw in chapter six is tightly linked into 

the Party structure. It was founded in 2008 by Wang Huiyao (also 

known as Henry Wang), a united front person who holds a number of 

positions in governments and CCP departments. Since 2008, Wang has 

been on the Central Committee of the Jiusan Society, one of China’s 

eight recognised ‘democratic parties’, and he is deputy director of a 

special committee of the All-China Federation of Returned Overseas 

Chinese (see the organisation chart on pages 124—5).'"^ 

The CCG is active in its outreach. Wang Huiyao has spoken at 

the Committee of lOO’s yearly meeting in China. He was a panellist 

at the 2019 Munich Security Conference,'"'' at which CCG organised 

its first side event on the Wang is also a member of the steering 

committee of the Paris Peace Forum, Emmanuel Macron’s ‘Davos for 

democracy, where he rubs shoulders with Pascal Lamy and world 

leaders, from Angela Merkel to Vladimir Putin.When Wang was 

scheduled to speak at a conference on foreign influence, organised by 

the Wilson Centers Kissinger Institute, the organisers were called out by 

enator Marco Rubio for failing to disclose Wang’s political affiliations. 

Wang pulled out. 
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Anorlier important Chinese think tank is the China Center for 

International Economic Exchanges, established in 2009 ‘following the 

instructions of Premier Wen Jiabao. Its role is to be ‘the highest-level 

think tank established in China The centre is supervised by Chinas 

central planning and macroeconomic agency, the National Development 

and Reform Commission, and headed by former vice-premier Zeng 

Pei)"an.’^® The CCIEEs personnel office doubles as the office of its Party 

committees Discipline Inspection Committee.Experts working at 

CCIEE are de facto government officials with little latitude to think 

outside the Party’s parameters. 

CCIEE is well funded and an active participant in global economic 

debate. It partnered with Bloomberg to plan a major international con¬ 

ference aimed at making the national goals of China and the United 

States compatible, in the words of its advisory board chair, the ubiq¬ 

uitous Henry Kissinger.’^' In addition to Kissinger, the conference’s 

board is stacked with other friends of China, including former US 

treasury secretary Henry Paulson, former White House chief economic 

adviser Gary Cohn, former Australian prime minister Kevin Rudd, and 

Tung Chee-hwa, the Hong Kong billionaire who funds the China-U.S. 

Exchange Foundation. 

In 2016 CCIEE partnered with the East Asian Bureau of Economic 

Research at the Australian National University to write a report on 

the future of the economic relationship between the two nations. 

The report was touted as ‘the first major independent study’ of the 

relationship, and it called for it to be ‘turbocharged’ through larger 

flows of Chinese ‘tourists, students, investors and migrants’ into 

Australia. But instead of calling on China to open up its markets. 

Professor Peter Drysdale, the report’s lead author, wrote that Australia’s 

‘sheltered industries’ needed more Chinese competition, even though 

Australia has one of the most open economies in the world. Australia’s 

problem—and the report is replete with Australia’s problems—is that 

the public ‘does not grasp the benefits of foreign investment’ from 

China and is often motivated by xenophobia. The report recommends 

the abolition of Australian restrictions on Chinese investment, 

including those pertaining to critical infrastructure. The problem, the 

report suggests, is not that in China important business decisions are 
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often intimately tied to the interests and strategic aspirations of the 

Party-state, but that the Australian public is ignorant. The ‘joint report’ 

reads like a Beijing wish list, but at ANU the Party was pushing on an 

open door. 

In 2017 CCIEE did a similar joint report with Bruegel (a Brussels- 

based economic think tank), Chatham House, and the Chinese 

University of Hong Kong. Partly funded by Huawei and titled ‘EU- 

China Economic Relations to 2025: Building a common future, the 

report calls for free-trade and investment agreements between the EU 

and China, embracing of the BRI, and greater cooperation in science, 

technology and innovation. The senior advisory group for the report 

included Peter Mandelson of the 48 Group Club; Huang Ping, director 

of Chinas first Europe-based think tank, the China-CEE Institute in 

Budapest; CUSEF founder Tung Chee-hwa; and CPPCC member 

Victor Fung.'^^ 

The Taihe Institute is another Party-linked think tank masquerading 

as independent. Founded in 2013 in Beijing, it claims to have research 

centres in Europe and the United States. In Germany the director 

of the Taihe Institute’s Europe Centre is Thorsten Jelinek, formerly 

associate director at the World Economic Forum. Nothing is officially 

known about who is responsible for the Taihe Institute in the Party 

hierarchy, but it employs a large number of researchers from the China 

Institutes of Contemporary International Relations, a large think tank 

at the Ministry of State Security.’ ’^ Taihe’s highest-profile event is the 

Taihe Civilizations Forum, the first of which was held in 2017. Among 

the speakers that year were former Czech prime minister Jan Fischer; 

the Brookings Institute’s Cheng Li; the president of the National 

Committee on U.S.-China Relations, Steve Orlins; and the Wilson 

Center’s Robert Daly. 

In her study of BRI-themed infiuence operations, Nadege Rolland 

describes the Silk Road Think Tank Association, the Silk Road Think 

Tank Network and the Belt and Road Studies Network (the last 

mentioned is run by Xinhua).* ’^ The Silk Road Think Tank Association 

operates under the auspices of the International Liaison Department 

of the CCP, and is coordinated by the department’s in-house think 

tank, the China Center for Contemporary World Studies.The Silk 
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Rvwd riiiiik Tank Networks secretariat is located in the Development 

Rox'arcli Center ot the State Council. Renowned European institutions 

haNX joined the Silk Road Think Tank Network, including Chatham 

1 louse, the Elcano Royal Institute in Madrid, the German Development 

Institute, and the OECD Development Centre. These think tanks 

declared their allegiance {biaotai) when they endorsed the following 

joint declaration, complete with CCP slogans: 

In 2015, based on the common understanding that the Belt and 

Road Initiative is an important endeavor to promote world economic 

growth, deepen regional cooperation and improve the wellbeing of 

people around the world, adhering to the Silk Road spirit of peace 

and cooperation, openness and inclusiveness, mutual learning and 

mutual benefit’, and adhering to the principles of extensive consul¬ 

tation, joint contribution and shared benefits’, we jointly launched 

the Silk Road Think Tank Network (SiLKS).’^® 

Beijing has also set up its own think tank in Washington D.C.'^^ The 

Institute for Chinese-American Studies was established in 2015 as 

an outpost of the Chinese government’s National Institute for South 

China Sea Studies. It aims primarily at ‘sending a clear message’ about 

Beijing’s claims on the South China Sea.'‘‘° Henry Kissinger, ever ready 

to lend his authority to CCP-backed initiatives, sent a video message 

welcoming the initiative. Kissinger is a revered figure in CCP circles. 

It’s said that at the Central Parry School in Beijing there is only one 

picture of a foreigner adorning the walls, that of Kissinger. 

There’s a widespread view in D.C. that the Institute for China- 

America Studies has proved ineffective.''^^ Its profile has been low and it 

seems to have produced no policy papers, nor done any lobbying. But 

there’s more than one way to skin a cat. ICAS is a means of organising, 

encouraging and rewarding its friends. Among its board members is 

Myron Nordquist, associate director of the Center for Oceans Law and 

Policy at the University of Virginia School of Law. An expert in the 

law of the sea, Nordquist wrote a detailed dissection of The Hague 

Tribunal’s ruling that China’s occupation of islands in the South China 

Sea had no basis in law. He concluded that the tribunal erred in its 
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interpretation of the law and was motivated by political factors. 'Ihw 

provided Beijing with ammunition to defend its actions,'^^ 

Another ICAS board member is Sam Bateman, a former Australian 

navy officer and now a visiting fellow in ocean security at the University 

of Wollongong in New South Wales. He is a regular apologist for 

Chinas expansionism, arguing, for example, that US Vice President 

Pences 2018 speech calling out Beijing took Sinophobia to new 

heights.'^’ Bateman also argues that tensions in the Asia-Pacific are due 

to American aggression, and has produced a series of specious argu¬ 

ments about why The Hague Tribunal’s ruling on the South China Sea 

was unimportant and not in Australia’s interests. Echoing the CCP’s 

position, he wrote that Australia should instead aim ‘to help promote 

cooperation and build trust’. 

A third ICAS board member is Gordon Houlden, a former diplo¬ 

mat who spent many years in China and is now director of the China 

Institute at the University of Alberta. He has been more independent 

than Nordquist and Bateman, writing soon after The Hague decision 

that ‘Canada has an abiding interest in negotiation and arbitration 

within the ambit of international law’, and urging the Canadian govern¬ 

ment to make a statement ‘reaffirming our commitment to rule-based 

governance of maritime issues’.ICAS has also found supporters in 

Michael Swaine and Susan Thornton, two of the principal drafters of 

the ‘China is not the enemy’ letter mentioned in chapter three. They 

have spoken at a number of events organised by the institute.’^® 

In Budapest, the China-CEE Institute is headed by Huang Ping, 

who is also the director general of the Institute of European Studies 

at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. Even though the China- 

CEE Institute is registered in Hungary as a non-profit corporation, it’s 

embedded in the Chinese bureaucracy, with its website stating that it 

is organised and managed by CASS.^'^^ The system of‘organising units’ 

and managing units’ in China ensures political compliance and loyalty 

to the CCP by establishing a chain of responsibility. The China-CEE 

Institute is noteworthy primarily for the fact that it is the first branch 

iu Europe. It has held a number of high-profile conferences 

ffie BRI, and celebrates the good relations and cooperation beuveen 

China and Central and Eastern European nations. 
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\Xc might finally mention the World Forum on China Studies. 

I he K>rum is organised by the Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences. 

Sponsored by the CCPs Office of External Propaganda, and the 

Shaitghai municipal government, the forum has been held in Shanghai 

cN'ery two years since 2004.'5' In recent times it has expanded abroad— 

in 201*) it held events at the Asia Society in New York City and at 

the Otrtcr Center in Atlanta.In 2017 the forum organised an event 

in Berlin titled ‘China and Globalization: New Era, New Challenges’. 

It?; co-hosts for this were the prestigious German Institute of Global 

and Area Studies, and the Bertelsmann Foundation (Bertelsmann 

Stiltung).'^^ Not bad for an event sponsored by the CCP’s top external 

propaganda body. 
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Thought management: CCP 
influence in Western academia 

Universities as a political battlefield 

While Confucius Institutes are often reported by Western media as 

channels for the Party-state to exert influence at foreign universities, the 

CCPs global ‘thought management’ project is much more ambitious 

and is pursued through many channels. In this chapter we examine the 

CCP’s engagement in the disciplines of social sciences and humanities 

in Western universities (having considered scientific and technological 

research in chapter eight). 

Pressure on universities to conform to the CCP’s view of the world 

is intensifying, and is applied not only through Confucius Institutes, 

but also by direct lobbying by Chinese embassies and consulates; by 

encouraging Chinese students to report on university activities and to 

organise protests; by threats to choke the flow of Chinese students to 

those universities that depend on their fees; and by threats to cancel 

joint programs and executive training classes. Along with these forms 

of coercion, researchers are kept wondering whether their Chinese visas 

will be denied. 

The CCP systematically pushes its official ‘China narratives’ and 

other academic ideas through its ‘Chinese scholarship going global’ 

strategy. As countries around the world try to close their knowledge 

gap on China, cash-strapped university administrators have structural 
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inccntiNrs to seek out cooperation agreements with Chinese institu- 

tk'ns. But they do so knowing very little about the CCP s objectives and 

methovls. 1 he Party frames the understanding of ‘Chinese perspectives’ 

as an imj>ort;uit part of academic exchange, and of making international 

academia more equitable and less Western-centric. The problem is that 

X'hinese perspectives’ are really the CCP’s perspectives. While there’s 

nothing wrong with presenting the Party perspective per se—after all, the 

CCP has some 90 million members and is a global force to be reckoned 

\nth—conflating this with the Chinese perspective without a disclaimer 

about the underlying agenda (to create a ‘global discourse system with 

Chinese characteristics’ in order to secure the Party’s continued rule) is 

at best misleading. Worse, it results in the exclusion of alternative voices, 

including those of ethnic Chinese scholars critical of the CCP. 

The CCP believes that ideas are central to the contest for political 

power, and academia therefore has a vital role to play in the ideological 

struggle. Universities in China have become much more tightly con¬ 

trolled by the Party under Xi. In order to understand what the Party is 

trying to achieve globally, it will help to take a brief look at its project 

of building ‘systemic confidence’ through academic research at home. 

As in other arenas, changing the international academic landscape is an 

extension of this domestic project. Here too, the goal is to mute criticism 

of the Party, export its censorship norms, and promote research that 

boosts the ‘Chinese path’, the ‘Chinese system’ and ‘Chinese theories’.* 

For many decades, the CCP has been obsessed with the potential 

for Western academic ideas to weaken belief in the Party and cause 

instability in China. According to a volume on Deng Xiaoping’s 

thoughts on propaganda, published shortly after the suppression in 

1989 of the democracy movement. Western ‘cultural infiltration’ has 

two levels.^ The first is the distribution of hostile political views by 

foreign media, which can be fairly easily monitored and countered. The 

second is ideological and academic infiltration, whereby ‘hostile forces’ 

deploy modern, social-science theory and values to win over Chinese 

intellectuals. This kind of infiltration, the author argued, is much 

harder to defend against.^ 

Almost thirty years later, an opinion piece in the Peoples Daily 

echoed the point: ‘Clearly explaining the China path is both a very 
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important political responsibility and a very serious academic research 

task for Chinese academics’/ The task is not left to the inclinations and 

initiative of scholars; ideological research is coordinated through the 

National Office for Philosophy and Social Sciences, which takes orders 

from the Leading Small Group for Philosophy and Social Sciences, 

as well as from the Central Propaganda Department/ Xi Jinping has 

highlighted the importance of the humanities and social sciences for 

increasing Chinas international influence/ 

Recently updated foreign-language curricula for Chinese secondary 

schools now include classes designed to inoculate students against 

infection by Western ideas and strengthen confidence in the Chinese 

system. Students learn to compare the two systems in order to ‘inde¬ 

pendently arrive at the conclusion that the Chinese system is superior.^ 

The seven ‘false ideological trends’ forbidden to Party cadres, as 

outlined in Document No. 9 (see chapter two), apply also to academics. 

Students have been encouraged to report on their professors. In Wuhan 

a professor was fired after her students denounced her for making 

‘incorrect’ comments about the lifting of presidential term limits.* 

Others have been fired or suspended for criticising China’s leaders, or 

for lesser ‘thought crimes’, including remarks made in chat groups.’ 

Confucius Institutes 

Confucius Institutes were conceived under the Hu-Wen (Hu Jintao/ 

Wen Jiabao) administration and initiated in 2004 as an innocuous way 

to spread the Party narrative while simultaneously gaining entry to 

foreign universities. They are a product of the CCP’s fascination with 

‘cultural soft power’. 

Although the institutes are ostensibly devoted to teaching Chinese 

language and promoting Chinese culture, they are, as former propa¬ 

ganda chief Li Changchun put it, ‘an important part of China’s overseas 

propaganda set-up’.” The institutes are managed by the Office of 

Chinese Language Council International, known as the Hanban, in 

the Ministry of Education. However, the prominent US Sinologist 

David Shambaugh has claimed that the funds are actually provided by 

the CCP’s Propaganda Department and are ‘laundered’ through the 

Ministry of Education.’* 
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In the Western world, the largest number of Confucius Institutes is 

m Ik' found in English-speaking countries. As of July 2109 the United 

vSrates had about ninety, although there has been a wave of closures.'^ 

Great Britain has about thirty and Canada thirteen.'^ In Europe the 

majorit)' are in France, Germany and Italy. The countries of Central and 

Bstern European, often seen as the primary target of CCP influence in 

Europe, each host one to four Confucius Institutes, though the overall 

number has been growing as institutes in Western Europe close. 

Unlike Goethe Institutes and British Councils, Confucius Institutes 

are mostly located within foreign universities.*”^ This gives them lever¬ 

age over the host institutions. The selection of staff for the institutes, 

and their curricula, are decided in Beijing, leading China scholar John 

Fitzgerald to observe: ‘Universities that accept [Confucius Institutes] 

on Beijing s terms, with all the compromises they entail, signal they 

are willing to set aside academic principles to build good relations with 

China [and] indicate normal due diligence does not apply to relations 

with Chinese universities and firms.’ 

In the United States, the conservative National Association of Scholars 

commissioned a thorough review of Confucius Institutes in 2017.'*^ It 

reported that many professors associated with the institutes felt ‘immense 

pressure to stay on the good side of Confucius Institute directors and 

university administrators affiliated with the Confucius Institute’.The 

boards of the institutes often include people with close links to United 

Front organisations.*® Articles published on the UFWD’s website have 

discussed how Confucius Institutes can be used to carry out united front 

work.*^The NAS report called for them to be shut down. 1 here are also 

been credible reports that some institutes facilitate spying.'** 

Interference by Confucius Institutes in academic freedom, freedom 

of expression, and other personal rights has been documented in a large 

number of countries. One of the most egregious instances occurred 

at the 2014 annual conference of the European Association of China 

Studies, in Portugal. The conference was sponsored by the Hanban 

and the Taiwanese Chiang Chingkuo Foundation. Unhappy with the 

mention of the foundation and other Taiwanese organisations in the 

conference program, Hanban director general Xu Lin ordered that all 

conference programs be confiscated and the offending page torn out.^* 
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While the incident caused shock among confetence pattidnants 

were no repercussions for the Hanban or Confucius InLtuteL Euro"' 

Censorship is not unknown in other works sponsored by the imt" 

tutes. Topics like the ‘three Ts’—Taiwan, Tibet and Tiananmen—ale 

excluded from discussion at most Confucius Institutes.^^ Journalist 

Isabel Hilton noticed that a section in an article she’d written for a 

volume sponsored by a Confucius Institute had been deleted; the 

offending text concerned a Chinese environmental activist.^^ 

The institutes have been involved in behind-the-scenes lobbying to 

cancel events. In Melbourne in 2018 the screening of a documentary 

critical of Confucius Institutes was cancelled by Victoria University, 

which had hired out one of its theatres for the purpose.^'* The university 

was warned of an impending problem by the director of the campus’s 

Confucius Institute, Professor Colin Clark, and the university caved in 

when the Chinese consulate applied pressure. When it was contacted 

by the film’s promoter, the university lied, claiming that the theatre had 

been double-booked and no other was available. On the scheduled day, 

a number of suitable rooms were empty. The irony was not lost: a docu¬ 

mentary arguing that Confucius Institutes have political leverage over 

their hosts was banned because of the political leverage of a Confucius 

Institute over its host. Victoria University’s code of conduct declares the 

university to be ‘a place of independent learning and thought, where 

ideas may be put forward and reasoned opinion expressed freely while 

maintaining respect for others’. 

In 2013 the prestigious University of Sydney was accused of cancel¬ 

ling a visit by the Dalai Lama to avoid damaging its ties with China, 

including the funding it received for its Confucius Institute. WTien 

the event was pushed off-campus, and use of the universitys logo for¬ 

bidden, vice chancellor Michael Spence said it was ‘in the best interests 

of researchers across the university’.Some five years later Spence said 

that government statements and media reports about CCP influence in 

Australia were no more than ‘Sinophobic blathering’, following this up 

the next year by accusing those expressing concern about CCP influence 

of wanting a return to the ‘White Australia Policy’.^^ 

banning of any discussion of Chinese politics, including topics 

e three Ts, has led to the bizarre situation where universities in 
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Australia have registered their American studies centres (partly funded 

by Washington) under the new foreign-influence transparency scheme, 

hut do not see the need to register their Confucius Institutes because 

'they do not discuss politics’—even though they host seminars extolling 

the benefits of the Belt and Road Initiative, and the ‘culture’ they teach 

is shaped by the Party’s ideology. 

Some Confucius Institute contracts have been found to contain 

clauses that are illegal in their host countries or clash with the values of 

their host universities. For instance, they often stipulate that the insti¬ 

tutes may not engage in any activities that break Chinese law, which 

can be interpreted to include vague, catch-all laws against ‘endangering 

national unity’ and ‘endangering national security’.^” The Confucius 

Institute at McMaster University in Canada explicitly forbade its 

employees from practising Falun Gong, a form of discrimination that 

is illegal in Western democracies. When McMaster University failed to 

have the clause removed, it closed down the institute. Understanding 

how widespread this problem is can be difficult, as terms of agreement 

are typically secret. The University of Edinburgh refused a request 

for information on potentially discriminatory clauses in its contract, 

citing confidentiality.^’ 

Confucius Institutes vary in their transparency and in how much they 

interfere in their host universities. Bigger and more influential univer¬ 

sities have more bargaining power than smaller or less prestigious ones. 

When the Chinese side was negotiating an agreement for a Confucius 

Institute at Stanford University, it tried to exclude all discussion of 

sensitive issues like Tibet. When Stanford refused, the Hanban backed 

down.^^ Prestigious universities that agree to host Confucius Institutes 

should understand that they lend legitimacy to an arrangement that 

may be used to exert pressure on smaller players. 

Direct pressure 

Chinese embassies and consulates frequently attempt direct interfer¬ 

ence in Western universities. In 2018 the University of Salamanca in 

Spain cancelled its Taiwan Cultural Week after the Chinese embassy 

complained that the representative of Taiwan had been referred to as 

ambassador’. The embassy made it clear that China did not ‘consent’ 
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to the event.« In Hungary, the University of Debrecen was pressured 

by the Chinese embassy to exclude Taiwanese students from participat¬ 

ing in the university’s international food day, just a few hours before 

the start of the event.^*-* And when in April 2019 the Chinese studies 

department at the Vrije Universiteit Brussels organised an event with a 

Kazakh national who had been detained in one of Xinjiang’s infamous 

‘re-education camps’, the Chinese embassy sent letters to the organisers 

and prospective attendees asking them not to go. The event went ahead 

as planned, but with heightened security.^^ 

Sometimes, events are rejected under what look like pretexts. In 2014 

a faculty member at an Ivy League university had a suggestion for an 

event on Hong Kong’s Umbrella Movement rejected on the grounds that 

it was not ‘substantively academic enough’, even though the institution 

often hosted activists.^^The administrator hoped that the faculty member 

understood ‘the complexity’ of the university’s East Asian engagement. 

Chinese students are another pressure point on campuses. At the 

seminal 2015 United Front Work Conference, Xi Jinping described 

Chinese students studying abroad as one of the ‘three new focuses’ of 

united front work.^^ Anxious to prevent them being ‘infected’ with 

Western ideas, the CCP makes extensive efforts to keep them in line. 

Many students are loosely organised through Chinese Students and 

Scholars Associations (see the organisation chart on pages 124-25). 

Some CSSAs state on their websites that they are recognised by, registered 

with or even subsidised by the local Chinese embassy or consulate. The 

CSSA UK describes itself as an official organisation ‘under the guidance 

of the Education Department of the Chinese Embassy to the UK’.^^ 

The CSSA of Boston University states that it’s registered with the 

Chinese consulate in New York, and the CSSA at Vanderbilt University 

in Nashville claims to receive ‘subsidies and support’ from the Chinese 

embassy.Chinese students in the US and the UK have even established 

Party cells at some universities. 

There has been heated debate about the extent to which CSSAs are 

controlled by Beijing. Much of the activity of the associations revolves 

around social events and student support, but the CSSAs do have 

ties to the Party and the Chinese government. Some receive funding 

from Chinese embassies.'^' Their office holders typically owe allegiance 
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to the CCP and liaise regularly with the local embassy or consulate. 

It is through the CSSAs that Chinese students on campuses can be 

mobilised to demonstrate ‘patriotic support’ during visits of China’s 

leaders, or to counter activities that the CCP considers hostile. In 

2016 the Chinese government pressured Chinese students and scholars 

in the Netherlands to demonstrate in support of China’s position 

on the South China Sea."^^ In 2019 pro-Beijing Chinese students in 

Canada, Australia and Britain confronted, at times in aggressive and 

intimidating ways, students engaged in public support for Hong Kong 

democrac)' protesters. At the University of Queensland, one pro-Hong 

Kong student was assaulted. The next day, the Chinese consul general 

issued a statement praising the patriotic actions of the Chinese stu¬ 

dents, drawing a rebuke from Australia’s foreign minister, 

XiCTien students at the University of Toronto elected Tibetan- 

Canadian Chemi Lhamo as president of the student union, she was 

severely harassed, receiving threats of death and rape from Chinese 

students on campus, possibly prompted by Chinese diplomats.An 

online petition on Change.org labelled her pro-Tibet activism as clearly 

against Chinese history, Chinese laws and Chinese students’ rights’, 

arguing that China’s Anti-Secession Law of 2005 obliged all Chinese 

citizens to protest against Chemi Lhamo’s actions."^^ 

While some activities like this may be organised independently by 

smdents, in other cases they are clearly initiated by or coordinated with 

Chinese embassies and consulates. Students at McMaster University 

contacted the Chinese embassy to report a planned talk by Uyghur 

activist Rukiye Turdush, and later sent photos of the talk to the embassy. 

The Washington Post, which reviewed some of the WeChat messages 

concerning this incident, called it a Vivid example of how Chinese 

students have grown into a vocal and coordinated force on Western 

campuses’McMaster University subsequently stripped the CSSA of 

its status as a student club.^^ 

While the Chinese students at McMaster had been tasked by embassy 

officials to check if any Chinese students were involved in organising 

the talk,^^ a more general concern is when PRC students surveil each 

other, including in class, of their own accord. In recent studies, several 

professors across the US reported that they assumed their Chinese 
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students were reporting on each other. Some said that Chinese students 

had approached them directly with concerns about being denounced.-*’ 

European academics interviewed for a study by the Leiden Asia Center 

shared similar concerns.^® At the Australian National University, a com¬ 

ment made in class by a Chinese student was reported to the embassy, 

and her parents in China received a visit from the Ministry of State 

Security, warning them about their daughters behaviour. The MSS visit 

came two hours after she made the comment.^' 

Self-censorship 

A much-cited 2002 article by Perry Link (who has for many years been 

blocked from entering China) likened the CCP to ‘the anaconda in the 

chandelier’: ‘Normally the great snake doesn’t move. It doesn’t have to. 

It feels no need to be clear about its prohibitions. Its constant silent 

message is “You yourself decide”, after which, more often than not, 

everyone in its shadow makes his or her large and small adjustments— 

all quite “naturally . 

While Link was primarily talking about the effect of the great snake 

on Chinese academics, he argued that the effect was beginning to be felt 

abroad as well. These days it is apparent that the anaconda is hovering 

over China scholars in the West and many are ‘naturally’ adjusting what 

they write and say. Some just want to protect their access to China to do 

research; others consider it politeness towards their Chinese partners, 

or they want to protect their contacts and sources.According to a 

2018 academic study, 68 per cent of 500 interviewees agreed that self¬ 

censorship is a problem among China scholars.^”* 

The topic is a sensitive one that arouses passionate responses. Western 

scholars tend to wear their intellectual independence proudly and few 

admit to engaging in self-censorship, although many claim to see it in 

others. A study by Anastasya Lloyd-Damnjanovic on Beijing’s political 

influence on US campuses observed: 

It is telling that in a few cases, faculty agreed only to be interviewed 

off the record, i.e., on the condition that the information con¬ 

veyed could not go down on paper. In one case, a faculty member 

insisted the interview be conducted at a time when she could access 
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a hotel landline because she feared her cell phone was monitored. 

Many faculty expressed anxiety about being publicly identified in 

this study for fear that the PRC government might retaliate or that 

some social progressives in the United States might perceive criti¬ 

cisms of the PRC as racist. This was true even among respondents 

who claimed they do not self-censor.^^ 

As Perry Link noted, if we were to omit all issues that are sensitive to 

the CCP Tibet, Tiananmen, Taiwan, Xinjiang, the wealth amassed 

by the families of top leaders—‘we are left with a picture of China that 

is not only smaller than the whole but crucially different in nature’. 

This picture is particularly distorting in places where there are few or no 

alternative sources of knowledge about China. 

As with journalists, visas are one of the most effective means of keep¬ 

ing researchers in line, especially those who rely on access to China for 

their living.Scholars who have spent decades building their expertise 

can have their careers stymied if access is denied. Young academics 

without tenure and those with family ties in China are particularly 

vulnerable to CCP pressure. 

More common than denying a visa is to let the application hang. 

Applicants must list the date of their flight to China on the visa form, 

and consular officials will simply not respond to the application before 

that date.^^ In addition to the few who have been explicitly blacklisted, 

a much larger pool of researchers live in constant uncertainty, not fully 

welcome but not obviously banned. The problem is compounded by 

the fact that few people like to talk about the denial of a visa, making it 

difficult to gauge the full extent of the practice. 

As the debate over CCP influence and interference in Australia 

reached a high point in early 2018, some seventy China scholars signed 

an open letter stating that the discussion was ‘sensationalist’, and just 

another manifestation of the nation’s long history of anti-Chinese 

racism.^® The scholars claimed to ‘see no evidence’ of Beijing inter¬ 

fering in Australia, despite widely reported incidents to the contrary. 

As in the case of the group of US scholars cited in chapter three, 

the Australian scholars shifted the blame from the CCP to their own 

nation’s moral faults. While those faults certainly exist, ignoring the 
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agency of the CCP betrays the commitment to the truth that the 

Western academy is meant to stand for. The Global Times warmly 

welcomed the Australian scholars letter as proof that the debate over 

CCP influence should be ended, as it is only ‘fanning the flames’ of 

racial animosity.^* 

Financial dependence 
The Western tradition of free intellectual inquiry, of following the truth 

wherever it leads, has always faced corruption by money; in recent times, 

some of that corruption has followed Chinese money. One problem is 

what Christopher Hughes of the London School of Economics calls 

the ‘enterprise university’ model.“ If a university runs research projects 

with Chinese counterparts for profit, or depends on tuition fees from 

PRC students, this creates structural incentives to stay on China’s good 

side. Where decision-making is centralised, individual researchers can’t 

push back against attempts at interference, nor can they shut down 

ethically dubious cooperation with Chinese institutions.'^^ ^ Hughes 

puts it, ‘If you are someone who raises questions or works on something 

sensitive ... you will not make yourself very popular with the people 

whose job it is to get the balance sheets right ... I am speaking from 

direct experience of myself and colleagues who have spoken out, who 

have been marginalised, or taken aside for cups of tea and told, “Stop 

stirring things up.’”^'^ 

For many universities, enrolments from China have proven highly 

lucrative, especially when governments cut back education funding. 

More than 360,000 Chinese students were studying at US universities 

in 2018,*^^ and Canada had over 140,000.“ In the United Kingdom, 

with over 100,000 enrolled, Chinese students easily make up the largest 

group of foreign students.“ Australia, with over 150,000 Chinese stu¬ 

dents enrolled in 2018,*'® has proportionally the highest dependence on 

fees from China, by a wide margin. 

As a rule, Chinese parents want to send their children to the most 

highly ranked universities abroad and are avid readers of university 

league tables. When prestigious Western universities become dependent 

on Chinese fees, they are more sensitive to pressure from the embassy or 

consulates. The threat of being cut off from this money stream has been 
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used frequently by the Chinese government to try to bring Western 

universities into line. Few such threats ever make it into the public 

domain. By publicising them, university administrators would cause a 

seNTre loss of fiice. By acceding to them, they open themselves to stern 

criticism for abandoning their principles. But some cases have surfaced. 

After the Dalai Lama visited the University of California, San Diego in 

2017, the Chinese government informed the university it would refuse 

to fund Chinese scholars who wished to study there.*"^ 

Research partnerships, academic exchange agreements and training 

programs in China are also used as bargaining chips. Some universities 

have scores of such arrangements, and developing a deep network of 

institutional and personal links with China has become a mark of pro¬ 

fessional success. Executive training programs have become lucrative 

business for Western universities. The University of Cambridge hosts 

the China Executive Leadership Program, which is co-sponsored by 

the CCPs powerful Organization Department and the State Councils 

China Development Research Foundation. The program trains senior 

executives from large state-owned corporations selected by the Party to 

spend three weeks at Cambridge. Such programs can become another 

Beijing pressure point. An executive training program at the University 

of Maryland was reportedly suspended after a speech by the Dalai Lama 

on campus in 2013, and again after Yang Shuping’s 2017 graduation 

speech (see chapter five).^“ 

Many university leaders in the West have shown by their actions 

that they are not committed to academic freedom, and often do not 

understand what it is. There are many instances of university executives 

buckling to Beijing’s pressure and using phrases like ‘we understand the 

concern, but the situation is complex’, or ‘the university must balance 

the freedom of our academics against the other goals of the university’. 

The principle of academic freedom is worth nothing if universities are 

not willing to protect it actively. 

Reshaping Chinese studies 

In the CCP’s campaign to reshape global debate, an essential target is 

the field of China studies itself. As we’ve seen, Confucius Institutes are 

one channel for this, as is the World Forum on China Studies, launched 
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in 2004 by propaganda authorities to foster a community of foreign 
researchers sympathetic to the Party/' ^ 

Another is the three-week Visiting Program for Young Sinologists, 

run by Chinas Ministry of Culture and Tourism and advertised through 

ChinaWatch on The Telegraph website/^ In June 2019 the program was 

hosted by the Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences, to ‘let foreign 

scholars tell Chinas story well’/3 The Chinese government also provides 

special scholarships for students from Central and Eastern Europe/'' 

The goal is not to reap immediate benefits, but to make sure that the 

next generation of China experts in these countries is positively disposed 

towards the CCP. 

Its not unknown for China to pay Sinologists to promote China. 

The American political scientist Edward Friedman reported that in the 

early 2000s he was offered $25,000 by officials from the Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs to write a book on how China was succeeding in its 

foreign relations.^^ He declined. Today, there is an official ‘Foreigners 

Writing on China Programme’, which provides funding for ‘foreign 

sinologists, writers, media professionals, scholars and other notable 

public figures’ to write books on China, at the invitation of domestic 

Chinese publishers, to ‘spread the voice of China’.^'^ 

Around 2011 Wen Ruchun, the daughter of former Chinese premier 

Wen Jiabao, donated £3.7 million to endow a professorship at The 

University of Cambridge through her mysterious Chong Hua founda¬ 

tion. The first Chong Hua professor, Peter Nolan, had previously taught 

Wen Ruchun and co-authored a book with her husband.^^ The uni¬ 

versity apparently did not go through a formal process of appointment 

to fill the chair. A former Cambridge academic, d’arak Barkawi, wrote: 

‘Nolan has very close links with the Chinese government and appears to 

have played a central role in organising the donation.Nolan no longer 

holds the chair, but remains at Cambridge as director of the Centre of 

Development Studies, and director of the university’s China Executive 

Leadership Program.^^ He is a fellow of the 48 Group Club. 

In 2017 the School of Advanced International Studies at Johns 

Hopkins University announced the newly created C.H. Tung professor¬ 

ship, named after former Hong Kong chief executive Tung Chee-hwa. 

The new professor would also be director of a research program called 
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the l\»cific Community Initiative. The professorship and the research 

pix>gram arc partly funded by the China-United States Exchange 

Ixnmdation, the Hong Kong-based organisation founded by Tung in 

2008.*® Tung, as we’ve seen, is a vice chairman of the Chinese People’s 

IVlitical Consultative Conference, one of the Party’s important influ¬ 

encing bodies and a prominent Party activist. In 2018 the University of 

Texas at Austin turned down a proposed donation from CUSEF to fund 

its China Public Policy Center because of the foundation’s links with the 

CCP, although some faculty members supported the proposal.** 

In 2019 the Financial Times reported that the London School of 

Economics had planned to establish a new China program with funding 

from Eric X. Li, a venture capitalist and staunch supporter of the CCP. 

The program would have been overseen by an advisory group from 

China, but it was cancelled after a backlash from academics.*^ 

University cooperation 

Opening campuses in China has become a popular way for Western 

universities to internationalise themselves while at the same time gen¬ 

erating new sources of revenue. One of the earliest joint initiatives, well 

before the current wave, was the Hopkins-Nanjing Center, founded in 

1986 by Johns Hopkins University and Nanjing University. After the 

Chinese government began encouraging cooperation in education in 

1995, several Western universities established joint institutes. These are 

based at and function like colleges of Chinese universities.*^ Since 2003, 

foreign universities have been able to open full universities in China by 

forming a joint venture with a Chinese university in which the Chinese 

side owns 51 per cent.*”* This makes them Chinese legal entities subject 

to Chinese law, with all that this entails for academic freedom.*^ 

Several renowned universities have accepted this arrangement, 

including New York University (establishing NYU Shanghai), Duke 

(Duke Kunshan), the University of Nottingham (Nottingham Ningbo), 

the University of Liverpool (Jiaotong-Liverpool University), and the 

University of California, Berkeley (Tsinghua-Berkeley Shenzhen 

Institute). Others, like the University of Cambridg e, are still negoti- 

ating.*^ Occasionally, wholly American-owned universities have been 

allowed to operate in China. Sias University, which was originally 
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founded as a joint project by Fort Hayes State University and Zhengzhou 

University in 1998, is an example.”^ Over 2000 university partnerships 

of various forms currently operate in China.**® 

Foreign-owned and partially foreign-owned universities have been 

presented as rare zones of academic freedom in China by their supporters, 

but they come with a host of problems, including limitations on aca¬ 

demic freedom. In 2010, when an American student tried to launch the 

first academic journal at the Hopkins-Nanjing Center, administrators 

prevented its circulation outside campus, on the grounds that academic 

freedom was to be limited to the classroom. Most Chinese students 

involved in the journal asked to have their names removed, and one was 

pressured to withdraw an article.®*^ 

In 2018 the University of Nottingham Ningbo removed Stephen 

Morgan from his role as associate provost after he wrote an article 

criticising the outcomes of the 19th Party Congress in 2017.^° In 2019, 

when classes resumed for the fall semester at NYU Shanghai, one topic 

that could not be addressed on campus was the Hong Kong protests. 

‘Most of us are on guard about what we say even when we talk about the 

weather,’ a faculty member was quoted as saying.^' Professor Rebecca 

Karl, who teaches at NYU’s home campus in New York, has been black¬ 

listed from the Shanghai campus. She said she had ‘faced pressure from 

multiple fellow professors in New York not to organise a panel on the 

Hong Kong protests this semester out of concern that it would “hurt 

the feelings of my colleagues in Shangahi”.” Karl said she did not trust 

her university to stand up for academic freedom in Shanghai: ‘They 

have too much at stake. 

In fact, by establishing campuses in China, Western university execu¬ 

tives knowingly agree to sacrifice the principle of academic freedom. In 

2011 NYU president John Sexton reportedly told Bloomberg News that 

‘students and faculty at the new [Shanghai] campus shouldn’t assume 

they can criticise government leaders or policies without repercussions.’ 

He added, ‘I have no trouble distinguishing between rights of academic 

freedom and rights of political expression. 

In a move that reflects the overall tightening of ideological screws 

on Chinese campuses, new regulations introduced in 2017 require 

joint-venture universities to set up a Party committee and appoint a 
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Party secretary.’"* According to the Financial Times, university adminis- 

tnttors are not given a written copy of these new regulations but receive 

only an oral briefing on them.’^ In 2018 the University of Groningen in 

the Netherlands cancelled an agreement (the signing of which had been 

attended by Xi Jinping and the Dutch king) to offer full degrees at a 

campus in Yantai after the Chinese government announced that a CCP 

official must sit on the board of all foreign-funded universities. Large 

parts of the campus had already been built.’*’ 

Groningen’s reaction distinguishes it from the capitulation of other 

Western universities. While nearly all joint ventures list the Party secre¬ 

tary on their foreign websites as well as their Chinese-language sites, only 

the latter provide information on ‘Party building’ activities and ‘Party 

mass relations’. These activities include ‘theory study sessions’ on Xi 

Jinping Thought, CCP discipline, and the latest Party documents and 

slogans.’^ At the Chinese campus of Leeds University, Party-building 

includes training Chinese staff to ‘do ideological work well’.’® Even 

wholly American-owned public universities like Sias (the China branch 

of Fort Hayes State University) are not exempt from Party-building 

activities; there, on the occasion of the ninety-eighth anniversary of 

the CCP, Chinese staff renewed their oath to the Party.” And it’s not 

only staff and Party members who are affected. Chinese students at 

NYU Shanghai, for example, also have to rake classes on Mao Zedong 

Thought and other mandatory ‘political studies’ courses.*” 

Some joint-venture universities employ their faculty locally, 

meaning foreign faculty arc no longer employed by foreign univer¬ 

sities but by the Chinese government. NYU Shanghai and Duke 

Kunshan reportedly quietly switched to this model several years 

ago.”' (According to Duke’s mission statement, it will ‘promote an 

intellectual environment built on a commitment to free and open 

inquiry’.”’) At Kean State, an American public university in New 

jersey, a plan to switch to local employment at its China campus 

in Wenzhou caused a backlash when the university’s union became 

aware of it. The Wenzhou-Kean campus had previously posted 

job advertisements stating that applicants who were CCP members 

d be j,hen preference."^ Like all joint ventures, Wenzhou-Kean 

sity has a Party secretar}’, who is also chairperson of the board 
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of directors overseeing the university.CCP policy initiatives like 

the BRI are openly promoted at some joint education institutions^ 

In 2018 the French EMLYON Business School, together with the 

East China Normal University, founded the Asia Europe Business 

School in Shanghai. According to its website, its mission is to create 

‘Belt and Road entrepreneurs’.The French government has rejected 

participation in the BRI, while EMLYON Business School is helping 

create BRI champions to send back to France. 

Once cooperation agreements are in place, it is very rare for Western 

universities to terminate them. One exception occurred in 2018, when 

the School of Industrial and Labor Relations at Cornell University ended 

its cooperation with Renmin University’s School of Labor and Human 

Resources, and with its Business School. The decision was prompted 

by the kidnapping of Chinese students who had engaged in activism at 

Renmin University, but it followed mounting concerns about the deteri¬ 

orating academic environment in China. In the words of Eli Friedman, 

director of Cornell’s School of Industrial and Labor Relations, who 

personally made the decision to terminate the exchange, ‘Foreign 

institutions have long hoped that engagement and quiet diplomacy in 

China would eventually lead to an expansion in academic, and possibly 

political, freedoms. It is increasingly clear that precisely the opposite has 

happened ... The actions we took at Cornell ILR may or may not turn 

out to be effective, but doing nothing was not an option.’'®" 

The setting-up of campuses abroad has also gone in the other 

direction. In 2013 Fudan University established the Fudan-European 

Centre for China Studies at the University of Copenhagen, as ‘a stra¬ 

tegic initiative of Fudan University to meet the growing demand for a 

more nuanced and balanced understanding of Chinas development. 

Some of its key events have served to promote Beijings positions, 

including such insights as the recent worsening of cross-strait relations 

are due to the [2016] election of Isai Ing-wen in laiwan , and without 

intervention from the US, there would be no laiwan Issue .'®* (In 

2016 the Universirv' of Copenhagen joined the US-based Scholars at 

Risk organisation, which helps protect any scholars facing threats and 

imprisonment around the world. The university has not yet provided 

sanctuary to any Chinese scholars.) 
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Another European-based institution is the Brussels Academy for 

China-Europcan Studies, opened in 2014 as a cooperative venture 

between Renmin University of China, Sichuan University, Fudan 

University, and Vrije Universiteit Brussels. It works closely with the 

Confucius Institute at Vrije Universiteit Brussels.In October 2019 

the director of this Confucius Institute, Song Xinning, was barred for 

eight years from entering the European Union because of his alleged 

espionage activities. VUB had reportedly ignored previous warnings 

from Belgium’s intelligence service. Song had built up an excellent net¬ 

work of contacts with thinks tanks across Europe, including the College 

of Europe, ‘the Bruges elite school for Eurocrats’."” 

In 2018 Peking University opened a campus of its HSBC Business 

School near Oxford, initially backed by British bank HSBC. At the 

inauguration, Chinese ambassador Liu Xiaoming stressed that the 

campus should become a platform ‘to tell the China story’.'" And later 

that year the University of Coimbra in Portugal announced it would 

host a Chinese Academy of Social Sciences Chinese Studies Center."^ 

Academic publishing 

Translations of Chinese academic work are centrally planned and 

subsidised through a number of programs. In 2010 the National 

Social Science Fund of China set up a translation program in order 

to ‘raise the international influence of Chinese humanities and social 

sciences’. To give the translated works legitimacy, they are published 

through ‘authoritative publishing institutions’ and ‘enter mainstream 

distribution channels’ abroad."^ This means that Chinese publishers 

are encouraged to seek out partnerships with renowned international 

publishers, something they have done quite successfully. 

In 2017 Cambridge University Press decided to exclude several 

journals containing articles critical of CCP positions from the package 

it offers universities in China. This caused outrage among scholars, and 

the press eventually backed down. But other publishers have managed 

to fly under the radar and continue to censor material that is to be 

used in China. The big Stuttgart-based academic publisher Springer 

Nature (publisher Scientific American and Nature, among many other 

titles) allowed Chinese authorities to decide which articles would be 
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unavailable on its online platform in China, justifying its censorship 

by saying it affected just one per cent of its content in China (the 

one per cent the CCP did not like)."^ Apart from a few news reports, 

Springer Nature received limited backlash, although a petition calling 

for a peer-review boycott of all humanities and social science journals 

published by Springer Nature and its subsidiary Palgrave Macmillan 

received 1200 signatures.The editors of the journal Transcultural 

Research at the University of Heidelberg terminated their relationship 

with Springer Nature in protest over its decision, calling it an ‘unaccept¬ 

able breach of trust’. 
The CCP took a slightly different approach with Taylor & Francis, 

owner of the publisher Routledge. Rather than censoring individual 

articles, Chinese import agencies simply excluded eighty-three of the 

1466 journals in the publishing group’s package for libraries.'*^ 

Exactly how many publishers and journals are subjected to CCP 

censorship is unknown. An argument commonly used to justify such 

censorship is that it only affects publications distributed in China, not 

global offerings. Publishers defend themselves by saying they have to 

abide by local laws. Individual authors who have accepted censorship in 

the Chinese translation of their work have argued that the loss in con¬ 

tent is outweighed by the benefit of making most of their work available 

to Chinese readers.' 

Leaving aside this dubious justification for acceding to censorship, 

some authors with an eye on sales in China are tempted to circumscribe 

what they write. And publishers may accept and reject manuscripts 

based on their acceptabilit)- to Party censors. PEN International, which 

defends the free speech of writers, has expressed concern that the 

promise of large advances for Chinese translations may steer authors 

away from potentially controversial topics. 

However, there mav be an even more fundamental problem. In 

2019 an agent for Chinese printing companies handed Australian 

publishing houses a list of words and topics that could not appear 

in any books that were to be printed in China.*"® The list contained 

names of Chinese dissidents and also political figures, including 

^ Jmpmg. Publishers in New Zealand face che same prohibitions.'^' 

rn publishers print a large share of their titles, particularly 
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illustrated books and those with high print-runs, in China, which has 

the most advanced and cheapest printing processes. These publishers 

must now either censor their books or pay more for having them 

printed elsewhere. Its important to note that this ban applies not to 

books for the Chinese market, but to those sold in any other market. 

When Australian publisher Allen & Unwin cancelled the publication 

of a book critical of the CCP in 2017, one of its concerns was that 

it might be banned from all access to Chinese printers.While the 

censorship guidelines have been in place for some time, they were not 

enforced until 2019, according to Chinese printing companies.In 

deciding whether to offer a book contract to an author, publishers 

must now take this factor into account. 

The Party also uses publishing collaborations to spread its voice. 

Yale University collaborates with the Foreign Languages Bureau of 

the CCP, which interacts with the outside world under the nameplate 

China International Publishing Group. When the project was launched 

at the Great Hall of the People in 2006, Yale University’s leaders 

appeared alongside high-ranking officials from the CCP’s Propaganda 

Department.And in 2017 the China Social Sciences Press established 

a branch at the Institute of Political Studies in Bordeaux (Sciences Po 

Bordeaux), to facilitate long-term, institutionalised partnerships with 

foreign publishers and to ‘raise China’s academic influence in Europe’s 

main countries and international society’.'’^ 

In the UK, the dual-language Global Century Press, a subsidiary of 

the UK-based Global China Academy, has been publishing titles like 

Chinas Role in a Shaircl Human Future: Fuwards theory [r/V] for global 

leadership (2018) by British sociologist Martin Albrow,'"^’ and Walk for 

Peace: Transcidtural experiences in China (2016) by Lord Michael Bates 

and his wife Lady Xuelin Bates (whom we met in chapter seven). 

Both books are instances of influential people in the UK lending their 

names to key CCP talking points and terminology. 

Most large Western publishing houses have cooperation agree¬ 

ments with Party-state institutions to distribute English-language 

translations of Chinese academic research (both actual research and 

Party talking points). This includes books and journals paid for by 

Chinese institutions, such as the Chinese Academy of Sciences and 
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the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, or co-publishcd with Chine.i 

publishing houses. Springer Nature publishes dozens of journals i„ 

this way, including China International Strategy Review, produced 

by the Institute of International and Strategic Studies at Peking 

University; Frontiers of Education in China, co-published with the 

Higher Education Press; and the Journal of Chinese Sociology, which is 

under the auspices of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences and is 

mainland Chinas first English journal in sociology’. Springer Nature 

and its subsidiary Palgrave Macmillan also launched the Belt and Road 

Initiative a bundle of works on the BRI by authors from various dis- 

• tnanv of these works are the product of highly politicised and 

• h 1 controlled environments at Chinese universities.Routledge 

reLntly%blished the Routledge Handbook of the Belt and Road (2019), 

sisting of articles translated from Chinese and co-edited by the vice 

•dent of CASS, Cai Fang, and Cambridge professor Peter Nolan.'^^ 

The Dutch company Elsevier publishes journals supervised by the 

Chinese Academy of Sciences. 

Making available Chinese research in the humanities and social 

sciences, much of which is high quality, is generally a valuable con¬ 

tribution. But few readers are likely to be aware that most publishing 

collaborations are not initiated by individual Chinese institutes or 

Western publishers, but by the Party-state, with the explicit aim of 

spreading concepts and theories ‘with Chinese characteristics’. The series 

Key Concepts in Chinese Thought and Culture, published by Palgrave 

Macmillan in partnership with Beijing Foreign Language Teaching and 

Research Press, is part of a top-down ‘translation and communication’ 

project run by China’s State Council. 

As the boundaries between Chinese and international publishing 

continue to blur, Chinese censorship becomes increasingly normalised. 

Foreign readers see the name of a renowned publishing house on 

a book about China and are unaware that the content accords with 

Beijing’s line. 

In another instance ol non-capitulation, however, Dutch publisher 

Brill terminated an agreement to publish four journals in cooperation 

with a publisher owned by Chinas education department. Though 

the reason was not stated, this happened shortly after an article in one of 
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rhe journals was removed at the request of censors. The article in ques¬ 

tion, ‘Subversive writing’ by Jin Liu, an associate professor at Georgia 

Tech, was tor a special issue of the journal Frontiers of Literary Studies in 

0}ifui~> and had been peer-reviewed and accepted before being removed. 

The journal’s editors, who had not been consulted, only found out 

when they were reviewing the proofs; moreover, their introduction had 

been edited to delete reference to the censored article. 

When the editors contacted the editor-in-chief, Xudong Zhang, 

they were told that the removal of the essay ‘should come as no sur¬ 

prise, since has its editorial office in Beijing and so must abide by 

normal Chinese censorship’.Zhang rebuked the editors, telling them 

they should never have accepted the article in the first place. When 

the editors sought support from a member of the editorial board, a 

prominent professor at a prestigious US university, ‘he merely shrugged: 

what did we expect?’The editors went public about the incident and 

published the special issue elsewhere. Asking around, they uncovered 

similar instances of censorship of academic journals that had been 

kept private. 

The editors of the special issue wrote that they had trained them¬ 

selves ‘to read between the lines of work published on the Mainland, 

noting and compensating for the telling absences’.*’^’ However, they 

asked, ‘What happens when it is no longer obvious where something 

was published and according to which rules?’ For people who are not 

China-focused academics, the problem is compounded; they likely 

don’t know they’re expected to read between the lines. 

China’s unlawful territorial claims are another thing being subtly 

endorsed and reinforced by prestigious Western journals.Articles 

have been published that incorporate maps of China showing the Nine- 

Dash Line. This line, first drawn in 1947, marks our China’s claim to 

virtually all of the South China Sea and the islands and reefs within 

it. \(ffien the Philippines, whose fisherman had been bullied off their 

traditional fishing grounds, challenged China’s jurisdiction within the 

line, a tribunal was convened in The Hague under the United Nations 

Convention on the Law of the Sea. In 2016 it ruled that there is ‘no 

legal basis for China to claim. The map appears in articles that have 

nothing to do with the South China Sea, such as on the distribution of 
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butterflies or trees and grasses in China, and arc purely political jtatc- 

ments. When Western authors question the inclusion of the map in 

their articles, their Chinese co-authors say they can do nothing because 

the authorities require it, or they repeat the CCP line that the South 

China Sea is part of their homeland. 
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‘Champion of multilateralism’ 

At the 2018 Central Foreign Affairs Conference, Xi Jinping called 

on China to ‘lead the reform of the global governance system.' This 

marked a shift from the careful terminolog}^ he had used at the same 

conference in 2014, where there was no talk of China ‘leading’.^ The 

more forthright language reflects Beijing’s increasingly robust efforts 

to reshape international institutions and global regimes to suit the 

CCP’s interests. 

However, the CCP wants China to be seen as a protector ol multi¬ 

lateral institutions, presenting itself as a much-needed counterweight to 

‘US unilateralism’. In 2018 at the United Nations General Assembly, 

foreign minister Wang Yi called China a ‘champion of multilateralism’.^ 

The following year, at the G20 Summit in Osaka, Xi Jinping ‘led a 

chorus for safeguarding multilateralism’,'' while a joint EU—China 

statement in April stressed that both sides ‘share common ground in 

upholding multilateralism’.^ 

The CCPs discontent with the present order should not come as a 

surprise; after all, it did not have much of a say in creating it, joining 

only in the 1970s. But when China’s leaders speak of making the inter¬ 

national order more inclusive, what they are calling for is acceptance of 

authoritarian systems, and for their values to be given the same status 
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as democratic ones.*’ The CCP also wants to create new international 
organisations, with norms that stress national sovereignty and thereby 

impose minimal accountability on China. 

The Party’s modus operandi is to strengthen its position in large 

multilateral organisations, such as the United Nations, and chip away 

at those of its mechanisms it does not like, while simultaneously 

creating parallel institutions that China can dominate. Where it can, 

it will split nations off from multilateral groups and engage in bilateral 

relationships in which China will almost always be the stronger party. 

Pseudo-multilateral institutions (discussed below) follow the same 

approach. Beijing’s position at the United Nations has been bolstered 

by its growing financial contribution, at a time when that of the US is 

declining, and by its large number of allies among developing countries 

and the non-Western world. 

Through international bodies the CCP can set technical standards, 

ain support for policies like the BRI, insert ‘Xi-speak’ into discussions— 

s like community of shared future for mankind’—and spread 

L alternative definitions of ‘human rights’, ‘terrorism’ and ‘internet 

ernance’. This makes these bodies ideal platforms for increasing 

the Party’s global ‘discourse power’ {htmyuquan) and for spreading the 

‘China model’. 

Sinicising the United Nations 
China is a permanent member of the UN Security Council and under 

Xi Jinping has been actively expanding its infiuence there. It pursues 

the strateg)' of‘using the countryside to surround the city’, challenging 

the established order by gradually building up bases on the periphery, 

rhe most prominent example is C.hinas approach to the UN Human 

Rights Council, where it has been criticising ‘Western’ conceptions 

and promoting human rights with C hinese characteristics , persuading 

other countries to praise its humati rights record. VCe look at this in 

detail later this chapter, but meanwhile there are many other signs of 

China's surging infiuence at the UN. 

The Ciroup of 77 (G77) w'as founded in 1964 to represent the 

interests of developing nations at the UN, and although China does 

not consider itself a member of the group it often works with it. 
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Membership of the G77 has grown substantially since its founding 

and today it numbers 134 countries, nearly 70 per cent of the UN’s 

membership countries, giving China a substantial pool of allies with 

whicli to coordinate activity/Though G77 countries do not always vote 

as a bloc, China can often mobilise enough of them to speak up on its 

behalf and to represent its interests in UN bodies. 

Four of the UN’s fifteen specialised agencies—the Food and 

Agriculture Organization, the International Telecommunications 

Organization, the International Civil Aviation Organization, and the 

UN Industrial Development Organization—are now run by Chinese 

nationals (by contrast, the US, the UK and France each head one).® 

Beijing has also gained effective control of large UN departments 

neglected by Western nations. One is the UN Department of Economic 

and Social Affairs, which is responsible for all kinds of activities, from 

the Sustainable Development Goals to following up on actions man¬ 

dated by UN conferences and summits. It is headed by Liu Zhenmin, 

previously China’s vice minister for foreign affairs, who also advises the 

UN secretary-general on internet governance.^ A European diplomat 

has described the department as ‘a Chinese enterprise ... Everybody 

knows it and everybody accepts ir.’'° 

The Department of Economic and Social Affairs has worked closely 

with Chinese organisations to push the BRl onto the UNs agenda,*' 

Its economic and policy division is implementing a major project 

linking the BRl to the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals, part of 

its high-profile Agenda for Sustainable Development.*’ A Dutch think 

tank has written of China employing the UN to ‘internationalise and 

legitimise its own domestic interests’.*^ A slew of UN agencies, includ¬ 

ing the World Meteorological Organization, the International Labour 

Organization, the International Civil Aviation Organization, and the 

International Telecommunication Union, have signed BRl agreements, 

all feeding into the CCP’s narrative that the BRl is a global initiative 

rather than a Chinese one.*^ 

The UN Development Program was the first at the UN to sign 

a BRl memorandum of understanding with China, in September 

2016.*’ Helen Clark, former New Zealand prime minister and the 

administrator of the UNDP, lauded the BRl as ‘a powerful platform 
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for economic growth’ and ‘an important catalyst and accelerator for the 

sustainable development goals’.The memorandum was followed in 

May 2017 by an action plan for cooperation between the UNDP and 

the Chinese government. The UNDP stressed that it ‘commends the 

Government of China for enacting this initiative, and acknowledges the 

role of China in leading by example and reaffirms its desire to support 

China in its efforts’.'^ 

Even UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres has praised the BRI, 

in opening remarks at the 2019 Belt and Road Forum for International 

Cooperation, held in Beijing. (He was accompanied on this trip by his 

under-secretary, Liu Zhenmin.*®) Guterres commended China ‘for its 

central role as a pillar of international cooperation and multilateralism’.’’ 

China has also been wielding influence at the Economic and Social 

Council, one of the UN’s six main bodies; it’s been a member since 1971. 

Through its membership of the council’s NGO accrediting committee, 

Beijing has blocked organisations it deems unfriendly. It prevented the 

Committee to Protect Journalists from being accredited as an NGO 

for four years. (The situation was only resolved when the United States 

called for a full vote.‘°) China also tried to have the consultative status 

of the Germany-based Society for Threatened Peoples withdrawn.^' By 

contrast, CCP front groups like the Cliina Foundation for Peace and 

Development were approved without delay.' 

Beijing has also regularly used the accreditation process to demand that 

NGOs remove material it does not like from their websites, and to inform 

them that they must refer to laiwan as laiwan, Province of China. Such 

orders are put even to NGOs that ha\'e nothing to do with China.^^ One 

NGO told Human Rights Watch that China complained about material 

concerning dissident Nobel Laureate Liu Xiaobo on its website. The 

NGO removed some of the oflensive’ material, but continued to see its 

application deferred by China when it did not comply with reejuests for 

information that would have put sources in China at risk.^‘* 

In 2015 UN headquarters in both New York and Geneva began to 

refuse entry to Taiwanese nationals, and even Taiwanese diplomats if 

they were carrying onlv their Taiwanese passports.'^ Whether this was 

done at Beijings request or was a pre-emptive act, it indicates that 

Chinas efforts to erase Taiwan as a de facto independent nation are 
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succeeding. 1 he UN explained it only accepts documents issued by 

member states. (Taiwan hasn’t been a member of the UN since it was 

replaced by the PRC in 1971. Its bids to join have been rejected several 

times.) Documents issued by Taiwan have often been accepted in prac¬ 

tice, but refusal of Taiwan-issued identifications seems to be on the rise. 

In 2017 a group of Taiwanese students were denied entry to the Geneva 

headquarters to observe a session of the UN Human Rights Council, 

They were told that to be able to enter they needed to show ‘Taiwan 

Compatriot Travel Documents’, a type of permit issued by Chinese 

authorities to Taiwanese citizens wanting to travel to China.And in 

2018 a Taiwanese journalist was refused entry even after presenting this 

permit; she was told she needed a PRC passport to enter. 

Others have been ejected from UN premises under direct orders 

from Chinese members. Former UN Under-Secretary General Wu 

Hongbo admitted on Chinese national television that he had used his 

position to have the head of the World Uyghur Congress, Dolkun Isa, 

removed from UN premises during a forum on indigenous issues in 

April 2017, despite the fact that Dolkun was accredited as an NGO 

participant. Dolkun was given no reason for his expulsion and was not 

allowed to re-enter the premises.'*^ 

Pushing Taiwan off the international stage 

Beijing has successfully pressured Western companies to treat Taiwan, a 

countr)^ of 23 million, as if it were a parr of the PRC. Over the course of 

2019 it aggressively courted those countries that still recognise Taiwan, 

leading some to switch recognition within a very short period.^*'’ For 

a long time, China has resisted the inclusion of laiwan in the World 

Health Organization, thereby impeding the global fight against diseases. 

During the 2003 SARS epidemic, Taiwanese health organisations only 

received information about the dangerous disease through contacts 

at the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. After SARS 

broke out in a Taiwanese hospital, the WHO finally dispatched some 

experts to Taiwan, the first time in thirty-one years.Following this 

debacle, Taiwan was occasionally allowed to participate in the WHO, 

with Chinas permission.^" During the rapid spread of the novel corona- 

virus in early 2020, at Beijing’s insistence WHO excluded Taiwan 
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from meetings of countries affected by the outbreak.^^ Chinas f ' 

ministry claimed that China would tell Taiwan what it needed toTmw 

about the epidemic. Taiwan’s foreign ministry said that China was not 

passing on all information, impeding its ability to protect its citizens.” 

At the same time, Nikkei Asian Review reported a diplomatic source in 

Beijing noting that China and the WHO have extremely close ties’.” 

China is the world’s second-largest financial contributor to the U.N, 

Previously, Nature reported that the WHO’s relationship with China 

grew especially close during the tenure of Margaret Chan, who led the 

organisation from 2006 to 2017. (Chan was rumoured to be in the 

running for the position of Hong Kong chief executive, but Beijing 

chose Carrie Lam instead.^^ During the corona virus crisis, WHO’s 

director-general Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus was criticised for back¬ 

ing Beijing’s initial resistance to travel warnings and for giving high 

praise to President Xi’s response. (Xi’s wife, Peng Liyuan, is a longtime 

WHO goodwill ambassador.) 

After Tsai Ing-wen was elected president of Taiwan in 2016, Beijing 

began blocking the country’s participation in the World Health Assembly, 

presumably to punish it for electing a politician the CCP dislikes.^^ The 

WHA in Geneva has refused to accredit Taiwanese journalists trying 

to cover it for several years in a row.’^ Canadian journalist Yuli Hu was 

prevented from covering the assembly of the UN International Civil 

Aviation Organization in Montreal in 2016 because she was working 

for Taiwan’s Central News Agency. 

Taiwan’s Red Cross Society has not only been excluded from the 

WHO, it is not recognised by the International Committee of the 

Red Cross, which has been trying hard to ingratiate itself with Beijing. 

In March 2019 the committee signed an agreement with a Chinese 

Chamber of Commerce to pool and share their resources [to support] 

Chinese companies operating in complex environments abroad N The 

committee’s special envoy to China, Jacques Pellet, praised Chinas 

contributions to humanitarian relief on China’s international TV broad¬ 

caster CCTN."*® In Xinjiang, where over a million ethnic minorities have 

disappeared into concentration camps, the International Committee 

has worked with China’s Red Cross Society on a development project.'^* 

While the outcome may be beneficial to some, the presence of the 
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international organisation lends legitimacy to policies that are, in effect, 

cultural genocide and crimes against humanity in the region. 

Beijing's implacable campaign against Taiwan sends an unambigu¬ 

ous message to the world that Taiwan belongs to China. It is intended 

U) intimidate Taiwan, showing the cost of refusing to follow the CCPs 

wishes. It is also meant to erode international resistance to Beijing’s 

plan to incorporate Taiwan into the PRC, possibly by launching an 

armed attack, something that the hawks inside the CCP have long 

wanted to do. 

Policing goes globai 

Around the world, the United Front Work Department has sponsored 

or encouraged the creation of Overseas Chinese Service Centers, 

known in some places as Chinese Community and Police Cooperation 

Centres.'^^ Set up to protect overseas Chinese, whatever their citizen¬ 

ship, and to bring them together to ‘share in the dream of national 

rejuvenation’, they are also a means of keeping watch on the activities 

of dissidents and critics.^'* With the support of Chinese embassies, some 

sixty centres operate in forty countries, including the United States, 

Canada, France and Britain, and these have, according to a report from 

the official China News Agency, ‘gradually penetrated into overseas 

Chinese communities’."^^ The centres work with local police, offering 

liaison and translation services, among other things, but they also spread 

the message that the CCP is everywhere. In Melbourne, for example, on 

the seventieth anniversary of the PRC, police in a district with a high 

ethnic Chinese population raised the Chinese Hag over the station. The 

action was widely criticised, with one radio commentator saying, ‘It’s a 

police station honouring a police state.’ Local Taiwanese, Uyghurs and 

Tibetans also objected."^^ 

China has been expanding its cooperation with international 

organisations engaged in crime control. In April 2015 alone, Chinese 

authorities asked Interpol to post 500 red notices—requests for law 

enforcement agencies around the world to arrest those accused of 

crimes. This number was the same as the total for the prior thirty years 

combined."*^ Beijing is known to issue red notices for political dissidents. 

In 2016 Meng Hongwei became the first Chinese president of Interpol, 
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and in April 2017 Europol, the EU’s police cooperation aecn • 

a strategic agreement with China’s Ministry of Public Sccuri^’ *'^"'** 

sented by Meng Hongwei, who was then still vice minisKr'rf Zu 

security.® Since then. Europol (which facilitates cross-border opcrLiom 

against criminals) has received Chinese representatives of the MPS to 

discuss closer cooperation.'^® 

These developments have had noticeable eflFects. When in 2017 

Italian police detained Dolkun Isa, president of the Munich-based World 

Uyghur Congress and a German citizen, they reportedly did so following 

a request from China, which had issued a red notice for Dolkuns arrest 

back in 2006. According to a Western diplomat, the Chinese government 

regularly requests European states to arrest Dolkun.^’ Interpol revoked 

his red notice in February 2018, and six weeks later the Party committee 

at Chinas Public Security Bureau expelled Meng Hongwei.’® On a visit 

to Beijing a few months later, Meng simply disappeared, leaving Interpol 

mystified. Its unclear whether his disappearance was related to the red 

notice or some other infraction, but Bethany Allen-Ebrahimian wrote 

that CCP disciplinary authorities ‘were treating Meng first and foremost 

as a party member who had strayed from the straight and narrow’, rather 

than the leader of an international law enforcement agency.’* In January 

2020 after a one-day trial, he was convicted of bribery and sent to 

prison for thirteen and a half years.' 

Extradition treaties are another way for the Chinese state to extend 

its long arm. The people of Hong Kong understand all too well what it 

means to be extradited to China, which is why they protested so vehe¬ 

mently in 2019 against a proposed extradition hill. 1 he Beijing-friendly 

government was forced to abandon it. By contrast, seven EU countries 

have signed and ratified extradition treaties with China—France, Spain, 

Italy, Portugal, Romania, Bulgaria and Lithuania.” 

Spain was the first Western country to sign such a treaty, which 

it ratified in 2007.” In December 2016 a joint Spanish—Chinese 

operation resulted in the arrest of 269 people accused of running a tele¬ 

communications fraud ring from Spain. Most of them were Taiwanese 

nationals, but because Spain does not formally recognise Taiwan, they 

were treated as Chinese nationals’ bv Spain’s courts.” As of July 2019, 

Spain had extradited 218 of the arrested Taiwanese citizens to China, 
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Nv here tliey will not face a fair trial,Kenya, Malaysia and Vietnam have 

ulso extradited Taiwanese citizens to China, 

Italy ratified an extradition treaty with China in 2015, In addition, a 

2016 police cooperation agreement sees Chinese police officers patrolling 

popular tourist spots in Rome, Venice and Prato,^^ Prato (near Florence) 

has a large ethnic Chinese population, many of whom work in textile 

and clothing factories. Although the ostensible purpose of the joint 

patrols is to protect Chinese tourists, the presence of Chinese police 

abroad is another means of sending the message to overseas Chinese 

that the state goes wherever they go. But for Beijing, the primary benefit 

of these police cooperation agreements is their role in helping tie foreign 

law enforcement into a network of obligations, information sharing, 

and possibly looking the other way when Beijing acts unlawfully. 

France ratified an extradition treaty with China in 2015, and in 

September of the following year, Chinese national Chen Wenhua 

became the first person to be extradited under it.^^ Under the terms of 

the treaty, French nationals are protected from extradition to China, 

but citizens of other European nations have no such protection.After 

France granted asylum to Grace Meng, the wife of Interpol president 

Meng Hongwei, China suspended all police cooperation with France. 

Despite the extradition treat)^ Chinese authorities have kidnapped 

suspects in France. Unwilling to wait and go through the extradition 

process, Chinese authorities ‘repatriated’ Zheng Ning in February 2017 

without informing French authorities.^’' A red notice had been issued 

for Zheng, who was accused of ‘economic crimes’, but undercover 

agents ‘persuaded’ him to return to China as parr of Xi’s notorious 

Operation Fox Hunt, the global extension of his anti-corruption cam- 

paign.^^ In fact, far more Chinese fugitives are ‘[)ersuaded’ to return to 

China than are extradited or deported. I bis persuasion often involves 

threats to punish families in China, and to broadcast the photos and 

alleged crimes of the accused across the nation. Such was the case of 

‘Melbourne grandmother’ Zhou Shiqin, accused of graft by the Party, 

who returned to China after her photo was plastered across state media 

and her sister’s assets were frozen.*’^ 

This kind of extrajudicial intimidation is not uncommon and to 

date has been met with little resistance from Western countries when 
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Chinese officials harass and threaten dissidents and ethnic minorities, 

China’s security services have tried to intimidate Uyghurs living 

in Belgium, France, Germany, Canada and many other countries,'^ 

In October 2017 the US State Department blocked the FBI from 

arresting four MSS officials who had entered the US on false pretenses 

and tried to ‘persuade’ wealthy dissident Guo Wengui (also known as 

Miles Kwok) to return to China.*’^ 

When Xi Jinping went to London in 2015, police arrested Chinese 

and Tibetan dissidents protesting his visit, and searched their homes/’^ 

A year earlier, when Xi visited Brussels, demonstrations were forbidden 

and pro-Tibet protesters were arrested,^^ The pattern was repeated in 

Switzerland in 2017.*^® Western governments are in this way allowing 

their police forces to assist the CCP in suppressing dissent. Tiananmen 

survivor Shao Jiang, whose London home was one of those searched, 

compared it to his experience in China: ‘every time I was arrested the 

Chinese police would search my rooms and take things. It reminded 

me of that. 

But a growing number of countries are declining to cooperate with 

Chinese authorities. In 2017 the Australian parliament stopped a move 

by the government to push through an extradition treaty with China, 

with members citing tlie corruption of China’s judicial system, the fact 

that China’s courts have a conviction rate of more than 99 per cent, and 

the widespread violation of human rights. In 2019 Chinese authorities 

celebrated Sweden’s decision to extradite former Chinese official Qiao 

Jianjun. Sweden has no treat)’ with Cdiina, and the decision was based on 

the UN Convention against Corruption.^*^ But a Swedish court blocked 

the extradition because of tlie ‘real risk that the person will be subjected 

to persecution for political reasons in China’, citing torture, degrading 

punishment and executions. ' In recent times, Sweden has shown itself 

less easily cowed than others by Beijing’s bullying. Perhaps it was this 

that led China’s ambassador in Stockholm to comment, ‘We treat our 

Iriends with good wine, but lor our enemies we got shotguns. 

Exporting Beijing’s definition of ‘terrorism’ 

Regional organisations in which China dominates provide an excel¬ 

lent opportunit)’ to exert influence through cooperation agreements. 
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bypassing larger international organisations where China does not yet 

cdl the shots. The Shanghai Cooperation Organization, and especially 

its Regional Anti-Terrorism Structure, is a prime example. The SCO is a 

China-dominated political, economic and security alliance with Russia, 

the Central Asian states and, since 2017, India and Pakistan. It was 

founded in Shanghai in 2001. 

The organisation has adopted Beijing’s Three Evils doctrine, which 

conflates terrorism with anything the CCP considers to be ‘religious 

extremism’ or ‘separatism’.^^ Ethnic Uyghurs in Xinjiang have discovered 

that the CCP’s current definition of‘religious extremism’ includes grow¬ 

ing a beard, reftising to eat pork, declining alcohol and praying, any of 

which can result in practitioners being sent to a concentration camp.^*^ 

The Regional Anti-Terrorism Structure has been stepping up cooper¬ 

ation with the UN Security Council’s counterterrorism committee and 

has signed a memorandum of understanding to enhance the exchange of 

information.^^ The Structure has participated in Interpol activities, such 

as Project Kalkan, a working-group meeting used to exchange informa¬ 

tion on terrorist activities, where it reports on its work on countering 

the Three Evils.^^ In March 2019 the Structure signed a cooperation 

memorandum with the UN’s Counter-Terrorism Committee.^^ 

Memorandums like this are a way for the Party to legitimise its 

repressive interpretation of terrorism. Its efforts to brand dissidents as 

terrorists have already paid off. I he Clermanv-based World Uyghur 

Congress has been listed as a terrorist organisation on World Check, 

a database used by governments and banks to screen for terrorists and 

people linked to financial crime.As a result, Deutsche Bank and 

Western Union have blocked international money transfers of WUC 

president Dolkun Isa, without giving a reason. Dolkun was also pre¬ 

vented from exchanging money in Ceneva while attending a meeting 

of the UN Human Rights Commission. Other members of the World 

Uyghur Congress have experienced similar obstacles. 

Creating parallel and pseudo-multilateral organisations 

As we have seen, the Belt and Road Initiative is one example of how the 

CCP is trying to change the international order while simultaneously 

making use of existing organisations to promote it. Some have argued 
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that the BRI is an ill-defined, disorganised ‘package of everything and 

nothing, driven by vague and confused domestic policy.Of cour«: 

the BRI serves domestic goals, such as generating growth in GDP at 

a time when Chinas infrastructure needs have been met, but it’s also 

part of Beijing’s strategy to create parallel global institutions that it 

dominates. The domestic and international aspects are united by the 

fact that the CCP, despite its claims to the contrary, is the architect and 

the primary beneficiary of both. 

China expert Alice Ekman has argued, ‘China is unhappy with the 

current security governance architecture and has the political determi¬ 

nation ... to restructure it.’®' Beijing invites everyone to join China’s 

‘circle of friends’, including security allies of the United States. 

Ekman points out that China is the clear beneficiary of the ambiguity 

that results when old, formal alliances are supplemented with new, 

informal ones.®^ 

Europe now plays a prominent role in the CCP’s strategy of grad¬ 

ually chipping away at the existing international order. Long seen by 

the CCP as the United States’ largely irrelevant junior partner, the con¬ 

tinent is now a crucial player to be won over. Beijing wants to deepen 

the divide across the Atlantic, while at the same time use European 

support, or at least lack of public criticism, to give it legitimacy in 

the developing world. Parallel organisations help Beijing deal with EU 

countries one on one, and play them against one another. 

Beijing is redrawing borders in Europe itself with the 17+1 summit, a 

pseudo-multilateral framework that could more accurately be described 

as seventeen bilateral relationships between European countries and 

their much bigger ‘partner’.®^ Launched in Budapest in 2012 to deepen 

relations benveen China and Central and Eastern Europe and to promote 

the BRI, its secretariat is based in Beijing. Under the framework, the 

heads of government of the seventeen participating states meet annually 

with China's prime minister. The summit poses a challenge to the EU 

because it mixes EU member states and EU accession candidates with 

non-member states. Its parallel economic summits are attractive oppor¬ 

tunities for countries that crave Chinese investment and are willing 

to stand up for China' in return.®^ However, the larger significance of 

17+1 is the challenge it poses to the established order, the EU. 
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China has succeeded in derailing a number of EU initiatives by 

convincing individual member countries to boycott them. Due to the 

principle of unanimity, just one dissenting country is often sufficient 

to scotch a joint statement or policy. Under pressure from China, in 

July 2016 Hungary and Greece prevented the EU from speaking out 

on the South China Sea, and in March 2017 Hungary derailed the EU 

from signing a letter denouncing the torture of lawyers in China. In the 

same year, Greece blocked the EU from releasing a statement criticising 

the state of human rights in China.®*’ In March 2018 the Hungarian 

ambassador to China was the only one of twenty-eight EU ambassadors 

not to sign a statement critical of the Belt and Road Initiative.®^ 

Human rights with Chinese characteristics 

In the early 1990s the CCP embarked on an aggressive mission to 

promote its own concept of human rights—namely, that the ‘right 

to development’ trumps all other rights. In 1991 the Party published 

its first white paper on human rights through the newly founded Office 

of External Propaganda, also known as the State Council Information 

Office.®® The office has a Human Rights Bureau, currently headed by 

Li Xiaojun, dedicated to spreading the Parry’s notion of human rights. 

The basic idea is to downplay individual and political freedoms and 

focus instead on ‘social and economic rights . 

The China Society for Human Rights Studies was founded in 1993 

as one of the public faces of the Office of External Propaganda. It poses 

as an NGO and is a member of the United Nations Conference of 

Non-Governmental Organizations.®'^ Its first director, Zhu Muzhi, 

also headed the Office of External Propaganda. 1 he institutional link 

to the propaganda office is confirmed by the fact that Cau Yuying, 

former deputy director of the Propaganda Department and the Office 

of External Propaganda, served concurrently as deputy director of the 

China Society for Human Rights Studies. 

The strategic importance of the society became a[>parent in 1998 

when it was among the first Chinese organisations to set up an English- 

language website.^' The society publishes an annual report on human 

rights in China, and since 1998 has also published an annual report 

on human rights in the United States, a tit-for-tat response to the US 
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annual report on human rights in China.« However, the main function 

of the China Society for Human Rights Studies is to spread a discourw 

that favours China. 

In 2006 the UN Human Rights Council replaced the UN 

Commission on Human Rights, which had been criticised for having 

members with poor records on human rights, and for its criticism of 

Israel. China was active in the setting up of rules for the new UNHRC, 

trying to ensure that country-specific resolutions would need to obtain 

a two-thirds majority, and arguing that country-specific reviews should 

be abolished, or at least radically limited.’^ While China failed to 

have the two-thirds rule made official, country-specific resolutions at 

the UNHRC are often voted down by the large number of Asian and 

African countries on the council. 

Beijing has also been very adept at suppressing criticism of its human 

rights record at the UNHRC. Whenever its human rights record is 

reviewed at the UN, it works hard to fill speakers’ spots with countries 

willing to praise that record. In 2019 the human rights ‘recommen¬ 

dations’ China received from these sympathetic countries included 

‘Continue to promote the Belt and Road Initiative to help other devel¬ 

oping countries in their development endeavours, (Pakistan), ‘Work on 

strengthening international cooperation in the field of human rights 

through [China’s] National Human Rights Action Plan 2016-2020’ 

(Turkmenistan), and ‘Continue to fight against terrorism and extrem¬ 

ism and separatist tendencies to safeguard its sovereignty and territorial 

integrity’ (Syrian Arab Repiiblic).'^^ d'here were many similar points of 

praise for China disguised as recommendations. In July 2019 Hong 

Kong activist Denise Ho addressed the UNHRC. Overriding interrupt¬ 

ions by China’s delegates, she called for China’s membership of the 

council to be suspended.But China is too deeply embedded in the 

UN system for any such call to be heeded. 

To spread its vision of liuman rights, the CCP has launched its own 

forums to normalise its repressive policies. For instance, Xinhua reported 

that at the sixth Beijing Forum on Human Rights, ‘foreign experts 

agreed with Chinese experts that regulating the internet is important 

for safeguarding human rights, thereby legitimising China’s censorship 

policies.'^' The experts—Tom Zwart, director of the Netherlands School 
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of Minnan Rights Research, and Kate Westgarth, former director of 

Chinese Affairs of the UK Foreign and Commonwealth Office—may 

not support the level of censorship the CCP promotes, but their 

participation in these dialogues and their apparent endorsement of 

Chi nas policies through published statements like these lend the 

CCP legitimacy. 

Human rights dialogues, like the annual EU-China Human Rights 

Dialogue and the Sino-German dialogue on human rights, also serve 

to legitimise the Party’s position without improving human rights 

in China. In 2017 ten human rights organisations called on the EU 

to suspend its human rights dialogue with China until such time as 

the country undertakes meaningful reforms in the field.Western 

governments have been reluctant to do so. However, in 2019 China 

cancelled its human rights dialogue with Germany, citing the ‘lack of a 

constructive atmosphere’ on the German side.^^ 

When the CCP holds dialogues with Western partners on topics like 

human rights and the media, the West is not the only target audience. 

While Europe and North America have been weakening their pressure 

on China to respect human rights, the Party is well aware that it will not 

win over these countries for some time. And meanwhile the West can still 

undermine Beijing’s claims in the eyes of countries in the global South. 

In recent years, the CCP has been ramping up the promotion of 

its concept of human rights through Beijing-organised dialogues, UN 

resolutions and international meetings. In 2011 China published 

its first Human Rights Action Plan. In June 2017 it brought its first 

resolution to the UNHRC, called ‘The contribution of development 

to the enjoyment of all human rights’.In March 2018 it brought a 

second resolution, titled ‘Promoting mutually beneficial cooperation in 

the field of human rights’.Both resolutions were passed comfortably. 

In December 2017 China hosted the ‘South-South Human Rights 

Forum’ in Beijing, resulting in the ‘Beijing Declaration’ that endorsed 

Xi’s ‘community of shared future for mankind’ as central to human 

rights in the developing world.The China Society for Human Rights 

Studies has been touring Europe to promote the CCP’s version of human 

rights, and to defuse criticism of its system of concentration camps. 

China argues that the camps holding a million-plus Uyghurs and other 
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minorities, interned since 2017, are necessary in the fight against terror¬ 

ism.The society has also organised events at the UNHRP tU.. 
the improvement in human rights in Xinjiang.'o^ if ^he current state of 

Xinjiang is any indicator. Chinas ‘community of shared future is bad 

news for anyone who genuinely cares about human rights. 

Exporting ‘Internet sovereignty’ and standards for new technologies 

The CCP s concept of ‘internet sovereignty’ replaces the idea of an 

open, borderless internet that promotes the free flow of informa¬ 

tion. Domestically it involves a censorship regime unparalleled in 

history—manipulation of search engines to block specific terms, an 

army of online censors, and tight regulation of internet companies. 

When Chinese government think tanks call for a ‘democratic’ global 

internet-governance system, this is simply another way of calling for 

‘internet sovereignty’ by making the norms of autocratic countries equal 

in status to those of democratic countries, allowing each country to 

censor the internet within its borders as it pleases. 

Since 2014 China has organised the annual World Internet 

Conference in Wuzhen. Far from being a fringe event, the conference 

attracts high-profile participants, such as Apple’s Tim Cook and Google 

CEO Sundar Pichai, both of whom have delivered public addresses. 

Cook said he was proud to ‘help build a community that will join a 

common future in cyberspace’.'°n'he Cdiinese translation sounded very 

close to Xi’s ‘shared future for mankind’. 

To spread ‘internet sovereignty’ globally, Beijing trains officials 

from other countries. In November 2017 China hosted a ‘Seminar on 

Cybersp.ace Management for Officials of Countries along the Belt and 

Road Initiative’, giving sessions on how to monitor negative public 

opinion and then spin it in a positive direction. 

While the Parn' is unlikely to win over the entire world to its ideas 

ol internet governance, it has celebrated some successes. Vietnams 

highly restrictive cyberspace law is modelled on China’s.*'® Russia has 

backed the idea of'internet sovereignty’ with a 2019 law giving the 

government sweeping powers over what people can see on the internet 

inside Russia’s borders."* Perhaps more importantly, China is exporting 

not just the concepts and expertise but the technology that enables 
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exporting 'internet sovereignty’ and standards for new technologies 

titc CCPs censorship and surveillance regime. The ‘safe cities’ that are 

being built around the world use the surveillance technology of com¬ 

panies like Huawei."^ Huawei provided the ‘safe city’ infrastructure for 

Lusaka, where its employees have also reportedly helped the Zambian 

government track political opponents. 

Finally, China has paid close attention to the role of international 

standard-setting; that is, setting the requirements, norms and techni¬ 

cal specifications for products or tasks. In 2015 it created a Leading 

Small Group for standardisation along the Belt and Road."'* It has 

also secured leadership positions in the International Organization 

for Standardization, the International Electronic Commission, and 

the UN’s International Telecommunication Union, among others.'*^ 

Through the latter body, Chinese companies, including ZTE and the 

state-owned China Telecom, have proposed new facial-recognition 

standards, according to leaked documents first reported by the Financial 

TimesF^ Being able to set global standards based on their own propri¬ 

etary technologies gives companies a distinct advantage in expanding 

their market share. In June 2019 ZTE and China Telecom proposed a 

standard to add video monitoring to smart street lights, precisely what 

protesters in Hong Kong have been concerned about. The standard 

was accepted."' 
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Afterword 

How should the West respond to these threats to individual freedom 

and human rights? How are democracies to become more resilient? 

How can they better equip themselves to deal with interference 

by the CCP and other authoritarian regimes without coming to 

resemble them? 

An active pushback strateg)^ is required, not mere talk or wishful 

thinking. Democracies won’t be able to change China, but they can 

defend their most important institutions. Elective responses will differ 

from country to country, but all must draw on the strengths of open 

societies while simultaneously addressing their weaknesses. Countries 

will be required to accept the short-term costs that will come with the 

end of unrestrained engagement with China. And better coordination 

among allies is vital. 

The CCP prefers to operate in the shadows, and sunlight is often the 

best disinfectant. The responsibility for shedding light on the Party’s 

activities lies with the news media, government agencies, scholars and 

political leaders. Of these, the media ought to be at the forefront. Free 

speech and a free media are the enemies of the Chinese Communist 

Part) and must be protected at all costs. Tantrum diplomacy and fear 

of economic retribution must not be allowed to prevent governments 

and others from calling out Beijing for its interference activities. 
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Scholars, too, must step up, because the very idea of the univettitv 

is under threat. Attacks on academic freedom, whether in the form of 

insidious self-censorship or institutions leaning on employees to temper 

their work, need to be called out vigorously. Remaining silent when 

acts of interference, censorship and harassment occur is the greatest 

danger. There ought to be zero tolerance from academics and students. 
/ 

If enough universities invited the Dalai Lama to speak, Beijing’s threats 

would prove hollow. 

Civil society also has a leading role to play in exposing the CCR 

Political, business and university elites who acquiesce to or actively 

support Beijing deserve public scrutiny and robust criticism. Theatres, 

filmmakers, publishers—all cultural organisations in fact—should be 

exposed and condemned whenever they censor material under pressure 

from Beijing. Boycotts are often effective. 

People of Chinese heritage have a vital role in the pushback against 

the CCR It cannot be emphasised too strongly that the Chinese 

diaspora must be engaged, not least to neutralise the underhanded 

accusation that resistance to CCP influence is motivated by racism 

or is somehow ‘anti-China’. Chinese-heritage people in the West, 

elsewhere, are the foremost targets of CCP intimidation. The threat 

to conform to Beijing’s wishes or be punished is often sever 

rights of these people need protection; those among them willing 

speak out must be supported, and those who thieaten them shou 

prosecuted. ^ 

The language used in the pushback should never fall into the trap 

conflating the CCP with the Chinese people. More people of Chines 

heritage who are committed to democracy need to be involved in 

civic and political organisations, in order to counter the CCPs huaren 

canzhang of promoting its own people. Political parties should 

be encouraging ethnic Chinese people with democratic values to run 

for office, and politicians must stop legitimising united front groups by 

associating with them. 

The defence of democratic institutions rests with political parties, 

public service agencies, law enforcement, universities, cultural institu¬ 

tions, media organisations and businesses, all of which need to define and 

nforce clear rules for dealing with authoritarian regimes. In the political 
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afterword 

domam, nuich can be acliicvcd by legislating for transparency in lobby¬ 

ing and by fixing loopholes in campaign-financing laws, thus preventing 

cev pmxies f>om buying political influence with donations, backing 

their favoured candidates, suppressing critical voices, and engaging in 

infiirmation campaigns to swing elections. Parliaments must also enact 

foreign interference laws where needed, to protect against new forms 

of political warfare and to defend against organisations and individuals 

that actively seek to subvert democratic institutions. Another weakness 

that urgently needs to be addressed is the underfunding of universities, 

many of which are now led by profit-oriented people who believe their 

success depends on good relations with Beijing. Academic freedom is 

more difficult to uphold when doing so risks financial punishment. 

Universities need more money to fund independent experts on China 

who will help the public understand the CCP s strategies. 

Similarly, greater investment in public media will help counter 

those proprietors who have a financial interest in staying on Beijing’s 

good side. Measures to expose and disable CCP control of Chinese- 

language media should include overcoming advertiser boycotts, which 

have driven many from the market. New companies may need public 

financial support. 

The costs entailed in a nation reducing its vulnerability to CCP pres¬ 

sure will be worth it in the long run. Beijing wields its economic power 

like a great weapon. Its economic blackmail has proven highly eflPective, 

distorting decisions made by elected governments, frightening bureau¬ 

crats, silencing critics, and making countless companies beholden to it. 

That power is only amplified when Chinese companies answerable to 

Beijing own critical infrastructure in other countries. The West needs to 

inoculate itself against these pressures where it can, but where it can’t it 

needs to make some hard choices and walk away. 

All industries, including the education and tourism sectors, 

must understand the political risks of becoming heavily reliant on 

revenue flows from China. Shorr-term profit-making exposes them 

to long-term damage. When considering partnerships with Chinese 

organisations, much better due diligence is required, by people who 

are fluent in Chinese and have a strong understanding of how the CCP 
system works. 
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Governments need to make it clear that all companies that expose 

themselves to risk by becoming too dependent on Chinas market must 

bear the costs. Companies should not expect their governments to com¬ 

promise human rights and civil freedoms to appease Beijing. As long as 

the current CCP regime rules China, prudent corporate management 

requires diversification of markets. 

The United States cannot succeed in countering the CCP’s spread¬ 

ing influence alone. By going it alone, it is playing into Beijing’s hands. 

At the same time, other Western nations need to realise that a CCP-led 

China is not and never will be its friend. Other than those it controls, 

Beijing abhors alliances and does all it can to break them up. Democratic 

nations around the world must unite to protect universal human rights 

and democratic principles, and in this endeavour, alliances with devel¬ 

oping nations will be as important as those among developed nations. 

Despite the grim picture painted in this book, we remain hopeful 

that democracy and the will to freedom can prevail. In Hong Kong 

and Taiwan, people are fighting back against the CCP’s attempts to 

control and intimidate them. It’s true that many in the West are beset 

by cynicism and exhaustion when it comes to their own governance 

systems, yet more and more can see that the CCP represents a profound 

threat to the rights and freedoms that are frequently taken for granted. 

And it is reassuring to note that opposition to the CCP’s influence, 

interference and intimidation crosses traditional political boundaries. 

People on the left and on the right who have opened their eyes to the 

threat posed by the CCP, including those who have left China to escape 

it, are banding together. The pushback is growing by the day and the 

Party bosses in Beijing are worried. 
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Glossary 

Biaotai Short for biaoshi taidu, literally 

‘expressing one’s attitude’. Can be used 

to refer to the politically significant act 

of expressing allegiance to the CCP 

by repeating and affirming its political 

phrases. 

Big externa] 

propaganda 

Propaganda work targeted at foreigners 

that is done not just by propaganda 

departments but by all Party and 

government agencies, as well as society 

more broadly. 

Borrowing boats Literally ‘borrowing boats to go out to 

sea’: refers to using others (like foreign 

media) to spread the CCP’s message. 

China case Icrni used co describe the Chinese 

model ot aiithoricarian government, 

which can be exported for other 

coumries to learn from. 

Document No. 9 9'-im rhe colloquial term for an internal 

communique called Notice on the 

Current State of the Ideological Sphere, 

circulated by the Party Center in April 

2013; it outlined seven ‘false ideological 

trends’. 

Enemy of the 

people 
A category of person that the CCP 

considers irrevocably hostile to its own 

goals. The\' are not part of‘the people’; 

i.e., the broad masses that the Party 

claims to speak for. A different set of 

rules applies to how the CCP treats 

anyone it considers an enemy. 
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Great Firewall Colloquial term for the regulations and 

technologies used to censor the internet 

in China. 

Huaqiao 
A person of Chinese ethnicity living 

outside China. 

Huaren canzheng 
Literally ‘ethnic Chinese participation 

in politics’, a united front strategy 

to maximise political influence in 

democracies by promoting trusted 

people of Chinese heritage. 

Huayuquan 
Literally ‘discourse power’, a CCP 

term that refers to the ability to set the 

agenda and steer the direction of public 

discourse. 

Kouhao p-t 
A political slogan, very common in 

Chinese politics. 

Lao pengyou 
‘Old friend of China’, an appellation used 

for foreigners of a certain standing who 

help the strategic interests of the CCP. 

Leading Small 

Group 

A common coordinating and consulting 

mechanism used in the Chinese political 

sTstem whereby leaders from different 

departments and ministries come together 

,o coorditiate their work in a specific area. 

iiyong (iijang 

huowei zhongyang 

‘Using the local to surround the centre ; 

one way of describing the tactic of 

using good relations with local actors to 

pressure national governments._ 

Nongcun baouri 

chengshi 

‘Using the countryside to surround the 

city’: using a place where the enemy is 

weak to surround the enemy’s stronghold. 

Peaceiul evolution A CCP theory of the supposed attempt 

bv W escern governments to cause 

political change in China through 

peaceful means, most importantly the 

spreading of ideas that undermine 

the Chinese system from within 

(see Document Xo. 9). 
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GLOSSARY 

IVaccfvil rise A theory, coined by political adviser and 

former acting head of the Propaganda 

Department, Zheng Bijian, asserting 

that Chinas growing influence in the 

world would be peaceful; later changed 

to ‘peaceful development’. 

People-to-people 

diplomacy 
A form of international engagement 

used by the CCP since the 1950s. 

Originally used to bypass China’s 

diplomatic isolation, it was maintained 

after China was fully recognised by 

other countries. Although ostensibly 

undertaken by ordinary people, it is 

carefully orchestrated by the Party 

through united front bodies. The 

Party considers itself to be the ultimate 

representative of‘the people’. 

Positive energy A term used by Xi Jinping and the Party 

to demand that media and others spread 

positive content rather than critical or 

‘negative’ news. 

Qiaoivu in^ Overseas Chinese affairs’, a type of 

united front work targeted at overseas 

Clii nese. 

Thousand Talents 

Plan 

T-Ail-i^J A program launched by the Chinese 

government in 2008 to recruit leading 

international researchers to come to 

China. 

United front work tm (t^L 
m :v.W 

d T he political work ol building 

relationships with groups and individuals 

outside the Party. The goal is to build 

the broadest possible coalition against 

the principal enemy. 

Wat yturn nei fang Round outside, square within’, a united 

front principle that allows flexibility in 

strateg)' without compromising one’s 

principles. 
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GLOSSARY 

Xiao ma da 

bangmang 
‘Big help with a little baclmouth’, a 

strategy of offering a little criticism on 

smaller issues in order to appear more 

credible when supporting the CCP (or 

another organisation) on larger issues. 

Xinqiao People of Chinese ethnicity who have 

recently settled outside China, 

Yi shang hi zheng Using business to pressure the 

government; i.e,, getting foreign 

businesses to lobby their governments on 

Chinas/the CCPs behalf. 

Youyi ‘Friendship’, a term associated with 

winning over foreigners to defend and 

advance the CCP’s interests. 
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Acronyms 

2PLA The Second Department of the 

former General Staff Department 

of the PLA. Its successor is the 

Intelligence Bureau of the Joint 

Staff Department of the Central 

Military Commission. 

3PLA The Third Department of the 

former General Staff Department 

of the PLA; it was responsible for 

signals intelligence. 

ABP Advanced 

Business Park 

A Beijing-based property 

development company which 

was granted a £1 billion deal to 

redevelop part of London’s 

Royal Albert Dock by then 

mayor Boris Johnson. 

ACPAI America China 

Public Affairs 

Institute 

A not-for-profit group that builds 

US—China relationships. Its 

president is bred Feng, who is 

also the special US representative 

ofCUSi:F. 

AfD Alternative for 

Germany 
A German far-right party. 

AFROC All-China A united front body, established 
Federation 

of Returned 

Overseas 

Chinese 

in 1956, whose target groups 

are foreign nationals of Chinese 

heritage who have moved to 

China and Chinese nationals 

who have returned after living 

overseas. 
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ACRONYMS 

ANU Australian 

National 

University 

The national university of 

Australia, based in Canberra, 

BC British 

Columbia 

The westernmost province of 

Canada. 

BRI Belt and Road 

Initiative ^^P2iiJ±iay® 

A major Chinese government 

program that funds infrastructure 

projects worldwide. Also known 

as the Silk Road, and One Belt, 

One Road. 

ClOO Committee of 

100 

An organisation of prominent 

Chinese-Americans, founded in 

1990, officially committed to 

advancing the full participation 

of Chinese-Americans in 

American society and promoting 

constructive relations bet^veen 

the US and Greater China. 

CAFI China Arts 

Foundation 

International 

^ im'o 
The New York branch of the 

China Art Foundation; it was 

established in 2014 to exert 

influence and gather intelligence 

through cultural activities. The 

China Art Foundation was set 

up in 2006 by Deng Xiaoping’s 

daughter, Deng Rong, with 

the backing of the PLA-linked 

CAIFC. 

CAIEP China 

Association for 

International 

Exchange ol 

Personnel 

A Chinese organisation officially 

dedicated to professional 

‘people-to-pcoplc’ exchange, with 

offices in the US, Canada, Russia, 

Germany, the UK, Australia, 

Israel, Japan, Singapore and 

Hong Kong. 
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CAIFC China 

Association for 

International 

Friendly 

Contact 

A united front organisation under 

the Liaison Department of the 

Political Work Department of the 

Central Military Commission. It 

gathers intelligence and engages 

in propaganda campaigns. 

CASS Chinese 

Academy of 

Social Sciences 

Chinas principal national-level 

organisation for research on 

the humanities and social 

sciences, founded in 1977. It has 

ministerial rank and is directly 

under the State Council. 

CBBC China-Britain 

Business 

Council 

A British lobby group promoting 

trade and investment between the 

UK and China. It was founded as 

the China-Britain Trade Group 

in 1991 with the backing of the 

48 Group Club. 

CCG Center for 

China and 

Globalization 

A Beijing-based think tank 

with strong united front ties, 

founded in 2008 and headed by 

Wang Huiyao. 

CCIEE China 

Center for 

International 

Economic 

Exchanges 

A Beijing-based, high-level think 

tank founded in 2009, supervised 

by the National Development 

and Reform Commission and 

headed by former vice premier 

Zeng Peiyan. 

CCP Chinese 

Communist 

Part)' 

rhe sole governing party of the 

Peoples Republic of China. 



acronyms 

CCPIT China Council ' |^ U\ H |5^- ^ 
for the 

Promotion of 

International 

Trade 

CCPPNR China Council 

for the 

Promotion 

of Peaceful 

National 

Reunification 

CCTV 
China Central 

Television 

CEIBS China Europe 

Iniernational 

Business 

School 

CETC China >1'I *'1'li J f Mi 

Elecironics HiHI 

technology 

Group 

Corporation 

•n 952 on the instructions of 

lormcr Chinese premier Zhou 

Enlai. Its task at that time was 

to persuade foreign governments 

to trade with China, which was 

subject to a trade embargo after 

the 1949 communist takeover. 

Today it continues to promote 

trade between China and foreign 

countries and builds political 

networks. 

A united front body dedicated 

to promoting the CCP s position 

on Taiwan and suppressing 

alternative voices, but also serving 

wider political goals of the Party. 

The principal national television 

broadcaster in China. In 2018 

it merged with China National 

Radio and China Radio 

International to form the China 

Media Group, which is under 

the leadership of the CCP’s 

Propaganda Department. 

A Shanghai-based business school 

established in 1994 under an 

agreement between the Chinese 

government and the European 

(Commission. 

A (Chinese state-owned 

conglomerate specialising in 

conuminications etjuipment, 

computers, software and other 

electronic equipment, whose 

purpose is ‘leveraging civilian 

electronics for the gain of the 

Pl-A’. 
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aiiN China Global 

television 

Network 

MN 
The global arm of CCTV, 

with production centres in 

Washington D.C., Nairobi and 

London. Formerly known as 

CCTV International, it was 

rebranded in 2016. 

CIC China 

Investment 

Corporation 

4'IS® PI Sovereign wealth fund managing 

part of the PRC’s foreign 

exchange reserves. 

CICIR China 

Institutes of 

Contemporary 

International 

Relations 

A Beijing-based think tank 

founded in 1965 and overseen by 

the Ministry of State Security. 

CIPG China 

International 

Publishing 

Group 

4'H[SPtl4}|;S 
Mm 

The external nameplate used by 

the CCP’s Foreign Languages 

Bureau, an organisation under 

the Propaganda Department of 

the CCP Central Committee. It 

also goes by the name of China 

Foreign Languages Publishing 

Administration. 

CITIC China 

International 

Trust and 

Investment 

Corporation 

A state-owned investment 

corporation with links to the 

PLA. 

CMC Central 

Military 

Commission 

of the 

Communist 

Party of China 

Fhe CX^P commission 

commanding the People’s 

Liberation Army. It also goes by 

the name of CX-mral Military 

Commission of the PRC. 
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CMG 
China Media 

Group 
I Xj A media organisation formed 

In 2018 throu^i the merger of 

China Central 'rdevision, China 

National Radio, and China Radio 

International, In China, it is 

usually referred to as the Central 

Broadcast and Television General 

Station, It takes orders from the 

_ CCPs Propaganda Department, 

CNS 
China News 

Service 

Chinas second official news 

agency. It is part of the CCP’s 

united front outfit and mainly 

targets overseas Chinese, as well 

as the people of Taiwan, Hong 

Kong and Macao, 

CPAFFC Chinese 

People’s 

Association 

for Friendship 

with Foreign 

Countries 

A united front organisation 

founded in 1954 and now 

headed by Li Xiaolin, the 

daughter of former Chinese 

president Li Xiannian, 

CPPCC Chinese 

People’s 

Political 

Consultative 

Conference 

The united front equivalent of 

the National People’s Congress. 

Both the NPC and the CPPCC 

meet once every year in March 

in what is known as the Two 

Sessions. 

CPSU Communist 

Part)' of the 

Soviet Union 

The ruling party of the former 

Soviet Union. 

CRI China Radio 

International 111 ft 

China’s official international 

radio broadcaster, since 2018 part 

of China Media Group. 

CSSA Chinese 

Students 

and Scholars 

Association 

KX (i'll) if 

United front organisation for 

Chinese students and scholars 

studying abroad. CSSAs on 

campuses around the world 

are usually linked to the local 

Chinese embassy or consulate. 
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c:usEn China- 

United States 

Exchange 

Foundation 

A Hong Kong-based foundation 

founded in 2008. It is chaired 

by former Hong Kong chief 

executive Tung Chee-hwa, 

an important united front 

personage. It also has links to 

the PLA. 

EDI 

Media 

A Los Angeles—based Chinese- 

American multimedia company 

with links to China Radio 

International. Its vice president 

James Su is also vice president 

ofAFROC. 

G77 Group of 77 A coalition of 135 developing 

nations at the United Nations, 

named after its 77 founding 

members. China, while not 

a formal member, regularly 

coordinates with it, so that joint 

statements are often issued under 

the name ‘the Group of 77 

and China’. 

HNA 

Group 

Hainan 

Airlines Group 

A Haikou-based Chinese 

conglomerate involved in various 

industries, including aviation, 

real estate and financial services, 

and believed to have links to top 

Party officials. 

ICAS Institute for 

China-America 

Studies 

A think tank based in 

Washington D.C^ It was founded 

in 2015 as an outpost of the 

Chinese government’s National 

Institute for South China 

Sea Studies and is funded by 

the Hainan Nanhai Research 

Foundation. 

ICPT International 

Committee for 

the Promotion 

of Trade 

A Soviet front group created 

in 1952 to find ways around 

restrictions on trade with the 

Soviet Union. 
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ILD 

MPS 

International' 

Liaison 
Oepartment 

of the 
Communist 

Party of 
China (also 

known as the 
International 

Department) 

™ .n.v5 land tasked with 
••a'S'ng with foreign political 

parties. Initially focused on 

communist parties, it broadened 

its mandate in the 1980s and 

started liaising with non¬ 

communist parties too. 

Ministry of 

Public Security 

The principal police and 

domestic-security authority 
in China. 

MSS 
Ministry of 

State Security 

The principal government 

authority in China in charge of 

intelligence work and political 

security. 

NAS National 

Association of 

Scholars 

A conservative advocacy group 

in the US with an interest in 

education. 

NUDT National 

Universin- 

of Defense 

Technology 

One of Chinas key universities; 

it is under the leadership of the 

C'entral Military Commission 

and is based in Changsha, 

1 lunan. 

NYU New York 

Un i versin' 

A private research university 

based in New York City and with 

degree-granting campuses in 

Shanghai and Abu Dhabi. 

OhOR One Belt. One 

Road 

l orincr Hnglish acronym for 

what is now called the Belt and 

Road Initiative (see BRl). 

OOU) (.)vcrse.is 

Chinese .Atlairs 

t^rtiee 

A former C'hinese government 

agency in charge of managing 

relations with overseas Chinese. 

It was merged into the United 

front Work Department in 

2018, although the name is still 

used in public. 
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PL‘\ Peoples 

Liberation 

Army 

'l'|S|AK:M The armed wing of the 

Communist Party of China. 

PLMEU Peoples 

Liberation 

Army Strategic 

Support Force 

Information 

Engineering 

University 

liAftSlIi 

A^ 

A military academy based in 

Zhengzhou, Henan. 

PRC People’s 

Republic of 

China 

The official name of China, not 

to be confused with the Republic 

of China (ROC), which is the 

formal name of Taiwan. 

RMB Renminbi A^ffi The currency of the Peoples 

Republic of China, also known 

as the Chinese yuan. 

SAFEA State 

Administration 

of Foreign 

Experts Affairs 

® A" An agency, under the State 

Council, responsible for 

certifying foreign experts working 

in the PRC. It is in charge of 

granting the Friendship Award. 

SAIS School of 

Advanced 

International 

Studies 

A top US graduate school 

of international relations at 

Johns I lopkins University. 

SARS Severe acute 

respirator)' 

syndrome 

A viral respiratory disease. 

SASTIND State 

Administration 

lor Science, 

Technoloo\- o. 
and Industry 

for National 

Defense 

1. 

A Cdiinese government agency 

subordinate to the Ministry 

of Industry and Information 

lechnology. It superseded 

the Commission for Science, 

Technology and Industry for 

National Defense (COSTIND). 
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SCO 

SCOBA 

SOE 

SPD 

UFWD 

UNDP 

Shanghai 

Cooperation 

Organization 

.1 A European security organisation 

dominated by China. Pounded in 

Shanghai in 2001, its members 

also include Russia, Kazakhsun, 

Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, 

Uzbekistan, India and Pakistan. 

Silicon Valley 

Chinese 

Overseas 

Business 

Association 

State-owned 

enterprise 

Social 

Democratic 

Party of 

Germany 

United 

Front Work 

Department 

i An association of businesspeople 

and technical experts, including 

both mainland Chinese and 

Chinese-Americans. Some 

members serve as advisers to 

Chinese national and provincial 

government agencies. 

H enterprise with majority 

government ownership. 

A centre-left German party. 

An agency of the CCP that 

manages relations with 

organisations and individuals 

outside the Party, both 

domestically and internationally, 

largei groups include religious 

organisations, industry 

federations, minorities, 

overseas Chinese, and people 

in Hong Kong, Macau and 

I'aiwan. Its mandate has been 

expanded in the Xi era, and in 

2018 it absorbed a number of 

government agencies. 

United 

Nations 

Development 

Program 

l{)-fl The UN’s global-development 

network. 
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UNHRC United 

Nations 

Human Rights 

Council 

A UN body tasked with 

promoting and protecting 

human rights. It was founded 

in 2006 and replaced the UN 

Commission on Human Rights. 

USCPFA U.S.-China 

Peoples 

Friendship 

Association 

US-based ‘friendship’ 

organisation founded in 1974. 

USSR Union of 

Soviet Socialist 

Republics 

The official name of the former 

Soviet Union. 

WHA World Health 

Assembly 

The forum through which the 

World Health Organization is 

governed; it is composed of health 

ministers from member states. 

WHO World Health 

Organization 

An agency of the United Nations 

concerned with international 

public health. 

ZJUKA Zhejiang UK 

Association 

A hometown association (united 

front body) for people from the 

province of Zhejiang now living 

in the UK. 
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